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ABSTRACT
Argumentative writing is necessary for academic success at tertiary level in both
Anglophone and EFL contexts. Being able to argue in English in academic ways,
however, presents significant challenges for EFL students, particularly those with low
English proficiency levels. Many EFL students have little experience with written
academic argument genres and rhetorical writing styles in English, and insufficient
understanding of the value of ‘objective’ evaluative writing. Despite the challenges faced
by EFL students in learning to argue in English, to date little research has focused on
tracing EFL university-level students’ argumentative writing development, particularly
their changes in discourse-semantic evaluative meaning-making resources, through a
theoretically-informed literacy intervention. The research reported in this thesis examines
the impact of a Systemic Functional Linguistic (SFL)-informed genre writing intervention
(Halliday, 1978; Martin & Rose, 2008) on the improvement of argumentative writing
produced by Vietnamese EFL tertiary students under timed, exam-based conditions.
The present study evaluates the potential of the SFL-based genre writing intervention
through comprehensive, detailed linguistic analyses of argumentative texts produced by
Vietnamese EFL tertiary students, and through a thematic analysis of the students’
perceptions of the intervention’s potential. This study draws on SFL genre,

APPRAISAL

system and periodicity for exploring changes in argumentative writing. SFL provides
conceptual understanding of writing development and analytical systems for the analysis
of texts. Data consist of 33 texts constructed at pre-, mid- and post-intervention intervals
which are qualitatively analysed. The SFL linguistic analysis provides insights into
writing development as a result of the intervention. This study also undertakes a thematic
analysis of interview data collected after the students attended the intervention. This
analysis sheds light on the perceptions of the students towards the effectiveness of the
intervention on writing improvement.
Informed by SFL analytical tools and systems, analyses reveal development in the ability
of Vietnamese tertiary students to argue in English after they completed the intervention.
From the genre perspective, development is evidenced in a greater ability to approximate
the prototypical structure of the focus genre modelled in the intervention. From the
periodicity perspective, development is demonstrated in their increased ability to
xii

articulate thesis statements and arguments elaborated with justifications and evidence.
From the

APPRAISAL

perspective, analysis shows the progression towards less

personalised expression of emotions and greater use of resources of attribution to
construct warranted multi-voiced arguments. Analysis also reveals a better capacity to
construct an effective pattern of evaluation beyond the level of clauses and clause
complexes. In addition, the thematic analysis of interview data indicates the impact of the
intervention on the students’ genre knowledge and their positive attitudes towards the
effectiveness of the intervention on writing improvement.
This study has made an original contribution to the domain of EFL academic writing. The
study lends empirical support for the application of SFL-based genre pedagogy,
supplemented with discourse-semantic

APPRAISAL

features, to the development of EFL

students’ ability to argue in English. It confirms the potential value of this pedagogy in
fostering growth in the capacity of students to use evaluative resources effectively for
argumentative writing improvement. The study has valuable pedagogical implications of
the EFL curriculum content and pedagogy for the instruction of EFL argumentative
writing.

xiii

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.0. Chapter introduction
This study explores the development of an important skill, argumentative writing in
English, required of EFL university students for academic achievement. Central to this
study is the quality of argumentative texts constructed by Vietnamese EFL university
students under timed, exam-based conditions, and the potential of a Systemic Functional
Linguistic (SFL)-based genre writing intervention (Halliday, 1978; Martin & Rose, 2008)
to support development of the argumentative writing ability. EFL tertiary students are
expected to write in English for social, professional and academic purposes such as
international or national English proficiency assessment (Cumming, 2009; Tsiriotakis,
Grünke, Spantidakis, Vassilaki, & Stavrou, 2020). However, research has pointed to
ineffective and insufficient pedagogical support in EFL academic contexts to promote the
growth of EFL students’ skills of argumentation at the undergraduate level (Qin &
Karabacak, 2010). This chapter first presents an overview of the research problem and
contextualises this study within the field of EFL academic writing from an SFL
perspective. It then outlines the research’s overall aim, its specific research questions and
its significance.
1.1. Argumentative writing in EFL contexts
Well-formulated, reasoned argumentative writing has been long recognised as essential
for academic success. Argumentation is a key genre enabling the negotiation of ideas and
the dissemination of new academic knowledge among professional writers and
researchers (Hyland, 2011). It is also an important genre required of university-level
English language learners of different linguistic and cultural backgrounds to manage
common assessment tasks such as thesis writing, course assignments or examconditioned essay writing (Schneer, 2014). In fact, written argumentation is the most
important skill in terms of ‘higher order thinking and reasoning’ (Kuhn, 1992, p. 120).
The capacity to argue persuasively has an important impact on student grades, academic
achievement and future employment (Stuart, 1998).

1

The importance of argumentative writing is evident in its inclusion in many high-stakes
testing and assessment contexts. Internationally, the ability to persuade others is
privileged in high-stakes standardised exams and is tested in both the International
English Language Testing System (IELTS) and the Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL), both of which act as gate-keepers for admission to English-speaking or
English-mediated universities (Coffin, 2004). Argumentation has also gained a dominant
position in English teaching syllabus documents for both non-English and English majors
in EFL contexts (Bacha, 2010). Tertiary education in Vietnam, for example, foregrounds
the growing significance of argumentation in the national Higher Education
Qualifications Framework for most programs including the Bachelor of Arts in English
Language (Banh, 2004). Argumentation is one of the key genres taught in both nonEnglish and English major undergraduate programs across Vietnamese educational
settings (Ho, 2011).
Similarly, this genre is also a core requirement of the five-level, Vietnamese Standardised
Test of English Proficiency (VSTEP) (V. H. Nguyen, 2015). VSTEP serves as an
important assessment instrument used to evaluate the English competency of
undergraduates in Vietnamese universities. Many universities require non-English major
students to achieve Level 3 in VSTEP (equivalent to B1 in CEFR) and English major
students to attain Level 5 (equivalent to C1 in CEFR) before graduation (Q. Nguyen,
2018). The test aims to assess four language skills (listening, speaking, reading and
writing), and places test-takers’ performance along a continuum of Level 3 to Level 5. It
accords a central position to the argumentative writing task, which accounts for two thirds
of the total score of the writing paper test. Failing the test means that students’
undergraduate degrees are withheld despite completion of their four-year undergraduate
program. Despite its importance, many Vietnamese EFL undergraduate students face a
significant challenge in constructing well-structured, effective academic arguments.
To date, previous research has identified the rhetorical and linguistic features of academic
arguments as a significant area of difficulty for EFL tertiary students, including
Vietnamese students. In analysing EFL university students’ questionnaire responses, past
studies reveal that students perceive argumentative writing as the most difficult task, and
that the aspects they find the hardest are idea generation and the generic structures of texts
(Luu, 2012; Peloghitis, 2017). They also experience difficulty producing clear arguments
2

elaborated with supporting details, display limited knowledge of academic vocabulary
and grammar, and have insufficient experience with generic structures (Lam et al., 2020;
Wingate, 2012). From a linguistic perspective, studies show that EFL university students
demonstrate limited ability to construct a coherent structure of thesis statement and
elaboration (Qi, Yu, & Cheng, 2020), with a tendency to overuse assertive language and
personal opinions in texts (Lancaster, 2014; J. J. Lee & Deakin, 2016; Wu, 2007). They
are also found to produce circular arguments and select ineffective thematic choices (Ho,
2011). While these studies highlight the need to foster EFL students’ development of
academic argumentative writing skills, they focus mainly on identifying the writing
challenges. There remains a scarcity of studies specifically investigating the effects of
instruction on argumentative writing development. The present study investigates the
potential of a theoretically informed writing intervention aimed at supporting Vietnamese
EFL university students to produce exam-based argumentative texts with greater success.
There is an important need to investigate the cohort of EFL students due to its relative
underrepresentation in the current literature compared to the ESL cohort (Madyarov et
al., 2018). Over the last thirty years, most studies on writing in additional languages has
focused on writing development and performance in ESL rather than EFL contexts
(Cumming, 2009; Pelaez-Morales, 2017). Riazi, Shi, and Haggerty’s (2018) review of
empirical research on ESL, EFL and foreign language (FL) writing in a highly cited
journal over a 24-year period reveals a significantly higher number of studies conducted
on ESL rather than EFL or FL contexts. This trend does not reflect the increasing
population of EFL learners across the world and their high demand for English writing
instruction for academic, professional and social purposes (Tsiriotakis et al., 2020). For
example, according to statistics released by the Vietnamese Ministry of Education and
Training (MOET, 2017), the number of Vietnamese EFL university students increased
from 418,991 to 437,156 between 2017 and 2018, with all of them expected to write in
English for various purposes such as argumentative writing for VSTEP. Despite the need
for EFL students to write in English being paramount, research about writing
development in EFL contexts is still limited. The present study adds to the existing,
increasing body of research on EFL academic writing and contributes to in-depth
understanding of the writing performance of Vietnamese EFL university students.
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1.2. Argumentative writing instructions in Vietnamese tertiary contexts
Many EFL students, including Vietnamese students, enter their tertiary studies with
underdeveloped writing skills. This is likely due to the limited attention paid to writing
in comparison to speaking, reading and listening in the English curriculum at secondary
school levels (Manchón, 2009). The minor role of writing in the curriculum is reflected
in the high-stakes end-of-school English examinations in some EFL contexts such as
Indonesia (Uswatunnisa, 2020), Thailand (Imsa-ard, 2020) and Vietnam (Tran, Griffin,
& Nguyen, 2010) where students are not required to produce written texts. These
examinations instead focus on assessing students’ reading comprehension skills and
knowledge of ‘three language areas’ - grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation - through
multiple-choice questions. Although the use of multiple-choice test items is a powerful
way to establish test reliability, its validity is doubtful as it reveals little useful information
about students’ ability to use language, such as their ability to write in a variety of genres
across different contexts. Such a focus has had negative implications for their capacity to
successfully produce the argumentative written texts expected at post-secondary levels
(Bui, 2015).
Classroom practices in some EFL tertiary contexts, including Vietnamese settings,
demonstrate limited effectiveness in preparing students to meet the requirements and
expectations of writing tasks. One common practice is the tendency to reinforce an
understanding of essays as having ‘homogeneity’, where all academic texts are conceived
as being produced in the same way within and across fields or subjects (Matruglio, 2014).
Notably, EFL writing instruction focuses on acculturating students into a writing practice
using the concept of ‘essay’ with a three-part structure: introduction, body and conclusion
(Melissourgou & Frantzi, 2017). The so-called ‘essay’ also frequently features in the
writing prompts of high-stakes national exams such as VSTEP in Vietnam, where
students are required to argue for the credibility of their own position towards a particular
issue. This focus on the ability to write a three-part essay is problematic. Subsuming all
text types and genres into one generic form (essay) limits awareness of the range of
academic genres (e.g. exposition or discussion) and the language resources for realising
the purposes of genres across writing contexts, fields and audiences. In addition, ‘essay’
is regarded in the literature as a vague ‘umbrella term’ for a wide range of writing
purposes across specific disciplinary contexts where genre and register differ significantly
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(Johns, 2008; Wingate, 2012). This practice affords limited opportunity for students to
understand intricate relationships between the social purpose of a text and corresponding
discourse structures and language resources (Coffin & Donohue, 2014) or to increase
their awareness of writing audiences, which are pivotal to making appropriate meaningmaking choices (H. Chen & Vale, 2020).
Writing instruction that reinforces a conception of essays as possessing ‘homogeneity’
draws limited attention to the development of genre knowledge such as shared norms and
expectations about academic writing. However, understanding institutional and linguistic
expectations in academic writing is of fundamental importance, as this understanding
assists students to produce well-formulated written texts that meet the teacher’s implicit
requirements or criteria (Christie & Dreyfus, 2007). Understanding the expectations of
writing, including the identification and use of the appropriate generic and linguistic
features for writing responses, is central to writing achievement. These expectations are,
however, often taken for granted and remain opaque to many EFL students, including
Vietnamese students. The linguistic features for effective stance-taking, an important
aspect for achieving successful argumentative writing, for example, remain implicit and
continue to present a significant challenge to many EFL students (Zhang & Zhang, 2021).
This points to the need to design a pedagogical intervention that can make visible to the
students both the reader’s expectations around language use to achieve communicative
purposes and the relationship between these purposes and the linguistic features of texts
(Yasuda, 2011).
The common approaches to writing instruction in some EFL tertiary contexts, for
example Korea (Y. Kim & Kim, 2006), Japan (Nishino & Watanabe, 2008) and Vietnam
(Truong, 2012), also demonstrate limited success in developing EFL students’ ability to
construct effective texts. The product-oriented approach tends to dominate. This approach
gives primacy to decontextualised grammatical accuracy through mechanical drill tasks
such as sentence transformation, rather than to meaningful communication, and does not
pay close attention to the relationship between text structures, communicative functions
and purposes (Celce-Murcia & Yoo, 2014; Trinh & Nguyen, 2014). Learning to write
within this approach involves learning to construct accurate texts that are independent of
particular contexts and audiences (Hirvela, Hyland, & Manchon, 2016). Learners are
often expected to imitate context-independent formulaic expressions from sample texts
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(Bui, 2015). The focus on decontextualised accuracy within the product-based approach
is, however, counter-productive in terms of the development of effective academic
writing skills (Schleppegrell, 2006). Accuracy-focused instruction provides limited
opportunity for students to produce meaningful and purposeful texts that address the
reader’s expectations, and thus achieve academic success (Derewianka & Jones, 2010).
This instruction might result in EFL writers’ conception of writing as ‘autonomous and
context free’ rather than ‘a social action that is performed through interactions of purpose,
audience, and linguistic choice’ (Yasuda, 2011, p. 112).
The cognitive, process-oriented approach to writing instruction recently introduced to
many EFL tertiary contexts, for example Vietnamese classrooms (Duong, Cuc, & Griffin,
2011), has also faced significant negative criticism from writing researchers from both
Anglophone and EFL contexts. This approach contributes to developing the cognitive
strategies of planning (gathering and generating ideas about a topic), drafting (translating
ideas into written texts and producing multiple drafts) and revising (reviewing and
making necessary amendments to improve writing quality). One major critique of this
approach is, however, that the model rejects the social aspect of writing (Atkinson, 2003;
Christie & Martin, 1997; Gomez, 2017; Hirvela et al., 2016) and disregards the dimension
of ‘social conventionality’ such as shared genre knowledge and expectations of an
effective academic text (Atkinson, 2003). Another objection is its limited attention to the
role of language as meaning-making resources for achieving purposes in specific contexts
(Christie & Derewianka, 2008). As argued by Hirvela et al. (2016, p. 48), the process
approach disadvantages learners ‘in an invisible curriculum where the language they need
to write is withheld from them until the final ‘editing’ stage of the process’. While it is
important to develop the cognitive strategies of planning, drafting and revising,
instructional support focussing solely on such strategies is insufficient to enable EFL
learners to produce successful academic writing, due to its lack of emphasis on language
as meaning making (Schleppegrell, 2006).
EFL learners, particularly low achievers, require explicit writing instruction that
foregrounds the key role of language as meaning making in context, along with greater
understanding of genres and genre forms, audience awareness and linguistic features of
target texts. As these students have limited understanding of shared expectations around
language uses in specific cultural contexts, it is of crucial importance to make visible
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these expectations so as to ensure greater access to the tacit knowledge of highly valued
target genres (Dreyfus, Humphrey, Mahboob, & Martin, 2015; Hyland, 2007; Rose &
Martin, 2012). Increasing shared genre knowledge, including the generic and linguistic
features of texts, through an explicit pedagogy provides a solid foundation for the
successful production of texts (Emilia & Hamied, 2015). With such visible support,
students might be empowered to produce the linguistic patterns that underpin writing
achievement (Derewianka, 2003; Schleppegrell, 2006).
The present study thus responds to a history of ineffective EFL writing pedagogy in
Vietnam. Its aim is to design, trial and evaluate the potential of an SFL-based genre
writing intervention that can support control over the valued meaning-making patterns of
argumentative genres (see below for a justification of the SFL-genre theoretical lens).
This investigation provides significant insights into how the SFL-based genre pedagogy
can be used to improve EFL students’ capacity to construct effective meaning in
argumentative texts, and thus to move them to the next level of writing achievement and
progression. It illuminates specific elements of the pedagogy conducive to writing
development.
1.3. Overview of the theoretical lens
This writing intervention, aimed at bringing about potential changes in tertiary-level
Vietnamese students’ skills of argumentation, is underpinned by the SFL, language-based
theory of learning and genre-based theory and practice. SFL is particularly relevant to the
context of this study where the official policy documents such as the 2020 national foreign
language project highlight the ability to make meaning for communicative, educational
and professional purposes. SFL is valuable (Dreyfus et al., 2015; Emilia & Hamied, 2015;
Yasuda, 2011) due to its conception of ‘learning itself as a semiotic process: learning is
learning to mean, and to expand one’s meaning potential’ (Halliday, 1993, p. 113). From
this perspective, learning to argue is interpreted as a process of meaning making and of
expanding one’s meaning-making potential. Supporting the development of the ability to
argue in English for EFL students is thus understood as providing opportunities for the
students to learn about the way in which language is used to create meaning to achieve
social functions, and to expand the expected linguistic patterns that underpin academic
success through an explicit pedagogy.
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SFL theory provides a theorisation of language as meaning making to achieve certain
social acts in contexts (Dreyfus, Humphrey, Mahboob, & Martin, 2016; Martin & Rose,
2008). Within the SFL model, language is theorised as simultaneously making three
different kinds of meaning, which are labelled metafunctions: the ideational metafunction
construes human experience; the interpersonal metafunction enacts social relationships;
and the textual metafunction organises discourse. These three meaning domains are
closely linked to three dimensions of context: field (subject matter), tenor (social
relationships and roles) and mode (modalities of communication). The metafunctions
inform the content of the intervention, including the types and patterns of linguistic
resources that become the central focus of explicit instruction. The focus of the
intervention reported on in this thesis was placed on modelling interpersonal resources,
particularly the evaluative language uses which are key to argumentative writing, for EFL
Vietnamese university students (see below for a justification). Such an emphasis is
valuable for these students, who demonstrate the tendency to overuse assertive language
and personal opinions in texts and to produce ineffective arguments (Ho, 2011).
A key tenet of SFL theory is its conception of effective argumentation through the concept
of genre. The construct of genre as conceptualised by Martin (1997), drawing on earlier
work by Hasan (1977), models social context as a semiotic system contextualising
language (Christie, 2017). This model provides a powerful tool for a comprehensive,
systemic account of the generic and linguistic features of texts (Mitchell & Pessoa, 2017).
Genre is understood as ‘recurrent configurations of meaning, that enact the social
practices of a culture’ (Rose, 2012, p. 209). In other words, culture is construed through
a system of genres which develop logogenetically through stages and phases, realised by
linguistic features. Each genre constitutes a particular purpose and, depending on the
purpose, ‘deploy[s] particular configurations of lexical, grammatical and textual features’
and organises these features in a particular sequential way (Correa & Echeverri, 2017, p.
47). From the Martinian perspective, supporting argumentative writing development can
be interpreted as increasing understanding of the connections between generic structures
and functions or meanings for advancing arguments (Coffin & Donohue, 2014). Martin’s
conception of genre provides a foundation for modelling the generic and linguistic
features needed for successful writing for the Vietnamese EFL students during the
intervention. This perspective is also valuable for examining the quality of generic
structures, particularly stages and phases, in the student texts constructed at different
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times. This model can contribute in-depth understanding of the students’ ability to
organise texts purposefully and effectively (see Section 1.5 below for a justification).
The APPRAISAL1 system within SFL offers a conception of interpersonal meaning-making,
particularly discourse-semantic evaluative language resources, pivotal to powerful
argumentation. Evaluation has been recognised as a critical element of argumentative
texts (Wu, 2007), and research has shown that an effective use of evaluative resources is
one key parameter distinguishing the quality of texts produced by high and low achieving
student writers (Coffin & Hewings, 2004; Hood, 2010; Lancaster, 2014; R. Miller,
Mitchell, & Pessoa, 2014; Nakamura, 2009; Wu, 2007). In particular, evaluation enables
a writer to take a perspective in relation to a particular issue, position themselves among
a diversity of viewpoints, and construct evaluative stances that take other perspectives
into account when developing their own value positions in texts (Hood, 2010). From the
APPRAISAL

perspective, powerful argumentation can be undertood as construing

appropriate and effective evaluations. Developing the ability to argue can thus be viewed
as extending the evaluative meaning-making potential and enabling students to increase
their ability to express approriate evaluative stances and attitudes in texts for academic
success. As evaluation is one salient feature of argumentative texts, it is therefore
necessary to model evaluative patterns and strategies important for successful
argumentative writing, during the intervention, and to track the ways in which evaluative
language is employed to adopt stances and engage with the reader in the student texts
constructed at different times.
The focus on evaluative meaning making is warranted in the Vietnamese EFL context.
Being able to express appropriate evaluation in texts presents a significant challenge to
many EFL students (Lancaster, 2014; J. J. Lee & Deakin, 2016; Wu, 2007; Zhang &
Zhang, 2021) including Vietnamese students (Ho, 2011), but evaluative meaning has not
received sufficient pedagogical attention in Vietnam. This focus is also supported by a
recent call for greater attention to the development of evaluative language use in student
texts (Hood, 2010; Schleppegrell & Christie, 2018; Yasuda, 2019), which it has been
claimed is an underexplored area of investigation into writing development. Additional
studies are required to ‘better understand…how resources for interpersonal meaning
1

In SFL, names of the APPRAISAL system and its subsystems are given in small capital letters.
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develop to enable judgment and evaluation’ (Schleppegrell & Christie, 2018, p. 141). In
particular, there remains a paucity of research into argumentative writing development
with a focus on evaluative meanings in texts that are constructed under exam conditions
through an SFL-based genre intervention. Exploring this development is an important
area of research as it provides insights into the potential of such an intervention to support
EFL students in their development of the ability to manage evaluative resources in texts.
Periodicity, a discourse semantic resource in SFL, provides a conception of textual
meaning-making key to the organisation of effective argumentation. It refers to the textual
meaning dimension that organises ideational and interpersonal meanings into a coherent
whole (Martin & Rose, 2007b). In discourse, textual meanings are realised periodically
as waves of information in the same way as Theme and New are structured at the clause
level (Hood, 2004a; Martin & Rose, 2007b). A text constructs various layers of Theme
and New at different levels of organisation. At a clausal level, Theme is the focus of
information in a clause and is the initial element of a clause placed before a process (a
verb), whereas New is the remaining element after Theme. Beyond clause level, hyperlevel Themes and News have key roles to play in making ideational and interpersonal
meanings salient in argumentation. They enable writers to organise their unfolding texts
in certain ways to advance arguments. From this perspective, effective argumentation can
be conceptualised as construing abstract meanings in higher-level Themes, which are then
unpacked through elaboration in lower-level Themes, signposting for the reader how the
text will unfold and thus contributing to managing reader expectations. Supporting the
development of argumentative writing thus involves increasing the ability to maintain a
continued flow of information that moves from generalisation to specificity in texts.
In SFL, discourse semantics is conceptualised as the most abstract level of language
above lexicogrammar and graphology but below context, and is realised through patterns
of meaning at the level of lexicogrammar, which are in turn realised through patterns of
expression at the stratum of graphology (Martin, 2000). Focusing on discourse semantics
– the middle ground between genre and lexicogrammar – is particularly useful in the
Vietnamese context where literacy pedagogy, historically, has placed a greater emphasis
on the development of student ability to use sentence-level, lexicogrammatical resources.
Exploring discourse semantics is important as this sheds light on EFL students’ ability to
create coherent and cohesive purposeful meaning at the level of the whole text and
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paragraphs (Christie & Derewianka, 2008). Focussing on developing the capacity to
construct meaning at this level through an SFL-scaffolded approach is arguably essential
in enabling students to produce effective argumentative texts for academic achievement
(see Chapter 3 for this argument). Vietnamese pedagogic practice, however, pays
significant attention to sentence-level grammatical accuracy (Le & Barnard, 2009) and
has limited emphasis on discourse semantics (Hoang, 2008). This practice is not
conducive to fostering the ability to produce coherent, purposeful academic texts.
The intervention presented in this study draws on the SFL-based genre pedagogy,
particularly Rothery’s (1994) teaching and learning cycles and Rose and Martin’s (2012)
Detailed Reading strategy from Reading to Learn pedagogy as a model to organise
instructional activities in the classroom. SFL genre pedagogy is considered a powerful
and effective approach to develop students’ ability to write in both Anglophone academic
contexts (Brisk & De Rosa, 2014; de Oliveira & Lan, 2014; Dreyfus & Macnaught, 2011;
Humphrey & Hao, 2011; Rose & Martin, 2012; Schulze, 2011) and EFL contexts (Emilia
& Hamied, 2015; Gomez, 2017; Kongpetch, 2006). Empirical research has found that this
approach supports English as an Additional Language or Dialect (EAL/D) students to
improve their ability to use genre-specific meaning-making resources to achieve purposes
and functions within a particular context (Caplan & Farling, 2017; Ramos, 2015). Based
on its efficacy for writing instruction in similar contexts, as reported in past studies, the
present study argues that the SFL genre approach serves as a valuable tool for scaffolding
development of the ability to argue in English for second-year university-level English
major students who learn English for Occupational Purposes in a regional Vietnamese
university.
The SFL-based genre explicit approach is innovative in instruction on academic writing
in the Vietnamese context. The value of this innovation lies in SFL’s ability to
systematically connect meaning and form or structure and function (Coffin & Donohue,
2014; Martin, 1992; Matruglio, 2014). Explicit instruction focusing on this connection
has the potential to expand the students’ meaning-making practices (Yasuda, 2011) and
innovate current instructional practice where the emphasis is placed on developing a
capacity to construct grammatically correct sentences (G. V. Nguyen, 2014). SFL also
provides the teacher with a scaffolded approach, through stages of Deconstruction, Joint
Construction and Independent Construction (Rothery, 1994), for explicitly teaching the
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knowledge and skills needed for writing. Such knowledge includes, for example: the links
between the social context and the text; or the links between purpose, as realised in
generic stages and phases, and the linguistic resources that realise these stages and phases
(Dreyfus et al., 2015) (see the discussion on this scaffolded approach in Chapter 3). This
scaffolded pedagogy is of fundamental importance as it can assist students to recognise,
take up and apply the important linguistic features necessary for successful writing within
a guided context (Caplan & Farling, 2017). Using this scaffolded approach, particularly
teacher-led, guided Joint Construction, to support the development of writing skills is
innovative in the Vietnamese context where there has been significant attention paid to
the teacher’s modelling and deconstruction of the linguistic features of texts from a
traditional, structural perspective but a limited focus on teacher-led guided writing.
Adopting a teacher-led guided practice provides students with an opportunity to learn
how to write within a scaffolded, supportive environment.
1.4. Aim and research questions
This study evaluates the potential of an SFL-based genre writing intervention to support
argumentative writing development. It aims to provide a systemic description of generic
structures and evaluative language resources used by students to construct exam-based
argumentative texts produced at three points in time: pre-, mid- and post-intervention. It
draws on SFL conceptual tools to gain insights into the students’ writing development
over a one-semester writing course. In this study, the quality of student arguments is
explored from three perspectives: genre, periodicity and APPRAISAL.
Analysing the genre of a text provides insights into students’ ability to organise their texts
into purposeful and staged sequences. Within the Martinian perspective, genre is
modelled as the most abstract stratum that ‘weaves together three other dimensions of the
social context of texts: field, tenor and mode’, while ‘these contextual dimensions – genre,
field, tenor and mode - are realised as discourse semantic [linguistic] patterns in texts’
(Martin & Rose, 2007a, p. 2). Genre analysis focuses on the communicative purposes and
functions achieved through generic stages and phases as realised by linguistic patterns.
This analysis, therefore, contributes to in-depth understandings of the students’
challenges and successes in purposefully structuring their pre-, mid- and post-intervention
texts.
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Complementary to the analysis of genre, the quality of student texts is also investigated
from the perspective of periodicity (Martin & Rose, 2007b). While genre analysis focuses
on purposes as realised through generic stages and phases, periodicity – an analysis at a
discourse semantic level – considers the information flow, or the textual resources that
organise the ideational and interpersonal meanings into a coherent and cohesive whole in
written texts (Martin & Rose, 2003). Periodicity analysis can demonstrate how arguments
are organised textually for the reader to understand content and attitudes in texts as a
whole (Hood, 2004b; Martin & Rose, 2007b). This analysis offers insights into students’
ability to create claims, sub-claims and relevant supporting elaborations at the paragraph
and whole-text levels of textual organisation.
At the heart of the present study is an examination into the quality of evaluative language
use in texts. As discussed above, evaluation has been recognised as a crucial feature of
argumentative texts (Cheung & Low, 2017; Lancaster, 2013; Nakamura, 2009; Wu,
2007). It is, therefore, important to understand how students manage evaluative resources
in texts. Informed by the SFL APPRAISAL framework, the present study conducts analysis
of the evaluative choices used in student texts.

APPRAISAL

provides a useful descriptive

and analytical tool for analysing interpersonal meanings at the level above the clause in
the stratum of discourse semantics (Hood, 2004a; Martin & White, 2005).

APPRAISAL

analysis contributes to an in-depth understanding of the ability to construct evaluative
meanings – ‘the subjective presence of writers … in texts as they adopt stances towards
both the material they present and those with whom they communicate’ (Martin & White,
2005, p. 1). Close analysis provides insights into how the patternings of evaluative
choices impact the quality of texts. These patternings include, but are not limited to, the
patterns of attitudes that realise more or less personalised evaluative stances in student
written discourse, and the ways in which students manage multiple voices in
argumentation, including how they position their own values and voices in relation to
other perspectives and viewpoints. Such understanding can be useful in informing the
teacher of the valued linguistic patterns necessary for successful construction of
argumentative texts and of the linguistic needs of their students that require additional
attention and support in academic writing.
In addition to detailed systemic linguistic analysis of the student texts, this study also
evaluates the potential value of the intervention through the students’ perceptions of its
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effectiveness for their writing improvement. The study conducts a thematic analysis of
qualitative interview data collected at the end of the intervention. The analysis of the
interview data complements and supplements the linguistic analysis of the students’
writing. This analysis serves as corroborating evidence supporting claims about the EFL
students’ development of the ability to argue in English from an SFL-based linguistic
perspective.
This study thus explores the impact of an SFL-based genre literacy intervention on the
development of EFL argumentative writing produced by Vietnamese tertiary students
under exam-based, timed writing conditions. To achieve the overall aim, the study
addresses two overarching research questions:
(1) What are the challenges and changes experienced by EFL students in their
argumentative writing?
(2) How do the participants in the study respond to the pedagogical model underpinned
by the SFL genre pedagogy at the completion of the intervention program?
These questions are further divided into sub-research questions as follows:
1.1. How do the students structure their argumentative texts constructed at
different time intervals: pre-, mid- and post-intervention? Are there any
commonalities or variations in the use of generic structures in the student texts
across different times?
1.2. To what extent do the students effectively manage the flow of information to
achieve the purpose of persuasion in argumentative texts produced at different
time intervals?
1.3. What are the similarities and differences in the students’ use of evaluative
resources in argumentative texts produced at different time intervals?
a. What key challenges do the students face in the use of attitudinal resources
to construct pre-intervention texts?
b. What improvements do the students make in the use of attitudinal
resources to construct mid- and post-intervention texts?
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c. What key challenges do the students face in the use of engagement
resources to interact with the reader in pre-intervention texts?
d. What improvements do the students make in the use of engagement
resources to interact with the reader in mid- and post-intervention texts?
2.1. What do the participants perceive of the development of their genre
knowledge?
2.2. What aspects of the intervention are considered valuable by the participants?
1.5. Significance of the study
This study makes important contributions to the field of EFL academic writing practice.
Theoretically speaking, the study extends understanding of the potential of an SFL
informed genre writing intervention, supplemented with the

APPRAISAL

framework, in

developing the students’ ability to articulate their positions, take stances and engage with
others in argumentative texts. Although the SFL genre pedagogy has been used to support
writing development in some EFL contexts (e.g. Emilia & Hamied, 2015; Gomez, 2017;
Horverak, 2016; Nagao, 2019; Yasuda, 2011), limited research has applied the SFL genre
pedagogy enhanced with discourse-semantic APPRAISAL features to support development
of the ability to construct effective argumentative texts. This study uses this combined
and integrated pedagogy to develop the students’ argumentative ability, particularly the
ability to take attitudinal and evaluative stances, adopt value positions, and provide
evidence to support their positions. The study confirms the potential value of the SFLbased genre writing intervention in fostering growth in the capacity to effectively use
evaluative resources to argue in English. In addition, the application of an SFL-based
genre pedagogy is a relatively new area of research in the Vietnamese EFL context. This
study provides insights into its application for writing improvement in this context and
advocates its use to induct EFL students into discourse-semantic meaning-making
resources in texts, in particular evaluative meanings for writing development. The study
is beneficial for relevant key stakeholders such as policy makers, educational leaders,
curriculum designers and teachers who are searching for an alternative approach in the
instruction of writing skills in EFL contexts.
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Through detailed linguistic analysis informed by SFL theory, this study provides a
linguistically robust conception of EFL students’ ability to argue in English within an
exam-based context. Most previous studies generally conceptualise the writing
proficiency of EFL student writers in terms of the capacity to address a task prompt,
organise a text, and use complex grammatical structures and sophisticated lexical
resources (Banerjee, Yan, Chapman, & Elliott, 2015; Han, 2017; Q. Nguyen, 2018; Uysal,
2009). Little research, however, has paid attention to the components of effective
construction of arguments, particularly produced under timed conditions from a SFL
perspective. This study illuminates key linguistic elements that affect the quality of
argumentative texts. These involve the generic structures of arguments, including key
stages and phases, the structures of ideas and information and the patterns of evaluation
in texts. This study, to some degree, thus extends Martin and Rose’s (2008) theorisation
of the quality of arguments by exploring the role of evidence as an essential phase of
meaning in the generic structure of argumentative texts and by identifying the evaluative
resources that contribute to their quality. It offers insights into key linguistic traits or
criteria that are important for assessing the ability to argue in written English in an EFL
context. This understanding is useful for various important stakeholders, particularly
assessment designers who are involved in making decisions about the key criteria for
evaluating the ability to argue in English under exam-based conditions. Curriculum
designers and teachers might find it useful to integrate the valued linguistic patterns of
argumentative texts explicated in the present thesis into the development of writing
materials and courses to foster writing skills. In addition, EFL students can benefit from
this thesis as reference material providing the linguistic features expected or unexpected
in argumentative texts. Based on this, students might self-diagnose the strengths and
weaknesses of their own writing and identify the areas of challenges or problems for their
writing improvement.
Pedagogically, this study provides insights into how an explicitly scaffolded pedagogical
intervention can be designed to support EFL students to increase their ability to produce
effective arguments in English. It contributes to in-depth understanding of the specific
elements of such an intervention that facilitate the growth of the ability to argue in English
within a semester time span. Explicit modelling and Joint Construction have important
roles to play in making visible to the students the essential components of texts. These
components include the generic structures and the salient patterns of evaluative meanings
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that enable the students to convey appropriate evaluative stances and to bring in external
evidence to support their arguments. This study is also pedagogically significant in terms
of its focus on discourse semantics, the middle ground between genre and lexicogrammar,
which generally receives limited pedagogical attention in many EFL contexts. It
highlights the need to make discourse-semantic patterns, particularly those of evaluation,
accessible to EFL students to develop their academic argumentative writing.
The study also has important implications for assessment practices in the context of
Vietnam. It proposes a descriptor in the form of a new detailed and elaborated VSTEP
writing scale to support the VSTEP raters to make informed decisions about Vietnamese
test-takers’ writing performance. This proposed descriptor is both theoretically informed
and empirically driven. The descriptor explicates important components of a highly
successful response from an SFL-based linguistic perspective. The descriptor serves as a
useful guide for the rater to assess the quality of argumentative texts produced by
Vietnamese students in the context of language assessment in Vietnam. The descriptor
provides a linguistically robust, detailed explanation informing the rater’s judgments
about Vietnamese students’ ability to argue in English, with greater consistency and
reliability.
1.6. Thesis organisation
Chapter 1 provides a contextualisation for the present research, aimed at examining the
development of meaning-making resources in argumentative texts constructed under
exam-based conditions by EFL university-level students. It also presents an overview of
the theoretical underpinnings, research aims and questions, and significance of the study.
Chapter 2 reports on past studies on argumentative writing in EFL academic contexts,
including the major approaches to conceptualise arguments, the important elements of an
effective argumentative text, and the challenges faced by EFL students in argumentative
writing. This chapter also discusses three theoretical orientations to studies of genre,
reviews the existing studies on developments in linguistic resources of argumentative
texts from an SFL perspective, and positions the present investigation into EFL
argumentative writing development within an SFL genre perspective.
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Chapter 3 provides the SFL theoretical framework that informs the whole research
project’s design, including data collection and analysis. It reviews the important concepts
of SFL relevant to this research, namely genre, register and metafunctions, and outlines
the analytical tools from SFL which are used in the analysis of the data.
Chapter 4 details an account of the research methodology, including justifications for
the qualitative research approach used in this study, the research context and the research
participants, and the multiple stages involved in the data collection. It also presents the
detailed procedures of the linguistic analysis of student texts, informed by SFL analytical
tools and systems, and of the thematic analysis of qualitative interview data.
Chapter 5 reports on the generic structures, including stages and phases evidenced in
texts constructed at pre-, mid- and post-intervention stages, from the perspective of genre,
and the textual resources from the perspective of periodicity. It also presents the students’
responses to questions about the potential of the SFL-based genre writing intervention
from the perspective of a thematic analysis of these responses.
Chapter 6 reports on the significant changes in the patterns of attitudinal resources used
in the texts constructed at different times from the perspective of the SFL system of
ATTITUDE.

This chapter investigates the distribution of inscribed or explicit

ATTITUDE

across the data set, reports on the ways these patterns of ATTITUDE are graded (scaled up
or scaled down) in the discourse and explores the role of evoked or implicit ATTITUDE in
the expression of an evaluative stance in the student texts.
Chapter 7 reports on the significant changes in the engagement resources used in the
texts constructed at different times from the perspective of the SFL system of
ENGAGEMENT.

This chapter considers the distribution of

ENGAGEMENT

resources across

texts constructed at different time intervals from a synoptic perspective and discusses the
ways in which patterns of evaluative meanings co-occur in the logogenesis as texts unfold
from a dynamic perspective (Hood, 2010). The chapter sheds light into the students’
development of evaluative language resources for the establishment of an interpersonal
relationship with the reader.
Chapter 8 consolidates the significant findings from the linguistic analysis of texts and
the thematic analysis of the qualitative interview data and discusses these with reference
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to existing studies on EFL students’ argumentative writing skills across educational
contexts. It also discusses the major contributions of this study to the domain of academic
writing, makes pedagogical suggestions for the instruction of writing in an EFL context,
and points to the limitations of the study.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.0. Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, argumentative writing has achieved a privileged position in
EFL high stakes testing contexts and curriculums. The ability to argue persuasively is
central to enabling the development of important skills such as critical thinking and
reasoning for successful participation in academic studies and beyond. The capacity to
produce effective arguments is also fundamental to advancing scholarly knowledge in the
academic world (George et al., 2011) and has a significant impact on student grades,
academic achievement and future employment (Stuart, 1998). Yet it is one of the most
challenging skills required of most English language learners. First-year undergraduate
students, for example, demonstrate an incomplete or narrow conception of arguments,
often displaying limited awareness of the need to develop a coherent position and to
evaluate content knowledge (Wingate, 2012). They also experience significant difficulty
in structuring effective arguments (R. Miller & Pessoa, 2016) and using language choices
appropriate to contexts (Horverak, 2018). However, despite the significance and the
challenging demands of argumentation, research has consistently pointed to ineffective
and inadequate pedagogical support in EFL academic contexts to foster the development
of EFL students’ skills of argumentation at the undergraduate level (Qin & Karabacak,
2010).
This chapter reviews relevant recent studies on argumentative writing in academic
contexts, with a particular focus on EFL educational settings, and contextualises this
study within the field of ESL/EFL academic writing. The review firstly presents major
approaches to the conceptualisation of arguments and argumentation in the literature. This
discussion lays a foundation for identifying the key components of an effective
argumentative text and various significant challenges faced by EFL students in
argumentative writing. The chapter then discusses three theoretical orientations to studies
of genre that have informed the teaching practices of academic writing in the field of first
and second language research and argues for the positioning of my investigation into EFL
writing development within an SFL genre perspective. The chapter concludes with a
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review of existing research on student development of linguistic resources in
argumentative texts from an SFL perspective.
2.1. Approaches to conceptualising argumentation
Argumentation has been an important topic of concern among researchers, scholars and
educators across L1, ESL and EFL contexts for some time. Multiple interpretations and
definitions of the concept exist in the literature on academic writing. In this study,
following Sampson and Clark (2008, p. 448), the concept of ‘argument’ is used ‘to
describe the artifacts students create to articulate and justify claims or explanations’,
while the concept of ‘argumentation’ refers to ‘the complex process of generating these
artifacts’. This section reviews three important approaches to persuasive arguments:
Aristotelian, Toulmin and SFL perspectives. These approaches have each established
their own significant influence in studies on EFL argumentative writing. Each approach
provides a particular understanding of argumentation and serves as an important
theoretical foundation for conceptualising arguments in the context of EFL academic
writing.
2.1.1. An Aristotelian approach to argument
From the perspective of Aristotelian rhetoric, persuasive arguments are viewed as logic.
Arguments are understood as a logical deductive process in which the writer draws on
three main persuasive strategies to convince the audience of the validity of a writer’s
argument (Aristotle, 384-322 B.C.). These strategies are known as ethos, pathos and logos
and associated with three dimensions of context, the writer, the reader and the subject
matter, respectively (Nelson, 2006). Ethos is an important persuasive strategy for
influencing the audience through appealing to the personal characteristics of the writer
(Wolfe, 2011). The writer relies on his or her personal character, personality and
experience to establish credibility for an argument and thus create a desired effect on the
audience (Shabo, 2010). Pathos is another important persuasive strategy where the writer
uses emotional language to evoke the audience’s emotions, and is directed towards the
audience who are looking to be convinced by the plausibility of arguments. Logos is
concerned with logical appeals, where the writer uses logic and reasoning to construct
logical arguments. Of these three strategies of persuasion, logos is considered the most
‘objective’ form of argument as it focuses on logical reasoning, evidence and proof for
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advancing arguments (Shabo, 2010). Logos is linked to the subject matter of arguments
rather than to the human participants in the situational context in which the arguments are
embedded (Nelson, 2006). It appeals to the audience’s rationality rather than to their
perceptions or emotions, thus appealing to logos contributes to the ‘objectivity’ of written
discourse.
The Aristotelian conception of persuasive argument could contribute to a theoretical
understanding of the different persuasive strategies a writer uses to produce arguments.
A writer might draw on rationality and logic to construct a less subjective stance in
argument writing. Alternatively, he/she might construct a more subjective stance through
using emotional language to elicit the emotions and feelings of the audience in texts. The
Aristotelian perspective has been influential in exploring persuasive strategies used in
texts constructed by EFL students. Past studies adopting this perspective include those
that have examined persuasive strategies in English argumentative texts produced by L1
and L2 students such as L1 and Arabic students (Hamam, 2020) or American and
Japanese-speaking students (T. Kamimura & Oi, 1996), and in the Turkish and English
texts written by Turkish-speaking students (Uysal, 2012). These studies focus on
identifying the types of appeal, logical or affective, used in student written discourse,
finding that L2 students demonstrate a greater tendency to draw on affective appeals than
L1 students who prefer logical reasoning.
Despite its influence, there appears to be insufficient systematic analytical frameworks
for examining persuasion in written discourse from the Aristotelian perspective.
According to Higgins and Walker (2012), Aristotle did not propose any analytical
frameworks for recognising persuasion linguistically in discourse. To put it differently,
specific systematic and comprehensive analytical tools, procedures and techniques are yet
to be developed to explore how the three abstract persuasive strategies – ethos, pathos
and logos – are realised in text. It is therefore impractical to operationalise this theoretical
conception in pedagogic contexts such as EFL due to the lack of systemic ways of
representing explicitly for students how these strategies are actualised in text.
2.1.2. A Toulmin approach to argument
From the Toulmin perspective, persuasive arguments are conceptualised as fixed
structures and forms. Persuasive arguments are defined as an interconnected sequence of
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claims and reasons that are logically organised to present content and strengthen the force
of a writer’s position (Toulmin, Rieke, & Janik, 1984). The quality of arguments is
evaluated according to the presence or absence of certain primary and secondary
structural elements (Sampson & Clark, 2008). The three primary elements proposed in
Toulmin’s model of argument (Toulmin, 1958) comprise claims (arguments or
assertions), data (evidence or reasons given to support the arguments) and warrants (links
explaining the relations between claims and data, or justifications for why evidence is
relevant to a claim). The model also contains three secondary elements: rebuttals
(counter-arguments), qualifiers (language used to indicate the strength of a proposition
such as ‘seem’ and ‘perhaps’) and backing (a statement justifying the acceptability of a
warrant). These elements together form the structure of an argument.
The Toulmin perspective has exerted considerable influence on previous research on
ESL/EFL argumentative writing. This perspective has been positively evaluated and
serves as an overarching theoretical and analytical framework for investigation into the
structure of arguments composed by EFL novice students. It has been widely adopted to
evaluate the overall effectiveness of EFL students’ argumentative texts (e.g. Aziz & Said,
2020; Myung-Hye & Inhwan, 2014; Qin & Karabacak, 2010; Stapleton & Wu, 2015), to
assess the ability to produce counter-argument (Fulan Liu & Stapleton, 2014; Rusfandi,
2015), or to design pedagogical interventions to develop student knowledge of
argumentative structures (Qin, 2013).
Although the Toulmin model has been influential in studies on EFL argumentative
writing, it has, to some extent, been reported as being difficult for researchers to apply in
analysing structural components such as claim, data, warrants and backing in student texts
(Stapleton & Wu, 2015). Previous research has documented the challenge of
differentiating these components in analysis due to the fact that propositions in student
texts can be categorised differently according to the reading position of the researcher
(Sampson & Clark, 2008). Research has also indicated difficulty in applying the elements
of the Toulmin model, particularly warrants and backing, in supporting ESL/EFL students
to develop the ability to construct argumentative texts (Nussbaum & Schraw, 2007). The
Toulmin model also disregards the contexts of arguments, as it is claimed to be applicable
for analysing any arguments irrespective of context (Andrews, 1997). It conceptualises
arguments from a static, formal and structural rather than functional and dynamic
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perspective (Andrews, 2010). This conception sees structural components such as claims
and warrants as fixed, and an argumentative text is said to require key components
irrespective of the context of writing.
The context of writing, however, is an essential dimension that has significant
implications for language choices being made at different levels of actual texts
(Derewianka & Jones, 2016). In an exam-based Vietnamese academic context, contextual
variables such as topics and reader expectations as manifested in marking rubrics
determine the content and language choices actualised in student texts. These choices
might include, but are not limited to, generic stages and phases, formal and academic
language, abstract ideas, logical developments of ideas, and evaluative language for
constructing the social distance relationship between a student writer and examiners as
readers. A consideration of the context of writing is, therefore, central to exploring
argumentative texts. In this regard, the SFL perspective discussed in Section 2.1.3 below
offers valuable theoretical constructs and ‘appliable’ analytical frameworks (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2013) for understanding argument.
2.1.3. An SFL approach to argument
In contrast to the two approaches explored above, an SFL approach provides a functional
and dynamic view of argumentation. While the Toulmin model offers a fixed structural
conception of argument, SFL conceptualises text structures as having evolved from the
social functions and purposes we need to achieve in communication in specific social
contexts. These structures change over time as a result of changes in communicative
purposes (Derewianka & Jones, 2016; Martin & Rose, 2008; Matruglio, 2014). From the
SFL perspective, text structures can vary significantly depending on the overall purpose
of the writer (Coffin, 2004). A text might aim to convince the reader of the reliability and
validity of a writer’s perspective, to persuade someone to undertake certain social actions,
to discuss various points of view on a particular issue, or to rebut an existing viewpoint
(Derewianka & Jones, 2016). These differing aims result in different types of argument
texts, namely, analytical exposition, hortatory exposition, discussion and challenge
(Coffin, 2004) (see Chapter 3 for an elaborated discussion of these text types). Different
purposes for composing texts have important impacts on both the shape of argumentative
texts and the language resources used within them.
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The SFL understanding is useful in scaffolding Vietnamese EFL students to develop an
argument, as it foregrounds meanings, functions and purposes of arguments, firmly
linking form with function. During the intervention in the present study, the functional
orientation provides opportunities for the students to explore and analyse the functional
uses of language for achieving purposes in writing. This approach offers valuable tools
for conducting text analysis aimed at identifying key linguistic features of argumentative
genres and modelling these features explicitly for the students. Such an analysis is
important, enabling the teacher to make explicit the linguistic patterns expected of the
students to produce successful texts.
The SFL orientation is valuable due to its focus which goes beyond generic structure to
features of language at discourse level. While the Toulmin model provides the analytical
tool for analysing how a text adopts a position towards a particular topic and how that
position is logically structured and supported with evidence, it does not offer systematic
analytical tools for analysing the quality of arguments beyond the structural elements of
claim and data. In evaluating the quality of argumentative texts, it is important to analyse
what is understood from an SFL perspective as generic phases such as ‘point’ and
‘evidence’ in student texts. However, this analysis is insufficient, as the development of
a position in argumentative texts is not only implicated in generic staging and phasing but
also evidenced in effective uses of evaluative and attitudinal resources for the
construction of attitude and stance (Hood, 2010; Wingate, 2012; Wu, 2007) which are
spread prosodically through texts (see Section 2.2.2 for a discussion on the role of
evaluative meanings in argumentative writing). For an in-depth understanding of the
quality of arguments, it is essential to examine both generic stages and phases and how
effectively student texts infuse evaluative and attitudinal meanings for stance-taking
across various levels of abstraction, particularly from the perspective of discourse
semantics (Lancaster, 2014; Swain, 2010; Wu, 2007). Generic analysis enables a systemic
and comprehensive description of student texts based on purposes, functions and
meanings, and helps to account for various ways of organisation according to purpose
evidenced in the student texts constructed at different points in time, during the
intervention. Analysis of evaluative meanings provides insights into the way students
construct evaluative stances towards entities and phenomena across extended stretches of
discourse and how they engage with the reader in their texts.
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2.2. Key components of an effective argumentative text
The preceding section discussed significant approaches to arguments in academic writing
and provided a justification for the value of the SFL orientation for the present study. This
section reviews important elements of high quality argumentative writing. The present
study focuses particularly on the crucial role of text organisation into stages and phases
and strategic uses of evaluative meaning-making resources at discourse semantic level in
assessing the overall quality of argumentative texts. The review in Sections 2.2.1 and
2.2.2 below points to minimal research on tracking developments in generic structures
and evaluative language use in argumentative writing produced by EFL university
students who are undertaking a general academic writing course in an EFL context.
2.2.1. Effective organisation of structural elements of arguments as an important
indicator of a quality text
The past few decades have witnessed an increasing interest in significant components of
quality argumentative writing. One fundamental component concerns the extent to which
a text is effectively structured and organised to develop a writer’s position (Bacha, 2010;
Myung-Hye & Inhwan, 2014). The structure of arguments has been regarded by a number
of researchers, such as Qin and Karabacak (2010), Rusfandi (2015), Lee (2014), Ananda,
Arsyad, and Dharmayana (2018) and Liu and Furneaux (2014, 2015), as an important
criterion for evaluating the quality of arguments. Although structural components such as
claim and evidence have been explored extensively from diverse perspectives in the
ESL/EFL academic writing literature, such as from the perspective of Toulmin, rhetorical
contrastive analysis and SFL, they remain an ongoing topic of investigation in the EFL
academic writing context.
A proficient control of overall textual organisation is claimed as one of the most important
features for distinguishing higher scored and lower scored texts (Ferris, 1994). In a
comparative study on the organisational patterns of argumentative texts, Chien (2015)
found significant differences in text structures produced by EFL high and low achievers
and native English writers. Specifically, both high performing and native English texts
preferred a deductive discourse pattern, while EFL low achieving texts did not adhere to
that type of organisation. Similarly, Lee (2014) compared generic structures in
argumentative texts constructed by first-year university high and low achievers and found
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significant differences between the two groups. Successful texts include thesis statements
and restatements, whereas the unsuccessful ones either have no reiteration stages or are
presented with ineffective restatements of claims (Wu & Allison, 2005).
Studies such as these point to the possibility that differences in text organisation between
high and low performing texts might be due to lack of awareness of valued generic
structures of English writing among EFL students, particularly low achievers. Supporting
EFL students to increase their awareness of generic structures for organising the
unfolding arguments should be a critical consideration in the induction of students into
the conventions of English argumentation in English-mediated academic writing courses.
Another essential component of an effective argumentative text has been linked in the
literature to students’ ability to provide relevant well reasoned justifications for their
claims. The role of evidence has consistently been recognised as an important element of
effective argumentative writing (Sampson & Clark, 2008; Sandoval & Millwood, 2005;
Simon, 2008). Evidence can be constructed through multiple sources such as personal
observations, expert opinions, facts, statistics or research findings to substantiate a claim
(Macagno, 2016; Paek & Kang, 2017; Uysal, 2012). Stapleton and Wu (2015) argue that
the quality of justifications has an important role to play in evaluating the effectiveness
of student arguments, apart from the ‘surface’ structural elements of claim and data. Their
argument is supported by empirical data showing that student argumentative texts are
negatively evaluated by competent writers when they contain ineffective, irrelevant or
insufficient substance or content. One key consideration for the design of the writing
intervention in the present study is to draw student attention not only to various ways in
which arguments are structured to achieve purposes but also to the role of supporting
evidence to justify a claim in argumentation. In other words, supporting students to use
relevant and sufficient evidence to validate claims is fundamental during the induction of
students into argumentative writing practices.
Much of previous EFL writing research has paid significant attention to various factors
thought to influence the way in which student arguments are shaped and realised.
Traditionally, linguistic and cultural influences were recognised as strong influencing
factors in the development of argumentative structures. Kaplan (1966), for example,
conducted a contrastive analysis of text structures constructed by English language
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learners from different cultural and linguistic backgrounds, English, Russian, Semitic,
Romance and Oriental, suggesting that each group demonstrates culturally specific,
distinct and recognisable textual patterns due to the impact of L1 organisational patterns
on L2 text structures. Similarly, Kobayashi’s (1984) contrastive analysis of compositions
found that native American university students preferred the general to specific pattern,
whereas Japanese students tended to follow the specific to general pattern. These authors
concluded that languages and cultures had important roles to play in the shape of text
structures, and that L2 text structures were the outcome of the transfer from L1
organisational patterns.
More recent studies have acknowledged other influential factors such as the bidirectional
transfer of organisational patterns between L1 and L2 argumentative texts, English
proficiency levels, and writing experience, in shaping text structures (Hirose, 2003;
Kubota, 1998a; Uysal, 2008). Uysal’s (2008) comparative study on the English and
Turkish argumentative texts of 18 Turkish speaking writers in the US found that text
structures are the results not only of the influence of L1 organisational patterns on L2 but
also of L2 patterns on L1. Uysal argues that the cultural context is one influencing factor
on structural patterns but that English proficiency levels and writing experience in both
L1 and L2 also contribute a significant part in shaping structures. In a similar vein,
Hirose’s (2003) study compared Japanese and English argumentative texts constructed
by the same group of upper-intermediate Japanese university students who received prior
formal expository writing education in English in their field of study, finding that writing
experience is a significant factor influencing the organisational patterns of student texts.
Previous studies thus appear to reinforce the key role that writing experience plays in the
structural organisation of argument texts.
Writing prompts have also been considered as a significant factor that could impact the
shape of argumentative structures. Kamimura’s (2011) investigation into the generic
structures of 640 argumentative texts produced by both L1 and L2 university students
from different countries finds that the type of questions embedded in writing prompts is
one key influencing factor on the shape of text structures. Similarly, Coffin’s (2004)
analysis of the generic structures of IELTS candidates’ task 2 argumentative writing
reveals that candidates demonstrate a greater tendency to produce expository than
discursive texts and to write hortatory than analytical texts. Hortatory texts refer to those
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that aim to persuade the reader to undertake some social action, whereas analytical texts
include those that aim to convince the reader of the reliability of a particular viewpoint
on certain issues (Coffin, 2004; Humphrey, 2008). While hortatory texts are closely
associated with the civic domain, analytical texts are most commonly found in academic
contexts, particularly in the context of tertiary education (Humphrey, 2008). According
to Coffin (2004), the preference for certain text structures might be attributed to the
impact of task prompts. Previous studies suggest that the way task prompts are worded
might position students to select certain generic structures to organise argumentative
texts, and that such selections have significant implications for language choices at lower
levels. For example, it is common to find more instances of personalised emotional
evaluative meanings in hortatory texts and more ‘impersonal’ evaluative language in
analytical texts (Ryshina-Pankova, 2011). As task prompts might exert specific,
important impacts on generic structures, it is essential to construct task instructions that
make genre expectations clear to students.
Although a significant body of research has explored the generic structures of student
argumentative texts, many past studies have used a between-group research design
(Coffin, 2004; N. Kamimura, 2011; S. H. Lee, 2014; X. Liu & Furneaux, 2015;
Nakamura, 2009; Wu & Allison, 2005). These studies contribute to our understanding of
similarities and differences in the generic structures of arguments constructed by high
scoring and low scoring students from various linguistic and cultural backgrounds
(Coffin, 2004; S. H. Lee, 2014; Nakamura, 2009) or by native and non-native English
speaking students (S. H. Lee, 2014; X. Liu & Furneaux, 2015). However, few studies
adopt a within-group research design for exploring generic structures with the exception
of Kubota (1998b), Hirose (2003) and Uysal (2008). These studies, nevertheless, have
explored typical stages of argumentative texts from a contrastive rhetoric perspective
where argument writing produced by the same participants in their L1 and L2 is compared
and contrasted. They contribute important insights into the role of prior writing
experience on the quality of argumentative structures.
Although multiple factors have been identified to explain structural patterns of
argumentative texts produced by ESL/EFL student writers, the role of a pedagogical
intervention in the development of generic structures has not been examined sufficiently
in the EFL writing research literature. The potential impact of a literacy intervention on
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the realisation of text structures – one influential factor that is closely connected to writing
experience – is yet to be extensively examined in EFL writing research. The present study
explores the impact of an SFL-based genre pedagogical intervention on the development
of generic structures in argumentative texts produced by the same participants at different
time intervals: pre-, mid- and post-intervention. This study contributes to existing
knowledge on key important factors influencing organisational patterns realised in EFL
students’ texts. It contributes to an in-depth understanding of the development of generic
structures over a one-semester writing intervention. The study thus extends the current
literature on the potential value of an explicit SFL instructional focus on the EFL students’
uptake of generic structures necessary for academic achievement in an EFL context.
The preceding section discussed important structural components that might influence the
effectiveness of argumentative texts and identified the need for additional research aimed
at investigating the role of an SFL-focused genre-based pedagogical intervention in the
development of argumentative generic structures. The following section reviews the role
of evaluative language resources in assessing the overall quality of texts. The review in
Section 2.2.2 below indicates the crucial role that effective uses of evaluative choices play
in determining the quality of texts.
2.2.2. Evaluation as a key element in argument
Over the past few decades there has been an increasing interest in the interpersonal
dimension of language use, particularly evaluative language use in academic texts.
Traditionally, academic writing was understood as a ‘neutral’ form of writing detached
from human subjectivity to ensure scientific ‘objectivity’ (Bondi, 2003). It was
commonly perceived as a form for representing a writer’s knowledge and understanding,
conceptualised as ‘objective’ and ‘impersonal’ in style and allowing limited references to
interpersonal meanings (Coffin, 2000, 2006; Hyland, 2005). As a result, it is common to
find guides and instructions in numerous writing textbooks discouraging students from
using interpersonal language to maintain neutrality and impersonality in academic writing
(Hood, 2010).
Despite this assumption, that the way to achieve ‘objectivity’ is to avoid explicit
interpersonal meanings, effective academic writing involves the use not only of
‘objective’ ideational language (language for representing our knowledge and
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understanding) but also of evaluative choices for expressing writers’ attitudes towards
content and readers (Hood, 2004b; Hyland, 1994; Yasuda, 2019). Academic writing is
essentially evaluative due to the rhetorical nature of this kind of discourse, where the
writer aims to convince the reader of the viewpoints, arguments and attitudes construed
in their texts (Gray & Biber, 2012). Competent writers deploy linguistic strategies for
conveying evaluations and attitudes in ways that contribute to the ‘objectivity’ and
impersonality of academic texts. One such strategy is using language resources for
evaluating ideas and concepts rather than conveying personalised emotional feelings or
judging the behaviour of human participants (Hood, 2004a; Martin & White, 2005).
Another strategy is the deployment of linguistic resources for conveying evaluative
meanings in indirect, implicit rather than direct, explicit ways, particularly when it comes
to evaluating the behaviours and characters of human participants (Hood, 2010). Such
evaluative strategies take a central role in constructing impersonal and detached stances
in academic discourse valued within academic registers.
Evaluation is also an important element contributing to more or less persuasive arguments
and therefore, ultimately, the success of a written argument (Wu & Allison, 2005).
Argumentative ‘texts are intrinsically evaluative in their social purpose’, where a writer
‘aims to align readers to a point of view through a series of arguments to support a thesis’
(Hood, 2010, p. 7). An effective argumentative text depends to a considerable extent on
the use of evaluative choices to formulate convincing arguments (R. Miller et al., 2014;
Pessoa, Mitchell, & Miller, 2018; Thomas, Thomas, & Moltow, 2015). Evaluation is
central to constructing arguments, as it enables writers to take a perspective in relation to
an issue and to position themselves within a diversity of viewpoints and perspectives –
one fundamental function of argumentation (Hood, 2010). In argument texts, a writer not
only needs to present a clear position supported with sufficient relevant elaboration such
as through evidence, but also to use evaluative language resources for adopting authorial
stances and acknowledging, responding to and interacting with alternative perspectives
held by others who might not share the same values with the writer. When persuading the
reader of the validity of the writer’s perspective, the writer needs to draw on evaluative
language resources to assess, appraise and evaluate different propositions, phenomena
and entities. Through evaluation, the writer adopts attitudinal and evaluative stances
towards propositions and phenomena for exchanging ideas and negotiating value
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positions with the reader. This stance-taking process requires appropriate and effective
use of evaluative language resources for constructing persuasive arguments.
2.2.2.1. Conveying appropriate attitudes as a significant element of a quality text
Evaluation in texts has been approached in various ways, and multiple models of
evaluation have been proposed to classify and describe various aspects of evaluative
language resources (Hood, 2010). Typical models include stance (Conrad & Biber, 2000),
metadiscourse (Hyland, 2004) or the SFL APPRAISAL system (Martin & White, 2005). Of
these models, the

APPRAISAL

system is the most comprehensive linguistic model.

APPRAISAL systematically theorises the potential of all evaluative choices realised
through a wide range of lexicogrammatical systems at a discourse semantic level, whereas
stance focuses mainly on evaluative expressions for conveying assessments of certainty
and doubt towards propositions and expressing attitudes, while metadiscourse covers
resources for organising discourse and engaging with the reader.
From Martin and White’s (2005, p. 1) perspective,

APPRAISAL

is understood as a

superordinate term covering all evaluative uses of language for exploring ‘the subjective
presence of writers/speakers in texts as they adopt stances towards both the material they
present and those with whom they communicate’.

APPRAISAL

is grouped into three sub-

systems: ATTITUDE – feelings, assessment of human behaviour and appreciation of things;
ENGAGEMENT

– the sourcing of attitudes and the role of voices in discourse; and

GRADUATION

– the grading of attitudes and non-attitudinal lexical items (see Chapter 3

for an elaborated discussion of the APPRAISAL model). APPRAISAL has served as a useful
theoretical and analytical framework for in-depth investigation into evaluative language
use in texts (Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014). According to Xie (2020, p. 9), ‘[t]he
discourse-semantic perspective enables appraisal analysts to identify not only the
linguistic realisations of evaluation at the lexicogrammatical level, but also the implicit
evaluative meanings embedded in the co-text’. This perspective also allows analysts to
explore the prosodic patterns of evaluation that expand across phases of discourse (Hood,
2006). This section reviews key relevant literature around the evaluative linguistic
features of argumentative texts from an

APPRAISAL

perspective. The review reveals the

effective use of attitudinal and evaluative meanings as a significant component that
influences the quality of argumentative texts.
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From an APPRAISAL perspective, an important strand of research has explored the role of
attitudinal resources in the quality of argumentative texts. Empirical studies show that an
appropriate and effective use of attitudinal language resources is one of the key
components that determines the quality of argumentative texts (Cheung & Low, 2017;
Jalilifar & Hemmati, 2013; S. H. Lee, 2008; Nakamura, 2009). Lee (2008), for example,
compared attitudinal language use in argumentative texts constructed by two groups,
successful and unsuccessful students in an EAP class, finding significant differences in
the quantity and types of attitudes used by these two groups. Specifically, she shows that
advanced student writers encoded a much higher instance of indirect judgements of
human behaviours as compared to less advanced writers who made direct judgments (S.
H. Lee, 2008). Similarly, Nakamura (2009) compared attitudinal resources in IELTS
argumentative texts produced by high and low achieving students, revealing that high
achievers employed higher instances of appreciation (attitudinal resource for assessing
the value of phenomena and entities) than low achievers who preferred affectual
meanings (attitudinal resource for conveying personal emotions). These studies suggest
the possibility that the kinds of attitudinal resources student writers construct in their texts
might have important influences on readers’ judgement on the overall effectiveness of
texts.
Previous studies contribute significant understanding on the attitudinal resources used by
high and low achieving students across different writing contexts: EAP general academic
writing courses or exam-based conditions. They have identified types of attitudes such as
indirectness and appreciation that are highly valued within academic contexts, and have
discussed the important role of these resources in evaluating the quality of argumentative
texts. However, there is little research drawing on these important understandings to
develop literacy intervention programs to support inexperienced, low-proficiency EFL
learners to manage the high demand of attitudinal resources in argumentative writing.
2.2.2.2. Using engagement strategies as a significant element of a quality text
Another important strand of research is aimed at examining the role of evaluative
resources in engaging with alternative perspectives and viewpoints in the quality of texts.
Previous research has found that successful students make strategic use of language
resources for orchestrating a range of perspectives and views in texts rather than for
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presenting the individual viewpoint of a writer (Cheung & Low, 2017; Swain, 2007; Wu,
2006). High achievers also employ fewer bare assertions and tend to be more tentative in
projecting their positions, opening up opportunities for multiple viewpoints and
perspectives, than do low achievers (Wu, 2007). Prior studies thus appear to underscore
the important role of appropriate and effective uses of evaluative language resources for
engaging with others in establishing the overall quality of arguments.
A significant body of previous research compares high and low achieving argumentative
texts constructed within disciplinary-specific contexts such as history (Coffin, 2006),
geography (Wu, 2007; Wu & Allison, 2005) or economics (Lancaster, 2011, 2014).
Lancaster’s (2014) research on argumentative texts produced in the field of economics
finds differences in the stance-taking strategies employed by successful and less
successful students. High achievers drew on various engagement strategies to negotiate
with contradictory readers more often than did low achievers (Lancaster, 2014).
Similarly, Wu’s (2007) study on student argumentative writing in the field of geography
finds that high achievers demonstrated a greater tendency to develop a contrastive
evaluative stance and employ engagement options that acknowledge contradictory value
positions than did low achievers. Previous studies thus illuminate the valued patterns of
evaluative stance that are expected of students in a specific disciplinary context. These
studies suggest that the kind of evaluative stance constructed in texts is a crucial factor
that might influence the quality of argumentative texts.
Prior research has also drawn attention to similarities and differences in engagement
strategies used in argumentative texts of high and low performing student writers under
exam-based conditions such as IELTS (Coffin & Hewings, 2004; Nakamura, 2009) or
pre-university academic program exams (Cheung & Low, 2017). These studies show that
one predominant feature of the exam-conditioned essays was a strong subjective
orientation to evaluation as characterised by the use of language resources to foreground
a student’s subjective voice (Coffin & Hewings, 2004). They also show that high graded
texts had a greater tendency to draw on engagement resources for acknowledging multiple
viewpoints (Cheung & Low, 2017; Coffin & Hewings, 2004). These studies offer useful
insights into the patterns of evaluation that distinguish the quality of exam-based
argumentative essays constructed by high and low achieving student writers.
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While previous studies have aimed to compare evaluative language use between low and
high scoring argumentative texts predominantly through a between-group research
design, there has been limited research seeking to trace changes in evaluation in
argumentative texts constructed at different points in time using a within-group
comparison. Undertaking a within-group research design might provide valuable insights
into the kinds of challenges that EFL university-level students face with the demands of
interpersonal resources in writing. These challenges can provide important diagnostic
information informing the teacher of current student repertoires of evaluative meaningmaking possibilities and their ability to deploy these possibilities for achieving effective
stances in texts.
These challenges might not be obtainable through a between-group comparative analysis
of evaluative language use in the texts of high and low achievers, where there seems an
assumption that high achieving students do not have problems with evaluative meaningmaking. Furthermore, studies employing a between-group research design generally pay
insufficient attention to ontogenesis: the challenges and developments of evaluative
language use over an extended period of time (Christie & Derewianka, 2008). This might,
to some extent, be problematic as it prevents a complete picture being formed on EFL
tertiary students’ challenges in the construction of evaluative meanings in texts. This
problem can be solved through comparing the patterns of evaluation in texts composed
by the same participants at different points in time. Such a design might offer a
comprehensive understanding of difficulties in manipulating evaluative resources for
interpersonal positioning among EFL students. This understanding may also provide
important insights into the design and trial of various pedagogical supports aimed at
developing the capacity to use evaluative resources effectively. More importantly, this
understanding is valuable in informing EFL writing planning, curriculum and pedagogy
for improved educational outcomes. The present study thus examines the use of
evaluative language resources in argumentative writing composed by the same cohort of
Vietnamese EFL university students at different time intervals through an SFL-based
genre literacy intervention. It illuminates the writing abilities of EFL Vietnamese students
and throws light on the application of SFL-based genre pedagogy to support the
development of evaluative language use in writing in an EFL context.
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2.3. Key challenges in constructing argumentative writing
Argumentative writing is important for academic success at tertiary level in both
Anglophone and EFL contexts. Being able to argue in English, however, presents
significant challenges for EFL students, particularly those with low English proficiency
levels and those with limited exposure to academic argument genres and rhetorical
conventions (Pessoa et al., 2018). Argumentative writing challenges encountered by EFL
student writers can be identified from the SFL perspective of genre knowledge (see
Section 2.4 of this chapter for elaboration on genre theories). Such knowledge is
important, enabling the students to consume and produce texts for academic achievement
in a specific educational context. The SFL perspective offers a holistic view on the various
components of genre knowledge required of students in order to produce a successful
text. From this perspective, genre is modelled as the most abstract level that weaves
together three other dimensions of the social context of texts: field (subject matter), tenor
(social relationships and roles) and mode (modalities of communication) (Martin & Rose,
2007a, p. 2). ‘[T]hese contextual dimensions - genre, field, tenor and mode - are realised
as discourse semantic patterns in texts’, as realised as lexicogrammatical patterns, which
are in turn realised as graphology in writing (Martin & Rose, 2007a, p. 2). Genre
knowledge in SFL can thus be interpreted as knowledge of the social practices and
context, including purpose, the subject matter, the reader and modalities of
communication, as well as knowledge of the conventions of discursive and linguistic
resources.
Informed by the SFL perspective on genre knowledge, this section discusses the key
argumentative writing challenges faced by EFL student writers. The section reveals EFL
student writers’ inadequate awareness of contexts such as a sense of audience and purpose
in writing (H. Chen & Vale, 2020; Trinh & Nguyen, 2014), limited ability to structure
highly elaborated effective arguments (Bacha, 2010; Myung-Hye & Inhwan, 2014) and
low ability to use academic language to construct effective arguments (Christie &
Derewianka, 2008; Schleppegrell, 2004). This discussion establishes an important need
to design pedagogical intervention programs to support EFL students’ development of
advanced argumentative writing practices and informs key areas of pedagogical focus
during this intervention study.
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2.3.1. Insufficient awareness of writing purposes and audiences
One of the EFL student writers’ most significant challenges concerns limited awareness
of contexts such as purposes and audience expectations when they compose their texts
(Trinh & Nguyen, 2014), which may hinder their development of language use in
academic argument writing. An increasing sense of purposes and audiences has a
fundamental role to play in developing students into more advanced and competent
writers (H. Chen & Vale, 2020). This awareness is consistently regarded as an important
characteristic of skilled writing (Carvalho, 2002). Skilled writers take the expectations of
the reader in a particular rhetorical context into consideration when constructing texts.
Research has shown that competent student writers evidence a greater capacity to
recognise and respond to the expectations, beliefs and needs of audiences through
linguistic choices than do incompetent writers (McNamara, 2013). Confident writers have
more nuanced and well-articulated conceptions of audiences than unconfident writers
have (Cheng, 2005). This implies that proficient writers possess greater knowledge of a
writing context, particularly knowledge of the needs and expectations of audiences.
However, EFL student writers often demonstrate limited awareness of audiences in their
writing. Zakaria and Mugaddam (2014), for example, evaluated 50 Sudanese EFL tertiary
students’ audience awareness through essays, questionnaires and interviews, finding little
awareness of the expectations of audience and incomplete conception of audiences by
students. Using the same methodology, Mhamdi and Derbel (2015) explored 24 EFL
university students’ audience awareness and report that EFL students’ lack of audience
awareness impacted the quality of their writing performance. This suggests that EFL
students have difficulty determining and addressing their audience in writing.
As a sense of audience expectations poses a significant challenge to EFL students,
significant research has focused on supporting students to improve their awareness of
audiences in writing courses using various approaches. Previous research has studied the
impact of an audience-directed writing course on EFL students’ audience awareness from
multiple perspectives: a process-oriented approach (Choi, 2006; Midgette, Haria, &
MacArthur, 2008), from a communicative language teaching approach (Xiping, 2016),
from a task-based language teaching approach (Kakh & Mansor, 2014), and from a
linguistic approach (Kuhi, Asadollahfam, & Amin, 2014). Although previous studies
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have used different approaches, they have all found that audience-directed writing
instruction has the potential to increase EFL students’ awareness of audience. Kuhi et al.
(2014), for example, explored the extent to which raising audience awareness impacts
EFL students’ deployment of interpersonal resources in writing. Their study reveals that
the experimental writing group who received audience specification in writing tasks
demonstrated greater ability to use appropriate interpersonal resources to address the
expectations of audiences than did the control group without audience specification. This
indicates that audience awareness has an important impact on student ability to use
language effectively in writing (Durán, 2017).
Despite significant research on the impact of audience-directed writing instruction on
audience awareness, limited research has aimed to support EFL students to make
connections between reader expectations and discourse-semantic evaluative linguistic
choices for argumentative writing development within an exam-based context. Assisting
EFL students to make the connections between examiners’ expectations as manifested in
marking schemes and possible linguistic choices in writing programs is important, as such
a focus has the potential to facilitate understanding of the interdependent relationship
between a conception of the reader as part of the context and language use. The present
thesis study aims to support Vietnamese EFL students to make connections between the
VSTEP examiners’ expectations and discourse-semantic evaluative linguistic choices,
through an SFL-based genre explicit writing intervention. This study contributes to
understanding the role of explicit writing instruction in the development of an ability to
use appropriate evaluation at a discourse-semantic level to address reader expectations in
exam-based writing.
2.3.2. Difficulty in constructing generic structures
Another key challenge experienced by ESL/EFL student writers concerns the level of
control over generic structures for organising texts. Limited understanding of the writing
context such as purposes and audience expectations is likely to result in difficulty in
structuring texts effectively. Beck, Flosa and Fredrick’s (2013) investigation into
secondary school students’ challenges in composing arguments finds that ESL students
demonstrated a greater tendency to use narrative strategies in writing argumentative texts
than did native English-speaking counterparts. ESL students tended to apply other genres
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such as narratives or a conflation of narratives and arguments when they were required to
compose argumentative texts. Similarly, Peloghitis’ (2017) research reveals that EFL
freshman university students perceived the generic structures of argumentative texts as
the most challenging aspect. Novice students often encounter difficulties in developing a
position and in producing well-formulated argumentative essays where sufficient
elaborations, including evidence, are provided to convince the reader of their own
position (Wingate, 2012). This is particularly the case for most English learners in EFL
contexts, who find it difficult to compose clear arguments to support their position (Kakan-dee & Kaur, 2015). Qi, Yu and Chen’s (2020) research on the argumentative texts
produced by 80 Chinese-speaking tertiary EFL students finds that over half of the texts
failed to present the coherent structure of thesis statement and elaborations, and that a
large number of the analysed essays demonstrated ineffectiveness in the arguments.
Previous studies have called for greater attention to supporting EFL students to develop
their genre knowledge, particularly independent control of the rules of English
argumentation and being able to make connections between writing purposes and text
structures, through an explicit pedagogy.
EFL learners also demonstrate difficulty in incorporating alternative viewpoints in the
development of their own arguments. Including alternative perspectives contributes to the
persuasiveness of argumentative texts (Nussbaum & Kardash, 2005) and evidences a
greater awareness of the reader in writing (Midgette et al., 2008). Many EFL students,
however, demonstrate their inability to justify arguments with reasons and to anticipate
and rebut other possible positions (Chowning, Griswold, Kovarik, & Collins, 2012). In
fact, a common weakness of EFL student writers is their lack of ability to acknowledge
other possible views (Ferretti, Lewis, & Andrews-Weckerly, 2009; Wolfe, Britt, &
Butler, 2009). Research on the generic structures of argumentative texts produced by
tertiary EFL students shows limited evidence of an ability to include counter-argument
structures to acknowledge alternative viewpoints (Qin & Karabacak, 2010; Rusfandi,
2015). This suggests that EFL student writers should be supported to develop a more
balanced model of argumentation considering multiple perspectives and viewpoints. As
part of the present intervention study, a pedagogical focus is placed on supporting
Vietnamese EFL students to develop more confident control of generic structures,
including counter-arguments. The students are scaffolded to achieve an understanding of
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purposes, functions and meanings of argumentative generic structures and relevant
linguistic resources for realising these structures in texts from an SFL perspective.
2.3.3. Lack of competency in using the language of evaluation
Demonstrating an ability to use academic language features for constructing knowledge,
attitudes and worldviews is fundamental for academic success in academic registers
(Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Schleppegrell, 2004; Schleppegrell & Colombi, 2002).
Academic language is commonly referred to as a specific register of language used in
academic contexts, and is radically different from informal language use in everyday
contexts of communication (Fang, 2006; Schleppegrell, 2006). Academic language
comprises a diversity of linguistic features which can be found across multiple levels of
language from lexicogrammar to discoursal and rhetorical levels (Dobbs, 2013). One
important feature of academic language that presents a considerable challenge to
ESL/EFL inexperienced student writers is the use of evaluative language at a discourse
semantic level to construct effective arguments (Lancaster, 2014; J. J. Lee & Deakin,
2016; Zhang & Zhang, 2021).
EFL learners, particularly low English proficiency ones, demonstrate limited ability to
convey less personalised evaluative stances in academic argumentative texts. As
discussed in Section 2.2.2, a quality argumentative text involves the use of evaluative
resources to construe impersonal and detached evaluative stances, rather than to convey
personalised emotions, towards concepts, entities and phenomena (Derewianka, 2009).
Effective use of evaluative resources not only allows space for negotiation of ideas with
imagined or real readers but also enables the construction of an authoritative stance
(Lancaster, 2011 ; Schleppegrell, 2004). This requirement places a significant demand on
many EFL novice students who have limited understanding of the nature and value of
evaluative writing. Hood’s (2004b) comparative study on the patterns of evaluative
meanings in texts produced by expert and undergraduate students shows that the students
demonstrated difficulty maintaining a clear prosody of attitudinal meanings across a
phase of discourse. In analysing IELT argumentative writing produced by different
proficiency groups, Nakamura (2009) reveals that low-proficiency students tended to use
emotional language to convey personalised evaluative stances. Ho’s (2011) empirical
research also confirms that EFL students, particularly Vietnamese tertiary students,
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demonstrated limited ability to use expected patterns of evaluative language, as reflected
in the tendency to emphasise ‘personal opinions’ over ‘objective observations’, and to
make assertive claims in their academic argument texts. These studies call for greater
attention to supporting EFL students to manage the prosodic nature of evaluative
meanings in academic writing.
This challenge might be attributed to a few possible key factors. It might be due to limited
attention being paid to the role of effective management of evaluative meanings in written
discourse in most EFL classroom contexts such as Vietnam. Empirical evidence has
suggested that the Vietnamese teaching context places a significant focus on developing
grammatical accuracy at a sentence level and insufficient attention to developing student
awareness of audiences and the meaningful purposes of the writing act (Le & Barnard,
2009; G. V. Nguyen, 2014). Limited opportunity is provided to support students to make
connections between evaluative language use and writing context such as audiences
(Yasuda, 2019). Such pedagogical orientations have significant negative consequences
for the development of the ability to use appropriate evaluative language to address the
expectations of audiences and to achieve communicative purposes in writing.
This challenge might also be caused by limited English proficiency levels and thus limited
repertoires of evaluative options for managing the interpersonal demands of writing
among EFL student writers. Given the challenging demands of evaluation placed upon
inexperienced EFL student writers, it is important to support these students to develop the
ability to manage evaluative meanings in texts and to draw their attention to various
effective evaluative strategies for constructing persuasive arguments. The present study
aims to offer Vietnamese university students innovative pedagogical supports for the
improvement of their academic argumentative writing skills. It draws on SFL-based genre
pedagogy to design a pedagogical intervention aimed at supporting the development of
students’ academic argumentative writing, with a particular emphasis on expanding their
repertoire of evaluative language resources for achieving effective evaluative stances in
texts. Section 2.4 next reviews genre-based pedagogic approaches informing ESL/EFL
academic writing instruction.
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2.4. Genre-based pedagogic approaches
The past 30 years have witnessed a growing interest in genre theories and genre-based
pedagogies as powerful tools for developing writing instruction in the US, England,
Australia, South Africa, Thailand, Indonesia and elsewhere (Derewianka, 2015; Hyon,
1996). Genre theories have been one strand of the four most dominant theories adopted
in discussions about EFL writing, along with contrastive rhetoric, cognitive frameworks
of writing, and socio-cultural theory in the last few decades (Cumming, 2016). Framed
by various theoretical and pedagogic foci, genre studies are frequently classified into three
distinct traditions of genre theory: North American New Rhetoric studies, now commonly
known as Rhetorical Genre Studies (RGS); English for Specific Purposes (ESP); and
Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) (H. Chen, 2008). The following section discusses
how genre is conceptualised within these three genre traditions. The section also discusses
the debate over implicit or explicit genre-based writing instruction, and justifies the
positioning of the present study on EFL writing developments in the Vietnamese
educational setting within an explicit SFL genre perspective.
2.4.1. Rhetorical Genre Studies
Rhetorical Genre Studies (RGS) emanated from rhetoric and composition studies, mainly
in the US. The key representatives of this school include Miller (1984), Bazerman (1988)
and Medway and Freedman (1994). From a RGS perspective, genre is conceptualised as
‘typified rhetorical actions based in recurrent situations’ (C. Miller, 1984, p. 159). As
Carolyn Miller (1984, p. 151) argues, ‘a theoretically sound definition of genre must be
centered not on the substance or the form of discourse but on the action it is used to
accomplish’. In other words, RGS has developed special interest in social activity over
language as system (Hood, 2004a). It is primarily concerned with the theorisation of genre
as a situated social activity.
Within the RGS tradition, as argued by Martin (2016), the relationship between text and
context is understood as ‘circumvenient’. The RGS school conceptualises context as an
‘extra-linguistic’ environment in which text or language is used, and context is not
interpreted as a system of meaning (Martin, 2016). According to Matruglio (2014), this
perspective values investigations into ‘extra-linguistic’ data, such as through participant
observation, in the identification and description of genres. Placing a strong focus on the
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social actions and activities that people perform through genres has led RGS scholars to
conduct investigations into contexts of situation in which genres evolve to communicate
meaning, more than into the textual form of discourse in terms of its content and form.
This perspective has provided much impetus for a larger body of work on unpacking
various sociocultural institutional and disciplinary factors, including but not limited to
values, beliefs, behaviours and attitudes of members within a particular discourse
community that have important influences on the creation of writing discourse, through
an ethnographic approach (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995; Hyon, 1996). Privileging social
actions over language makes this tradition less useful in EFL teaching contexts where
English is mainly learnt and used inside a four-walled classroom. More importantly, it
lacks necessary tools to teach valued patterns of language expected in a particular culture
to novice students and a systematic way to link context and language.
2.4.2. English for Specific Purposes (ESP)
The ESP genre tradition originated from a research project conducted by John Swales in
England in the 1980s. The important figures of this tradition are usually recognised as
Swales (1981), Bhatia (1993) and Hyland (2000). Within the ESP approach, genres are
described as ‘a class of communicative events, the members of which share some set of
communicative purposes’, and ‘these purposes …constitute the rationale for the genre …
shap[ing] the schematic structure of the discourse and influenc[ing] and constrain[ing]
choice of content and style’ (Swales, 1990, p. 58). The ESP approach gives primacy to
the concepts of communicative purposes and discourse communities (a group of people
with shared goals who use genres as important tools to help them to further their goals)
in its definition (Hyon, 2017).
The ESP approach is informed by multiple traditions of scholarship, such as anthropology
and linguistics, and can be regarded as being situated at an intermediate point on a
continuum between RGS and SFL (Hood, 2004a). While ESP aligns itself strongly with
RGS’s perspective on the relationship between text and context with context being
viewed as an ‘extra-linguistic’ environment in which text or language resides (Martin,
2016), it shares a text-oriented approach to genre enquiry with SFL theorists who
advocate a textual orientation to genre analysis. This is evident in two common
approaches to genre analysis - ‘context-first’ or ‘text-first’ - proposed by ESP genre
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scholars such as Swales (2004) and Flowerdew (2002). In ESP’s description of genres,
its ‘context-first’ approach reflects the view of RGS on the value of probing into various
social factors including the values, attitudes, and perceptions of genre users within a
particular context. Its ‘text-first’ approach, on the other hand, closely connects with the
view of SFL on the importance of textual investigation into the structural and linguistic
features of a genre through detailed linguistic analysis. Although the ESP tradition shares
a textual linguistic orientation with SFL, it is predominantly concerned with the rhetorical
and linguistic characteristics of genres without linking the meaning of generic stages and
phases, and the linguistic resources typical of those stages and phases, in a systemic way
(Hood, 2004a). The ESP tradition draws no attention to the language patterns that
construe the stages and phases of texts, and is therefore ‘limited in pedagogic value,
particularly in school and undergraduate contexts’ (Humphrey, 2015b, p. 47). The ESP
tradition does not provide principled and systemic tools for connecting language and
context, purpose and structure, and meaning and form.
2.4.3. The SFL genre tradition
The SFL genre tradition emerges out of a growing body of research on literacy and
language education in Australia. Key early researchers include Hasan (1977), Martin
(1984), Painter (1989), (Rothery, 1994) and Christie (1999). The tradition is informed by
a functional model of language as a resource for creating meaning (Halliday, 1978). One
distinctive feature of SFL studies of genre is the theorisation of the two-way relationship
between language/text and context, and within this tradition context is modelled as a
system of meaning. Context in SFL is interpreted in linguistic terms as ‘a system of
meanings that is realised in language and hence can be construed in language’ (Halliday,
1999, p. 18). From the SFL perspective, text is treated as existing in an interdependent
two-way rather than independent relationship with context, and context is not simply
viewed as a factor influencing or shaping text but rather as being construed in text
(Macnaught, 2015). The SFL perspective considers text in context as the most important
source of data for identifying and describing genres.
The SFL perspective on genre values the text-based approach to understand genres. A
detailed analysis of texts of different kinds is regarded as essential to achieve an
comprehensive understanding of genres and genre networks. According to Halliday
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(1999), texts refer to ‘all the instances of language use’ represented in various forms,
spoken and written. Mickan (2017, p. 16) defines ‘[t]exts…[as] central to our
participation in the practices of communities and are a foundation for creating and sharing
meanings with community members’; while Abdel-Malek (2019, p. 374) views them as
‘purposeful social and cultural practices that involve probabilistic language patterns’.
From the SFL perspective, each text is an instantiation of a particular genre, and each
genre constitutes a particular purpose and has recognisable stages and linguistic features
(Humphrey, Droga, & Feez, 2012). Genres are thus understood as ‘recurrent
configurations of meanings that enact the social practices of a given culture’ (Martin &
Rose, 2008, p. 6). These configurations provide a conventional way of meaning-making
that can be recognised by members of a culture.
Hence, the SFL genre perspective is useful for EFL writing instruction as it brings
together context, purposes and linguistic resources in a systematic way. This orientation
allows the teacher, during the intervention in the present study, to make visible to students
the purpose of a text, its socio-cultural features such as audience expectations, and its
linguistic patterns valued within a particular educational context. It also helps to explain
to the students how genres are organised in different ways according to their social
purposes and how they are realised by particular linguistic patterns.
2.4.4. Implicit versus explicit genre-based writing instruction
Genre theorists and researchers from different theoretical standpoints have debated the
value of explicit genre-based writing instruction and taken different views on its role in
the teaching of writing. RGS scholars generally take an implicit genre-based view of
writing development and raise doubts about the effectiveness of explicit genre-based
writing instruction (Hyon, 1996). In particular, RGS proponents often express strong
objections to the explicit modelling of generic structures and linguistic resources of
genres. Freedman (1993), for example, argues that genre knowledge is tacitly acquired
and that genre acquisition is only made possible through authentic immersion into
discourse communities in which genres are used to serve human communication. The
implicit view seems more justifiable for the typical audiences of RGS, namely L1
mainstream undergraduate and postgraduate learners and professional writers who have
ample opportunities to acquire language for writing in authentic L1 environments. An
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implicit approach, however, may not be effective in EFL contexts where English language
use is restricted to a classroom setting and a limited amount of time is allocated in English
curricula for learning how to write. In these contexts, students have little access to and
few opportunities to use the kinds of discourses they learn in English-mediated writing
classes. In addition, those discourses they do learn, and the foreign culture behind them,
are in many ways significantly different from those in their native language. This
indicates that implicitness is counterproductive when it comes to assisting EFL students
to develop English genre knowledge and awareness.
ESP and SFL genre researchers, however, argue for the necessity to make linguistic
features and rhetorical organisation of texts in context explicit to students so that they can
gain access to standard genres through an explicit genre pedagogy. Supporters of explicit
genre-based writing instruction advocate the value of making explicit language uses in
specific cultural contexts to students who might not share implicit knowledge of the
culture-specific nature of genres (Hyland, 2007). They posit that it is valuable to provide
explicit, scaffolded pedagogical support to raise genre knowledge and awareness for
novice writers, particularly EFL learners who do not share implicit expectations about the
genres and language use valued by academic community members such as lecturers and
tutors (Dreyfus et al., 2016; Emilia & Hamied, 2015; Martin, 2013). Providing explicit
scaffolding, such as modelling and co-construction of text, is understood as a vital
preparation for students’ independent construction of a text (Rose & Martin, 2012). Such
supports have the potential to expand the meaning-making repertoire needed for
successful construction of a text expected of EFL students in a specific context.
2.4.5. SFL genre-based explicit writing instruction
This study adopts an explicit, SFL genre-based, scaffolded approach to support EFL
Vietnamese students in expanding their genre knowledge and in improving their writing
performance. SFL genre pedagogy is premised on the fundamental tenet of ‘guidance
through interaction in the context of shared experience’ (Rose & Martin, 2012, p. 58).
This pedagogy is strongly influenced by work on child language development in the home
environment conducted by Painter (1989), who advocates the importance of adult
assistance in supporting the child’s development of abstract meanings needed to achieve
success in writing through interactions (Dreyfus & Macnaught, 2011). The SFL genre46

based approach is the most valuable and appropriate for supporting these EFL students’
needs and expanding their meaning potential for advanced literacy skills, due to its
emphasis on the role of scaffolding (Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976) in writing
development (Shi & Chen, 2019). Scaffolding in SFL refers to the various levels of
instructional support, encompassing Deconstruction (analysis of model texts), Joint
Construction (co-writing a text) and Independent Construction (writing a new text on
one’s own) (Rothery, 1994), which eventually enable students to achieve independent and
successful completion of writing tasks (Macnaught, 2015). In a classroom setting, the
teacher acts as an expert partner who provides different levels of support to help students
to achieve intended learning outcomes. Providing teacher assistance before students can
perform an independent writing task is an important step for learners to develop necessary
language resources to construct successful writing (Dreyfus & Macnaught, 2011).
Teacher support, conducted within the context of shared experience, is gradually
withdrawn as students develop a deeper understanding of a writing activity. In doing so,
the teacher builds a shared understanding of genre and register knowledge and linguistic
resources that construe a genre before gradually handing over control to students for
independent writing tasks.
The scaffolded, SFL-based genre approach can be seen as innovative in teaching writing
skills for Vietnamese EFL students. Its innovation is demonstrated through an integrative
focus on both writing products and processes during the induction of students into writing
(Schwarz & Hamman-Ortiz, 2020). In many EFL contexts, a significant emphasis is
placed on teaching the linguistic elements of model texts to students from a traditional
structural perspective (product-focused), but teacher-led co-construction of writing
(process-focused) is often overlooked. The SFL genre pedagogy provides an opportunity
for EFL students to construct texts under the guidance of the teacher through a scaffolded
approach (Martin, 2013). This approach is in fact compatible with the form-focused
instruction practiced in Vietnamese classrooms, as it provides the meaning-based tools to
allow the teacher to talk explicitly about form while focusing on the meaning of the
writing. SFL provides useful constructs such as genre that systematically link contexts of
language use, purposes and typical linguistic resources, and offer the teacher valuable
tools to engage students in learning both linguistic forms and meanings (Yasuda, 2011).
In addition, the focus on form including linguistic features such as ‘tense’ in typical
Vietnamese teaching can also be incorporated into the SFL-based genre approach.
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SFL genre-based pedagogy has consistently proved to be an effective and valuable
approach to support writing development for linguistically and culturally diverse students
in Anglophone primary and secondary instructional contexts (Brisk & De Rosa, 2014; de
Oliveira & Lan, 2014; Rose & Martin, 2012; Schulze, 2011) and Anglophone tertiary
contexts (Dreyfus & Macnaught, 2011; Humphrey & Hao, 2011). A literature review on
the application of SFL pedagogy to teach writing skills in the US, conducted by Schwarz
and Hamman-Ortiz (2020, p. 1), concludes that the SFL-focused pedagogy holds promise
to scaffold EAL/D students in using the linguistic resources of target genres to achieve
purposes and functions within a particular context. This instruction, particularly the
teacher-led guided writing practice, potentially leads to internalisation and transfer of the
focus genre’s overall text structure and the linguistic features such as comparative
structures and descriptive language modelled in the classroom for individual writing
improvement (Caplan & Farling, 2017). This indicates that SFL-based pedagogy has the
potential to support students to develop a greater ability to use the genre-specific linguistic
features to construct purposeful texts for academic achievement.
The SFL genre pedagogy has also been shown to be a useful approach to teach writing
skills and to develop genre knowledge in foreign language contexts. Past studies
conducted in these contexts such as Chinese (Cheng & Chiu, 2018), German (Byrnes,
2009) or English (Emilia & Hamied, 2015; Gomez, 2017; Kongpetch, 2006; Nagao,
2020) have reached two major conclusions: (1) on the efficacy of SFL-based genre
pedagogy in writing improvement; and (2) on its impact on the development of greater
genre knowledge. Cheng’s research, for example, reveals that the pedagogy has had
positive impacts on student control of ‘the ideational, interpersonal, and textual resources
associated with the [focus] genre’ (2018, p. 99). In addition, Yasuda (2011) and Nagao
(2020) show how this pedagogy has helped EFL students to increase their genre
knowledge, particularly audience awareness. Past studies recommend that an SFL
instructional focus on language use in context has a central role to play in fostering writing
improvement and genre knowledge. This will be discussed in detail in the next section.
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2.4.6. Research on the development of linguistic resources in argumentative writing
from an SFL perspective
This section reviews SFL-based research about linguistic development in argumentative
writing in ESL/EFL contexts, with a special focus on studies on the impacts of the SFLbased genre pedagogy on EFL argumentative writing performance. It positions the
present study within an SFL, meaning-based, discourse-semantic perspective, and
highlights the paucity of research on supporting the development of interpersonal
discourse-semantic resources for argumentative writing improvement through an SFLbased genre intervention.
From the perspective of SFL, writing development can be conceptualised as the ability to
effectively use language in writing at a discourse semantic level (Yasuda, 2011). As
Ortega (2003) argues, progress in writing ability moves beyond the use of language at a
lexicogrammar level to include control of discoursal and sociolinguistic resources to
accomplish communication demands. Writing development is necessarily conceptualised
‘as the journey toward meaningful content production and the realisation of
communicative goals’, focusing on ‘what L2 writers can do in terms of meaning-making’
at a discourse level (Yasuda, 2019, p. 2). From this perspective, writing development
implies developing the ability to make meaning beyond the level of clauses and to manage
configurations of discoursal resources across an extended text.
The development of argumentative writing skills involves increasing the capacity to
effectively use interpersonal resources at a discourse level to manage interpersonal
relationships with the reader. As students develop, they demonstrate an ability to make
linguistic choices that construe evaluative and attitudinal meanings in ‘impersonal’ ways,
contributing to the construction of an evaluative stance that is not only authoritative but
also takes account of the possibility of other positions (Schleppegrell, 2004). According
to Derewianka (2009, p. 142), as students move along a cline of writing progression, they
‘come to grips with the subtleties of expressing feelings and opinions, of moderating their
views, and of seeing beyond themselves to countenance other perspectives’. Supporting
the students’ development of argumentative writing skills is thus seen as expanding a
learner’s repertoire of linguistic options and possibilities, particularly the ability to
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manage evaluative resources at a discourse level for constructing appropriate
interpersonal relationships with the reader.
Much prior SFL research conducted in the tertiary context has placed a significant focus
on the ideational and textual dimensions of language, with limited attention to
interpersonal resources (Yasuda, 2019). Studies focusing on a textual perspective, for
example, have explored: the role of grammatical metaphors in undergraduate academic
texts (Liardét, 2016); cohesive devices in argumentative discourse (M. Liu & Braine,
2005; Yang & Sun, 2012); the role of the textual resources in constructing effective
argumentative essays (R. Miller & Pessoa, 2016); or choices in thematic structure of
arguments (Hasselgård, 2009). Each of these textual features can be implicated in writing
quality. While the textual perspective provides important insights into students’ ability to
manage discourse flow, this analysis, however, reveals limited information about the way
evaluative meanings are expressed to persuade the reader towards value positions adopted
in student texts. Such analysis offers little information about the prosody of evaluative
meanings – the spread of interpersonal meanings across an extended phase of discourse
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2013; Hood, 2006; Martin & Rose, 2008). In studies of
academic arguments, it is necessary to move beyond the textual aspects of texts and to
attend to the interpersonal dimension of language, particularly evaluative resources
(Hood, 2010).
Previous SFL-based research on the interpersonal dimension has drawn significant
attention to academic texts produced by professional writers or advanced language
student writers. These academic texts range across research article introductions (Chang
& Schleppegrell, 2011; Hood, 2010), research article conclusions published in different
settings (Loi, Lim, & Wharton, 2016), introduction and discussion sections of published
international research articles constructed by professional writers with different cultural
backgrounds (Xu & Nesi, 2019), or discussion sections of doctoral theses (Geng &
Wharton, 2016). These studies contribute to our understanding of various evaluative
strategies used by advanced writers to position their research in relation to relevant
literature in particular discourse communities, and provide supporting evidence for the
prosodic nature of evaluative meanings in discourse. This suggests the value of explicitly
modelling the prosodies of evaluative meanings to the students as a core pedagogical
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focus, during the intervention study presented in this thesis, so as to enable them to
construct consistent and coherent attitudinal and evaluative stances in texts.
Previous studies have also explored the development of meaning-making resources in
argumentative texts through SFL or SFL genre-based writing interventions over a certain
time span. Studies within this strand have either focused on supporting and tracking
developments of argumentative writing produced by ESL school students in an Englishspeaking context (Ramos, 2015; Schulze, 2011) or by discipline-specific university
students (Mitchell & Pessoa, 2017; Pessoa et al., 2018). Schulze, for example, explored
argumentative writing developments through an SFL genre-based intervention, finding
improvements in the structures of ideas and information, in expressions of evaluative
language, and in language for expressing content. These literacy interventions generally
conclude that an SFL-oriented genre-based approach to writing is effective in supporting
ESL students to develop their writing ability. In the present study, I argue that this
approach might be valuable for scaffolding EFL students to demonstrate confident control
over argumentative writing skills.
Previous literacy interventions have, however, paid insufficient attention to EFL tertiary
students in general academic writing classes where they have limited opportunity to draw
on field or content knowledge for constructing arguments. In many EFL contexts, one of
the most common purposes of learning to write in English is to produce argumentative
writing, with limited reference to content areas for an assessment purpose (Myskow &
Gordon, 2012). However, insufficient research has focused on exploring the potential of
an SFL-informed genre literacy intervention in the development of argumentative writing
constructed under exam conditions, for EFL university students whose exposure to field
knowledge in general academic writing courses is limited. It is important to examine
argumentative writing under exam-based conditions as such an enquiry can reveal useful
information about EFL students’ ability to construct effective meaning within the domain
of language assessment.
Some existing studies have traced changes in meaning-making resources of
argumentative texts produced by EFL university students in a general academic writing
course through SFL genre-based literacy interventions. However, these studies have only
examined the impact of SFL genre-based pedagogy on the development of text structures
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(Bacha, 2010; Gomez, 2017) or the improvement in lexicogrammatical resources for
constructing arguments (Emilia & Hamied, 2015; Kongpetch, 2006; Nagao, 2019, 2020).
Insufficient scientific enquiry has, however, been conducted to investigate the
development of discourse semantics, the crucial middle ground between genre and
lexicogrammar.
To date, little research has focused on EFL students’ development of evaluative writing
at a discourse semantic level or traced changes in evaluative language use as a result of
an SFL-oriented genre-based writing program. The present study thus responds to the
limited research examining the development of discourse-semantic evaluative language
resources in argumentative writing constructed under exam conditions, in the EFL writing
research literature. The study reports on the potential of an SFL-based genre intervention,
supplemented with the APPRAISAL framework, in developing evaluative strategies for EFL
students; and it draws out a few possible pedagogical implications for the induction of
students into evaluative writing in an EFL context. It aims at contributing suggestions for
positive changes in the skills of argumentation among tertiary-level Vietnamese students,
a fast-growing but relatively under-researched population in the EFL writing literature.
This chapter reviewed the different approaches to conceptualising persuasive arguments
in the ESL/EFL academic writing literature, and positioned this study within an SFL view.
The review pointed to the potential value of an SFL-oriented genre approach to develop
writing skills for ESL/EFL students but found insufficient existing enquiry into the impact
of this approach, particularly enhanced with the

APPRAISAL

framework, on the

development of discourse-semantic evaluative resources in argumentative writing for
EFL students. The present study takes such a focus, contributing important
understandings of EFL Vietnamese students’ key challenges in constructing discoursesemantic evaluative meanings in argumentative texts and elucidating how these students
might be supported to manage the demands of evaluative resources in writing for
academic achievement. It extends our understanding of the potential of an explicit SFLbased genre focus on discourse-semantic evaluative language, in scaffolding EFL
students to produce evaluative writing for academic success. The study has theoretical,
pedagogical and practical implications for the application of SFL, meaning-focused
linguistic theory to the instruction of evaluative writing in an EFL context.
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CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS
3.0. Introduction
This chapter presents the theoretical framework relevant for the present study examining
argumentative writing produced under timed conditions by Vietnamese EFL universitylevel students. This study aims to support these students to develop the ability to argue in
written English with greater success and to track their writing development through an
SFL genre-based, one-semester literacy intervention. This study draws on SFL theory –
a stratified model of language and social context – as an overarching theoretical
framework for examining argumentative writing development (Eggins, 2004; Halliday,
1987; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2013). SFL is particularly well-suited for the present study
as it offers the useful linguistic concepts of genre, register and metafunctions for
conceptualising the development of argumentative genres through a comprehensive
account of their generic and linguistic features (Mitchell & Pessoa, 2017). These concepts
are useful due to their view of writing as linguistic choices to achieve particular purposes
in a specific context.
SFL theory serves as a theoretical foundation that informs the whole research project’s
design, including data collection and analysis. SFL provides tools for the careful design
of an explicit pedagogical intervention that models generic structures and key linguistic
elements typical of argumentative genres for Vietnamese EFL students and which
supports their independent control over the valued meaning-making patterns that
underpin academic success in an EFL context (Rose & Martin, 2012). It also offers
relevant analytical tools and systems for tracking the changes students made in their
writing at the conclusion of the intervention. Using SFL tools provides insights into why
some students’ argumentative texts are evaluated as more effective and successful than
others’ texts, and comprehensive understanding of the effectiveness of the students’ texts
constructed at various points in time during the intervention can thus be achieved. Such
understanding is critical in informing the teacher of EFL students’ writing strengths and
challenges in academic writing. Drawing on this understanding, the teacher can make
informed decisions about writing instruction and offer relevant pedagogical support
tailored to the needs of EFL students for academic writing development.
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This chapter focuses on reviewing concepts of SFL key to this study, namely genre,
register, and metafunctions and their relationships, in the SFL model of language in social
context. The chapter also details the specific systems and analytical tools from SFL that
are used in the analysis of the data. These tools include genre as a model of social context,
periodicity (the way in which arguments are textually organised for the reader to
understand content in texts as a whole) and APPRAISAL systems of evaluative meanings at
the stratum of discourse semantics.
3.1. Writing development from a Systemic Functional Linguistics perspective
An SFL perspective offers important insights into the conceptualisation of writing
development. Fundamental to SFL theory is the view of language as a set of systems of
choice for creating meaning to achieve communicative purposes in specific contexts and
situations (Eggins, 2004; Halliday, 1987; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2013). When writing,
writers make meaning choices, which can be conscious or unconscious, in relation to
grammar, lexis, discourse and the organisational structure of their texts to achieve
communicative functions and purposes (Gebhard, Gunawan, & Chen, 2014). From the
SFL perspective, writing development can therefore be conceptualised as expansion of
meaning-making resources and repertoires needed to achieve a variety of communicative
goals in specific contexts (Yasuda, 2011). Writing development involves growth: in the
ability of students to elaborate on their ideas and knowledge in writing; in their capacity
to infuse perspectives, values and attitudes into texts; and in their ability to organise their
written discourse into a coherent and cohesive whole (Schleppegrell & Christie, 2018).
Focusing on meaning making addresses one important goal of EFL academic writing
instruction, which is to assist students to develop control over more advanced academic
written patterns of language appropriate to the academic register (Schleppegrell, 2006).
Advanced linguistic choices can be realised through multiple ways in students’ texts.
Coherent textual organisation of messages, effective generic structures, strategic
positioning strategies, and less personalised evaluative stances and attitudes are all
implicated. Demonstrating the capacity to produce these linguistic choices is central to
academic writing success in Vietnamese EFL contexts; however, this poses a
considerable challenge to Vietnamese EFL students. These students, for example, face
difficulty in making more advanced linguistic choices such as construing evaluative
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meanings in ‘impersonal’ ways (Schleppegrell, 2004) or moving beyond their personal
view of topics (Coffin, 2004). The goal of using advanced linguistic choices is yet to be
addressed in the current context of Vietnam due to a lack of theoretically informed,
effective pedagogical practices. Failure to achieve the goal is also caused by a significant
instructional focus on developing the students’ knowledge about English grammatical
structures, with insufficient attention given to meaning-making practices (Le & Barnard,
2009).
This goal, however, can be achieved through an explicit SFL meaning-based focus on the
valued patterns of language used in a specific academic context. SFL places equal
emphasis on both the structural forms and the meanings they make in writing instruction
(Derewianka, 2007). This dual emphasis has the potential to address the needs of
Vietnamese EFL students who are insufficiently supported to develop confident control
of academic language resources as meaning making necessary for successful writing
performance. An SFL orientation provides the students with opportunities to learn about
the purposes and the functional uses of academic language, the key linguistic resources
of target genres, and the structural forms to realise meaning, and thus can promote growth
in their capacity to write functionally in a range of genres to achieve academic success.
Drawing on Vietnamese EFL students’ prior knowledge about grammatical structural
rules, the present study expands their meaning-making repertoire of the functional staging
and phasing of argumentative genres, the valued linguistic patterns, and the valued way
of textual organisation, through SFL genre-based, explicit modelling.
From the SFL perspective, writing development also involves supporting students to
make mutually interdependent connections between context and language use (Byrnes,
2009). Language can only be understood in relation to its context of use (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2013), and language and context are understood as existing in a bidirectional systemic relationship (Hood, 2010). Linguistic choices that a writer makes are
shaped by aspects of context and at the same time construe the context of the writer’s text
(Derewianka & Jones, 2016). As language and context are inextricably interrelated, it is
possible to ‘deduce context from text’ and to ‘predict language from the context’ in which
it is being used for a particular purpose (Eggins & Slade, 1997, p. 56). Within SFL,
writing development can be therefore understood as developing students’ increasing
awareness of the relationship between the context of writing, such as purposes and reader
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expectations, and language use, through an explicit pedagogic approach (Cheng & Chiu,
2018). Linking language use to its context is particularly useful for fostering writing
development in the Vietnamese context where there is limited or no attention paid to
developing awareness of the relationship between writing context and key textual features
necessary for constructing effective academic texts.
SFL offers useful concepts such as genre, register and metafunctions for conceptualising
writing development and facilitating the development of writing skills, particularly the
ability to produce valued linguistic choices in argumentative texts. The following sections
detail these concepts and their relationships within the SFL model of language and social
context.
3.1.1. Genre and writing development
This study examines the quality of Vietnamese EFL students’ argumentative texts
constructed at various points in time, within the tertiary context of language assessment
in Vietnam, from an SFL perspective. Students’ texts were written as responses to the
task prompts commonly found in the VSTEP which aims to establish English proficiency
levels of Vietnamese university students at the conclusion of their undergraduate
program. Within this context, students are required to meet certain writing expectations
such as producing a clear and consistent position on a particular issue, creating wellstructured arguments, and conveying less personalised evaluative stances in texts.
Adhering to these expectations is important for academic success but presents a
significant challenge to the students due to limited pedagogical support aimed at
demystifying the tacit requirements of academic EFL writing in the Vietnamese context.
This study aims to make these expectations visible to the students and to support them to
develop a greater ability to make expected linguistic choices in argumentative writing,
through an explicit SFL genre-based focus on language as meaning-making for writing
development.
The study draws on underlying theoretical constructs of SFL for understanding
argumentative writing development. One of these constructs is that of genre as
conceptualised by Martin (1997, p. 7) who models social context as a semiotic system
contextualising language and theorises the relationship between text purposes, text
structures and textual linguistic resources. In technical terms, genre is defined as
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‘recurrent configurations of meaning that enact the social practice of a given culture’
(Rose, 2012, p. 209). According to Martin, context of culture is modelled as a system of
genres realised through language and other accompanying modalities of communication.
Context has an important part to play in shaping the structuring of an individual text
(Coffin, 2000). In many social contexts, patterns of meaning are relatively stable, creating
predictable and identifiable generic structures within texts (Doran, 2010). Texts with
similar social purposes and language patterns in the SFL tradition are seen as examples
of the same genre (Humphrey et al., 2012). In educational contexts, genre refers to
‘staged, goal-oriented, social activity’ (Martin, 2009, p. 13). As Martin (2009) explains
it, genre is:
(i)

staged: because it usually takes us more than one phase of meaning to work
through a genre;

(ii)

goal-oriented: because unfolding phases are designed to accomplish
something and we feel a sense of frustration or incompleteness if we are
stopped;

(iii)

social: because we undertake genres interactively with others.

Martin’s conception of genre offers a valuable foundation for supporting development of
the knowledge and skills necessary for Vietnamese EFL students to improve
argumentative writing performance. This conception provides a coherent framework for
‘conceptualis[ing] the Argument genre[s] with a detailed account of [their] linguistic and
generic elements’ (Mitchell & Pessoa, 2017, p. 27). From the Martinian perspective,
writing development can be conceptualised as increasing the student writer’s awareness
of the purposes and the meanings or functions of a particular text structure, including the
stages and phases of argumentative texts and genre-specific linguistic choices to achieve
the purposes of writing. Scaffolding writing development involves facilitating
understanding of the relationship between social purposes and structural and linguistic
patterns of the genre, as well as of how changing the social purpose of a text has
implications for generic structure and linguistic resources (Coffin & Donohue, 2014). In
other words, as part of writing development support, it is essential to assist students to
recognise ‘how texts vary in terms of their social purposes, and how different types of
text utilise different language resources to achieve their communicative goals’ (Cheng &
Chiu, 2018, p. 100).
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Writing development from the SFL genre perspective involves the teachers’ gradual
release of control to students in an explicit, genre-based scaffolded pedagogy to facilitate
the growth of writing skills. This pedagogy is built upon Vygotskian sociocultural theory
where social interaction plays an instrumental role in supporting writing development
(Vygotsky, 1978). It foregrounds the important role of scaffolding (Wood et al., 1976) –
different levels of support provided by the teacher to develop students’ writing skills (Shi
& Chen, 2019). Scaffolding is realized through three distinct curriculum genres:
Deconstruction (analysis of model texts), Joint Construction (co-writing a text) and
Independent Construction (writing a new text on one’s own), in the SFL genre pedagogy
(Rothery, 1994). According to Hammond and Gibbons (2005), scaffolding can be
classified into two categories: ‘designed-in’ which involves carefully sequenced stages
contributing to the accomplishment of a writing task; and ‘contingent’ which refers to
the moment-to-moment exchange between the teacher and students. From this
perspective, both designed-in scaffolding as realised by Deconstruction, Joint
Construction and Independent Construction, and contingent scaffolding during teacherstudent interactions, are important for fostering writing development. The teacher initially
provides explicit modelling of language resources necessary for successful writing,
gradually withdrawing their support as students become more independent, and always
providing contingent support in response to students’ current levels of understanding
during these interactions. Both aspects of scaffolding are essential in enabling students to
operate within their Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) (Vygotsky, 1978). ZPD is
conceptualised as the developmental gap between the current level of achievement
students can gain independently and the potential level of success they can achieve with
guidance from more competent others. This pedagogy underpins the design of the
intervention of this study (see Chapter 4 for the justification of the design).
From the SFL genre perspective, providing opportunities to analyse and notice the valued
linguistic patterns of the target academic genres of model texts (Deconstruction) is central
to scaffolding academic writing development. Deconstruction involves learning
‘activities that encourage students to participate as apprentice analysts’ who are guided
to analyse and identify the linguistic features of the focus genres (Humphrey & Hao,
2011, p. 130), and has the potential to increase student knowledge of these genres
(Humphrey & Hao, 2011). According to Macken‐Horarik (2002), there are four
fundamental elements of texts that need to be considered when modelling a target genre.
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These elements are: social purpose, social location, text structure, and functional stages.
Informed by Macken-Horarik’s (2002) key components for critical understanding of a
genre, the intervention reported in the present study scaffolds Vietnamese EFL students
to deconstruct the social purpose of argumentation in model texts within the context of
language assessment in Vietnam. These students are then supported to understand how
the purpose of argumentation is linked to text structures. The analysis of model texts
makes visible to the students the ways in which these texts are organised into stages and
phases, as realised by linguistic features, to achieve their purposes. This is a critical step
in assisting the students to develop knowledge of generic structures and relevant linguistic
resources for the purpose of argumentation.
Joint Construction is also fundamental to scaffolding writing development. It emphasises
the role of more competent others (e.g the teacher) in providing guidance and support to
less competent ones (e.g students) to learn about the writing process (Matruglio, 2014).
Joint Construction involves the collaborative task of writing a new text between the
teacher and students under the guidance of the teacher. According to Dreyfus and
Macnaught (2011, p. 79), ‘[i]t provides a crucial intermediate link for students between
the recognition of language patterns, which are explored in Deconstruction, and the
reproduction of similar patterns in independent writing’. While the teacher, in
Deconstruction, provides a significant level of support to enable students to analyse and
identify the valued linguistic patterns of model texts, he/she gradually releases control
and responsibility to students in Joint Construction (Humphrey & Macnaught, 2011). The
teacher partially withdraws their support during Joint Construction by involving students’
active participation into constructing meaning for a new text. Within Joint Construction,
the teacher’s contingent support during teacher-student interactions has a central role to
play in scaffolding writing development. Contingency ‘emphasizes the importance of
teaching strategies being based on, and responsive to students’ current understandings’
and needs (Syarifah & Gunawan, 2016, p. 38) and refers to teacher degree of support or
control that is adaptive to the students’ current levels of understanding (van de Pol &
Elbers, 2013). These strategies, such as recap or recasting of student formulations, are
central to facilitating writing improvements, as they have the potential to support
language development that moves from an everyday spoken-like to a more academic form
(Hammond & Gibbons, 2005). Joint Construction is particularly useful for the
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Vietnamese context where students are insufficiently supported to learn about how to
construct an effective text within a guided approach.
3.1.2. Register and writing development
Register is another useful theoretical construct for conceptualising writing development.
It theorises the relationship between lexicogrammatical choices made by a writer from
the language system and key variables of social contexts (Derewianka, 2012). According
to Halliday, there are three important contextual variables implicated in the register of a
situation (Derewianka & Jones, 2016). These contextual features are recognised as field,
tenor and mode: field is the subject matter or social activity; tenor is the relationship
between a writer and a reader; and mode is what role language and other semiotic systems,
for example, gesture and audio play in a situation. From the SFL register perspective,
writing development can be viewed as increasing understanding and awareness of
contextual factors that influence the configuration of language choices in written texts,
such as reader and writer roles and relationships for academic writing development
(Cheng & Chiu, 2018). The concept of tenor, for example, offers the teacher a tool to
develop awareness of how social relations among interactants in terms of social status
(equal or unequal) and solidarity (close or distant social distance) may impact language
choices realised in a particular text. Increasing such awareness is a critical aspect of
academic writing development, as this contributes to an understanding of how language
choices for expressing formality, attitudes and values in a particular text differ with
respect not only to genre but also to register.
In this study, field involves the subject matter set in the task prompts to which students
are required to respond with a restricted number of words and within a time constraint.
The subject matter includes tourism impact on local communities, computer translation
and foreign language learning. Tenor refers to unequal distant roles and relationships
between interactants. In this study, this relates to the relationship between the more
powerful examiners who evaluate students’ argumentative texts against a set of
benchmarks, and the VSTEP candidates who have no personal contact with these
examiners. This relationship potentially has influences on the interpersonal choices made
to convince exam markers of a position proposed by a candidate (Nakamura, 2009).
Candidates need to manage relationships of alignment with the examiners and to produce
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the patterns of meaning valued in the community in which they participate, such as
through interpersonal choices that contribute to maintaining solidarity with the examiner
(Matruglio, 2014). Interpersonal choices have significant roles to play in argumentative
texts where a writer aims to negotiate their claims and convince the reader of the validity
of those claims (see Chapter 2 for this argument). Drawing on interpersonal choices,
student writers can convey their consistent evaluative and attitudinal stances towards
content and the reader and propositions, and to position themselves in relation to others.
Mode refers to written texts constructed by candidates in response to task prompts with
written language as the only channel of communication. Generally speaking, field is the
only variable that is manipulated in this study. While there is a shift of focus in fields of
discourse across the writing corpus, tenor and mode remain the same.
Understanding the concept of register and developing student control of register-related
meanings has become the cornerstone of ESL/EFL education, as this allows the teacher
to increase learner consciousness of ‘the sociocultural features of the text type that is
being taught and of which linguistic choices are more likely to be made in its
textualization’ (Figueiredo, 2010, p. 119). Drawing on these constructs of field, tenor and
mode, the teacher can focus explicit attention to the context of writing, such as reader
expectations, and support students to make connections between context and linguistic
choices as instantiated in model texts. The teacher can help students to understand how
language choices differ systematically according to the context of a situation and to
explore how certain choices might or might not contribute to the quality of a particular
text and how this might affect reader expectations. In the present study, students were
scaffolded to analyse typical language features that realise the register of model texts with
a particular focus on tenor, and to approximate these features in the construction of their
own texts during the intervention.
At the heart of this study is thus the dimension of tenor, because it is identified as crucial
to the evaluation of argumentative texts. Of particular relevance to tenor is the use of
interpersonal resources, particularly evaluative language resources, to formulate
convincing arguments (Coffin, 2006; Derewianka, 2009; Fryer, 2013). Evaluation is core
to argumentative writing, allowing a writer to adopt a perspective in relation to a
particular issue, position themselves among a diversity of viewpoints, and construct
evaluative stances that take other perspectives into account when developing their own
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value positions in texts (Hood, 2010). Focusing on evaluative resources is strongly
supported by recent research (Schleppegrell & Christie, 2018; Zhang & Zhang, 2021) on
the role of evaluative meanings in academic argumentative writing. Effective evaluative
language use is one key parameter that distinguishes the quality of texts constructed by
high and low achievers across educational contexts (Cheung & Low, 2017; Lancaster,
2011; S. H. Lee, 2008; Swain, 2007, 2010). As evaluative language use is essential in
academic argumentative texts, the present study aims to explore the interpersonal
dimension, particularly evaluative strategies that are employed by candidates to persuade
examiners towards their valued positions.
3.1.3. Metafunction
Metafunction is a further important SFL concept in this study. Metafunction refers to the
three simultaneous functions of language: ideational, interpersonal, and textual. The
ideational metafunction is concerned with the way we use language to represent our
understanding and experience of the world. It refers to the content of a message and
enables us to construe meaning about processes (the happenings, the doings), participants
(who/what is involved) and circumstances (when, where, why and how the activity is
taking place). The interpersonal metafunction concerns how we use language to enact
social relations of power and solidarity through expressing our evaluations of
propositions or the addressee. The textual metafunction relates to the way we use
language to organise our representations and relationships into coherent and cohesive
texts (Hood, 2006). The three metafunctions are realised together in lexicogrammatical
form in the clause, allowing language to construe all three meanings at the same time.
The ideational, interpersonal and textual metafunctions construe, respectively, the three
register factors, field, tenor and mode (Martin & Rose, 2008).
Of particular interest in this study is the interpersonal metafunction, which is particularly
useful for examining argumentative genres (Thomas et al., 2015). Interpersonal choices
in a written argument reveal information about the tenor dimension in a social context,
particularly social roles and relationships of equal or unequal power and of frequent or
infrequent contact between a writer and reader. In the context of writing argumentative
essays for the purpose of language assessment in a Vietnamese EFL setting, student
writers are expected to remain formal in their texts as far as possible to construct
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appropriately distant relationships with the examiner. Formality can be achieved though
using evaluative resources for infusing attitudinal and evaluative meanings into texts in
ways that create the less personalised stance-taking styles implicitly valued by examiners
(Lancaster, 2014). It can also be realised through the deployment of evaluative strategies
for acknowledging, responding to and interacting with alternative perspectives held by
others such as examiners who might not share the same values with students. These
choices are important in persuading the examiner towards test takers’ value positions, and
in producing formal texts and thus contributing to the construction of socially distant
relationships with the examiner. Given the important role of interpersonal choices in the
construction of tenor relationships, a special emphasis is given to expanding students’
linguistic resources for enactment of evaluative and authorial stances in argumentative
writing during the intervention, and to tracking their development of these resources over
a one-semester time span.
From the perspective of the interpersonal dimension, writing development can be
interpreted as developing the capacity to effectively use evaluative language choices to
construct an appropriate relationship with the reader in argumentative texts. Developing
this capacity can be scaffolded through the explicit, SFL-based focus on evaluative
language use in model texts constructed by more confident writers. Drawing on the SFL
APPRAISAL

system (see Section 3.2.3 of this chapter), the student writers in the

intervention of the present study were thus engaged in analysing, discussing and noticing
the kinds and patterns of attitudes construed in model texts and evaluative resources for
negotiating value positions with the reader. Such a focus draws explicit attention to the
evaluative patterns valued within an EFL academic context and can increase awareness
of the evaluative function of language as one of the central elements of argumentative
discourse.
3.1.4. Stratification and realisation
Within the SFL model, the concepts of genre, register and metafunctions are related
through the hierarchy of stratification with realisation relating the different strata to each
other. Realisation theorises how more abstract patterns of meaning at a higher stratum are
realised by less abstract patterns at the next lower stratum (Szenes, 2017): thus, for
example, discourse semantic systems such as appraisal are realised by lexicogrammar,
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with lexicogrammatical choices thus realising choices in discourse semantics. SFL does
not consider the higher level of abstraction to be built or made out of the lower, but to be
encoded by it (Doran, 2010). Levels of abstraction thus do not relate to each other through
the relationship of constituency but of realisation (Szenes, 2017). In the Martinian
stratified model of context, genre is placed at the most abstract stratum above register, the
latter functioning as the expression plane of genre; while language (with its
metafunctions) is situated below register as the expression plane of register (Martin,
1997), as shown in Figure 3.1. This model is useful for investigating the functions of texts
in context, because ‘texts do not only represent genres of different kinds, they also realise
modes of interaction’ whether they are written, spoken or multimodal (Hood, 2013, p. 1).
Within the SFL model, language itself is viewed as a stratified semiotic system involving
three strata of abstraction: discourse semantics and lexicogrammar are together known as
the content plane of language, and phonology/graphology (for speech and writing) are
known as the expression plane. The stratum of discourse semantics deals with meanings
beyond the level of clause complexes (Rose & Martin, 2012). The stratum of
lexicogrammar involves lexis (words) and the grammar (wordings) of language up to the
unit of clause complex (Doran, 2010). These different levels of language are thus related
through the concept of realisation in SFL theory. From the SFL perspective, genre as a
system of meaning is realised by configurations of register variables which are themselves
realised by discourse semantics; discourse semantics is realised in lexicogrammar; and
lexicogrammar is realised by phonology/graphology (Martin & Rose, 2013). This stratal
hierarchy of realisation is represented in Figure 3.1.
Understanding the realisation relationships of genre, register and language has significant
implications for writing development. Writing development involves supporting students
to analyse the patterns of meaning at different levels, particularly genre, register and
discourse semantics as these levels have impacts on linguistic choices made at lower
levels. Choices from a more abstract level have implications for choices made from the
strata below. If students do not, for example, recognise the right social purpose of writing
at an initial stage, choices they make from other strata below will also be implicated. It is
thus important to first support students to develop understanding of the social purpose of
writing, the register, and particularly the tenor, and then of the discourse-semantic
language features characteristic of the target genres. Making meaning at these abstract
levels presents a significant challenge to EFL students such as those in the present study,
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as limited opportunities are provided to make meaning beyond the level of clauses and
clause complexes in Vietnamese writing pedagogy (G. V. Nguyen, 2014). The focus on
genre, tenor and evaluative discourse semantics is thus in the present study considered
essential in teaching writing in this context where an exclusive emphasis is placed on
developing knowledge of lexicogrammar at the expense of other strata in writing courses.
This focus offers these Vietnamese EFL students opportunities to increase awareness of
how texts make meaning in context beyond the level of clauses and clause complexes.

Figure 3.1 Stratal hierarchy of realisation - strata of language in social context after
Martin and Rose (2008)
Research suggests that writing skills will be improved if learners are engaged in the
deconstruction and reconstruction of patterns of meaning in texts (Derewianka, 2003;
Humphrey & Macnaught, 2016). As meaning-making processes are very complex, it is
important for the teacher and students to deconstruct and reconstruct patterns of meaning
in well-formulated exemplars produced by competent writers (Humphrey & Macnaught,
2011). Deconstruction of meaning patterns in texts allows students to examine how
meanings are made at different strata to realise the purposes of texts. In the present study,
students are first guided to identify the text’s purpose and the way it unfolds as functional
stages and phases. They are then supported to recognise the register of the text with a
special focus on tenor and key valued linguistic patterns of argumentative genres.
Focusing student attention on meaning making at different strata, in particular genre and
discourse semantics, is thus important as this prepares the students to deal with the
complexity of writing. Such a focus might contribute to reconceptualising Vietnamese
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EFL students’ current understanding of writing as replicating fixed grammatical, textual,
structural forms and constructing grammatically correct sentences, and to cultivate a
conception of writing for them as creating different meanings including textual
organisation of discourse and appropriate evaluative choices for infusing attitudes and
values into texts. Reconstruction of texts affords them opportunities to approximate the
most salient language features and generic structures typical of target genres. In so doing,
students are enabled to construct a well-organised, coherent, meaningful text as a whole
in order to fulfil a specific purpose of argumentation.
3.1.5. Instantiation
Another important concept of SFL that informs this study is the dimension of instantiation
(Halliday, 1978). Instantiation theorises the relationship between language as systemic
potential and language as actual instances of text. System thus refers to the meaning
making potential of a language, while a text is an instance of language choices from the
system that are made in a particular context at a particular time (Szenes, 2017); that is,
the system of a language is instantiated in individual texts. To explain the relationship
between language as meaning-making system/potential and language as text, Halliday
and Matthiessen (2013) metaphorically relate this metaphorically to the relationship
between climate and weather as follows:
‘Climate and weather are not two different phenomena; rather, they are the same
phenomenon seen from different standpoints of the observer. What we call
‘climate’ is weather seen from a greater depth of time – it is what is instantiated
in the form of weather. The weather is the text: it is what goes on around us all
the time, impacting on, and sometimes disturbing, our daily lives. The climate is
the system, the potential that underlies these variable effects.’ (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2013, p. 27)
Instantiation is thus a cline of generalisation which relates generality to specificity
(Martin & Rose, 2008). This concept is used to relate language as system at one end of
the cline of instantiation to language as instance/text at the other end of the cline. System
is the most general end, representing all language choices available in a language, while
instance is the most specific end of the cline, as choices manifested in a text (Szenes,
2017). Intermediate along this cline between these two poles are located genre and
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register and text type. Viewing from the perspective of language as system, genre and
register are situated at the same level of generality below system and represent a subpotential of the meaning making system as a whole, or a constraint on the overall language
potential. Viewing from the perspective of language as instance, text type allows for the
generalisation of meaning choices as patterns across a collection of texts (Szenes, 2017).
The cline of instantiation is represented in Figure 3.2 below.

Climate

Genre/

System

register

Text
type

Genre/
register
Text
type

Genre/
register

Text
type

Text

Text

Text

Weather

Figure 3.2 The cline of instantiation relating system to instance
The theoretical dimension of instantiation is an important concept that informs data
collection and analysis in this study. It supports the decision to collect a small number of
argumentative texts produced by Vietnamese undergraduate students and to perform a
detailed linguistic analysis. These texts are viewed as specific instances from the meaning
potential available to the students for the construction of argumentation at different points
in time during the intervention. By the analysis of these instances, we can develop an
understanding of the genres and systems of interpersonal meaning that are available to
these students (Matruglio, 2014). The examination of instances also enables us to make
generalisations of a collection of texts as text types, offering us useful information about
patterns of meaning in student argumentative texts constructed under timed conditions in
an EFL academic context.
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3.2. SFL conceptual tools for exploring writing changes
The preceding section presents key concepts from SFL that are relevant to this study. The
most relevant concepts include genre, register, and metafunctions for the
conceptualisation of writing development and their relationships. This study thus draws
on three important tools, namely genre, periodicity and

APPRAISAL

systems, developed

within SFL for exploring positive changes in the use of language resources over a onesemester literacy intervention. The following sections provide an overview of these
theoretical tools.
3.2.1. SFL theory of genre
Genre has been an influential theory in diverse approaches to second/foreign language
writing. As discussed in Chapter 2, there are three theoretical orientations to genre,
namely the Rhetorical Genre studies (RGS), English for Specific Purposes (ESP), and the
SFL genre traditions. The present study adopts the SFL model of genre (Martin & Rose,
2008) as a conceptual tool for understanding the quality of student argumentative writing.
SFL theory of genre offers insights into the way students structure their texts into
predictable and recognisable stages and phases to realise their overall objectives. It helps
to understand the challenges encountered by the students as well as their improvements
in structuring their argumentative writing.
SFL genre theorists have two major concerns, at various levels of education: curriculum
content, and writing instruction pedagogy (Derewianka, 2007; Dreyfus et al., 2016). In
other words, they are concerned with what to teach and how to teach in the curriculum.
This dual focus has led SFL educational linguists to examine the kinds of writing that
students are required to compose at any one educational level and how best they should
be inducted to meet the writing demands of curricula. With respect to the content of
curricula, SFL educational linguists argue for the importance of an explicit focus on
language, particularly on developing knowledge of a genre and its typical linguistic
features and the significance of field knowledge development (Dreyfus et al., 2015). With
regard to writing pedagogy, they support an explicit pedagogical model where students
are provided with different levels of scaffolding to develop their writing ability
(Derewianka, 2015). In this section, I will present a brief account of the history of SFL
genre theory and outline a map of argumentative genres relevant to this study.
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SFL genre theory grew out of an increasing body of research on literacy and language
education in Australia. The initial work, as part of a ‘Language and Social Power Project’,
emerged in the 1980’s in the Department of Linguistics at the University of Sydney and
the Metropolitan East Region Disadvantaged School Program (Painter & Martin, 1986).
This work aimed to map the genres of the early year schooling and develop a writing
instruction model enabling students to write with success. A second research project, the
‘Write it Right Project’, moved beyond the primary level and focused on the genres of
secondary schooling and workplaces (Christie & Martin, 1997; Martin & Veel, 1998).
The third stage of development, ‘Reading to Learn’, began in the late 1990s (Rose, 2015).
This project was specifically concerned with the reading and writing problems
encountered by Indigenous Australian school students. The ultimate purpose of the
‘Reading to Learn’ project was to build a teaching pedagogy that enables school students,
particularly those from disadvantaged social contexts, to read and write with success.
Recent work extends into the university level across educational contexts, such as the
SLATE project (Dreyfus et al., 2016) or the or the work detailed in Language as Social
Semiotic-Based Approach to Teaching and Learning in Higher Education (Coffin &
Donohue, 2014). All these projects have studied the genres of importance in schooling
and beyond, resulting in the mapping of target genres of subject areas and specific
disciplines and in recognising the valued linguistic patterns characteristic of each genre
through the SFL analysis of sample texts of different types (Dreyfus et al., 2015). They
have also resulted in various models of writing pedagogy for supporting writing
development.
Because of the breadth and depth of the linguistic descriptions and the efficacy of the
pedagogic models developed, SFL genre work has made significant contributions to
education in Australian schools and university contexts and internationally (Derewianka,
2015). This work aims to support students’ development of writing skills, often adopting
a ‘top-down’ approach from the level of the whole text down to the clausal level and
below. SFL genre theorists argue for the necessity to provide students, regardless of their
linguistic and cultural backgrounds, with opportunities to gain access to the valued
linguistic patterns of academic genres through an explicit instructional focus on language.
They argue that only when effective teaching of standard or privileged genres takes place
will students be able to create texts that are valued in their academic discourse community
and thus to enjoy maximum access to the benefits that education offers (Mahboob,
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Dreyfus, Humphrey, & Martin, 2010). This approach of making visible the development
of literacy is of particular relevance to the context of Vietnam where students often fail
to climb the ladder of academic success due to insufficient explicit knowledge of how
texts are conventionally organised to achieve their communicative functions in various
genres. Therefore, making explicit what is required of students, in terms of genre
structures and key language features of texts, is a critical way of scaffolding students into
producing effective texts and thus enabling academic achievement.
The past forty years of SFL research, through detailed analyses of texts found in
educationally relevant documents including textbooks, curriculums and assignments
(Christie & Martin, 1997; Feez & Silva Joyce, 1998; Martin & Veel, 1998; Rothery,
1994), has resulted in a comprehensive description of genres and genre families important
in educational settings. This description provides teachers with a useful map to make
explicit rhetorical text structures and key language resources for meaning making (Martin
& Rose, 2008). Genres and genre relations are typologically organised into system
networks. The networks group genres into families based on social communicative
purposes (Matruglio, 2014). Some typical communicative purposes are informing,
describing, instructing, recommending, explaining or persuading (Rose & Martin, 2012).
These networks organise genres into families, for example stories, factual texts and
arguments, as illustrated in Table 3.1 below.
Table 3.1 Genres and genre families in educational contexts (Rose, 2012)
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Within the family of arguments, texts are classified into three genres according to
different persuasive purposes: exposition, challenge and discussion (Martin & Rose,
2008). The primary purpose of an exposition is to convince someone towards a viewpoint.
A typical exposition is realised through two main stages: Thesis and Argument(s). An
effective exposition requires the writer to state their claim towards a topic and support
their claim with evidence. The main purpose of a challenge is to rebut a position on a
particular issue or to make an argument against an already established position by way of
rebuttals and counter-arguments (Derewianka & Jones, 2016). By using these rhetorical
strategies, the writer aims to reject an accepted position being held by others and advance
the writer’s position about the issue. A typical challenge goes through the stages of
Position and Rebuttal. The overall purpose of a discussion is to present information about
an issue from more than one points of views. A typical discussion unfolds through the
following stages: Issue, Sides or Perspectives, and Resolution. A summary of
argumentative generic staging is presented in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 A system of argument genres (Martin & Rose, 2008)

Coffin (2004) takes a further step and provides a more delicate system of argument genres
when she makes a distinction based on argumentative strategies: hortatory and analytical.
While an analytical text is to convince a particular audience that a thesis or proposed idea
is well-formulated, reliable and valid, a hortatory text aims to convince the reader to
undertake social action (Humphrey, 2008). The most striking difference between
hortatory and analytical styles lies in whether or not recommendations are provided at the
conclusion of a text (Coffin, 2004). From this perspective, an exposition is typologically
organised into analytical exposition and hortatory exposition. Along the same lines, a
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discussion is categorised into analytical discussion and hortatory discussion. The present
study adopts the argument genre families developed by Coffin (2004) as an analytic
framework for understanding generic structures in student texts. This framework will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
The previous section has provided a short introduction to the history of SFL theory of
genre and sketches out an inexhaustive map of genres in educational contexts with a
special focus on argumentative genre families. SFL genre theory provides a foundational
understanding of the generic structures of student argumentative writing in this study.
Complementary to this perspective is the notion of periodicity, which will be discussed
in the following section.
3.2.2. Periodicity
This study adopts the discourse semantic concept of periodicity for examining the textual
features of students’ argumentative writing. Periodicity refers to the flow of information,
or the way in which meanings are organised to support the reader to comprehend the
meaning of a text (Martin, 1992; Martin & Rose, 2007b). It links to the textual
metafunction which interweaves ideational and interpersonal meanings together. In
discourse, textual meanings are realised periodically, in the same way as Theme and New
are structured at the clause level (Hood, 2004a; Martin & Rose, 2007b). At clausal level,
Theme is the initial element of a clause that is placed before a process (a verb) and is the
information in a clause telling the reader what the clause is about, whereas New is another
kind of prominence concerning the information we are adding to the Theme, for example
expanding the field, as texts develop.
Beyond clause level, hyper-level Themes and News have essential roles to play in making
ideational and interpersonal meanings salient in student argumentation across texts. They
are important language resources that allow students to organise the unfolding text in
particular ways to advance arguments. At a paragraph level, HyperTheme, often known
as the ‘topic sentence’ of a paragraph in educational settings, functions to predict the topic
of each paragraph, whereas HyperNew functions to distill the new information that each
paragraph presents and is typically placed at the end of each paragraph (Martin & Rose,
2007b). At whole-text level, MacroTheme serves to predict hyperThemes in a text and is
typically situated towards the end of an introductory paragraph, while macroNew
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functions to inform the reader of an accumulation of new information, typically distilled
at the conclusion of a text (R. Miller & Pessoa, 2016). These different levels of Theme
allow students to create abstract meanings in higher level Themes and to unpack these
meanings through elaboration and exemplification in lower level Themes, signposting for
the reader how the text will unfold and thus contributing to managing reader expectations.
A text thus constructs various layers of Theme and New at different levels of organisation.
Layers of Theme create the ‘method of development’ of a text (Fries, 1983). A higher
level Theme has a predictive function that signals information in the lower level Theme
(Martin, 1992). Layers of New serve to expand information around the field of a text.
Higher level News have an accumulative function that serve to consolidate the patterns
of News from the preceding clauses. The hierarchic layering of Themes and News is
organised periodically in texts (Hood, 2004a). A summary of the method of development
of a text is presented in Figure 3.3 below.

Figure 3.3 Layering of Theme and News in discourse (Martin & Rose, 2007b, p. 186)
In argumentative writing, textual linguistic resources such as hyperTheme and
macroTheme have an essential role to play in constructing successful arguments, and thus
demonstrating an ability to use these resources effectively is predictive of academic
literacy development (R. Miller & Pessoa, 2016). Developing control of these resources
allows students to construct a coherent text or texture (Halliday, 1978, 1987). According
to Martin (1992, p. 437),
‘The use of macroThemes to predict hyperThemes, which in turn predict a
sequence of clause Themes is an important aspect of texture; and texts which do
not make use of predicted patterns of interaction in this way may be read as less
than coherent.’
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Periodicity has proved a valuable tool for investigating the textual features of student
argumentative writing in the literature. Research shows that textual features such as
macroTheme and hyperTheme are important language resources for understanding
students’ difficulties as well as their improvements in producing effective arguments (R.
Miller & Pessoa, 2016). Exploring the ways in which hyper-level Themes are realised in
their texts provides important understanding of their ability to structure information or
ideas in writing (Ravelli, 2004). From their pedagogical significance, these textual
resources are important tools for supporting EFL students to manage the flow of
information in argumentation effectively (Piriyasilpa, 2013).
Periodicity is thus an important concept that helps to determine the challenges faced by
EFL students and their progress in constructing a general-to-specific textual structuring
at the level of discourse semantics in the present study. By analysing textual meanings,
we can develop an understanding of the ‘texture’ of students’ texts – the way in which
arguments are organised into a coherent whole (Widhiyanto, 2014). Periodicity analysis
reveals information about the extent to which students’ argumentative texts are coherently
constructed to persuade the reader towards valued positions that are appropriate to
specific contexts. More particularly, this analysis provides an understanding of how
effectively thesis statements, claims and sub-claims are textually organised. It thus offers
an insight into the kinds of hierarchical layerings of information that students create in
discourse to support the reader’s understanding of their messages.
This section has reviewed the notion of periodicity that serves as an analytical tool for
understanding students’ ability in textual organisation. The following section outlines the
discourse-semantic

APPRAISAL

system as a useful model for exploring evaluative

language choices in the present study.
3.2.3. APPRAISAL system
Research into quality argumentative texts has shown that evaluative language is a core
component of argumentation (R. Miller et al., 2014; Wu, 2007). Language resources that
enact the interpersonal metafunction allow the writer to adopt an authorial stance, and
constitute a significant part in the construction of quality argumentative texts (S. H. Lee,
2008; Thomas et al., 2015; Wu & Allison, 2005). The establishment of an intersubjective
space in which meanings are shared among the participants of an activity is a core element
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in shaping our ideas and relations (Mori & Hayashi, 2006). Intersubjectivity emphasises
the ability of the writer to decentralise themselves and incorporate other perspectives
within their own viewpoint (Ligorio, Talamo, & Pontecorvo, 2005). It also refers to the
capacity of the writer to influence the real or imagined audience’s thoughts, attitudes and
feelings through the creation of a shared understanding of experience (H. Chen, 2017).
Effective argumentation involves not only an expression of subjective positioning of
writers towards a proposition but also an awareness of the presence of readers whose
voices the writers would need to recognise and negotiate with to create joint
understandings and consensus. Through negotiation with other potential positions, writers
construct an intersubjective positioning, create rhetorical effects for the intended
audiences, and position their audiences in relation to ideas, values and attitudes being
developed in texts.
However, effective management of language resources for the negotiation of
intersubjectivity has posed significant challenges for inexperienced EFL writers. A
typical challenge that student writers face with argumentative writing tasks relates to a
tendency to construct a subjective voice where their viewpoint is pronounced and
alternative viewpoints are not recognised and negotiated to manage alignment and
disalignment (Lancaster, 2014; Swain, 2007). The consideration of interpersonal meaning
making, particularly evaluative language use, in the student texts is thus critical in the
present study.
This study adopts the SFL system of

APPRAISAL

for exploring the students’ evaluative

choices (Martin & White, 2005). This system provides a theoretically coherent and
comprehensive map of language resources for analysis of interpersonal meanings at the
stratum of discourse semantics (Hood, 2004a). One significant value of APPRAISAL is its
theorisation of language resources as a system of interpersonal tools that allows the writer
to develop solidarity with readers rather than as a means for him/her to express personal
opinions on the world (Coffin & O'Halloran, 2006). This system provides a delicate
systemic description of language resources for expressing positive or negative attitudinal
meanings, which are either explicit (inscribed) or implicit (invoked), and for adjusting the
strength of attitudes and viewpoints (Martin & White, 2005). It also includes language
resources for considering multiple perspectives in text (White, 2015). The
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APPRAISAL

system is categorised into three sub-systems, ATTITUDE, GRADUATION and ENGAGEMENT,
as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 The APPRAISAL system from Martin and White (2005, p. 38)
ATTITUDE

is used: to convey emotional reactions toward phenomena and/or propositions

(AFFECT); to provide evaluations of people and behaviour according to conventionalised
ethical, social values (JUDGEMENT); and to appraise entities by reference to their aesthetic
attributes (APPRECIATION) (Martin & White, 2005).

AFFECT

is closely related to the

expression of subjective emotions towards triggers (things that cause these emotional
responses), indicating the evaluative position of the writer.
APPRECIATION

JUDGEMENT

and

are more directed towards the appraised entities, with their inherent

qualities being judged on the basis of socio-cultural norms, and thus the subjective
involvement of the writer may be less explicitly represented (White, 2015). It should be
noted here that the meaning of any instance of ATTITUDE is changeable according to the
context in which it is being used, and that the attitudinal values are sensitive to the social
cultural positioning, experiences and expectations of the appraiser (White, 2015).
Although adopting authorial attitudes and stances is fundamental in the context of
academic writing, the objective nature of academic writing places a more particular
emphasis on
AFFECT

APPRECIATION

values than on the systems of

JUDGEMENT

and personal

(Hood, 2010).

GRADUATION includes

two subsets of language resources for strengthening or weakening

evaluative meanings:

FORCE

and

FOCUS. FORCE

intensifies or weakens meanings (e.g.

somewhat, very, extremely) through gradable semantic categories (White, 2015). FOCUS
sharpens or softens the categorical boundaries of non-attitudinal lexis (e.g. a complete
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picture) in the context of non-graded categories (Martin & White, 2005). Making visible
this subsystem enables students to adjust their attitudinal values which accumulate over
stretches of discourse.
ENGAGEMENT

is developed based on Bakhtin’s (1981) concept of ‘dialogism’ or

‘heteroglossia’. Communication is understood as an interplay of multiple voices
responding to prior utterances on the same topic and anticipating future responses of the
reader. The ENGAGEMENT subsystem provides the means by which the writer’s voice is
positioned in relation to other diverse non-authorial voices. This subsystem emphasises
the role of language resources in managing the dialogic nature inherent in social semiotic
environments, indicating more than just the level of commitment to the truth validity of
a proposition (Martin & White, 2005; White, 2015). It deals with language resources that
leave the space for other voices (dialogic expansion) or constrain the reach of such voices
(dialogic contraction) (Martin & White, 2005). Explicit modelling of this subsystem
allows student writers to effectively manage other voices and align the reader to values
construed in the discourse and thus to create an intersubjective space.
In the present study, the system of

APPRAISAL

offers a useful means of guiding and

directing the learning of evaluative resources for effective negotiation of intersubjective
positioning. It acts as an influential framework for explicitly modelling effective choices
of evaluative expression. Evaluative linguistic resources are brought to the consciousness
of students, enabling them to express their attitudinal values, moderate the strength of
attitudes and negotiate writer-reader interaction effectively through purposeful,
meaningful and well-planned classroom discussions and text analysis. The system also
serves as an analytical tool for understanding the challenges and development in the
construal of evaluative meanings in argumentative texts constructed at different time
intervals. A more delicate discussion of the system will be presented in Chapter 4.
In summary, this chapter has reviewed key concepts from the architecture of SFL theory
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2013) useful for the study. These concepts include genre,
register, and metafunctions and their relationships in the SFL model. They are useful for
conceptualising argumentative writing development in this study. The chapter has also
presented relevant concepts developed within the theoretical foundation of SFL. These
concepts include genre, periodicity and

APPRAISAL
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as discourse systems for evaluating

and organising text within context. These serve as valuable analytical tools in the present
study for exploring the quality of argumentative writing produced by Vietnamese EFL
university students at different time intervals.
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CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGY
4.0. Introduction
This study investigates the potential of an SFL-based genre writing intervention for
improving the argumentative writing performance of Vietnamese EFL university students
under exam-based, timed conditions. The impact of the intervention is examined through
an analysis of the quality of argumentative texts constructed at various stages in the
semester, supplemented through the students’ perspectives on the intervention. This study
adopts a qualitative research approach and undertakes a discourse analysis of student
writing informed by SFL theory. This approach provides a comprehensive and detailed
description of Vietnamese EFL students’ language use in a specific situational context.
Linguistic analysis sheds light on changes in the students’ ability to argue in English as a
result of the SFL-based genre intervention. This study also employs a thematic analysis
of interview data to determine the students’ responses towards the intervention. Interview
analysis provides insights into the potential of the intervention from the perspectives of
the students. It serves as a complementary lens to the detailed linguistic analysis, together
providing evidence for the potential value of the SFL-based genre approach to writing
instruction.
This chapter discusses the methodology employed for this research. The chapter is
structured into four main sections. The first section provides a justification for the
qualitative research approach adopted in this study. This approach foregrounds detail and
depth in examining the complexity of a phenomenon (Lazaraton, 2009). This orientation
is relevant to the present study where the complexity of EFL students’ ability to argue in
English is explicated. The second section provides a description of the research context
and the research participants. The third section offers a comprehensive account of the
various stages involved in the data collection. The final section of the chapter presents
the procedures of the linguistic analysis of student writing informed by SFL analytical
tools and systems and the thematic analysis of qualitative interview data.
4.1. The qualitative research paradigm
This study adopts a qualitative discourse analysis research design to explore Vietnamese
EFL students’ writing ability. The qualitative research paradigm enables an in-depth
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exploratory and descriptive analysis of contemporary phenomena (Creswell, 2013; Yin,
2012), in this case, the development of argumentative writing skills. The study draws on
robust, comprehensive SFL-informed analytical tools for the detailed analysis of the
linguistic features of argumentative writing produced by a small cohort of Vietnamese
university students. The analysis focuses, in particular, on the structures of student texts,
the textual resources and the interpersonal meaning-making choices at the level of
discourse semantics.
The decision to focus on student texts is related to the overall aim of this study, which is
to capture changes in Vietnamese EFL students’ ability to argue. This aim can be fulfilled
through a discourse analysis of student language use in argumentative writing produced
Vietnamese EFL university students. Discourse analysis provides reliable and valuable
evidence about students’ actual writing performance located within a specific sociocultural context (Lazaraton, 2009). In addition, focusing on texts for analysis is welljustified as student writing is the most frequently used form of assessment at Englishmediated undergraduate level in Vietnam. Therefore, a text-based discourse analysis
reveals important understandings of key challenges and improvements evident in student
texts constructed at various points in time during and after the SFL-based genre literacy
intervention.
The qualitative approach to text analysis offers in-depth understanding of student
argumentative writing and provides important insights into discourse that are not
obtainable through quantitative research. Although qualitative small-scale research might
limit the generalisability of the research findings, such research can offer valuable
detailed understandings about the actual writing performance of students that might not
be achieved through large-scale quantitative research design (Rinnert & Kobayashi,
2009). Hood (2004a, p. 59) supports the value of examining a small number of individual
texts, arguing:
‘Such an approach foregrounds depth over breadth and allows insights into texts
that are not available through quantitative studies of large corpora. In particular,
a detailed study of the discourse semantics of individual texts can contribute
important insights into the logogenesis of the discourse, that is, of how language
evolves progressively throughout a text.’
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Consistent with SFL theory, the present study adopts a qualitative approach to the
discourse analysis of student argumentative writing produced by Vietnamese
undergraduate students in a regional university in Vietnam. This study also adopts a
qualitative research approach to examine the perceptions of the students towards the
potential of the intervention program. In particular, a thematic analysis is employed to
analyse interview data collected at the conclusion of the intervention. This analysis
enables detailed understandings of the students’ authentic perspectives on the intervention
(Freebody, 2003; Hatch, 2002). The analysis also serves as a triangulation, providing
corroborating evidence to support the interpretation of the findings of this study from a
linguistic perspective (Creswell, 2013).
4.2. Context
This study was conducted at a foreign language school within a Vietnamese university
that is well-known for its quality learning environments across multiple disciplines.
Located in the central region of Vietnam, the school specialises in foreign languages and
cultures and provides both undergraduate and postgraduate courses. The languages taught
at this school are English, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Thai, French and Russian. It has
eight departments, comprising departments of Japanese, Korean and Thai, English,
Chinese, French, Russian, International Studies, Foreign Language Teacher Education,
and English for Specific Purposes (ESP). This study was located in the Department of
ESP. The department has a reputation for providing career-oriented ESP education
programs (English for Tourism, English for Business, English for General Purposes) that
meet the demands of a diverse range of enterprises in the local community and in other
neighbouring provinces.
A main objective of this study is to better support Vietnamese undergraduate students
who major in English to produce more effective argumentative texts for academic
achievement. As discussed in Chapter 1, while argumentative writing is a core
requirement of the five-level, Vietnamese Standardised Test of English Proficiency, few
opportunities are made available for students to improve their skills of argumentation and
thus cope with the high demands of the test for academic success (Truong, 2012). In
addition, the dominant pedagogical practices, product-based and process-oriented, used
in the Vietnamese context have demonstrated limited effectiveness due to their
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insufficient attention to the central role of meaning making in writing (Bui, 2015; Trinh
& Nguyen, 2014). In response, this study is thus designed as a literacy intervention
informed by SFL meaning-making theory and practices to develop the argumentative
writing skills of Vietnamese undergraduate students. It aims to address two overarching
research questions as presented in Section 1.4.
4.3. Undergraduate student writers in an EFL context
The intervention was conducted on a participating class of seventeen second-year
undergraduate students enrolled in an English bachelor degree in the ESP department.
The students majored in English for Tourism and were recruited on a voluntary basis from
the academic year 2017/2018. Second-year students were chosen as participants of the
intervention for three reasons. Firstly, they demonstrated a lower level of English
competency compared to senior students, allowing for an in-depth investigation of their
persuasive writing development. Secondly, these students were familiar with the standard
instructional practices of the department, and thus might provide useful insights into the
efficacy of the innovative pedagogy introduced in the study to foster the development of
the students’ argumentative writing. Finally, second-year students were in need of
argumentative writing instruction as they were required to compose an argumentative text
as a major component of a writing assessment in their third year.
The participants’ demographic information varied with respect to age, gender and
language proficiency level. They were aged from 20 to 23 years and had at least eight
years of experience in learning English. While 14 females agreed to participate in the
study, only three males did so, due to the fact that females outnumber males in this cohort
of students. Although the total number of participants was 17, only 11 were included in
analysis. The other six participants were excluded as they did not submit the three
required argumentative texts at three different points in time or their texts demonstrated
plagiarism. The participants’ level of English was pre-intermediate, determined on the
basis of learning outcomes as stated in the undergraduate English curriculum (Department
of English for Specific Purposes, 2016).
The participants’ experience with argumentative writing varied significantly. While some
students had experience in argumentative writing gained from extra-curriculum training
conducted outside normal contact hours, some others had no idea of what constitutes an
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argumentative text and how it should be constructed. Information about their
argumentative writing experience was collected through semi-structured interviews
administered at the beginning of the intervention. In addition, a writing curriculum
analysis showed that students were exposed to a variety of text types – notes, postcards,
letters, emails, recounts, reviews and essays – in an integrated English language skills
syllabus in a four-year bachelor program (Department of English for Specific Purposes,
2016). However, very little time was assigned for each text type in the curriculum, and
only a total of five hours were spent on instruction in argumentative writing during the
undergraduate program. As there is no separate writing course that aims to develop
writing skills over an extended time within the program, the intervention was conducted
as additional English writing classes to support the development of argumentative
writing.
4.4. Data collection
In this study, data collection proceeded in three core stages as illustrated in Figure 4.1:
Analysis; Design; and Implementation and Evaluation. Analysis involves gaining
understandings of the practices of argumentative writing instruction at the research
context and conducting a literature review. The information derived from this analysis
informs the subsequent design of the intervention. The intervention is then implemented
in a real-world classroom context where data are collected in order to evaluate its
effectiveness.
Stage I: Analysis of the literature and the research context
- Develop understanding of the pedagogical practices of argumentative writing in
Vietnam and at the site of the research.
- Perform a literature review that informs the design of the intervention.

Stage II: Design of the intervention
- Is underpinned by SFL genre pedagogy, more particularly Rothery’s (1994) Teaching
and Learning cycle and Rose’s and Martin’s (2012) Detail Reading strategy from
Reading to Learn pedagogy.

Stage III: Implementation and Evaluation
- Implement the intervention in a classroom setting with two six-week iterations of
testing, constant reflection, and refinement of the enactment.
- Evaluate the intervention program from the perspective of the participants.

Figure 4.1 Three stages of data collection
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4.4.1. Stage I: Analysis of the literature and the research context
In Stage I, a systemic contextual analysis was conducted to seek understanding of the
current instructional practices of argumentative writing at the research site. This analysis
was focused on multiple data sources: document analysis and open-ended semi-structured
interviews with teachers and students (Yin, 2012). The examined official documents
included the instructional curriculum with a particular focus on writing curriculum,
textbooks, and supplementary teaching materials which pertain to the teaching of
argumentative writing. The interviews were conducted with three teachers and nine
students. The teachers were selected based on their number of years of experience so that
they were representative of three groups, junior, mid-level and senior, in the department.
The teachers were requested to reflect on their writing instruction practices and evaluate
their students’ writing skills, motivations and confidence. The students were interviewed
about their past learning experiences and challenges in constructing argumentation. All
data collected in this stage served as a guide to inform the selection of teaching materials,
model texts and classroom activities for use in the following stage.
A literature review was also conducted to inform the design of the intervention. The
review revealed that product writing and process writing are two dominant but ineffective
pedagogical approaches to writing instruction, particularly for teaching argumentation, in
the context of Vietnam. These approaches have received much criticism due to a lack of
focus on linguistic resources to make meaning and on awareness of text in context. While
these approaches have been criticised by numerous scholars (e.g. Hyland, 2007), SFLbased genre pedagogy has recently begun to reconceptualise writing instruction by
placing an emphasis on an explicit command of genre knowledge. Genre pedagogy places
a central focus on making visible to student writers explicit shared expectations around
language use (Rose, 2015). It foregrounds knowledge and understanding of genre and
aims to increase a repertoire of language needed for effective writing performance. The
understandings from the literature shaped the development of the intervention in this
study.
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4.4.2. Stage II: Design of the intervention program
4.4.2.1. Design principles
4.4.2.1.1. Principle 1: High challenge and high support
Consistent with the theory of scaffolding which emphasises the importance of teacher
support in writing development, one significant principle informing the design of the
intervention is the notion of high challenge and high support (Mariani, 1997). Mariani
argues that setting demanding tasks beyond students’ current capabilities accompanied
by high levels of teacher support has the potential to enable them to operate within their
Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) (Vygotsky, 1978). As discussed in Chapter 3, ZPD
is understood as the developmental gap between the present level of achievement students
can gain independently and the potential level of success they can achieve with guidance
from more competent others. In a writing classroom, more competent others, particularly
the teacher, have an active role to play in facilitating the development of students in terms
of a joint understanding of the field knowledge and linguistic resources needed to
construct a successful text through scaffolding. Taking the concept of high demand and
high support as an important teaching principle, the present study uses model texts with
a greater level of abstraction to challenge students, supplemented with cycles of planned
and unplanned support (Rose & Martin, 2012).
4.4.2.1.2. Principle 2: SFL metalanguage in classroom interactions and feedback
The second key principle is the consistent use of SFL metalanguage to enable classroom
talk between the teacher and students and to provide feedback on students’ work
(Schleppegrell, 2013). The systematic use of metalanguage has been found to provide
opportunities for meaningful classroom interactions and to foster the academic writing
development of L2 learners (Humphrey & Macnaught, 2016). Through participation in
purposeful and meaningful activities such as text analysis supported by explicit attention
to language, learners may be enabled to use their existing language resources to engage
in classroom activities and to expand their language repertoire to make meaning
(Schleppegrell, 2013). SFL provides a holistic set of explicit metalanguage that the
teacher can use in engaging learners in meaningful discussion and providing feedback
(Humphrey, 2015a). Using SFL metalanguage allows the generic elements and the key
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relevant language features, for example less personalised evaluative resources, to be made
accessible to students.
4.4.2.2. Curriculum cycle of the intervention
As discussed in Chapter 2, the design of the intervention program was underpinned by
SFL genre-based pedagogy due to its proven usefulness in supporting EFL students’
development of writing skills, as reported in past studies (e.g. Bacha, 2010; Emilia &
Hamied, 2015; Gomez, 2017; Yasuda, 2011). The intervention draws on SFL genre
pedagogy to design cyclic teaching and learning sequences that provide explicit guidance
for writing development. In particular, it adopts the learning and teaching cycle developed
by Rothery (1994) and Detailed Reading strategy from Reading to Learn pedagogy
developed by Rose and Martin (2012), as a model to organise instructional activities in
the classroom. Figure 4.2 below represents the cycle of the instructional model of the
intervention.

Detailed
Reading

Figure 4.2 The instructional model of the intervention, after Rothery (1994) and Rose
and Martin (2012)
Rothery’s instructional model was adopted in the intervention due to its focus on building
context in all stages. As opposed to earlier models of SFL genre-based writing instruction
where field building is limited to a particular discrete stage, in particular Deconstruction,
Rothery’s model emphasises the importance of building field for students throughout all
three stages of the cycle: Deconstruction, Joint Construction and Independent
Construction. This emphasis is particularly useful in the context of Vietnam where
learners are not sufficiently supported to develop their understanding of field knowledge.
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As in most EFL classrooms, the instruction of English language in Vietnam is usually
separated from content areas. Focusing on language rather than content means that EFL
learners can face a considerable challenge in expressing their ideas about related fields
during writing. Developing a joint understanding of the topic by way of reading relevant
texts and discussion would therefore be an important strategy in this study to activate and
build on learner resources of ideation (Schulze, 2011). This model also places ‘control of
and critical orientation to genre and text’ at its heart (Rose & Martin, 2012). Locating
these components at the centre of the model is of particular relevance when it comes to
supporting Vietnamese students to develop control of argument structures and equipping
them with an ability to critique the model texts during the intervention.
The intervention model is underpinned by Rothery’s pedagogic cycle of Deconstruction,
Joint Construction and Independent Construction (Rothery, 1994), each of which unfolds
through distinct stages (Christie & Martin, 2005; Dreyfus & Macnaught, 2011). As
discussed in Chapter 3, the cyclic model is built upon Vygotskian sociocultural theory
(Vygotsky, 1978) in terms of the fundamental role of scaffolding in supporting writing
development (Shi & Chen, 2019). Working within that cycle, the teacher initially
provides explicit modelling of generic and linguistic elements needed to construct an
effective text (Deconstruction), then gradually withdraws that support during the cowriting activity between the teacher and students (Joint Construction), and releases
control as students become more independent (Independent Construction) (Dreyfus et al.,
2015). Deconstruction moves through these main stages: Context Building, Field
Negotiation and Detailed Reading (Rose & Martin, 2012). Joint Construction unfolds
through the stages of Bridging, Field Negotiation, Text Negotiation and Review
(Humphrey & Macnaught, 2011). Independent Construction goes through the stages of
Field Negotiation, Text Construction and Review.
In Deconstruction, the first stage was to establish the broad context for VSTEP
argumentative writing in Vietnam and the narrower context of argumentative writing at
the research site (Context Building). Deconstructing the contextual information pointed
to the unequal and distant relationships between students and VSTEP examiners through
making the VSTEP marking schemes and expectations explicit to the students. This
support is important in increasing awareness of the need to meet the expectations of the
examiners in the community in which students participate. It also focused on explaining
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the key characteristics of written mode, and introduced the range of topics – education,
technology, culture, sports and tourism – that students are expected to write about in
VSTEP exams. Of the various topics, tourism is chosen as the focus in the intervention
(see below for justifications for the selection of this topic).
Consistent with Rothery’s pedagogic model, the next stage was to develop shared
understandings of the subject matter (Field Negotiation). Building field is a key
component of academic writing development support as it allows students to expand their
knowledge of the subject matter necessary for successful writing performance (Christie
& Derewianka, 2008). Guided by the teacher, the students watched a You-Tube video
discussing the impact of tourism in Cornwall, UK and took handwritten notes of all of the
positive and negative impacts of tourism mentioned in the video. The use of videos in
EFL teaching is widely supported by researchers (e.g. Bajrami & Ismaili, 2016; Cope &
Kalantzis, 2009; Machili, Papadopoulou, & Kantaridou, 2020; Wang, 2014) due to their
authenticity which involves the real-world context in which content is exchanged by
interlocutors through different modes (e.g, spoken language, eye contact, gestures, and
facial expressions) (Machili et al., 2020). SFL theory also supports the use of videos in
language teaching by highlighting the need to situate language use in context (Halliday,
1993). In the present study, video-based field building was then reinforced through group
discussion about the impact that tourism has had on their own local communities in
comparison with the impact tourism has on Cornwall. Discussion is a useful learning
activity in EFL classrooms as it provides opportunity for learners to expand their current
linguistic resources, in this case, resources of ideation (R. Chen & Hird, 2006).
The next stage of Deconstruction was focused on analysing the key linguistic patterns of
argumentative genre necessary for successful writing (Humphrey & Macnaught, 2011).
Students were engaged in the analysis of the linguistic resources of argumentative model
texts using Detail Reading (DR) strategies (Rose & Martin, 2012). DR sessions were
linked to the deconstruction of two model texts in two separate lessons. The texts were
chosen based on their inclusion of the typical stages of argumentative genre and the
occurrence of evaluative language. The topic of the texts centred around the impact of
tourism development as a social issue. The selected topic was directly relevant to English
for Tourism students at the research site and was expected to make connection to their
prior experiential knowledge and experience. The topic was also related to a current
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debated issue in the local community with regard to the replacement of some forest trees
for hotel and resort facilities. The two texts offered contrastive perspectives. One text
supported the development of tourism as generating positive effects on different aspects
of life, while the other opposed the idea of tourism advancement through providing
evidence on potential negatives. The purposeful selection of texts allows students to
pinpoint similarities and differences between the texts when conducting analysis and thus
deepens their understanding of the constituents of a high quality text.
DR strategies offer a valuable scaffolded interaction model adopted by the teacher to
guide students to complete a learning task successfully. This model allows the teacher to
provide detailed and specific guidance that enables students to understand the meanings
of model texts and recognise the key meaning-making patterns (Joyce, Hood, & Rose,
2008; Ramos, 2015). Rose and Martin (2012) propose a scaffolded interaction model
comprising five phases: Prepare, Focus, Task, Evaluate and Elaborate. Like other models
of interaction such as Initiation-Response-Feedback (IRF) proposed by Sinclair and
Coulthard (1975), Rose and Martin’s model (2012) includes three core phases, FocusTask-Evaluate, with Task considered as the central element of any learning activity. In
the Focus phase, the teacher requests students to demonstrate their knowledge by asking
them a question. In the Task phase, students are asked to identify the target/focus
knowledge, for example less personalised attitudes expressed in model texts. In the
Evaluate phase, the teacher provides evaluative feedback that either confirms or rejects
student responses. However, one distinct feature of the model is its extension by the
addition of two peripheral phases: Prepare and Elaborate. The purpose of these phases is
to provide additional support so that students can complete a task successfully. During an
exchange, the teacher might prepare students for a task by summarising key ideas in a
text before asking a focus question. The teacher might also elaborate on student responses
by providing additional explanations. These scaffolded phases were instrumental in
preparing the students to gain knowledge of text structures and typical language resources
needed to construct argumentative writing in this study. The following example illustrates
a teacher and student exchange structure in the intervention:
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Teacher: Now let’s take a closer look at language patterns used in the model text 1 in order to
understand the way the writer convey his attitudes towards people and things. The first sentence of
the first paragraph introduces the topic for argumentation which is related to the role of tourism.
(Prepare)
Teacher: How is the role of tourism in the world today described? (Focus)
Student: widely debated (Task)
Teacher: Very good! Can you highlight that in green? (Evaluate)
Teacher: When something is debated, it is seriously discussed in a formal way. The word widely is
used to adjust the meaning of the word debated and to indicate that the topic is debated in a lot of
different places by a lot of different people. So the purpose of using these two words together is to
present the topic as problematic and thus it is worth of a discussion. (Elaborate)

There are four main stages in the Joint Construction, namely, Bridging, Field Negotiation,
Text Negotiation and Review. The Bridging stage connects the detailed linguistic
description and analysis of argumentative model texts in Deconstruction with the coconstruction of a new text (Dreyfus & Macnaught, 2011). The teacher reviews the key
elements of the target argumentative genre with students, with a special focus on the
typical stages of a text and key linguistic features including evaluative language resources
that are important in argumentative writing.
The next phase of Joint Construction is Field Negotiation which is designed to build up
students’ content knowledge through reading relevant texts. Reading is an important
foundation for successful academic writing (Grabe & Zhang, 2013; Hirvela, 2013). This
study takes place in the context where students often must rely on personal prior
knowledge when they construct argumentative texts without first developing topic
knowledge from reading. Using reading, therefore, provides students with an opportunity
to build up content knowledge and expand lexical resources for successful writing
(Habibi, Salleh, & Sarjit Singh, 2015). In this stage, the topic for building shared
understanding was also focused on the impact of tourism development but was narrowed
to its influence on the environment. The decision to select this topic was to sustain student
interest in exploring a further aspect of the topic. This stage progressed through several
tasks such as vocabulary building, reading comprehension, completion of a graphic
organiser and discussion. The students filled in the organiser with meaningful chunks
from the reading text and used it as a point of reference for discussion with their peers.
The peer discussion offered an opportunity for students to adopt a stance in relation to a
writing prompt question and to advance their content knowledge. The question calling for
argumentation in this stage revolved around the extent to which international tourism has
negative influences on the local environment.
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The next phase of the Joint Construction cycle is Text Negotiation where the teacher
collaboratively produces a new text in the focus argumentative genre with students. Text
Negotiation is a valuable scaffolding stage through which the teacher interactively guides
students to apply shared knowledge and understandings developed in the Deconstruction
stage in the production of a new text (Dreyfus et al., 2015). Caplan and Farling’s (2017)
research shows that teacher-led, whole-class collaborative writing has the potential to
facilitate the development of students’ writing ability, particularly text structures and the
associated linguistic resources. Informed by Rothery’s model of Joint Construction, in
the present study the teacher and students co-constructed a new text using the structural
and linguistic patterns of the model texts identified in the Deconstruction stage and the
content knowledge developed in the Field Negotiation. The teacher elicited responses
from the students and frequently provided evaluative feedback on the quality of
responses, especially text structures and evaluative language choices. Finally, students
worked in small groups to evaluate the writing product co-constructed with the teacher
and to look for aspects of writing that need further improvement (Dreyfus & Macnaught,
2011). The decision to ask students to review the quality of the text in groups is informed
by recent research that supports the value of collaborative feedback in writing revision
(e.g. Barnawi, 2010; Maatouk & Payant, 2020). Collaborative feedback is reported as a
useful feedback approach that encourages students to provide more constructive feedback
(Alshuraidah & Storch, 2019), and is generally favoured by a majority of students (Dang,
2016). In the Joint Construction, the activities such as negotiation and co-construction
were designed to give students opportunities for interaction in a purposeful and
meaningful environment. In these activities, students were encouraged to use
metalanguage modelled by the teacher in their negotiation of meaning with other peers.
The Individual Construction comprises three stages: Field Negotiation, Text Construction
and Review. Students were first guided to read a new text before writing. As argued by
Hirvela (2013), reading a new text is important to develop the content knowledge to
complete a new writing task. This practice is supported by Habibi’s et al. (2015) recent
research that finds a positive impact of reading on writing improvement. This time, the
topic for reading was the impact of tourism on culture. Students were supported to
understand the reading and develop relevant lexical resources. After the reading activity
finished, students were requested to fill in a graphic organiser summarising the key ideas
of the reading and to discuss this with their peers. Completing organisers is widely used
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as a pre-writing activity in EFL classrooms and is considered as a valuable scaffolding
tool for building field (Torres, 2015). Students were then assigned a task prompt requiring
them to take a position on the extent to which tourism development promotes international
understanding and cooperation between different countries. Before constructing their
texts, students were asked to jot down their position and supporting evidence. Those
students with similar points of view were put into groups to develop writing plans for
their texts. After the group planning, students constructed their texts independently and
then reviewed the quality of their texts with their peers. Upon completion of the review,
some final products were shared with the teacher and the whole class for feedback.
4.4.3. Stage III: Implementation and Evaluation of the intervention
4.4.3.1. Implementation of the intervention
In this phase, the intervention was enacted in a classroom setting with two six-week
iterations of testing, constant reflection, and refinement of the enactment. A continuous
reflective practice was adopted to examine the affordances and constraints of each lesson
through reflective journals produced by the researcher. These data sources functioned as
feedback guiding the amendment of the teaching sequences in the subsequent lessons.
In the second cycle of the intervention, the same instructional model was used to organise
classroom activities but the focus of instruction was different. In this iteration, the
learning goals were focused on examining other key linguistic features of argumentative
writing. These features include the role of nominalisation in making condensed and
abstract meanings, the notion of periodicity (the way meanings are hierarchically created
in texts), and language patterns to incorporate evidence for the substantiation of a claim.
During this phase, the researcher assumed the role of a teacher practitioner who was
delivering twelve writing lessons and an evaluator who was assessing the efficacy of the
intervention. The dual-role practice was adopted due to the difficulty in recruiting a
voluntary teacher from the research site who was willing to contribute their time for an
extra-curricular writing course to implement the proposed innovative pedagogy. One
advantage of this practice is that it might allow for the capture of unrecorded or incidental
information that may be useful for the research (Ningsih, 2016). Further discussions of
any related ethical issues will be presented in Section 4.6 below.
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4.4.3.2. Evaluation of the intervention
At the conclusion of the intervention, a comprehensive evaluation of its effectiveness was
carried out by means of audio-taped, open-ended interviews with focus group students. It
was hoped that the focus group interviews would encourage the students to express
attitudes towards the intervention and would also limit the interviewer’s directive role
(Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007). Interviews were chosen over questionnaires to ensure the
robustness of the research, as pre-determined sets of questions in a questionnaire could
potentially restrict responses that might emerge during an interview (Torbrand, 2014).
The method also offered a flexible and adaptable way of discovering the students’ inner
experience and attitudes and thus allowed for a detailed examination of each student’s
experience of the intervention in an interpretive manner (Stringer, 2004).
4.4.4. Data sources
Primary data sources collected in this study include student writing samples and postintervention interviews. Data for linguistic analyses consist of three sets of argumentative
writing samples constructed at pre-, mid- and post-intervention intervals. Each set
includes eleven argumentative texts produced within a 60-minute time constraint. The
students were not provided with any reference materials. Instead, they were granted
access to internet-connected devices such as mobile phones and the teaching materials
used in the intervention. Each set of samples contains texts ranging from 182 to 410
words. The total number of words for each set is summarised in Table 4.1 below.
Table 4.1 The total number of words in each set
Three points in time
Pre-intervention
Intervention
Post-intervention

Combined lengths of texts
2993 words
2398 words
3692 words

Each argumentative writing task (pre-, mid- and post-intervention) responded to a
different prompt considered typical of those found in the VSTEP exam. Although all the
prompts demanded that the students adopt a value position, they differed in terms of the
focus of the subject matter or topic. While the pre- and mid-intervention writing
instructions required the students to argue about the impact of tourism on local
communities, the post-intervention writing prompt asked them to argue about the role of
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computers in translation and foreign language learning. The prompts also differed in
terms of the overall framing of the questions. While the pre-intervention prompt
introduced two different perspectives on the impacts of tourism and requested the students
to adopt a position, the mid- and post-intervention prompts oriented them to do so without
the framing of these two perspectives. Table 4.2 provides information about the three task
questions given at three points in time to elicit student responses.
Table 4.2 Three task prompts given at three points in time: pre-, mid- and post
intervention
Three points in time
Pre-intervention

Mid-intervention

Post-intervention

Task prompts
Tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world. Millions
of people today are travelling farther and farther throughout the year. Some
people argue that the development of tourism has had negative effects on local
communities; others think that its influences are positive. Do you think the
positive effects of tourism outweigh the negatives?
Tourism is one of the fastest growing industries and contributes a great deal to
economies around the world. However, the damage tourism can cause to local
cultures and the environment is often ignored. To what extent do you agree or
disagree?
Some people say that computers can translate languages, so children need not
study foreign languages anymore. To what extent do you agree or disagree with
this statement?

A few considerations were taken into account when selecting these task prompts for the
participants’ responses. One of these considerations was the subject matter requiring an
element of controversy. Different topics, including the impacts of tourism development,
the role of computers in translation or the importance of language learning, provided the
possibility for argumentation. At the pre- and mid-intervention stages, the subject matter
about tourism was deemed a useful point of departure to stimulate the participants’
interest in writing. As the participants chose English for Tourism as a major in an
undergraduate program, it was assumed that they would have already developed special
interests in and basic understanding of the topic. At the post-intervention stage, two
subjects – the role of computers in translation and the importance of foreign language
learning – became the object of argumentation. The topic about the use of computers in
translation was considered relevant for the students as the application of technology has
played an essential role in their everyday lives, for example in its use in learning English,
and thus including this topic would potentially encourage them to generate ideas about
the positive and negative aspects of computers in translation. Similarly, the topic about
language learning was of particular relevance as the participants are experienced language
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learners who have been studying English since secondary school. Such experience would
likely enable them to appraise the role of foreign language learning in the modern world.
The decision to retain the same subject matter of tourism at the pre- and mid-intervention
stages and shift to other subject matter at the post-intervention stage is in line with the
key principle of the pedagogy adopted in the intervention. This principle is to provide
higher support at initial stages and gradually withdraw support as students develop.
Focusing on the same subject matter for the construction of different texts over time is an
important scaffold that helps to reduce the cognitive load of students in terms of topic
knowledge, enabling them to attend to other aspects of writing such as text structures and
language choices. Shifting to other fields of discourse at the post-intervention stage is an
important way to test how the students handle the task of argumentative writing
independently at the conclusion of the intervention.
The data also consist of focus group interviews undertaken at the conclusion of the
intervention program. The interviews lasted approximately 25 minutes and were
conducted in Vietnamese. Vietnamese was selected due to the participants’ limited
English-speaking ability and its potential use in facilitating more accurate communication
about the efficacy of the intervention. The interviews aimed to obtain an understanding
of the participants’ perceptions of the quality of the intervention. The participants were
required to evaluate its effectiveness, reflect on their preferred instructional activities and
reasons for those preferences, and compare the learning experience they had during the
intervention with their past learning experiences of writing instruction.
4.5. Data analysis
This study draws on two main data, written texts and interviews, for analysis. Textual
analysis is informed by three analytical tools of SFL, namely genre, periodicity and
APPRAISAL.

Genre analysis provides an insight into generic structures approximated in

the students’ argumentative texts produced at different points in time, particularly their
improvements in the generic structuring of texts by the end of the intervention. Periodicity
analysis reveals information about the extent to which student texts successfully create
hierarchic layers of general and specific meanings after the intervention. APPRAISAL
analysis sheds light on evaluative strategies used by the students to construct interpersonal
relations with the imagined examiner. This analysis provides evidence about the students’
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development of the interpersonal dimension as realised in their linguistic choices for
expressing attitudes and engaging with other voices. Thematic analysis of the interview
data is also conducted to provide insights into the students’ perception of the effectiveness
of the intervention. This section details the procedures of the data analysis employed in
this study.
4.5.1. Argumentative genre analysis
This study draws on the analytical framework of argumentative genres proposed by
Coffin (2004) for the analysis of generic structures in student texts. In this framework,
argumentation is typologically organised into four district genres based on argumentative
purposes: Hortatory Exposition, Analytical Exposition, Hortatory Discussion and
Analytical Discussion. The purpose of Hortatory Exposition aims to advance a viewpoint
on a particular issue and convince the reader to undertake some course of action according
to recommendations provided by the writer. Analytical Exposition functions to convince
the reader of the reliability of the writer’s claim through justifications and evidence. The
purpose of Hortatory Discussion is to present two or more points of view towards an issue
and suggest a course of action. Analytical Discussion presents multiple viewpoints
towards an issue and adopts a position, and differs from Hortatory Discussion in terms of
the absence of recommendation. Each genre unfolds through compulsory stages and
variable phases of meaning. The stages of a genre are relatively predictable and stable,
whereas phases within each stage are optional and may give a particular text its
uniqueness (Martin & Rose, 2008).
This study undertook the analysis of both generic stages (macro-level) and phases (microlevel) within an argumentative text for an in-depth understanding of the development of
generic structures. Performing a micro-level phasal analysis is a pivotal consideration
when exploring this development. Jwa (2020) argues that analysing generic structures at
micro levels is essential as this analysis offers useful insights into organisational patterns
that might not be achieved through a macro-level investigation. While the analysis of
functional stages reveals argumentative genres approximated in student texts, segmenting
their texts into phases provides an in-depth understanding of various ways in which their
texts are structured to achieve argumentative purposes.
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Coffin’s framework of argumentation is of pertinence to this study for several reasons.
One of the most convincing reasons is its applicability as a valid tool for the examination
of the generic structures of student argumentative texts, for example to explore the
structures of argumentative texts produced by IELTS candidates (Coffin, 2004). IELTS
argumentative texts are deemed comparable to the VSTEP argumentative texts in this
study in such respects as their exam-oriented nature, text length and language assessment
purpose. Another important justification is its theoretical orientation to discourse analysis.
Coffin’s framework was developed within the SFL theoretical foundation which also
underpins this study. A further motivation is its focus on both generic stages and delicate
phases of meaning in argumentative texts in its analysis. However, although the
framework considers optional phases, it limits itself to two important elements – evidence
and counter-arguments. A fuller account of phases, therefore, is beneficial to examine
variations in phases in argumentative texts in the present study. Table 4.3 below displays
the purposes and generic staging of argumentative genres applied to analyse the students’
texts.
Table 4.3 Generic structures in student argumentative texts (Coffin, 2004)

This study employed a top-down approach to genre analysis. Firstly, the analysis
identified stages in order to determine the genre features appropriated in student
argumentative texts. The identification of stages was made with reference to their
locations in a text and their linguistic realisations. For example, the stage of Issue is
located at the beginning of a discursive text and is realised in the student texts through
linguistic constructions such as those below.
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Table 4.4 Examples of linguistic realisations in the Issue stage
Stage
Issue

Linguistic realisations
Each problem has two faces.
Everything has two faces like a coin has two faces.
Nobody can deny…However, some people argue that….
However, everything always has two sides: positive and negatives.

The annotation of stages was then followed by an analysis to identify variable phases of
meaning. In contrast to the identification of stages, the identification of phases relies on
their linguistic realisations rather than their locations (Martin & Rose, 2008). In this study,
the phase of Counter-argument or Concession is, for instance, mainly realised by
attribution resources but can be situated at the beginning, middle or end of a text. An
illustrative, but not exhaustive, list of language resources for attribution in the student
texts is presented in Table 4.5 below.
Table 4.5 Examples of linguistic realisations in the Counter-argument stage
Phases
Counterargument
or
Concession

Linguistic realisations
Many people claim that…
Some people might point that…
There is a belief that…
It may be argued that…
Some may argue that…
Most people think that…
Nowadays, many people think that…
Perhaps some people assume that…
Some people may say that…
That is the reason why it is thought that…
It is sometime said that…
….

Upon completion of the annotation of stages and phases, a comparison of student writing
produced at different time intervals was made. The points of comparison included the
kinds of argumentative genres demonstrated in the student texts, and generic stages and
phases that are either present or absent in the texts. Focusing on these areas offers insights
into the writing challenges faced by the students and their improvements in constructing
effective generic structures.
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4.5.2. Periodicity analysis
The study also adopts the notion of periodicity for examining ways in which students
manage the flow of information in argumentative writing (Martin & Rose, 2007b). By
analysing the textual meanings, we can ascertain the challenges the students faced as well
as the changes they made in producing an effective organization of ideas and information
in argumentation over time.
Periodicity refers to the organisation of ideational and interpersonal meanings or
information flow from a textual perspective (Martin & Rose, 2007b). At the heart of the
notion of textual metafunction is the interweaving of ideational and interpersonal
meanings as waves of information (Halliday, 1978). Discussing periodicity in student
argumentative writing is thus not separable from interrogating ideational and
interpersonal meanings, as these meanings are implicated (Hood, 2010). Periodicity also
concerns logogenesis – the way meanings unfold in a text at a particular time in a
particular situation (Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999). It is important to examine student
writing logogeneticially as this analysis reveals information about the unfolding of
arguments in a logical order, particularly the way in which ideational and interpersonal
choices are textually organised to achieve the purpose of argumentation.
When conducting an investigation into textual structuring, it is important to decide on the
unit of analysis. As Martin (1992) proposes, the analysis of Theme, which is at the heart
of periodicity, can be performed at various levels of organisation: at the whole text, at the
paragraphs, at clause complexes, and down to the level of clauses. According to Jones
(2015), it is useful to move beyond the analysis of Theme at the clause level and examine
its function at the level of a paragraph and above. The overall purpose of carrying out the
analysis of Themes in this study is to investigate how effectively higher-level Themes,
including macroThemes and hyperThemes, are constructed in student argumentative
writing. It is thus of more particular relevance to analyse Themes at the level of
paragraphs and beyond rather than clause Themes. From a discourse-semantic
perspective, although there is not a clearly defined unit of analysis for recognising higherlevel Themes in the SFL literature, such identification can be made with reference to the
notion of messages. This notion is ‘defined from the perspective of grammar, as non-
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dependent non-projected clauses, together with their associated dependent and projected
clauses’ (Martin, 1992 as cited in Rose, 2006, p. 4.).
Similar to the analysis of genre, this study employs the top-down approach to the
description of periodicity. The analysis aims to first identify macroThemes and then
HyperThemes that are realised in the student texts. Following Miller and Pessoa (2016),
macroTheme displays a predictive function of hyperTheme(s) and contains information
in the introductory paragraph of an argumentative text (e.g. ‘In my opinion, the
development of tourism has had positive impacts outweigh the negatives.’). It introduces
the overall argument of the text and predicts the key points dealt with in the following
paragraphs across the text (R. Miller & Pessoa, 2016). The identification of a
macroTheme is made in reference to its location. As a macroTheme often occurs at the
initial position of a text, the opening paragraph serves as a point of reference for
determining macroThemes in student texts. Similarly, the identification of a hyperTheme
is made in reference to its initial position in a body paragraph. After Ravelli (2004), a
hyperTheme functions to signal and foreground the conceptual framework of a text and
is often located as the first sentence(s) of the body paragraph. An example of a
hyperTheme that comprises more than one sentence is provided as follows:
S.1.3. Languages present mental states. Lingual communication between human contains the
diversity of different shades of emotion which artificial translating machine appears to be
impossible to obtain.

When the annotation of macroThemes and hyperThemes was completed, the analysis
began to identify hyperNews and macroNews. HyperNew and macroNew are often used
to state the writer’s evaluative position on information and their generalisation of ideas
(Mirahayuni, 2002). HyperNew and macroNew differ in terms of their locations in a text
and their degree of presence (Martin & Rose, 2007b; R. Miller & Pessoa, 2016). While
HyperNew functions to summarise information accumulated over the proceeding clauses
and is often located at the concluding sentences of a body paragraph, macroNew serves
to inform the reader of an accumulation of new information often distilled at the
concluding paragraph of a text (Martin & Rose, 2003). HyperNew is not limited to the
final sentence in a body paragraph and is not necessarily present in every paragraph
(Mirahayuni, 2002). Similarly, macroNew might also extend to a group of sentences to
form a paragraph but is an indispensable element of an argumentative text. A sample
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analysis is presented as follows using indentation to show different levels of Themes and
News in this study.
macroTheme
Advances in computers have had significant impacts on our life. Some people might say that since
computers have the ability to give the translation of foreign languages, it is unnecessary for children to
learn a new language. Personally, I totally disagree with this idea and I will explain my reasons in this
essay.
hyperTheme
Firstly, since computers are programmed to analyse information rather than express human
feelings, they do not possess the ability to covey emotions.
A text can have different meanings if it is spoken with a certain type of intonation to
express human emotional states such as happiness and sadness. Therefore, if it were
processed by technological devices, those sentiments will be toned down or even lost
in the translation. The lack of emotion display in the technical devices could lead to a
serious problem in daily conversation. For example, you are teasing your foreign
friend by jokingly complaining about his attitude, but the machine, of course, does not
detect your intention, and thus it might fail to render true messages you want to deliver,
making your friend feel upset and confused.
hyperNew
In fact, computers are not very effective in portraying emotion from one language to another.
hyperTheme
Secondly, technical devices can’t translate texts with accuracy.
Some might argue that their work is more precise and efficient than that of human. In
reality, however, they make big mistakes when doing the translation. Because
technical devices use word – for – word translation, errors are inevitable when it comes
to the translation of idioms, phrasal verbs, collocations or metaphors. Consider the
phrase “Walking on eggshells” in English. This phrase means being cautious about
one’s actions or words but when it is literally translated into Vietnamese it means that
you are stepping on a thin white outer layer of an egg.
hyperNew
Clearly, translation machines are less precise in translation than human beings are.
macroNew
It is not to say that computers are completely useless in translating language, but they are not perfect.
Technology is a tool to help children to study new language, not a reason to stop learning.

4.5.3. Appraisal analysis
This study adopts the SFL APPRAISAL framework for investigating evaluative language
choices manifested in the student argumentative texts (Martin & White, 2005). Analysing
evaluative choices reveals information about the different ways in which students express
positive or negative attitudes towards phenomena and propositions and the ways in which
they adjust the strength of attitudes and viewpoints to convince the reader of their value
positions. This analysis also provides insights into the various strategies which students
use to engage with other perspectives and voices in argumentation.
In this study, a multi-layered analysis of

APPRAISAL

is manually performed on student

texts following Hood (2004a) and Matruglio (2014). The first layer of analysis aims to
identify explicit attitudes that are either positively or negatively expressed in the student
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texts. The second layer is concerned with an identification of resources for grading
explicit attitudes. The next layer is applied to examine the different ways in which
GRADUATION

resources are used to imply attitudes (invoked or implicit attitudes). The

final layer of analysis aims to investigate the

ENGAGEMENT

resources used to manage

multiple voices. Each layer is conducted in reference to the system networks of APPRAISAL
outlined in Chapter 3.
Each layer of analysis was then annotated using the UAM corpusTool (O'Donnell, 2008),
an open-source, user-friendly tool for the annotation of text corpora. This tool was used
because it allows researchers to examine certain language features by establishing
semantic categories in the UAM system and then assigning those categories to segments
of texts and because it was developed to support SFL analysis. It also offers a rigorous
and systemic approach to the annotation of data, ensuring the reliability and consistency
of data analysis and thus producing sound research (Geng & Wharton, 2019). It also
enabled the quick identification of the patterns of preferences for certain kinds of
evaluative resources in the construction of the students’ argumentative writing over time.
These observed patterns served as a foundation for the qualitative investigation into the
function of evaluative language features identified in the student argumentative texts.
4.5.3.1. Identifying explicit attitudes
Inscribed or explicit attitudes in the student texts are annotated with reference to the
ATTITUDE

system networks of APPRAISAL. Each explicit instance identified in the data is

categorised into the most delicate sub-categories of each kind of ATTITUDE (Hood, 2004a).
This analysis reveals an understanding of changes in the kinds of attitudes in the student
texts over time. As discussed in Chapter 3,

ATTITUDE

involves emotional feelings

(AFFECT), the judgement of human behaviour according to conventionalised ethical and
social values (JUDGEMENT), and the evaluation of phenomena and entities by reference to
their social significance (APPRECIATION). Each kind of attitude can be given a positive or
negative value and is realised by a range of lexicogrammatical resources (Hood, 2004a).
The following coding keys are applied to annotate the data: single underline (e.g. Not
only do they work but also they spend time relaxing and enjoying their life.) to indicate
AFFECT; double underline (e.g. Bilingual children or polyglots are proved to be associated

with intelligence, they are able to retain attention to a specific phenomenon.) to indicate
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JUDGEMENT;

and bold (e.g. So tourism has played an important role in our life.) to

indicate APPRECIATION.
Recognising the extent to which affectual resources are used in the students’ texts
constructed at different times is important to determine the quality of the texts.

AFFECT

can be considered as a more personalised system of evaluation from which writers can
draw to construe the feelings and emotions of themselves or others in written texts.
According to Hood (2004a), extensive uses of AFFECT potentially result in characterising
academic texts as subjective and personalised, which is deemed contradictory to the
‘impersonality’ and ‘objectivity’ valued in academic writing. This analysis provides
insight into the way such uses might contribute to the effectiveness or otherwise of the
student texts. From the

APPRAISAL

perspective,

AFFECT

encompasses four domains of

feelings: un/happiness, in/security, dis/satisfaction, and dis/inclination. Un/happiness
includes the feelings of happiness and sadness usually caused by a Trigger (things that
cause these kinds of emotion). In/security represents the emotions having to do with social
well-being and includes feelings, namely, anxiety, fear, confidence and trust.
Dis/satisfaction deals with the feelings of achievement and frustration in the pursuit of
goals. Dis/inclination covers the feelings of desire, wish and hope. Sub-categories and
explicit expressions of AFFECT taken from the student writing corpus are exemplified in
Table 4.6.
Table 4.6 Sub-categories of AFFECT and examples of each sub-category from the data.
Kind of
attitude

Sub-categories

Examples from student texts

Un/happiness

S3.1. Not only do they work but also they spend time relaxing [+hap]
and enjoying [+hap] their life.
S11.2. They do these acts to satisfy their enjoyment [+hap], despite
knowing that they are illegal activities and undermine the image of
local civilization.
S12.1. They help people feel comfortable [+sec] and get risk of stress
[+sec] in their life.
S2.2. For example, the number of security guards are increased in order
to strengthen the patrols, to ensure safety [+sec] in tourism area and to
solve some complicated problems.
S6.2. But in fact, to please [+sat] the tourists many traditional
ceremonies and cultural traits were changed to satisfy [+sat] tourist
tastes.
S6.1. Living standard is raising, therefore people also likes [+incl] to
travelling abroad more.
S10.3. Those emotions cannot be understood by a machine and as a
result, we will not understand exactly what speakers want [+incl] to
communicate.

In/security

AFFECT
Dis/satisfaction

Dis/inclination
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JUDGEMENT involves ethical and moral assessments we make about someone’s behaviour
by reference to the socio-cultural standards and norms established within a given
community or culture (Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014). As with AFFECT, JUDGEMENT is
further sub-grouped into two value domains: social esteem and social sanction. Social
esteem is concerned with ‘normality’ (how normal a person is), ‘capacity’ (how capable
a person is) and ‘tenacity’ (how tenacious a person is), whereas social sanction deals with
‘veracity’ (how honest a person is) and ‘propriety’ (how ethical a person is). Subcategories of JUDGMENT and examples of each sub-category are illustrated in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7 Sub-categories of JUDGEMENT and examples of each sub-category from the
data.
Kind
of
attitude

JUDGEMENT

Domain of
Judgement

Sub-categories

Examples from student texts

normality
capacity

No example
S10.3. Bilingual children or polyglots are proved to be
associated with intelligence [+cap], they are able
[+cap] to retain attention to a specific phenomenon.
S3.1. In the past, the people had worked hard [+ten] day
by day.
S5.1. Some people’s bad attitude towards tourist when
they are not interested in buying the souvenirs such as
following them around, annoying them or even tricking
[-ver] them into buying overpriced products, makes the
foreigner have bad impression on the communities.
S1.3. Some of them throw their garbages wherever they
want. They don’t care [-prop].

Social
esteem
tenacity
veracity
Social
sanction
propriety

APPRECIATION involves appraising the valuing of phenomena and entities by reference to
their aesthetic attributes such as form, appearance, construction or social significance
(Martin & White, 2005). It is sub-categorised into ‘reaction’ (the impact and quality of
entities), ‘composition’ (the balance and complexity of entities) and ‘valuation’ (the
worth of entities).
A few considerations were made when applying the

APPRAISAL

system to annotate

attitudinal resources in the data. One consideration was to adopt Ngo and Unsworth’s
(2015) modification to the categorisation of Composition. In Martin and White’s model,
Composition is classified into two sub-categories: Balance and Complexity. Balance
refers to the extent to which the nature of semiotic elements is unifying, and Complexity
concerns the simple or intricate nature of semiotic elements (Isaac, 2012). However, Ngo
and Unsworth (2015) argue that Martin and White’s theorisation of Composition
primarily has to do with ‘textual organisation’ but does not capture lexical resources that
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cover ‘the balanced and complex nature of entities, phenomena and human activities’. To
encapsulate these resources, Ngo and Unsworth proposed ‘Manageability’, a subcategory
placed under Quality. Following these authors, a decision was made to code the semantic
category of Manageability under Quality. Below are some extracts to show the way
human activities such as a business activity and a job-seeking process are evaluated in
terms of the relative ease of undertaking these activities:
S1.1. When an army of people get gather into a particular place, it looks like making-money
machines which are greedy for new experiences. Doing business will be easier
[+react:quality:manageability] than ever.
S9.2. For a considerable example, the advancement of tourism brings about the huge demand water
and leads to having a difficult [-react:quality:manageability] in handling with the wastewater.

Another consideration is to perform a more delicate analysis of Valuation. Valuation has
been further categorised in the literature into sub-types in order to account for the kinds
of attitudinal meanings valued in a disciplinary context, by researchers such as Coffin
(2000) and White (1998). Following Humphrey (2008) and Coffin (2000), valuation is
sub-categorised in the present study into more delicate levels, covering lexical
instantiations that evaluate significance or value of things (Value), the benefit or harm of
things (Benefit) or validity of products and propositions (Validity). Coding the data up to
the most delicate level of Valuation is useful for this study as this coding provides more
meaningful insights into the development of attitudinal resources over time. The
following data illustrate the sub-categories of Valuation:
The significance or value of things
S2.1. So tourism has played an important [+val:sig] role in our life.
S1.2. Millennials now are willing to inherit and develop those precious [+val:sig] practices their
ancestors handed down.

The benefit of things
S2.1. Firstly, the development of tourism bring some benefits [+val:benefit] for people in local
communities.
S12.3. Technological devices play a critical part of our life because of their useful [+val:benefit]
functions including language translations.

The validity of products or proposition
S2.3. Firstly, machine translation is not entirely accurate [-val:validity].
S3.3. It is true [+val:validity] that computers can be good for translation work.
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One more consideration relates to the annotation of some evaluative words such as ‘good’
and ‘bad’. The decision is to place all general evaluative terms under the category of
Appreciation:general, added to the existing

APPRAISAL

system, as proposed by Dreyfus

and Tilakaratna (2019). Appreciation:general refers to ‘instances of appreciation that
seemed to be quite general in nature, and did not specify any further delicacy in meaning’
(Dreyfus & Tilakaratna, 2019, p. 15). Adopting this new category is necessary in the
annotation of the data as it provides a useful insight into the students’ use of attitudinal
meanings. It throws light on developments in evaluation that move from a tendency to
use more general to more delicate field-specific evaluative expressions over time. Table
4.8 summarises sub-categories and sample instantiations of APPRECIATION.
Table 4.8 Sub-categories and sample instantiations of APPRECIATION
Kind
attitude

of

subcategories

sub-subcategories

Examples from student texts

impact

S6.1. Furthermore, we will enjoy [+hap] many
beautiful and amazing [+react:impact] sightseeings,
take a lot of pictures and save it.
S1.1. Doing business will be easier
[+react:quality:manageability] than ever.
S3.2. In the past, older people had always tried to
maintain and preserve the beauties [+react:qual] of
traditional culture.
S9.3. so distinguish formal and informal and how to
translate well [+comp:balance] are out of capacity of
technological devices.
S2.3. Polysemous words are one of the most difficult
[-comp:compl] areas that computers cannot cope
with.
S2.1. So tourism has played an important [+val:sig]
role in our life.
S1.2. Millennials now are willing to inherit and
develop those precious [+val:sig] practices their
ancestors handed down.
S2.1. Firstly, the development of tourism bring some
benefits [+val:benefit] for people in local
communities.
S12.3. Technological devices play a critical part of
our life because of their useful [+val:benefit]
functions including language translations.
S3.3. It is true [+val:validity] that computers can be
good for translation work.
S2.3. Firstly, machine translation is not entirely
accurate [-val:validity].
S4.1. When tourism develops, people can easily find opportunities to
get good [+appreciation:general] jobs.
S8.2. What is more, no one can deny that tourism also cause bad [appreciation:general] impacts on the environment.
S2.3. In summary, translation machines are a great
[+appreciation:general] device for children

Reaction
quality

balance

APPRECIATION

Composition
complexity

significance

Valuation
benefit

validity

General
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4.5.3.2. Identifying resources for grading explicit attitudes
The next layer of analysis investigates different ways in which explicit attitudinal values
are adjusted to express a precise evaluation of entities and propositions in the student
writing (Hood, 2004b). Language resources for grading explicit instantiations identified
in the data are annotated according to the GRADUATION network provided in Figure 4.3.
Intensity
amount
FORCE

Quantity

scope
extent

GRADUATION

distance
FOCUS

Figure 4.3 System network of resources in GRADUATION from Martin and White (2005)
and Hood (2004a)
The GRADUATION system provides language resources for amplifying explicit attitudinal
values in texts. It is classified into two sub-systems: FORCE and FOCUS. As the system of
FORCE

is significantly more frequently used to upscale or downscale explicit attitudes

across the data set than the system of
FORCE

FOCUS,

grading choices drawn from the system of

are elaborated further below.

There are two mechanisms in which the force of an attitude is graded, by intensifying or
by quantifying. In the data,

GRADUATION

as intensity is realised through several

grammatical resources. The most common resource is to use an intensifier to amplify an
attitudinal attribute, as in S8.1 and S2.2. Another grammatical resource is to infuse
GRADUATION

as intensity into an attitudinal value, as in S4.2:

S8.1. However, a visitor sees it and tells everyone that it is very [+force:intensity] interesting
[+react:impact], so more and more people come to see it and the local can earn money from it.
S2.2. This is also really [+force:intensity] a useful [+val:sig] measure to build friendly and
environmentally responsible tourism.
S4.2. Tourism has become an essential [+force:intensity] [+val:sig] industry that helps to develop
economies of many countries around the world.

GRADUATION as quantification involves grading an attitudinal value in terms of amount
(number, size and weight), and in terms of extent dealing with the meanings of scope and
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distance in time and space (Martin & White, 2005). GRADUATION as quantification is
achieved mainly through pre-modification of an attitude, as in S6.3:
S6.3. Personally, I think computers still have some [-force:quantity] weaknesses [-val:benefit] in
translation and should be considered as a useful tool for learning another language rather than a
reason for not learning it.

After Hood (2004a), the present study takes the following interpretation for the annotation
of resources for scaling an explicit attitude. When a grading resource is used to amplify a
nominalised attitude expressed as AFFECT, it is then coded as intensification of an attitude.
When it is used to grade a nominalised attitude expressed as
APPRECIATION,

JUDGEMENT

and

it is then annotated as quantification. Examples for this interpretation are

presented as follows:
Amplifying a nominalised attitude as AFFECT
S12.3. However, in reality, students can lack [-force:intensity] of confidence [+sec] when they
communicate with others if they take looks at their phone or tablet’ screen to look up the meanings
of words.

Amplifying a nominalised attitude as JUDGEMENT
S5.3. However, since they just see themselves guests at the attractions, the tourists did not put
much [+force:quantity] thought [-prop] in the issue.

Amplifying a nominalised attitude as APPRECIATION
S4.3. A computer with Internet connection brings countless [+force:quantity] benefits
[+val:benefit], including translation.

4.5.3.3. Identifying implicit attitudes
The next layer of analysis is conducted to examine invoked or implicit attitudinal values
in the student texts. Drawing on the APPRAISAL framework, the analysis aims to identify
students’ preferred strategies to indicate invoked attitudes. The

APPRAISAL

framework

offers analytical tools for determining not only inscribed but also invoked attitudes. While
inscription involves conveying positive or negative evaluations explicitly through lexical
resources that carry relatively stable positive or negative values across various contexts
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of use, invocation typically involves implying an attitude through field associations and
inferences (Don, 2016; White, 2009).
As analysing invoked attitudes is heavily dependent on the subjective interpretation and
inference the reader makes of the text, it is important to indicate the reading position taken
up in the analysis (Hood, 2004a; Martin & White, 2005; Matruglio, 2014). The analyst
adopts a compliant reading position naturalised in the student writing. According to
Martin and White (2005, p. 62), compliant readings agree with the reading position
naturalised in a text in terms of ‘the kinds of attitudes that it wants readers to share’. A
compliant reading position accepts attitudes and evaluations construed in texts at face
value. The analyst is an educated male Vietnamese teacher of English who has over eight
years of teaching experience at a tertiary level in Vietnam. He has developed a shared
understanding of social, cultural and educational values with the student writers of the
texts and of their challenges associated with the writing activity. These understandings
also allow for the interpretation of obscure meanings students might present in their
writing.
Unlike the analysis of inscribed attitude, coding invoked attitudes is not performed to the
most delicate taxonomy of sub-categories in this study due to the slippery nature of
implicit expression of attitudes (Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014). This decision also
results from unsolved arguments surrounding the identification of the target of attitudes,
who or what is positively or negatively implicitly being evaluated in the texts (Don,
2016). For this reason, a decision is made not to provide further classification of the types
of invoked attitudes but instead to identify the mechanisms through which an attitudinal
value can be invoked.
provoke
flag
invoke

invite

afford

Figure 4.4 Three main mechanisms in which an evaluative meaning is signalled, after
Martin and White (2005).
Following Martin and White’s (2005) proposal, there are three main mechanisms through
which an attitudinal value can be implied. As presented in Figure 4.4, these strategies are
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termed as ‘provoke’, ‘flag’ and ‘afford’. Provoke involves the use of lexical metaphor to
indicate a positive or negative evaluation. Flag is a strategy by which an evaluative value
is signalled through resources of

GRADUATION.

The system of

GRADUATION

has two

important roles to play in constructing attitudes in the texts. One is to amplify the volume
of an explicit attitude and the other is to evoke an attitudinal value through the graduation
of non-attitudinal meanings (Martin & White, 2005). Afford is a mechanism where an
evaluative value is implied through non-attitudinal experimental tokens. Examples of the
three different mechanisms by which an attitude can be signalled are presented as follows:
provoke

S1.1 When an army of people get gather into a particular place, it looks like
making-money machines which are greedy for new experiences [provoke:+Jud].

invoke

flag

S4.1. Nowadays, tourism has become one of the fastest [+force:intensity flagging
+app] growing industries in the world.

afford

S3.2. They are reeling in Western culture that forgets the noble values of local
cultures [afford –jud].

4.5.3.4. Identifying ENGAGEMENT resources
The final layer of analysis is applied to examine different strategies which students use to
engage with other voices in argumentative texts constructed at various points in time –
key to this project’s aim to support students to improve academic argumentative writing
practices. Drawing on the ENGAGEMENT system, the analysis aims to identify preferences
for the kinds of

ENGAGEMENT

resources in the student texts. The analysis provides a

detailed understanding of the challenges the students faced and their development in the
use of evaluative resources for managing multiple perspectives and voices.
The ENGAGEMENT system is a fruitful analytical framework for understanding the ways
in which the students negotiate and adjust the persuasiveness of propositions in
argumentative texts (Coffin & Hewings, 2005). It is informed by a ‘dialogistic’
conception of Bakhtin (1981) who posits that all texts include a web of multiple voices
and perspectives responding to previously expressed viewpoints and anticipating future
responses from potential writers. From this perspective,

ENGAGEMENT

resources in the

student texts can be classified into two categories, expansion (dialogically expansive
resources) and contraction (dialogically contractive resources), representing various
degrees of acknowledgment of other viewpoints in discourse. While expansion covers
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options that leave space for alternative voices, contraction includes locutions that close
down such a space. In the following section, I will elaborate on the delicate taxonomy of
these two broad categories and illustrate sub-categories with examples from the data.
4.5.3.4.1. Expansion
The expansion system provides language resources for including other perspectives in the
students’ argumentative texts. It is classified into two sub-categories: ‘entertain’ and
‘attribute’. Entertain provides language options that represent the current proposition as
one of a diversity of other propositions available in the communitive context (Martin &
White, 2005). These options function to acknowledge other value positions rather than to
indicate the writer’s level of uncertainty or commitment to the truth value of propositions
(Hood, 2004a; White, 2003; Wu, 2007). The category of entertain is realised by a range
of language resources such as modal auxiliaries (can, will), modal adjuncts (perhaps,
surely), circumstances (in my opinion, in my point of view), and attributive projection (I
think, I believe).
Attribute offers language resources that represent the current proposition as being held
by someone other than the student writer. Attribute resources function to attribute a
proposition to an external voice and acknowledge alternative perspectives (Martin &
White, 2005). Attribution is mainly realised through reported speech. Examples of
entertain and attribute resources from the data are illustrated below.
entertain

S6.1. When you buy something, you can [exp:entertain] be told a higher
price or won’t receive the money they have to [exp:entertain] give back.
(modal auxiliary)
S2.1. Thanks to that, more and more people will know about this country
then perhaps [exp:entertain] want to come there. (modal adjunct)
S4.1. In my opinion [exp:entertain], the positive impacts of tourism
outweigh the negatives. (circumstance)

Expand
attribute

S8.3. However, I think this statement is not true. (attributive projection)
S5.2. Some people might argue [exp:attri] that tourism provide the
opportunities to preserve cultural identity of host population.
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4.5.3.4.2. Contraction
The contraction system provides language resources for excluding other perspectives in
the student argumentative texts. It is taxonomised into two broad semantic sub-categories:
disclaim and proclaim. Disclaim deals with the meanings through which alternative
positions are negated or replaced, whereas proclaim is concerned with the meanings
where possible positions are confronted or excluded via some authorial intervention
(Martin & White, 2005).
The category of disclaim is further classified into two groups: ‘deny’ and ‘counter’. Deny
and counter are dialogic resources that function to acknowledge the existence of other
value positions, but they are different in terms of the way in which these other positions
are excluded. While deny serves to exclude alternative views by first recognising and
acknowledging a positive value position in order to dismiss it, counter acts to do so by
replacing and countering an expected view (Martin & White, 2005). The most common
resource for realising deny is negation, whereas the most typical means for conveying
counter is by conjunctions and connectives (see examples as follows):
deny

S2.1. Some of them throw their garbages wherever they want. They
don’t [contr:dis:deny] care.

disclaim

counter

S8.3. Although [contr:dis:counter] advanced technology is a useful
tool supporting the study of languages, it is not justified to say that
learning another language is not needed.

The category of proclaim is further categorised into three groups: ‘concur’, ‘pronounce’
and ‘endorse’. Concur entails resources that indicate the writer’s agreement with potential
readers and is typically conveyed through formulations such as ‘admittedly’, ‘of course’
or ‘it is true that…’. Pronounce includes resources that announce the writer’s intervention
into the text in order to challenge alternative viewpoints referenced or assumed in the text.
It is often achieved via formulations such as ‘in fact’, ‘in reality’, or ‘clearly’. Endorse
includes a small set of resources that indicate the writer’s alignment with attributed voices
and is mainly realised through such verbal processes as ‘show’, ‘confirm’ and ‘prove’.
The sub-categories of proclaim are exemplified as follows:
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concur

proclaim

pronounce

endorse

S3.3. It is true [contr:procl:concur]
translation work.

that computers can be good for

S4.2. However, in reality [contr:procl:pronounce], this industry has made
significant contributions to protect the environment and maintain cultures.

S1.3. A great deal of neuroscientific research shows [contr:procl:endorse]
that children who spoke more than a language have better cognitive control
than monolinguals.

In annotating engagement resources, a coding decision is made in relation to the
classification of circumstantial resources that contain a possessive, as in, in my opinion,
and attributive projection resources that contain a first-person pronoun such as I think. In
the literature, there are two different interpretations of these resources. While Martin and
White (2005) classified the expressions as ‘entertain’ – the sub-type of the expansion
system – Coffin (2004) and Nakamura (2009) categorised them as ‘pronounce’ – the subtype of the contrastive system. After Martin and White (2005), my interpretation is that
these expressions function to leave space for other writers’ value positions through the
inclusion of a subjective individual writer’s perspective rather than to shut down the
dialogic space through some authorial intervention. The decision is thus to annotate these
circumstantial resources and attributive projection resources in the light of expanding
dialogic space.
4.5.4. Interview data analysis
This study undertakes a thematic analysis of qualitative interview data collected at the
conclusion of the intervention. The thematic analysis complements, supplements and
corroborates the layered rich linguistic descriptions of student argumentative texts and
serves as a triangulation, increasing the dependability and reliability of research findings
(Johnson & Waterfield, 2004). The analysis involves an identification of themes or
patterns of meaning that emerge from the coding of the interview data. This method is
considered flexible for understanding the complexity of phenomena, particularly the
students’ perspectives on the potential value of the SFL-based genre writing intervention
for writing improvement (Maguire & Delahunt, 2017). The thematic analysis in the
present study is not guided or constrained by theoretically informed, pre-determined
constructs but is data-driven. Its flexibility enables the researcher to determine the unique
patterns of meaning prominent in the data.
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This study followed a six-phase thematic coding process proposed by Braun and Clarke
(2006). The first phase involved reading and re-reading the interview data, transcribing
and translating the data into English from Vietnamese, and determining the potential areas
of interest. This phase is to develop familiarity with all dimensions of the data. The second
phase was to conduct a systemic coding of the data and assign a data segment to a
particular code. A set of codes such as those shown in Table 4.9 was generated from the
analysis of the relevant interview data. In this phase, the data were then coded using the
codes formulated from the analysis.
Table 4.9 An example of the data and codes
Data
S5. I am satisfied with the program. I found learning academic argumentative
writing useful to me as it helps me to write better texts for IELTS or VSTEP.

Codes
Satisfaction
Usefulness

S4. I also feel very satisfied with this program because as we need to prepare
ourselves for important exams and to improve our writing skills. You taught us
how to do it. The texts we wrote are similar to Task 2 in an IELTS exam. You
explicitly taught us how to write. The new thing you gave us is writing a
counter-argument and rebuttal. I did not learn these things in my secondary
school. But now, thank to your instruction, I know that we need to include
counter-arguments and rebuttal as important elements of an argumentative text.

Satisfaction
Explicit teaching
Content of learning

The third phase involved generating themes or patterns of meaning across the interview
data through an examination of the relationship between the codes. This phase aims to
merge different codes into broader themes (Neuendorf, 2019). For example, one of the
significant themes emerging from the analysis is the positive appraisal of the intervention
program from the perspective of the students. This theme was formulated from a set of
codes that describe the students’ positive feelings of the intervention such as satisfaction,
positive personal reaction and confidence (see Table 4.10).
Table 4.10 An example of the merging of codes into a theme
Theme
Positive
feelings of
the
intervention

Codes
satisfaction

positive
personal
reaction

confidence

Data
S3. I am very satisfied with the program because I feel that my
writing skill has improved significantly in terms of identifying text
structures and logical and clear development of ideas after attending
it.
S8. I thinks it is interesting because all knowledge you taught us is
completely new. Compared to my past writing, I think that it has now
improved a lot.
S5. As I said, learning to write argumentative texts is very useful for
us now and in the future as it prepares us for exams such as IELTS
or VSTEP. If previously I felt 20% of confidence levels, my
confidence now can increase to 60%. To me, this is rather successful.
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The fourth phase was concerned with the review of themes. The review included
considering if a theme was closely related to coded messages and then formulating a set
of different themes. The fifth phase was related to the naming and definition of themes.
An example of themes and respective explanations is provided in Table 4.11. The sixth
and final phase is linked to reporting on the key themes with coded interview extracts as
supporting evidence.
Table 4.11 An example of Themes and respective definitions
Name of themes
Impact of the intervention
on genre knowledge

The positive aspects of the
intervention

Definition
This aspect refers to the extent to which the intervention has an impact on
the participant’s knowledge about various dimensions of the focus genre –
Analytical Exposition. These dimensions include generic structures,
writing purpose, and uses of register-related lexical choices such as
academic and formal language.
This aspect refers to the key components of the intervention that are
positively evaluated by the participants. These components are the detailed
linguistic analysis of model texts, the teacher-led co-writing activity and
detailed meaning-focused teacher feedback.

4.6. Ethical issues
Ethical issues were considered before the implementation of the intervention program.
These considerations included obtaining the approval for conducting this study, which
involves human participants, from the Human Research Ethics Committee at University
of Wollongong (UOW), and following all UOW guidelines for ethical research practice.
In addition, consent forms were sought from Dean of the ESP Department to gain
permission to work in the research site. Informed consent forms were also sought in terms
of the students’ agreement to participate in the research, the collection of their writing
samples, and audio-taped interviews for a doctoral thesis and journal publications. The
students were informed of the right to withdraw from the study at any time without any
negative effects on them, as well as of the protection of their confidential information and
identities. They were also assured that participation would have no negative impact on
their results. Despite the fact that the researcher is a teacher in the department, no ethical
issues have been foreseen as the student participants have no relationship with him.
During their four years of bachelor education, they are not being taught or supervised by
the researcher in any course. He also does not hold any leadership position at the time of
data collection, and thus it is unlikely that teacher-student relationship and power distance
would affect the trustworthiness of data in any way.
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Ethical considerations were also taken into account when coding and reporting on the
student work in the thesis. All confidential information related to the identity of the
students such as their names was removed from the original handwriting texts which were
then converted to the Word-processed format. Students’ names and texts were coded
using the following letter and number convention: S1 to S12 to indicate the names of the
students; .1 to indicate the pre-intervention text; .2 to indicate the intervention text; and
.3 to indicate the post-intervention text. For example, S5.3 were used to indicate the postintervention text of Student 5.
4.7. Conclusion
This chapter has provided a comprehensive account of the methodological approach to
the research. It has described and justified the qualitative research paradigm as well as
the process of the data collection and analysis in the study. The following chapters report
on the findings emerging from the data analysis. The findings are organised into three
separate chapters. The next chapter presents the generic structures in student texts from
the perspectives of genre and periodicity and explores the students’ perceptions of the
intervention. Chapter 6 reports on the kinds of attitudes preferred in the student texts
constructed at different times. Chapter 7 offers a detailed analysis of the
resources used to manage multiple perspectives in the student writing.
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ENGAGEMENT

CHAPTER 5: TEXTUAL STRUCTURES OF STUDENT
ARGUMENTATIVE WRITING
5.0. Introduction
This chapter examines the nature of argumentative texts produced by a small cohort of
Vietnamese undergraduate students at different time intervals: pre-, mid- and postintervention. It addresses the two research questions: (1) How do students structure their
arguments at different points in time? (2) Are there any commonalities or variations in
the use of generic structures in the student texts across different times? The analysis of
argument genres in this chapter sheds light into what students can and cannot do in terms
of structuring their argumentative texts into predictable stages and phases to achieve the
purpose of argumentation in the context of VSTEP language assessment. The analysis
contributes to an understanding of the students’ difficulties in structuring texts and the
developments that occur as a result of an SFL-informed genre writing intervention.
As outlined in Chapter 4, this study draws on SFL genre theory as the analytic framework.
Text structure is analysed using the framework of argument genres developed by Coffin
(2004). This framework enables the segmentation of a text into functional stages realised
by particular configurations of lexicogrammatical choices. While the analysis of student
texts into stages is useful for identifying the genre of the texts, it does not provide
sufficient insights into ways in which texts unfold logogenetically. In order to obtain a
comprehensive understanding, the present study analyses both functional stages and
phases at a more delicate level (Rose, 2006). From the perspective of genre, stages are
highly stable and predictable elements, whereas phases are optional and variable
segments defined as ‘waves of information carrying pulses of field and tenor’ within a
stage (Rose, 2006, p. 4). Phases are optional but important elements in a text as they
provide a genre with its plasticity and dynamics (Derewianka, 2015). The more delicate
analysis helps to pinpoint challenges as well as to track changes in relation to the way
student texts are structured to achieve their overall rhetorical purpose.
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This chapter also adopts the notion of periodicity, or information flow, to examine the
way in which meanings are organised to guide the reader as texts unfold (Martin & Rose,
2007b). More particularly, it explores the ways texts are structured textually to develop
arguments. The analysis offers in-depth insights into challenges as well as developments
in terms of the hierarchy of information that is created in the student texts. While
analysing text structure from the perspective of genre provides an insight into the way
student texts are structured to realise the overall objective, the analysis of periodicity
reveals how effectively thesis statements and claims are fronted and supported with
relevant elaboration. In other words, the analysis aids understanding of the way thesis
statements are packed at the whole text level to predict claims at the paragraph level which
are in turn unpacked through elaboration at the clause level.
In addition to reporting on the quality of texts from the perspectives of genre and
periodicity, this chapter also provides an account of the students’ perceptions of the
intervention, emerging from an analysis of the interview data. Explicating their
perceptions complements and supplements the detailed linguistic analysis of texts
reported in this study. The decision to consider their perceptions separately here rather
than integrate them into each findings chapter is to provide a holistic understanding of the
potential of the intervention. This analysis provides insights into not only the students’
development of genre knowledge as a result of the intervention but also their perceptions
of the different dimensions of the intervention that support writing development.
This chapter begins by reporting on text structures evidenced in the corpus, with a special
focus on phases of meaning that are absent or present in the texts. The analysis of absence
or presence of certain phases of meaning contributes to a more fine-grained understanding
of what constitutes more or less persuasive arguments in this study. Following this, the
chapter discusses the textual resources of student texts from the perspective of periodicity.
It concludes by presenting the students’ perceptions of the intervention.
5.1. Varied structures in the pre-intervention texts
This section reports on the macro structures of argument genres demonstrated in the high
and low achieving pre-intervention texts. As discussed in Chapter 4, argument genre
families are typologically classified into three genres: Exposition (arguing one point of
view), Discussion (arguing multiple points of view), and Challenge (rebutting points of
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view) (Derewianka & Jones, 2016). Exposition is further divided into Analytical
Exposition and Hortatory Exposition, while Discussion is further categorised into
Analytical Discussion and Hortatory Discussion (Coffin, 2004). This categorisation is
based on argumentation strategies, namely whether texts aim to convince readers of the
plausibility of the thesis (Analytical) or whether texts focus on persuading readers to take
actions as recommended by a writer (Hortatory) (Coffin, 2004; Humphrey, 2008).
Informed by Coffin’s analytic framework of argument genres (Coffin, 2004), analysis
reveals that, at the pre-intervention stage, the high achieving students appear able to adopt
the macro structures of argument genres to fulfil the purposes of the texts, whereas the
low achieving students demonstrate difficulty in realising those macro structures. The
texts produced by these low achievers can be identified as incomplete or ‘proto-genres’
as Matruglio (2014) calls them. These texts did not accomplish their purpose due to the
absence of Elaboration for the Point(s) to persuade the reader. The analysis suggests that
Vietnamese EFL students, particularly low achievers, face significant challenges in
producing the typical generic structures expected by the reader without a theoretically
informed writing intervention.
5.1.1. Varied structures in the high achieving pre-intervention texts
Analysis reveals that all three students who produced high achieving texts appear capable
of using different macro structures to organise their texts purposefully. In particular, one
high achiever demonstrates an ability to adopt the features of Analytical Exposition which
aims to advance a viewpoint and convince the reader of the reliability of that view. As
illustrated in Table 5.1, the text unfolds through the key stages, Thesis ^ Point ^
Elaboration ^ Reiteration2, that are characteristic of an Analytical Exposition despite the
fact that one Point misses elaboration. This suggests that these students seem to be mostly
successful in constructing a generic macro structure through which functional stages such
as the Point and the Elaboration interact to realise the overall rhetorical objective.

2

The caret sign (^) is used to represent the stages in a sequence.
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Table 5.1 An example of the macro structure of Analytical Exposition
Genre staging
Thesis

Point
Elaboration

Point

Conclusion
Point
Elaboration
Reiteration of
Position

Text
These days, tourism industry plays such a significant role in people’s life. Most people
think that its development has badly affected on local areas. Meanwhile others have
idea of its positive results. In my opinions, people receive much more the positive
impacts than the negatives.
Firstly, tourism is becoming an essential part of evolving the economic of residents.
Annually, millions of visitors come to countries which have a lot of beautiful
landscapes and profound traditional cultures. For this reason, the local people will earn
money from business in souvenirs, restaurants, hotels, transports… In addition,
tourism majoring staffs will have more opportunities to seek their jobs. As a result, this
religions will able to have developing and flourishing economic in the future.
Secondly, the stunning destinations offer tourists chance to enjoy views and have a
nice holiday after long hard-working days. They help people feel comfortable and get
risk of stress in their life.
Thus, tourism is a necessary part mentally.
Thirdly, the areas where appeal most tourists in over the world will have ability of
becoming world heritage.
Because, when local people benefits from tourist economically that make a
contribution to preserve the historical relics in that areas….
In conclusion, everything has two sides: benefits and drawbacks, but I think tourism
industry brings us much more advantages than disadvantages such as reasons above.

Note: Functional labels in the left column are added to the original text for the purpose of text analysis.

Despite not adopting the macro structure of Analytical Exposition, two other high
achievers seem able to use the elements of Analytical Discussion for textual organisation.
These students construct a clear macro structure that presents information about an issue
from multiple points of view, and adopt a position. As exemplified in Table 5.2 below,
the text goes through these stages: Issue ^ Side 1 ^ Side 2 ^ Resolution. The Issue orients
the reader towards the topic under discussion from two or more points of view (e.g.
‘Tourism has both positive and negative effects on local communities.’). Side 1 presents
one perspective on the topic (e.g. ‘tourism brings a lot of benefits to local economy’),
whereas Side 2 presents another perspective on the topic (e.g. ‘the development of tourism
had had negative effects’). Both sides are then elaborated with relevant information or
ideas, and relevant ideas such as ‘money’ and ‘job opportunities’ are incorporated to
support the positive side of tourism. Finally, the Resolution states the student’s value
position supporting the development of tourism. The analysis indicates that high
achieving students appear able to organise their texts into functional stages to fulfil their
purpose.
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Table 5.2 An example of the macro structure of Analytical Discussion
Genre staging
Issue

Side 1
Elaboration

Side 2
Elaboration

Resolution

text
In the past, the people had worked hard day by day. But now, everythings has changed.
Not only do they work but also they spend time relaxing and enjoying their life.
Nowadays they have many choices and tourism is one of the best. Therefore, tourism
has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world. But every coin has two
sides. Tourism has both positive and negative effects on local communities.
First of all, tourism brings a lot of benefits to local economy.
The more visitors come, the more money local people make. When a place becomes
famous, there will appear many services in that place. For example, recently Danang
is very well-known to foreigner so in Danang more and more restaurants, hotels,
resorts, tourism companies were established. More jobs, more opportunities for
youngers or anyone who is ready to work.
But there are several reasons why people argue that the development of tourism had
had negative effects.
Not all the visits have good awareness about the environment. Some of them throw
their garbages wherever they want. They don’t care. Furthermore, too many visitors
everyday can cause many problems such as air pollution, water pollution… because of
their transports, their rubbish…
In my point of view, the negative effects are not the serious problem if the local
government have suitable solutions. The tourism issue can be control. The positive
impacts of tourism absolutely outweigh the negatives unless the local communities
don’t work. It depends on how effective the government does.

5.1.2. Varied structures in the low achieving pre-intervention texts
While the high achievers generally demonstrate a greater ability to adopt the macro
structures of argument genre in the pre-intervention texts, the low achievers appear to
face difficulty in using those structures. They experience challenges in incorporating
certain stages into their texts or organising their texts in an expected way. In addition,
they appear unable to substantiate their arguments with relevant elaborations, as shown
in the following discussion of genre in the low achieving pre-intervention texts.
Two low achieving pre-intervention texts are identified as incomplete or proto-Hortatory
Discussion. According to Coffin (2004), the typical Hortatory Discussion structure
unfolds through these stages: Issue ^ Side 1 ^ Side 2 ^ Resolution ^ Recommendation.
While the two texts contain some elements of the genre such as Side 1, Side 2, Resolution
and Recommendation, they lack a stage that introduces an issue from two or more points
of view in the introduction. More problematically, the texts demonstrate the absence of
detailed supporting information that provides further elaboration of ideas and concepts.
This problem is shared by most low achieving pre-intervention texts in the corpus, and
will be more fully explored in Section 5.1.2.2 below.
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Table 5.3 presents the text produced by S10 which illustrates an incomplete structure of
the Hortatory Discussion genre. The text is evaluated as low achieving using the VSTEP
marking scheme. The text begins by introducing the readers to the topic, namely tourism
development. However, this introductory part of the text does not include the Issue stage
where two or more perspectives are discussed. The text is then organised into two stages
that briefly discuss the positive and negative impacts of tourism. After the discussion of
these impacts, the text ends with a Resolution stage that states the student’s position
towards the topic under argumentation, followed by a recommendation. The fact that the
text misses the necessary Issue stage demonstrates the difficulty the student has in
employing text structure in ways that lead to the fulfilment of the overall purpose. That it
is lacking in the Issue stage indicates that the text is less clearly signposted for the reader
with no clear purpose introduced at the beginning. This creates a reader-responsible text
(Hinds, 1987), which means that the reader is left with the responsibility for making sense
of the text.
Table 5.3 An example of the structure of an incomplete Hortatory Discussion
Genre staging
Missing Issue

Side 1

Side 2
Resolution
Recommendation

Text
Our life is more and more develop, so the demand of people about the quality of life
rises. Therefore, tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the
world.
The number of tourism in this year is really high.
The development of tourism has had negative effects on local communities. The
real problem is that the local managers can’t manage the number of tourism. Some
tourists have bad awareness. They use water bottle, water, fast food, paper and they
don’t throw them in the garbage bin as well as right places. The other problem is
that when the local communities contact with tourists a lot. They will lose the
national character in some way. Which really happened in some mountain area in
my country, Vietnam.
Some people think that its influences are positive. They think that the development
of tourism can be a good way to have good business to local communities.
To my mind, the positive impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives.
If we can manage the tourists, what we have to do is to start changing our ways.

One pre-intervention text is difficult to identify as an instantiation of one particular genre
due to its unclear rhetorical purpose. The text unfolds through the stages, Issue ^ Position
^ Side 1 ^ Side 2 ^ Reiteration, with a seeming conflation of the Exposition and
Discussion genres. As exemplified in Table 5.4 below, the text begins by orienting the
reader towards the impacts that tourists have on local communities and then moves
through a stage that specifies the student’s position. However, the position is not
elaborated with reasons and supported with evidence. The text is instead structured as a
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Discussion that presents information on an issue from two perspectives, one of which is
given greater weight in the subsequent paragraphs. The way this text is structured reveals
limited awareness of rhetorical purposes in the construction of argumentative texts. While
the text sets up a position that aims to convince the reader of the credibility of the thesis
in the introductory paragraph, its organisation around two different perspectives on the
issue results in an unclear rhetorical purpose, which could account for the low quality of
argumentation.
Table 5.4 An example of the structure of an unidentifiable genre
Genre staging
Issue

Position
Side 1

Side 2

Reiteration
position

of

Text
Nowadays, many people travel to relax themselves, to enjoy their life or to explore
the world. For each place they visit to, they bring both positive effect and negative
effect on it.
However, I think the positive effect is more than the negative one.
Many countries’ economy now depends on tourism, especially ones which don’t
have good conditions to develop argriculture and industry. Therefore, they have to
focus on service and tourism. Most of the local people’s income comes from selling
souvenir, guiding tourists. Furthermore, tourism not only helps a country to advertise
its images but also attracts investments from other countries. It makes people know
more about culture, the beauty of a country. For example, a traditional culture is
endanger of disappearing because noone feels it attractive anymore. However, a
visitor sees it and tells everyone that it is very interesting, so more and more people
come to see it and the local can earn money from it. Therefore, this culture is still
deserved.
Besides that, tourism also brings the local communities bad effects such as throwing
trash everywhere, damaging historical places. Many countries have given a lot of
solutions to solve these problems. They are really helpful in raising the awareness of
visitors.
Because of all above reasons, I think the positive effect is outweight the negatives.
If we combine developing tourism and carring on these solutions to conserve the
destinations, we can exploit more in this kind of industry.

Two texts attempt to employ the macro structures of argument genres but fail to achieve
the purpose due to the inclusion of a too generalised thesis statement and the location of
a claim in an unexpected textual position. As exemplified in Table 5.5, the text does not
state the Issue clearly for the reader by making specific reference to the topic, ‘the impact
of tourism’, in the introduction. Instead, it produces a too generalised statement of Issue
(‘Everything has its sides.’), which leaves the reader with very few ideas about the topic
and the overall purpose of the text. Another problem is concerned with the presentation
of a generalised claim/Point located at the end of a paragraph (‘Doing business will be
easier than ever.’). Such organisation contrasts with the English argumentative text
structure where a claim is foregrounded at the beginning (Phan, 2001). This claim is also
too generalised due to the absence of specific information such as the types of businesses
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or their locations. The problems discussed above have negative implications for the
overall effectiveness of the text.
Table 5.5 An example of an ineffective textual organisation
Stages
Ineffective
Issue

Side 1

Side 2
Elaboration
(shifting
focus)
Resolution

the

Text 1 of S1
Wherever I go outside, guess what I see? Chineses, Koreans, Westerners, etc, speaking
their native languages and passing by me. To be honest, thanks to those tourists millions
of Vietnameses have jobs. Sound like tourism is supporting much for us, doesn’t it?
Everything has its sides.
About the positive one, places where a huge number of tourists come suddenly become
famous which help they to be able to attract more and more visitter. When an army of
people get gather into a particular place, it looks like making-money machines which
are greedy for new experiences. Doing business will be easier than ever.
Although making tremendous profit, tourism has committed damaging environment.
It’s not strange to hear news about a waterfall has literally died because of gabage or a
forest was in flame due to camping fire but governments is willing to pay attention on
growing economic rather than nature. Money can be accumulated but environment once
lost is hard to recover. Having much money for what where there is no air to breath, no
water to drink? And soon, there is also no place to visit.
It’s not an impulsive conclusion but 1-0 score for negative effect that obviously knocks
out the positive one!

Three low-achieving texts demonstrate an attempt to employ certain macro structures in
their organisation but include limited supporting details or lack the stage of Elaboration
to persuade the reader. This problem will be examined next in Section 5.1.2.1.
5.1.2.1. Presenting arguments with limited Elaboration
As discussed in Chapter 2, elaboration is one of the fundamental elements in the structure
of an argumentative text, providing relevant detailed information about the topic. A
greater level of elaboration is often linked to the overall quality of texts as it helps to
clarify for the reader arguments advanced in texts through specific details (McNamara,
2016). Elaboration techniques, such as anecdotes, examples, definitions, statistics or
facts, quotations, descriptions, cause-effect and compare-contrast, are important means
that allow student writers to develop their arguments in detail (Al Otaiba, Connor, &
Crowe, 2018; Bohaty, Hebert, Nelson, & Brown, 2015). Although elaboration has the
potential to influence the effectiveness of arguments, analysis reveals that three low
achieving pre-intervention texts demonstrate a limited level of elaboration, as illustrated
through one text in Table 5.6 below.
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Table 5.6 An example of arguments with limited elaborations
Genre staging
Thesis

Point 1.1
Elaboration

Point 1.2
Point 2
Elaboration

Point 3
Point 4
Reiteration of position
Recommendation

Text
As you know, more and more people have needs to travel all over the world
nowadays. So tourism has played an important role in our life. In my opinion,
the development of tourism has had positive impacts outweigh the negatives.
Firstly, the development of tourism bring some benefits for people in local
communities.
It make economic in there grow faster. Therefore, other aspects also develop
quickly such as education, health, entertainment, ect. People will get higher
standard and more convenient life.
Besides, they also have chance to find out good job that help reduce a lot of
unemployees.
Secondly, the development of tourism will help recommend beautiful images
about this city particularly and country generally.
Because, when they want to travel another country, they will search
information about landscapes, traditional food and clothes, people, ect… in this
country. Moreover they maybe buy some souvenirs to give their family or their
friends. Thanks to that, more and more people will know about this country
then perhaps want to come there.
Thirdly, when people from another country come to travel, we will have many
chances to know about their culture.
Especially, this is a good way to improve our speaking skill English when we
speak with native people.
To sum up, development of tourism bring some positive effects on local
communitites.
However, we should raise awareness of people about protect environment and
make friendly so they have a good image about our country.

In this example, the student took up a position that the positive impacts of tourism
outweigh the negative ones and supported it with a series of Points. These Points are
organised around the different impacts of tourism on local communities such as economic
impacts, as well as the role of tourism in the promotion of the images of a nation/ a region
in the development of cultural knowledge and in the improvement of language skills.
Similar to other low achieving texts, one problem with this text relates to the limited level
of elaboration or supporting details that are provided to support the arguments or claims.
Limited elaboration leads the reader to doubts and questions about these arguments, rather
than to persuasion. Limited elaboration might imply not only difficulty generating
sufficient detailed information to support the key arguments but also limited conceptual
understanding of topics under discussion. In addition, the quality of elaboration is also
reduced due to the inclusion of irrelevant elaboration as exemplified in Point 1.1. The
analysis points to the need to scaffold Vietnamese EFL students to use relevant
elaboration to validate an argument.
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5.1.2.2. Presenting arguments without Elaboration
As stated earlier, elaboration is an important stage in the generic structure of
argumentation to describe, explain, justify and exemplify the key ideas and concepts for
the reader (McNamara, 2016). The analysis, however, reveals that half of the low
achieving pre-intervention texts show a tendency to present a series of arguments without
the accompaniment of elaborations. These unsupported arguments can instead be read as
unwarranted claims. Providing a list of unwarranted claims is an indication of an
ineffective argument. The text of S6 below illustrates this problem.
Table 5.7 An example of arguments without elaborations
Position
Point 1
Point 2
Point 3
Ineffective
Reiteration
Thesis

of

But over all of them, I still think tourism has more positive impacts than negatives.
We can discover a lot of different countries and cultures, to get more interesting
knowledges that we haven’t known before.
Moreover, when coming to a strange place, we’ll completely have fun and feel
relaxed, reduce stress after hard-working hours in a close place.
Furthermore, we will enjoy many beautiful and amazing sightseeings, take a lot of
pictures and save it.
After all, although there are a lot of negative impacts. I think tourism is one of the
best thing for people to try.

The text above evidences the difficulty the student has in providing relevant and sufficient
elaborations to explain the Points. While their text is able to state the position (‘I still
think tourism has more positive impacts than negatives.’), relevant Point(s) to support
their position are not provided. These Point(s) about the benefit of travelling (‘We can
discover a lot of different countries and cultures, to get more interesting knowledges that
we haven’t known before.’) are not closely related to the stated position, ‘positive
impacts’. In addition, the Point(s) are not elaborated at all. Presenting a series of
arguments with no elaboration implies a significant challenge faced by a low achieving
student to develop their arguments. The fact that half of the low achieving texts do not
provide any detailed information for arguments also might suggest that elaboration
strategies have yet to be integrated into undergraduate writing curricula in the context of
Vietnam. It is therefore necessary to induct the students into varying ways of elaboration
so that they are better equipped to meet the writing demands at university level.
In summary, the pre-intervention texts, particularly the low achieving ones, are not
structured in ways expected by the reader due to the absence of an obligatory stage such
as an Issue, an unusual organisation of stages, or insufficient and/or irrelevant
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Elaboration. This makes the texts more difficult to interpret and may evoke negative
reactions from test markers towards the overall quality of texts as they are not structured
in ways that meet genre expectations. Constructing argumentative texts without
conforming to an expected structure suggests not only difficulty encountered by these
students in relation to structural organisation but also limited awareness of generic
structures, purposes and functions. It also suggests a strong need to develop knowledge
of generic structures expected in English-mediated writing courses through theoretically
informed interventions.
5.2. Argument genres approximated in the mid- and post-intervention texts
While the pre-intervention texts employ the varying macro structures of argument genres,
with some texts classified as incomplete or unidentified genres, the mid- and postintervention texts have a less divergent range of structures. All the mid- and postintervention texts evidence an overall increased tendency to more closely approximate
the prototypical structure of an argument genre, particularly Exposition, as taught in the
intervention. In addition, while the mid-intervention texts skewed towards the hortatory
style, the post-intervention ones leaned more towards the analytical strategy. More
specifically, the number of Hortatory Expositions is double that of Analytical Expositions
at the mid-intervention stage, while the trend is reversed at the post-intervention stage
where there are nearly twice as many Analytical Expositions as Hortatory Expositions.
This finding provides evidence of students’ developing control over Analytical
Exposition, particularly its functional stages. To put it differently, it suggests a growth in
the ability to organise the structure of texts into a purposeful sequence, for example using
arguments and reasoning to persuade the reader of the value position adopted in texts (see
below for the detailed discussion of this). This growth has significant implications for the
typical language elements needed to argue successfully for a particular viewpoint. These
elements might include language resources for adopting a viewpoint, expressing less
personalised evaluation, providing evidence to support claims, considering alternative
viewpoints, and organising information cohesively and coherently (Derewianka & Jones,
2016). It might be that this development can be attributed to the influence of the
intervention where one of the primary focuses was placed on supporting the students to
achieve control of the stages and phases of Analytical Exposition.
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Overall, by the end of the intervention all the high achieving students could approximate
the typical structure of Analytical Exposition modelled in the writing course. In particular,
two high achieving students who employed the macro structure of Analytical Discussion
in the pre-intervention texts demonstrated development in their ability to use the macro
structuring of Analytical Exposition at the post-intervention stage. As discussed in
Section 5.1.1, both students employed the structure of Analytical Discussion at the preintervention stage. One, however, shifted to Hortatory Exposition at the mid-intervention
stage and then to Analytical Exposition at the post-intervention, whereas the other shifted
to Analytical Exposition at both mid- and post-intervention. Similar to other highachieving texts, the text exemplified in Table 5.8 successfully deploys the macro structure
of Analytical Exposition at the post-intervention stage. It clearly states the student’s value
position (e.g. Personally, I disagree with this idea because of major problems that
translation devices have.) in the introduction and provides relevant justifications for their
position through the macro stages: Point + Elaboration. The position is then reaffirmed at
the end of the text. The analysis underscores the development in the students’ ability to
organise their texts in effective and expected ways. This development is critical in
preparing EFL students to cope with the demands of analytical expository writing, the
most commonly used genre within the context of tertiary education and across various
contexts, for their sustained academic success (Humphrey & Economou, 2015).
Table 5.8 From Analytical Discussion to Analytical Exposition
Genre staging
Thesis

Text
Thanks to the technological breakthrough, more and more intelligent translation
programs have been created to help people communicate more easily. The
development of translation machines has encouraged some people to argue that it is
not necessary for young people to learn foreign language. Personally, I disagree with
this idea because of major problems that translation devices have.

Point

The first problems with translation programs is their limited understanding of grammar
structures.
Technically, these programs are produced to translate word by word with high
accuracy. However, they really do not work effectively in practice. They do not seem
be able to distinguish the structural and grammatical differences of languages as
proficient bilingual speakers do. By way of illustration, translation machines cannot
know comparative structures between English and Vietnamese in the pair: “anh ấy thì
đẹp và giàu hơn tôi”. Instead of translating into “He is more beautiful and richer than
me”, the word “more” before “beautiful” do not appear on text of computers. The
problem here is that translation devices cannot see the implicit comparative structure
and thus its translation outcome is not completely correct.
Another problem with artificial intelligence computers is it cannot beat the wisdom of
a human.

Elaboration

Point
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Elaboration

It is true that computers can be good for translation work. However, they are not
conscious and cognitive, so they are not able to think critically and be creative with
language. In other words, computers are no more than an inanimate block of steel that
is artificially instructed by humans and thus any over-dependence on them can lead to
serious consequences, for example the breakdown in communication and relationship.

Reiteration of
Position

To sum up, I can not deny the usefulness of modern translation machines but it is clear
that it is absolutely necessary for young leaners to study foreign language.

The low achieving students also display growth in their ability to approximate the typical
features of Exposition. The text below, written by S10 at the mid-intervention stage,
serves as an example of a more successful argumentative text. As presented in Table 5.3
above, at the pre-intervention stage this student has difficulty in structural organisation,
demonstrated by the absence of an Issue stage and insufficient elaboration of ideas in his
discursive text. However, he makes an improvement in the macro structure of the midintervention text, which more closely approximates the typical features of Hortatory
Exposition (see Table 5.9). Although the text is not structured perfectly in that some subpoints are not sufficiently substantiated with examples, arguments are organised in
sequence to achieve the overall text purpose. In the text, a position is established after the
presentation of a counter-argument in the introductory paragraph. In order to develop the
position, two arguments are advanced with elaborations giving the reader detailed
information on key concepts. The analysis highlights the shift from an incomplete
Hortatory Discussion structure at the pre-intervention stage to the more typical structure
of Exposition at the mid-intervention stage.
Table 5.9 From incomplete Hortatory Discussion to Analytical Exposition
genre staging
Thesis

Point
Elaboration

Text
Tourism is one of the sectors which makes a tremendous impact on economies.
However, the development of tourism industry has some negative impacts on local
culture and the environment. Some people may say that the negative impacts of
tourism industry on local cultures and the environment are often neglected. I believe
that they are always attended in various forms.
Government, as well as, local government authorities try their best to save local
identity.
Initially, the government use the interest from tourist industry to launch some
campaigns, which raises the awareness of host community to preserve traditional
culture and values. As a result, traditional customs, handicrafts and cultural festivals
will be keep alive to spread national identity widely. Secondly, local government
authorities keep strict control on local areas in order to guarantee the balance of
cultural exchanges. As can be known that cultural exchanges are duality to local
community in the globalized world. Despite creating a good chance for local
community to open their mind and get huge knowledge, cultural exchanges are the
main element that brings about losing cultural uniqueness. More obviously, gone
are the unique local that carry so much history and culture in every corner.
Therefore, local authorises always manage and find out many different solutions
which contribute to increasing the preservation of the local identity.
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Point

Elaboration

Reiteration
of
Thesis
Recommendation

On the other hand, because of tourist’s ignorance and apathy, the environment is
seriously damaged in some ways. It is obvious that the negative impacts of tourism
industry on the environment are not neglected.
Large-scale projects for tourist facilities which destroy natural habitats and even
may result in the extinction of many animals and plants are always considered
carefully by the government before starting construction. For example, the
campaigns that save Son Dong cave – the world’s largest cave in Vietnam and stop
a proposed cable car construction project were wildly supported by Vietnamese.
Nearly 200,000 Vietnam people signed their name to raise against this project,
which shows that community always care about the environment problems.
In conclusion, it is clear that local culture and environmental issues are always
noticed.
What we have to do is to start changing tourist’s awareness and recalibrating their
minds. Because of being a global comunity, our micro efforts will have macro effect
to save local identity and the environment.

Similarly, the low achieving students also shift from unclear to clear rhetorical purpose.
As shown in Table 5.4, S8 appeared to conflate the structures of Exposition and
Discussion in a single text. Despite the vague purpose in her pre-intervention text, the
analysis shows that she displays a greater ability to approximate the typical features of
Analytical Exposition in the mid- and post-intervention texts. As exemplified in Table
5.10 below, her post-intervention text adopts a position by explicitly denying the claim
that learning a new language is not necessary (e.g. However, I think this statement is not
true.). The textual position is then elaborated with Point + Elaboration, which was missing
in the pre-intervention text. This points to a greater awareness of the typical macro stages
needed to achieve the purpose of argumentation successfully.
Table 5.10 Progression towards clearer rhetorical purpose
Genre Staging
Thesis

……
Moreover, the digital gadget have problem transferring the meaning of metaphorical
phrases and idioms.

Point
Elaboration

Reiteration
Position

Text
Many modern technological machines have been now invented to support us in
translating one language to another, so some claim that the youth should give up
learning new languages. However, I think this statement is not true. In this essay, I
will give some explanations for my position.

of

Take ‘love me love my dog’ for example. In English, this phrase means that if you
love someone, you love everything that belongs to him or her. However, the
translation device may make people think that the person has a real dog and you have
to love both of them. As a result, heavy reliance on translator machine can lead to
misunderstandings because of problematic translation texts in some situations.
In short, though computer can translate all languages, it cannot be replaced with
human beings because it is not accurate enough and be unable to understand what
people say in all situations. Therefore, to communicate, it’s essential for children to
learn languages.
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Two low-performing students also move from making a too generalised to a more specific
thesis statement, and from backgrounding to foregrounding a claim. As illustrated in
Table 5.5, S1 faced difficulty in producing a thesis statement that makes a specific
reference to the topic and in fronting a claim at the pre-intervention stage. By the end of
the intervention (see Table 5.11), she is, however, more capable of stating a position (e.g.
‘Personally, the above argument might be unsubstantiated’) in the introduction. She also
demonstrates a notable success in bringing a more specific Point/Claim (e.g. ‘Acquiring
languages make your brain more robust.’) to the forefront and substantiating her claim
with evidence (e.g. ‘A great deal of neuroscientific research shows that children who
spoke more than a language have better cognitive control than monolinguals.’). This
analysis indicates a greater ability to organise argumentative texts that conform to genre
expectations.
Table 5.11 Progression towards effective textual organisation
Genre staging
and phasing
Thesis

Point
Elaboration

Text 3 of S1
Languages play an undeniably important role in terms of communication. Languages'
diversity lead to the claim that technological devices are able to translate from a
language to another so learning a new language is not a necessity for young learners
any more. Personally, the above argument might be unsubstantiated as it show some
clashes between the limitations of computer and the inherent characters of
languages if we put the lack of emotion and the loss of brain's development into
consider to illustrate how imperative to study a new tongue for the youth.
…
Acquiring languages make your brain more robust.
Linguistic knowledge contributes a large proportion in children's mental development
especially cognitive control which computers seem to be exasperated in this field.
Bilingual children or polyglots are proved to be associated with intelligence, they are
able to retain attention to a specific phenomenon. For that reason, the young have
chances to boost the ability of logical analysis, remain the alert of memory and
facilitate creativity and imagination. A great deal of neuroscientific research shows
that children who spoke more than a language have better cognitive control than
monolinguals. Better cognition thus leads to greater achievement in academic
performance, healthier body and minds and bigger social circles. While translation
machine just revolts around its duty is to interpret, nothing more.

The low achieving students also progress from presenting a series of arguments without
elaborations to including detailed information to elaborate on the Point(s). As shown in
Table 5.7, the pre-intervention text of S6 did not incorporate any elaborations to support
the Point(s). Her mid-intervention text, however, evidences a better ability to bring in
relevant supporting details to elaborate on the Point, as illustrated in Table 5.12 below.
Her text is also more capable of including different types of elaboration, such as reasoning
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(e.g. ‘local cultural practices may be altered due to local people’s copy of the lifestyles of
tourists’) and evidence (e.g. ‘Statistics from August 2017 say that there were about 10
cases of property burglaries ...’), to increase the persuasiveness of the text. The analysis
highlights a greater ability to use relevant ideas to support the Point in argumentative
texts.
Table 5.12 Progression towards elaborated arguments.
Point
Elaboration

Firstly, tourism forces unpleasant changes to the cultures of local people.
To satisfy tourist’s demands, local cultural practices may be altered due to local
people’s copy of the lifestyles of tourists and this can cause the loss of native
customs and tradition. Most people think that tourism development can improve the
quality of life by increasing the number of employment opportunities and services
for local residents. Nevertheless, the quality of life is questionable as a result of the
presence of smugglers and crimes. Statistics from August 2017 say that there were
about 10 cases of property burglaries and over 50 cases of importing unknown
origin and poor quality products for sale committed by visitors at beach areas in
Danang. This evidence indicates that tourism brings about unexpected impacts on
local cultures which are often ignored.

The data reported up to this point shed light on writing development in terms of the macro
structures that are approximated in the student writing. This development moves from
unclear to clear argumentative structures, from ineffective to more effective textual
organisation, and from unelaborated to more elaborated arguments. The fact that more
texts constructed after the intervention conform to the genre expectations can be largely
attributed to the focus of the program. In the intervention, emphasis was placed on
developing knowledge of the typical structure of the Analytical Exposition genre through
explicit modelling. This modelling appears to have assisted students to increase an
awareness of the purposes and functions of particular stages and phases of the genre. Such
a focus might help to explain why there is a shift from a wider range of argument genres
in the pre-intervention stage to less diverse systems of genres in the mid-intervention, and
why more Analytical Exposition texts are found in the post-intervention than in the midintervention. This provides evidence of the power of explicit writing pedagogy. Such
pedagogy supports the students to develop a better awareness of the way in which
arguments can be structured and sequenced more effectively, as evidenced in the quality
of generic structures in the mid- and post-intervention texts, and in the interview data
where the students self-evaluated their development of the genre knowledge, as reported
in Section 5.6 of this chapter. Although it is important to encourage students to structure
texts in diverse ways and expose them to a wide range of argument genres, modelling
elemental argument genres such as Analytical Exposition is a necessary and important
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step in the process of developing an ability to write with variety and creativity. If
understanding of genre expectations is not established at the beginning stage, students
might be misled and become confused by the process of writing with variety and
creativity in the long run (Christie, 2013).
5.3. Missing evidence in the pre-intervention texts
The preceding section provided a detailed account of the macro structures of
argumentative texts constructed by the students at different time intervals. This section
focuses particular attention on the micro functional phases of meaning within the stage of
Elaboration that are absent or present in the student writing. The stage of Elaboration can
function to justify a claim, provide evidence for a claim, engage with alternative
viewpoints, or link a claim with evidence. This section reports on the students’ level of
control over the phase of evidence at the pre-intervention stage and how such control
might contribute to the overall effectiveness or otherwise of the student texts. The analysis
reveals difficulty in constructing arguments elaborated and supported with evidence at
the pre-intervention stage. The findings point to the need to provide explicit instructional
support aimed at developing Vietnamese EFL students’ control of the phase of evidence
so as to enable them to handle argumentative writing with greater success.
Evidence has an essential role to play in the process of constructing warranted persuasive
arguments (Gleason, 1999). A claim that is not supported with sufficient relevant
evidence will be only an unsubstantiated idea and its persuasiveness will be called into
question (Coffin, 2006). In other words, only when evidence is sufficiently and
effectively incorporated into argumentative writing can the reader be persuaded to accept
the proposed claim. As discussed in Chapter 2, evidence can be constructed within the
stage of Elaboration through multiple sources such as personal observations, expert
opinions, facts, statistics, or research findings to substantiate a claim (Macagno, 2016;
Paek & Kang, 2017; Uysal, 2012). Despite the importance of evidence in persuasive
writing, the analysis reveals that nearly all of the pre-intervention texts did not include an
Evidence phase as part of the Elaboration stage in order to increase the persuasiveness of
arguments. This complete absence of specific evidence implies the Vietnamese EFL
participating students’ limited ability to construct warranted arguments.
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The following extract in Table 5.13 serves to illustrate the difficulty of incorporating
evidence into an argumentative text. The extract is produced by S9 who is classified as a
low achieving student. The example unfolds through three phases: Concession ^ Point ^
Prediction. Although it includes an opposing perspective on the issue under
argumentation, evidence is not provided to support a point, a claim or an argument in the
Argument stage. Instead, the text makes a Point without any justifications (e.g.
‘Processing rubbish will be handle cautiously.’) and predicts what the current situation
will be like in the future (e.g. ‘The action like throw litter away on wrong place will be
accused and in the future the rubbish will be release considerly from the visiter.’). Lack
of evidence is one of the main contributing factors that decrease the persuasive force of
arguments.
Table 5.13. An example of lack of evidence in the low achieving texts
Argument 1

Rubbish

Concession

The first negative it brings on local communities is rubbish. During people traval,
they through anything away onto the street, the glass..
but when tourism has become an important part of economic growth of a country.
Processing rubbish will be handle cautiously.
The action like throw litter away on wrong place will be accused and in the future
the rubbish will be release considerly from the visiter.

Point
Prediction

The difficulty of incorporating specific evidence is also demonstrated in the high
achieving texts, as illustrated in the pre-intervention text of S4 in Table 5.14 below.
Although S4 appears able to explain the key ideas of the text for the reader (e.g. ‘tourism
is a non-smoking industry. That means tourism doesn’t cause any pollution and it is
absolutely friendly environmental.’), he faces a challenge in substantiating his arguments
with evidence. His Point(s) need to be supported with reliable data in order to persuade
the reader of the validity of his arguments. Positive 2, for example, requires specific
evidence about ‘some countries’ where tourism contributes to their economy as well as
elaboration about ‘useful policies’. Absence of specific evidence can evoke the reader’s
negative reading of the quality of the text.
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Table 5.14. An example of lack of evidence in the high achieving texts
Side
1

Positive
Positive 1
Positive 2
Ineffective
Explanation
Positive 3
Explanation

Positive 4
Explanation

On the one hand, the development of tourism is really positive.
First of all, tourism generates many jobs. When tourism develops, people can
easily find opportunities to get good jobs.
Secondly, tourism plays an important role in economy.
In some countries, tourism is their dominant economy so they have many useful
policies to improve tourism effectively.
One important point is that tourism is a non-smoking industry.
That means tourism doesn’t cause any pollution and it is absolutely friendly
environmental. Thanks to many kinds of tourism such as eco-tourism or rural
tourism, people can help to balance the ecosystem and protect the environment.
In addition, some traditional cultures can be preserved by tourism.
For example, rural tourism let people know more about cultures and history so that
we can maintain these cultures.

This finding highlights a strong need to provide systemic explicit instruction on the role
of evidence in the construction of quality argumentative texts among Vietnamese learners
of English. Instruction should focus on developing knowledge and skills to use evidence
for writing argumentation. These knowledge and skills range from gathering, selecting
and analysing to incorporating evidence into texts in order to increase credibility and
persuasion (Gleason, 1999; Kibler & Hardigree, 2017); and such incorporation of
evidence implicates particular evaluative language features which will be the focus of
Chapters 6 and 7. In order to encourage greater use of evidence under exam conditions,
it is important to provide access to relevant reference materials such as reading for writing
construction. It is suggested that an integrated reading and writing assessment is adopted
in EFL contexts (see Chapter 8 for further discussion of this point). Instruction about the
use of evidence in writing should also help students to understand various sources of
evidence, and should make explicit the expectations of the types of sources that are more
or less valued in writing courses.
In short, the report on the structures of the pre-intervention texts found that the ability to
provide Elaboration of ideas, particularly evidence, poses significant challenges to EFL
undergraduate Vietnamese students. These challenges serve as a motivation for a
theoretically informed intervention aimed at developing students’ ability to structure and
sequence an argumentative text in a way that leads to more effective persuasion. The
following section reports on important developments in the functional phases of meaning
demonstrated in the mid- and post-intervention texts.
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5.4. Emerging elaboration strategies in the mid- and post-intervention texts
While the pre-intervention writing demonstrates difficulty in constructing arguments with
an adequate level of specificity and detail, the mid- and post-intervention writing shows
more elaborated and substantiated versions of arguments. Informed by the SFL notion of
phases (Rose, 2006), the analysis reveals that these mid- and post-intervention texts use
a wider range of elaboration strategies, including concession, evidence and analysis, to
add specificity to texts. These phases are important elements of argument texts,
contributing to their overall effectiveness. The analysis suggests a development in the
ability to draw on various elaboration strategies, particularly on evidence to advance an
argument, in the mid- and post-intervention texts as a result of the SFL genre-based
intervention program.
5.4.1. Adding evidence as a persuasive device
While the pre-intervention texts consist of Arguments with limited or even no
elaborations or with a complete absence of evidence, the mid- and post-intervention texts
demonstrate an ability to include evidence as a persuasive device. The analysis reveals
that evidence is the most dominant phase in the stage of Elaboration in the mid- and postintervention texts. Although evidence is not provided for every single claim in the texts,
it is used to support claims to a considerable extent. The extract in Table 5.13 below,
produced by S2 who experienced difficulty in elaborating on ideas in the pre-intervention
text as presented in Table 5.6, is used to illustrate the development of an ability to
substantiate claims with evidence.
The extract in Table 5.15 argues for the attention the government and authorities pay to
the negative impacts of tourism on local communities. This argument is structured around
the measures that are being implemented by the government and relevant agencies to deal
with security and environmental problems in local tourist attractions. In terms of security
reasons, the example that security forces and police are increased in number to free tourist
areas from robbers, thieves and the like serves as a form of evidence for the care taken by
the government towards security issues in densely touristed areas. Similarly, the green
tourism policy proposed by Vietnamese relevant agencies serves as a proof demonstrating
that a measure is being carried out to reduce the negative impacts of tourism on the
environment. Although the extract uses difficult-to-verify personal observation to support
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claims, including evidence in the process of developing an argument suggests an
awareness of the important role of evidence in argumentation. This awareness is also
evidenced in her self-evaluation of genre knowledge presented in Section 5.6.1. This
appears to indicate an emerging development in terms of a movement from the
construction of unsubstantiated argumentative texts in the pre-intervention stage to the
production of more reliable and better developed texts in the intervention stage.
Table 5.15 Adding evidence
Argument 1
point

Example
(presenting Solutions)
Effect
Argument 2
Point

Example

Evaluation

Efforts of relevant agencies and government
Firstly, the tourism industry and government are trying their best to deal with
the damage of tourism to local cultures. The government has increased security
in the tourist areas to avoid social evils.
For example, the number of security guards are increased in order to strengthen
the patrols, to ensure safety in tourism area and to solve some complicated
problems. Furthermore, during the public holidays, the police are also increased
to remained strictly secure and to eliminate theft.
Thanks to these cases, the number of disorders have been significantly reduced.
Strategy to minimise negative impacts of tourism
A further reason to consider is the concern of tourism industry to damage
placed on environment. Environmentally friendly is one of the top standards
that tourism industry has established to create a comprehensive development.
In Vietnam, the form of green tourism has become a popular form of tourism.
This measure is applied to make a green tourist destination contributing to
protection of the natural environment. In addition, there are always promotion
panels which are set out to raise awareness of tourists about environmental
protection.
This is also really a useful measure to build friendly and environmentally
responsible tourism.

Noticeably, the analysis shows an increasing tendency to draw on external evidence to
substantiate a claim. The evidence comes from various external sources other than the
students’ personal observation. These sources include research findings in S1 or statistics
as in S6 below:
S1. A great deal of neuroscientific research shows [contr:procl:endorse] that children who spoke
more than a language have better cognitive control than monolinguals. Better cognition thus leads
to greater achievement in academic performance, healthier body and minds and bigger social
circles.

S6. Statistics from August 2017 say that there were about 10 cases of property burglaries and over
50 cases of importing unknown origin and poor quality products for sale committed by visitors at
beach areas in Danang.
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The use of sources will be further examined in Chapter 7, as they are also implicated in
interpersonal meaning-making apart from their function in creating argument. The
rhetorical effect of justifying an argument with evidence is enhanced credibility for texts
(De La Paz, Ferretti, Wissinger, Yee, & MacArthur, 2012). Evidence creates a firm
foundation upon which arguments can rest. An argument that is not substantiated with
well-developed and sufficient relevant evidence might not result in the fulfilment of the
overall purpose to convince others of the reliability of one’s own position (Gleason,
1999).
5.4.2. Adding analysis
Another important elaboration component that is completely absent from the preintervention data but is present in the mid- and post-intervention texts is the Analysis
phase that follows evidence. This phase allows the students to connect a claim with
evidence (Humphrey, 2015a). It also enables them to make an interpretation of evidence,
drawing out the logical connection explicitly for the reader rather than simply implying
it.
The excerpt in Table 5.16 illustrates the way an argument is developed by drawing on a
number of elaboration strategies, contrast, evidence and analysis: the contrast strategy
points to the differences between two concepts; the evidence justifies the claim with a
relevant example; and the analysis connects the claim and evidence together. Similar to
other more successful texts in the corpus, this text incorporates an important phase of
elaboration – Analysis. This phase enables the students to make an interpretation of the
example in juxtaposition of a claim (Pessoa et al., 2018). Rather than leaving the evidence
to speak for itself, an attempt is made to provide a level of analysis by linking the example
to the claim and to make a generalised conclusion at the end of the paragraph. This attempt
shows an awareness of the need to make a link between a claim and evidence obvious to
the reader.
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Table 5.16 Adding analysis
Point
Contrast

Example
Analysis

Firstly, machine translator is incapable of conveying the emotion of the speaker to
the listener.
While communicating, the speaker may change their voice, body movements or
gestural behaviours to express their feelings, but the device fail to deliver the
speaker’s emotional message as it cannot understand sophisticated ways of emotional
expression of human beings.
For example, you are really happy when foreigners invite you out for dinner, but
machine translator cannot render the meaning of happiness on your face.
We can see clearly from this case that the machine may create an emotionless
conversation that can break your relationships. Therefore, being able to speak foreign
language is very necessary in communication.

5.4.3 Adding concession
One more important element that is more widely employed in the mid- and postintervention texts but is very limited in its use in the pre-intervention data is that of
concession as a strategy to acknowledge alternative perspectives towards an issue under
discussion. The exemplified text in Table 5.17 argues that tourism development has
negative influences on the natural environment. In order to develop this argument, it
incorporates a concession move that recognises a value position that is held by an
opponent reader – measures for environmental problems and sustainability. This
concessional strategy enables the student to express a temporary agreement to the
opponent’s point of view and to present her own view of the destruction of the natural
environment as a result of the building of tourism facilities. Although what measures are
being implemented is still implicit and requires more elaboration, being able to add a
concession to acknowledge long-term development strategies and to point out a current
problem that needs to be addressed in this extract is a sign of a more nuanced control of
language resources for representing an experimental understanding of the world. This
also appears to suggest an ability to consider multiple perspectives when constructing an
argument. Apart from the value of concession, the text also uses other elaboration
strategies, namely Example and Consequence, to add greater detail. In order to elaborate
on the point, the text establishes a causal link between the construction of facilities and
demand on resources. This link is then further elaborated with an example that makes
reference to a real-world event – the destruction of natural habitats where rare species live
in Danang. This example enables the student to reach a more generalised conclusion on
the impact of tourism development at the end of the paragraph.
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Table 5.17 Adding concession
Argument 2
Point
Concession

Explanation

Example

Consequence

Negative impacts of tourism on natural habitats
Tourism development has negative impacts not only on local cultures but also on
natural habitats.
Although effective measures are being taken to protect the environment and increase
sustainable development in the long run, natural habitats are still facing to the risk of
destrustion due to widespread construction of tourism facilities.
To fit tourists’ demand, companies makes more investments in infrastructure and
facilities such as hotels, hostels, restaurants, and theme parks. This increased
construction of tourism and recreational facilities has increased pressure on natural
resources such as land, forest, and wildlife.
For instance, in Son Tra peninsular (in Da Nang city), the use of natural environment
for accommodation results in damaging the habitation of special species such as ‘chà
vá chân nâu’ .
As a result, this species would be in the endanger of extinction because of their shortage
of houses. The construction of new facilities is the cause of disappearance of a variety
of species , which leads to be unbalanced ecological systems.

The analysis at a more delicate level reveals useful understanding of the development of
the argumentative text structure. This development can be interpreted in terms of a
movement from making limited elaboration of Points to including additional supporting
details to develop an argument. More particularly, there has been a movement from
lacking to adding some important phases of meaning-making for the construction of a
more elaborated text. One possible explanation for the absence or presence of elaborations
in this study can be attributed to the level of exposure to field knowledge that students
received before the independent activity of constructing argumentative texts. During the
intervention, field knowledge (knowledge of the subject matter or content) was built
through reading over time. Reading texts ranged from information reports to arguments
on the subject matter. The intervention pedagogy emphasises the role of reading as an
essential foundation for successful academic writing (Hirvela, 2013). Developing subject
matter or content knowledge for EFL students through reading is an important
consideration when it comes to facilitating the development of writing skills (see Section
5.6.2 for an elaborated discussion of this point).
The proceeding section reports on the kinds of argumentative texts produced by EFL
Vietnamese students before and after the intervention. The analysis reveals a range of
argument genres demonstrated in the pre-intervention texts, and some of these are either
incomplete or unidentified. These incomplete texts missed a compulsory generic stage,
whereas the unidentified one appears to conflate two different genres within a text. The
analysis also reveals that the students demonstrated a development in the ability to use
the structure of the targeted genre, Analytical Exposition, after the intervention. This
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development suggests the positive impact of the intervention on generic structuring. A
more delicate analysis into the phases of meaning indicates that, while phases such as
evidence, concession and analysis are generally absent in the pre-intervention data, these
phases are present in the post-intervention texts to a significant extent, contributing to the
persuasive force of students’ arguments.
Section 5.5 next examines the quality of student argumentative writing from the
perspective of periodicity (Martin & Rose, 2007b). The analysis provides an
understanding of the way in which ideational and interpersonal meanings are structured
textually to create a reader-oriented argumentative text. This provides a complementary
lens into the data to that of genre analysis. While generic structuring offers insights into
the ways student texts are organised into relatively predictable stages and optional phases,
it does not show the coherent relationship between stages and phases. This relationship
can be made explicit by an examination into the ways in which ideas and attitudes are
structured textually in argument texts. The analysis helps to gain a better understanding
of students’ difficulties in constructing coherent arguments at the pre-intervention stage
and their subsequent improvement in the way that ideas and attitudes are more coherently
organised to help the reader to comprehend arguments in the mid- and post-intervention
texts.
5.5. The textual organisation of information in the student texts
As discussed in Chapter 4, hyper-level Themes including macroTheme and hyperTheme
have essential roles to play in making ideational and interpersonal meanings salient in
student argumentation across texts. Hyper-level Themes are central textual resources
enabling student writers to arrange content and attitudes in their argumentative texts in
particular ways (Hood, 2004b). These allow the students to signal the method of
development of a text, signposting for the reader how the text will unfold and thus
contribute to managing reader expectations (Martin & Rose, 2007b). According to
Christie and Derewianka (2008), one of the key characteristics of a competent writer is
the ability to organise the flow of information in a text effectively and predict for the
reader how arguments are developed. However, the ability to produce organised texts,
including the ability to front a thesis statement and claims successfully, presents a
significant challenge to EFL student writers (R. Miller & Pessoa, 2016).
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The analysis into the hierarchy of information in the pre-intervention texts reveals that,
while the high achieving texts demonstrate a greater success in creating general to specific
periodic patterning, the low achieving ones experience difficulty in developing thematic
progression. Despite the observable differences in the degree of success, both groups
appear to encounter problems in making clear connections between various concepts,
which possibly results from a lack of logical and taxonomic relations (Martin & Rose,
2003). Knowledge of the relationships of classification and composition and the logical
relationships such as cause-effect or comparison-contrast is important for structuring
ideas in texts (Humphrey & Economou, 2015). To put it differently, while forming a
hierarchical layer of information in argumentation presents significant challenges to the
low achieving students in this study, conveying ideational and logical meanings
appropriate to the context appears to be a problem for both cohorts.
5.5.1. High achieving pre-intervention texts
The analysis shows that the high achieving writing demonstrates a successful attempt to
create thesis statements and elaboration in argumentation. The text of S3 in Table 5.18
below illustrates success in summarising and condensing information at the level of
macroThemes and elaborating this with exemplification and explanation in the lowerlevel Themes. This example displays an effective organisation of Themes at the level of
the whole text, and at the level of a paragraph. At the whole text level, macroTheme
functions to predict the method of development of each paragraph and foreshadow
content of the text (e.g. Tourism has both positive and negative effects on local
communities.) (Christie & Derewianka, 2008). At the level of the paragraph, there are
two hyperThemes established to achieve two different functions. The first hyperTheme
functions to foreground the positive impacts of tourism. The second hyperTheme serves
to introduce its negative impacts. Content at the macroTheme level is then summarised at
the level of macroNew. Although the text shows a successful control of the textual
resources to create a hierarchy of information in argumentation, it still requires some
improvements. It needs to move away from the everyday field (e.g. Some of them throw
their garbages wherever they want) to discuss the impact of tourism in more abstract
ways.
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Table 5.18 An example of Periodicity in the high-performing texts
Background information
In the past, the people had worked hard day by day. But now, everythings has changed. Not only do they
work but also they spend time relaxing and enjoying their life. Nowadays they have many choices and
tourism is one of the best. Therefore, tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the
world. But every coin has two sides.
macroTheme
Tourism has both positive and negative effects on local communities.
hyperTheme1
First of all, tourism brings a lot of benefits to local economy.
The more visitors come, the more money local people make. When a place becomes
famous, there will appear many services in that place. For example, recently Danang
is very well-known to foreigner so in Danang more and more restaurants, hotels,
resorts, tourism companies were established. More jobs, more opportunities for
youngers or anyone who is ready to work.
hyperTheme2
But there are several reasons why people argue that the development of tourism had had
negative effects.
hyperTheme
Not all the visits have good awareness about the environment.
Some of them throw their garbages wherever they want. They don’t care.
hyperTheme
Furthermore, too many visitors everyday can cause many problems such as air
pollution, water pollution… because of their transports, their rubbish…
macroNew
In my point of view, the negative effects are not the serious problem if the local government have suitable
solutions. The tourism issue can be control. The positive impacts of tourism absolutely outweigh the
negatives unless the local communities don’t work. It depends on how effective the government does.

Although the high achieving texts demonstrate a successful control of language resources
to construct thesis statements supported with elaboration, one problem that is shared by
both high achieving and low achieving texts concerns an incoherent connection among
concepts within a phase of discourse. Table 5.19 illustrates a high achieving student’s
difficulty in making a coherent link among the concepts. Although the example makes an
attempt to condense content at higher-Theme levels, ‘more the positive impacts than the
negatives’ and ‘evolving the economic’, it does not appear to establish a coherent
connection between the concepts of famous destinations, ‘world heritage’, ‘economy’ and
‘historical relics’. The text aims to argue that tourism development might help to turn the
most visited destinations into ‘world heritage’ and identifies the economic value that
tourism generates as one contributing factor to the preservation of ‘historical relics’.
However, the logical relationship between these various concepts is not explicitly and
clearly presented to the reader. Lack of connections between ideas might result in the
reader’s negative reaction to the quality of arguments. One possible explanation for this
problem might come from a lack of logical and taxonomic relations in argumentation,
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more particularly the lack of an ability to make the relationship between ideas and
concepts clear to the reader (Humphrey & Economou, 2015; Martin & Rose, 2007b).
Table 5.19 Incoherent connection between ideas
macroTheme
These days, tourism industry plays such a significant role in people’s life. Most people think that its
development has badly affected on local areas. Meanwhile others have idea of its positive results. In my
opinions, people receive much more the positive impacts than the negatives.
hyperTheme
Firstly, tourism is becoming an essential part of evolving the economic of residents.
….
hyperTheme
Thirdly, the areas where appeal most tourists in over the world will have ability of becoming
world heritage.
Because, when local people benefits from tourist economically that make a
contribution to preserve the historical relics in that areas.
hyperTheme
In contrast, tourism industry is having bad impacts on our life.
Most of rubbish which is litted from tourists will make environment polluted such as
water sources pollution. Hence, people easily catch diseases by using this sources.
macroNew
In conclusion, everything has two sides: benefits and drawbacks, but I think tourism industry brings us
much more advantages than disadvantages such as reasons above. If a nation has no tourism, this may
not develop national ecomonic, so residents will face to property forever. Environmentally, the
authorities must have right solution for it.

5.5.2. Low achieving pre-intervention texts
This section discusses the major issues demonstrated in the low achieving texts. These
issues include an ineffective use of macroTheme to predict topics for the whole text,
mismatch between macroTheme and hyperTheme, an ineffective use of hyperTheme to
predict content of a paragraph, and absence of macroTheme, hyperTheme and hyperNew.
These problems indicate the students’ difficulties in conveying appropriate ideational,
logical and interpersonal meanings required to address the prompt instructions.
5.5.2.1. Ineffective predictive function of macroTheme
The analysis shows that one of the problems of the low performing pre-intervention texts
concerns the ineffective use of macroTheme to predict the way that the text will unfold
for the reader. Four low achieving texts attempt to construct macroThemes but fail to
signal for the reader what will happen next in the rest of the text. Choices of macroTheme
do not fulfil the predictive function, failing to signpost content of the whole text as well
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as key concepts of a body paragraph for the reader. Table 5.20 illustrates the students’
difficulty addressing the reader’s expectation in terms of information flow.
Table 5.20 An example of the ineffective predictive function of macroTheme
Ineffective macroTheme
Nowadays, tourism is more and more developing all around the world. Living standard is raising,
therefore people also likes to travelling abroad more. However, everything always has two sides: positive
and negatives. So there is a question that “do you think the positive impacts of tourism outweigh the
negatives?”
Ineffective hyperTheme1
First of all, I’d like to say about its first negatives:
hyperTheme
spending a lot of money.
It can be denied that people has money so they can use it. But when travelling
abroad, we can be cheated. When you buy something, you can be told a higher
price or won’t receive the money they have to give back.
Ineffective hyperTheme
The second thing is you have to suffer jet lag or sickness.
Many people couldn’t adapt to new place that they arrive. They maybe can’t
sleep or can’t stand different weather. Therefore, it’s sometimes not good for
your health to travel because you’ll be easy to get sick.
hyperTheme
Thirdly, differences in cultures maybe shock you.
If you don’t understand their culture or habits so you do a wrong thing. You
might be criticized, more bally be frightened by local people. It’s quite
dangerous so we need to learn carefully about the place you’ll visit.
Ineffective hyperTheme2
But over all of them, I still think tourism has more positive impacts than negatives.
hyperTheme
We can discover a lot of different countries and cultures, to get more interesting
knowledges that we haven’t known before.
hyperTheme
Moreover, when coming to a strange place, we’ll completely have fun and feel relaxed,
reduce stress after hard-working hours in a close place.
hyperTheme
Furthermore, we will enjoy many beautiful and amazing sightseeings, take a lot of
pictures and save it.
macroNew
After all, although there are a lot of negative impacts. I think tourism is one of the best thing for people
to try.

This extract orients the reader towards the impacts of tourism through a question, ‘do you
think the positive impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives?’, which serves as a
macroTheme. This macroTheme focuses the reader’s attention on the positive or negative
impacts as the central ideas that are to be discussed in the subsequent paragraphs, but it
is ineffective in informing the reader about the overall purpose of the text. It is unclear
whether the text aims to argue one point of view or discuss multiple points of view. This
macroTheme also does not signal the content of the text for the reader. Instead of being
organised around the impact of tourism, the text is developed around the benefits and
problems of travelling. This organisation suggests a difficulty in making relevant
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ideational meanings required to address the task prompt instruction. It also demonstrates
a limited ability to draw out semantic and logical relations between various concepts
under discussion (Humphrey & Economou, 2015). Such difficulty might result from a
misinterpretation of the concept of tourism used in the task prompt. While tourism refers
to the business of providing services such as accommodation, transport or entertainment
to tourists in the task prompt, it is interpreted as the activity of travelling in the student
response. This misinterpretation is perhaps one of the reasons for a shift of focus from the
beneficial and harmful impacts of tourism to the benefits and drawbacks of travelling in
the text. The difficulty might also be largely attributed to a lack of visible guidance and
support needed to enable students to manage taxonomic and logical relationships between
ideas in the current writing pedagogy (Hood, 2008). This finding points to the importance
of attending to the ideational and logical dimension of language. Insufficient control of
ideation and logical relations can cause difficulty for students in representing
understanding and knowledge in argumentative texts, as they have limited concepts or
ideas that are taxonomically and logically organised at their disposal to develop their
arguments.
Although mastering language resources for construing understanding is important for
students to develop argumentation, general writing courses practiced in English writing
programs in Vietnam often separate teaching language from content (Lyster, 2011). These
courses might thus disadvantage the students, as they do not build for them the kinds of
knowledge needed for success in learning to write, namely content knowledge, system
knowledge (knowledge about syntax and lexis), process knowledge, genre knowledge
and context knowledge such as readers’ expectations (Hyland, 2011; Tardy, 2012;
Yasuda, 2011). The students attending these courses might thus be underprepared for
dealing with the complexity of writing for sustained academic achievement.
5.5.2.2. Mismatch between macroTheme and HyperTheme
Another problem concerns a difficulty in maintaining alignment between ideas at various
levels of Themes: macroTheme and hyperTheme. The following text by S9 illustrates that
the way key concepts are foregrounded in the text does not help the reader to understand
a continuously coherent flow of information (see Table 5.21).
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Table 5.21. An example of mismatch between macroTheme and HyperTheme
Ineffective macroTheme
Everything has two faces like a coin has two faces. So is tourism. It has become one of the fastest growing
industries in the world. Some people argue that the development of tourism has had negative effects on
local communities, othes think that its influences are positive. In my opinion, I suppose that the positive
impact of tourism outweigh the negatives because of the following reasons.
Ineffective hyperTheme
The first negative it brings on local communities is rubbish. During people traval, they through
anything away onto the street, the glass..
HyperTheme
but when tourism has become an important part of economic growth of a country. Processing
rubbish will be handle cautiously.
The action like throw litter away on wrong place will be accused and in the future the
rubbish will be release considerly from the visiter.
Ineffective hyperTheme
The second reason is about enter some new culture. When the traveler go throughout the year,
they will bring some culture may be some interesting but some strange even weird ones. But I
think the local people often imitate selectively and it lead to be a positive, not a negative.
macroNew
In short, it still has negative thing but anyway if the local people know how to handle, how to do, tourism
will bring many increable thing for the country.

This example sets up a context that gives a greater weight to the positive impacts of
tourism, ‘In my opinion, I suppose that the positive impact of tourism outweigh the
negatives because of the following reasons’. With such an establishment, it is expected
by the reader that the hyperThemes of the subsequent text should build on this particular
orientation with specific arguments. However, there is little connection between
macroTheme and hyperTheme. While the macroTheme predicts the positive impacts that
will happen next in the remaining text, the hyperThemes centre around the negative
impacts. This mismatch potentially causes confusion for the reader due to interpersonal
disjunction. Interpersonal disjunction refers to a moment in writing where there is an
abrupt shift in the polarity from positive to negative meanings (Matruglio, 2014). The text
invites the reader to align with one particular perspective, but then foregrounds the other
perspective. This textual organisation indicates a difficulty in aligning information at
different hyper-Theme levels. In addition, although the text attempts to include relevant
information at the level of hyperThemes, it demonstrates a challenge in constructing
sufficiently abstract concepts at these levels. While the term ‘rubbish’ is too specific, the
concept of ‘culture’ is too general. Either way of foregrounding key concepts at the level
of hyperThemes does not allow the student to make claims that are linked to thesis
statements and to create the structuring of ideas and concepts in the text. This example
also demonstrates a tendency to describe actions and behaviours of tourists (e.g. ‘through
anything away onto the street’ or ‘throw litter away on wrong place’) rather than to focus
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on the abstract concepts such as tourism impact. This tendency does not appear to
contribute to the construction of a formal, abstract and academic written discourse.
One of the explanations for the mismatch between higher-Theme levels is that it stems
from limited opportunities for the students to plan and revise their texts constructed under
exam conditions in this study. Writing is a non-linear and goal-driven process during
which a variety of planning, writing and revising strategies are necessary to structure and
craft texts (Hyland, 2011). However, the time-conditioned nature of exams does not
afford the students opportunities such as for planning, editing and revising. The
unplanned nature of writing for exam purposes does not align with the planned nature of
argumentation where careful planning of ideas and concepts for persuading the reader
towards a particular perspective has an indispensable role. Writing for exam purposes
thus potentially has long-lasting detrimental impacts on the development of students’
composing subskills such as planning and revision (Kirkpatrick & Klein, 2009). This calls
for a greater attention in writing programs to assist students to plan ideas ahead before
the actual construction of any pieces of texts. Planning is an important stage in the process
of writing as it helps to develop clearer thinking about writing topics, offering students a
frame upon which they can progress their writing with clarity, cohesion and coherence
(H. Kim, 2020).
Although high-stakes standardised exams such as VSTEP do not afford the students
adequate opportunities to develop necessary skills, the present study provides useful
insights into the way these students might be better prepared to tackle the situation. One
important insight relates to using SFL concepts to facilitate an understanding of textual
organisation. The SFL concept of periodicity (Martin & Rose, 2007b) offers the teacher
a way to discuss explicitly the structure of ideas and concepts in model texts, draw student
attention to the valued way of textual organisation, and increase an awareness of the need
to maintain coherent and consistent connections between ideas and concepts in writing
(R. Miller & Pessoa, 2016). One possible useful classroom activity is guiding students to
identify hyperThemes in model texts. Students could be requested to find the main idea
of a paragraph through matching tasks or completing paragraphs with their own
constructed hyperThemes (Derewianka & Jones, 2016). In addition, the SFL concept of
nominalisation can be applied to make explicit the way information is condensed and
summarised at higher Theme levels such as macroTheme or hyperTheme in argument
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texts (Thomas & To, 2016). One useful activity involves asking students to pack clauses
into nominalised groups and to explore the role of nominalisation and noun groups in
creating dense and formal arguments. Through these instructional supports, they might
achieve a better awareness of the need to organise their texts in a hierarchical, coherent
and cohesive way.
5.5.2.3. Ineffective predictive function of hyperTheme
One more problem concerns the students’ ineffective use of hyperTheme to signal the
content of the text. The analysis shows a difficulty in providing relevant information to
support key ideas established at the level of hyperTheme in more than half of the texts,
including high achieving ones. The following example taken from the writing of S11
illustrates this problem (see Table 5.22).
Table 5.22 An example of ineffective predictive function of hyperTheme
MacroTheme2
Besides these advantages of tourism, there are many disadvantages which tourism brings to us.
hyperTheme
The first thing to say is that people have to destroy many natural places to build the other
attractions. This has a strong effective on environment.
There are many trees cut down, many natural lakes covered by another thing.
Ineffective-hyperTheme
The second, the land around tourism place is polluted.
Because, there are many people in one place, so it makes noise and people feel annoyed
and tired with voices.
hyperTheme
And more rubbish is released into environment that affect the people’s health arounding.
hyperTheme
And the number of transport is rising. The traffic jam is more and more serious and can cause
more accidents that no one wants.

This extract attempts to organise information into hierarchical layers with more
generalised ideas encompassing less generalised ones. However, the extract has several
problems. One of the problems is related to the relations between concepts at different
levels of Theme. The supporting information does not show a relevant connection to the
central argument established at a hyperTheme level. For example, noise pollution
presented with supporting details in the text is not coherently connected with the concept
of land pollution presented in the hyperTheme in any way. This organisation clearly
contributes to an incoherent pattern of meaning-making across the boundaries of clause
level. This finding suggests the low achieving students’ difficulty in categorising and
organising information, and points to the need to support their understanding of
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taxonomic and logical relations of ideas such as part, class, contrast, synonym and
repetition (Martin & Rose, 2007b).
The student difficulties discussed above suggest the ineffectiveness of the current
Vietnamese pedagogical practice in developing the ability to write, and particularly to
argue, in English. This current practice emphasises two main aspects: General English
for non-academic everyday use and English for general academic purposes taught
separately from content areas. General English courses aim to develop Vietnamese
university students’ capacity to use English for everyday purposes such as writing
personal letters, writing a postcard and writing personal emails to friends and relatives
(Department of English for Specific Purposes, 2016). At the same time, English for
general academic purposes focuses on developing general academic literacy skills such
as writing three-paragraph essays about social topics, with limited instructional support
on developing content knowledge of these topics. Such academic literacy practices are
devoid of subject-matter content knowledge and conceptual understanding, which have
fundamental roles to play in academic writing development (Hirvela, 2013). The
Vietnamese context also foregrounds the instruction of segmented, decontextualised
grammatical and lexical forms, separable from meanings and functions in contexts of
language use (Derewianka & Jones, 2010; Gebhard et al., 2014). Separating form,
meaning and functional use is only preparing students for completing grammatical
exercises but not developing knowledge about meaningful writing in context including
genre, purpose, audience and discourse communities.
Vietnamese university students should be supported to develop English for academic
purposes rather than English for non-academic use. They should be offered greater
opportunities to increase repertoires of academic language or ‘the language of education’
(Halliday, 1993) and ‘the language of schooling’ (Schleppegrell, 2004). While
overwhelming emphasis has been placed on developing their abilities to use oral and
written English for communication in everyday informal situations from late primary to
tertiary education in Vietnamese educational settings, limited attention is focused on
increasing the capacity to use English for academic purposes. Being able to use language
in abstract and academic ways, however, presents significant challenges to these students
as evidenced in the linguistic analysis in this study. Emphasis on conversational language
use in familiar everyday social contexts disadvantages the students significantly in terms
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of the development of advanced academic literacy skills to meet high demands and
expectations of writing in academic registers.
5.5.2.4. Absence of macroTheme, hyperTheme or hyperNew in a paragraph
The analysis also reveals that some low achieving texts do not construct a macroTheme
or hyperThemes and that nearly all low and high achieving texts do not include
hyperNews to distill New information. Missing certain kinds of textual resources has
significant negative implications for the quality of argumentation. A text that misses a
macroTheme does not contain a thesis statement, and thus there is no argument
established at the beginning of the text. A text lacking hyperThemes indicates that it does
not construct claims or points to justify the thesis statement. Missing hyperThemes means
that the text does not construct a generalised main idea that is then explained and
exemplified in the subsequent text. Lack of hyperNews suggests that the text does not
accumulate and distil the patterns of News from the preceding phases of discourse in
order to create a rhetorical and persuasive impact on the reader (Matruglio, 2014).
5.5.2.4.1. Missing macroTheme
Investigations show that two low achieving texts do not include a macroTheme to signal
what will happen next in the rest of the text. The example in Table 5.23 is now presented
to exemplify such a problem.
Table 5.23 An example of missing macroTheme
macroTheme (missing)
Our life is more and more develop, so the demand of people about the quality of life rises. Therefore,
tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world. The number of tourism in this
year is really high.
hyperTheme
The development of tourism has had negative effects on local communities.
……..
hyperTheme
Some people think that its influences are positive. They think that the development of tourism
can be a good way to have good business to local communities.
macroNew
To my mind, the positive impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives. If we can manage the tourists, what
we have to do is to start changing our ways.

Although this example makes generalisations such as ‘negative effects on local
communities’ or ‘its influences are positive’ at a hyperTheme level visible to the reader,
it does not include a higher level of abstraction, macroTheme. A macroTheme has an
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important role to play in argumentative texts. A macroTheme sets up an expectation about
information flow for the reader (Christie & Derewianka, 2008). It foregrounds a thesis
statement and previews for the reader the key ideas that are to be developed in the
subsequent text (R. Miller & Pessoa, 2016). However, this example demonstrates the lack
of a macroTheme, which is read as missing a thesis statement. The lack of macroTheme
leaves the reader no clues about the ideas that will occur in the remainder of the example.
This example is not set up in a way that predicts the method of development of the text
which helps to guide the reader throughout the unfolding text, and thus it does not appear
to address the reader’s expectations.
5.5.2.4.2. Missing hyperThemes
The analysis also reveals that two low achieving texts demonstrate limited evidence of
success in summarising and generalising information to present an argument at the level
of hyperTheme to the reader (see Table 5.24 below). Failure to present an argument at
this level contributes to the low quality of the text. The text does not tell the reader what
points or claims the student is making and does not establish a logical link between
content at the whole text level and that at the level of a paragraph (R. Miller & Pessoa,
2016). This disconnection perhaps blurs textual clarity and coherence and thus evokes a
negative reading on the quality of arguments as a whole.
Table 5.24 An example of missing hyperThemes
Background information
Nowadays, many people travel to relax themselves, to enjoy their life or to explore the world. For each
place they visit to, they bring both positive effect and negative effect on it.
macroTheme
However, I think the positive effect is more than the negative one.
hyperTheme (missing)
Many countries’ economy now depends on tourism, especially ones which don’t have good
conditions to develop argriculture and industry. Therefore, they have to focus on service and
tourism. Most of the local people’s income comes from selling souvenir, guiding tourists.
hyperTheme
Furthermore, tourism not only helps a country to advertise its images but also attracts
investments from other countries.
……….

As exemplified in the extract above, the main thesis is constructed around the positive
impacts of tourism on local communities. Although the text introduces the thesis
statement at the level of macroTheme, it lacks a hyperTheme level of generalisation of
information that would be then elaborated through exemplification. In other words, it
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misses an argument focusing on one main idea in the hyperTheme of the body paragraph
that is then explained, exemplified and elaborated (Matruglio, 2014). It not only provides
an unclear indication of the content of the paragraph but also is not organised around a
particular aspect of the content, thus obscuring the central point of the paragraph. For this
reason, the text might be read as lacking a continued flow of information. If the text
grouped the two terms, ‘income’ and ‘investment’, together under a bigger abstract
concept, for example the impact of tourism on economy, then it would produce a better
flow of information and the unfolding logic of arguments would perhaps become clearer
to the reader. If an argumentative text does not construct hyperThemes, the arguments or
claims that a writer makes thus become obscure, leaving the reader with confusion.
5.5.2.4.3. Missing hyperNews
HyperNew is an important textual resource that enables students to develop their
arguments. This resource allows writers to add new ideas and draw out implications in
their writing (Martin & Rose, 2007b). It is a powerful rhetorical move that encapsulates
the key message of a paragraph (Christie & Derewianka, 2008). Being able to execute
this rhetorical move, students often need to draw on complex language resources such as
nominalisation for compacting and condensing ideational and interpersonal meanings for
the reader and encapsulating the central idea of a paragraph (Derewianka & Jones, 2016).
Despite the important role of hyperNews in argumentation, the analysis shows that there
is an absence of hyperNews to consolidate and distil the patterns of News at the level of
a paragraph in nearly all the high achieving and low achieving pre-intervention texts.
While hyperNew is an important textual resource to be included at some points in
constructing an argument, it is acknowledged that hyperNews are not generally as
commonly used as hyperThemes because writing tends to have more ‘prospect’ than
‘retrospect’(Martin & Rose, 2007b). This is particularly the case for the student writing
in the present study. However, hyperNews are not commonly used in their texts perhaps
more so due to the challenging nature of this textual resource. Teaching and learning on
this resource is not an easy task, as it requires a high level ability to consolidate the
patterns of the News from the preceding clauses and to move into a different level of
abstraction, particularly in terms of implications. In other words, this requires an ability
to present an accumulated higher level of abstraction in News towards the end of a body
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paragraph so as to encapsulate the whole Point of a text and thus to create rhetorical and
persuasive impacts on the reader (Matruglio, 2014). Students often need to draw on
abstract and metaphorical realisations such as nominalisation to convey dense meanings
incorporating the key, salient hyperNews of the entire text (Martin & Rose, 2003).
While nearly all pre-intervention texts did not contain hyperNews that function to
accumulate and distill New information, one high achieving text made an attempt to
provide a hyperNew. The example in Table 5.25 below shows the first argument that S12
makes to support the positive impacts of tourism development. The argument revolves
around the important role of tourism in promoting local residents’ economic growth, at
hyperTheme level. This is then elaborated with explanations focusing on business
activities that local people might undertake and employment opportunities that tourism
development affords them. In the example, the argument at hyperTheme level is then
reiterated at the level of hyperNew. Although the hyperNew in the example is a reiteration
of the hyperTheme and does not actually produce any new information in the text,
including a hyperNew suggests a developmental pathway toward building a more
elaborated text.
Table 5.25 An example of missing hyperNews
hyperTheme
Firstly, tourism is becoming an essential part of evolving the economic of residents.
Annually, millions of visitors come to countries which have a lot of beautiful landscapes and
profound traditional cultures. For this reason, the local people will earn money from business
in souvenirs, restaurants, hotels, transports… In addition, tourism majoring staffs will have
more opportunities to seek their jobs.
hyperNew
As a result, this religions [region] will able to have developing and flourishing economic in the future.

In summary, the periodicity analysis of the pre-intervention texts shows the significant
challenges faced by EFL Vietnamese university-level students, more particularly low
achievers. These challenges have much to do with a capability to construct a coherent
general-to-specific periodic structuring of ideas and concepts in order to address the
reader’s expectations. This finding has significant implications for EFL writing
curriculums. Curriculums should take the development of the notion of periodicity into
consideration (Martin & Rose, 2003). They should support students to control the textual
resources that enable them to construct thesis statements and claims with relevant
elaborations, and thus to create hierarchical layers of meanings in their argumentation.
This finding also shows that conveying appropriate logical and ideational meanings in
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general presented significant challenges to both high and low performing students in this
study. The finding thus suggests an important pedagogical need, to develop for these
students logical and ideational language resources for expressing ideas about the relevant
topics of discussion so that they can become more successful writers in their course of
learning.
5.5.3. Using macroTheme to predict content in the mid- and post-intervention texts
This section reports on major changes in the hierarchy of periodicity evidenced in the
mid- and post-intervention texts. These changes reveal information about the students’
ability to organise argumentative texts in a way that guides the reader throughout the
unfolding arguments. The changes suggest the positive impact of the intervention
program on the development of EFL student’s ability to manage information flow in
argumentation for academic success.
Table 5.26 An example of the successful use of Themes in the post-intervention texts
macroTheme
Nowadays, many people think that it is not necessary for young generations to learn a new language due
to the fact that computers can translate. But would computers become an ideal that humans can entirely
depend on? Personally, I think computers still have some weaknesses in translation and should be
considered as a useful tool for learning another language rather than a reason for not learning it.
hyperTheme
The first problem is that a machine definitely does not have an ability to convey emotions.
It is only an inanimate object which transfers what we input; therefore it absolutely
has difficulties in expressing feelings when required.
….
hyperTheme
Another reason that makes a computer less reliable is its lack of ability to recognize the suitable
context.
For example, when you are in a formal context such as in a business negotiation, you
use technical and formal language to communicate with your business partners, but
computers may not recognize the communicative context and use inappropriate
language in its translation due to random uses of available programmed texts.
….
macroNew
In conclusion, despite of the development of translation technology, we should not omit the study of
foreign language. It is always better to use your brain than a machine because a machine is artificial and
unreliable and it can never do as well as humans.

The analysis shows an improvement in the hierarchy of periodicity in terms of the extent
to which a macroTheme signals the content of the whole text. While one third of the preintervention texts fail to predict the messages in an unfolding text, there is evidence
suggesting that the mid- and post-test argumentative texts demonstrate an improvement
in constructing a coherent general-to-specific periodic structuring. Such an improvement
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is illustrated in Table 5.26 using the low achieving post-intervention text by S6. This
student demonstrated a significant challenge in managing the flow of information in the
pre-intervention text, while she evidenced a greater ability to do so in the postintervention writing.
This example shows a significant improvement in the hierarchy of information. At a
whole-text level, it constructs a macroTheme that serves to predict its overall
development and a macroNew that functions to distill New information from the
preceding paragraphs. In the example, the structure of the information is hierarchical,
moving from generality to specificity. The text creates abstraction at a higher level Theme
or macroTheme level through nominalisation (Martin & Rose, 2007b), such as
‘weaknesses’ (e.g. ‘Personally, I think computers still have some weaknesses in
translation’). This resource functions to encapsulate the text’s key idea, in a thesis
statement announced towards the end of the introductory paragraph, in an abstract and
general way at macroTheme level. Abstraction at this level is then unpacked at the level
of hyperTheme, specifying two weaknesses of computers: the expression of feelings, and
the recognition of communicative contexts. Abstraction at the level of hyperTheme is
then elaborated with a series of Theme-New structures that are constructed around the
problems of computers in translation. This textual organisation, around an abstract and
general thesis statement and claims that are then unpacked with relevant elaborations and
exemplifications, appears to suggest a developing ability to manage key textual resources
for structuring argumentation.
5.5.4. Predicting hyperThemes through macroTheme
The analysis also reveals an improvement in terms of the extent to which a macroTheme
is set up to signal for the reader the ensuing hyperThemes. In the example in Table 5.27
below, information is packed at the level of macroTheme which serves to predict
information at hyperTheme level. One key language resource that enables the packaging
of information at macroTheme level is nominalisation (Martin & Rose, 2007b). Using
nominalised resources such as ‘contributions’ at macroTheme level enables the
expression of valued attitudes through ascribing a quality, for example ‘significant’, to
the evaluated phenomena rather than to the appraiser (the expression of attitude will be
fully discussed in Chapter 6) (Hood, 2004a). Abstraction at macroTheme level helps to
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orchestrate information at hyperTheme level and to construct hierarchical layers of
meanings in discourse, flagging forwards the types of contributions that will become the
focuses of information in the subsequent phases of discourse. In short, the example below
is coherently structured around general-to-specific patterns. This flow of the argument is
thus like a funnel that is wide at the top and narrow at the bottom (Phan, 2011). This
textual organisation suggests an ability to structure a text in a way that is more aligned
with the examiner’s expectations. This improvement appears to reflect the students’
control of textual resources to organise their texts into general-to-specific patterns of
meaning-making. It also appears to indicate an emerging ability to draw out the logical
and field relations between ideas.
Table 5.27 An example of predicting hyperThemes through macroTheme
macroTheme
Tourism has become an essential industry that helps to develop economies of many countries around the
world. Some may say that tourism causes many huge damages to the environment and communities but
ignores these negative impacts. However, in reality, this industry has made significant contributions to
protect the environment and maintain cultures.
hyperTheme
The most positive contribution of tourism is protecting natural habitats.
Some people may point out tourism causes pollution and destroys natural environment
because of a great number of visitors every year. In fact, a great number of visitors
bring considerable revenue which is used to pay for protection and management of
sensitive areas. According to a research of WTO, these income supports to conduct
many conservation activities such as building national parks.
hyperNew
There is no doubt that natural habitats cannot be protected and preserved without revenue from
tourism.
….
macroNew
In conclusion, tourism should be seen as positive due to significant contributions on the environment
and culture.

The analysis also reveals that, while two pre-intervention texts do not contain
macroThemes that foreground thesis statements at the beginning of an introductory
section, there is now evidence suggesting that these texts have made substantial
improvements in constructing clear thesis statements which are then supported with
reasons and justifications. The two extracts below, constructed by one low achieving
student taken from the pre-intervention and post intervention stage, illustrate both
challenges and developments in the construction of thesis statements. The preintervention text of S10 demonstrates considerable difficulty in constructing a text with a
clear thesis statement and bringing forward a coherent argument supported with reasons.
The post-intervention text, however, suggests a developing ability to produce a clear
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thesis statement at the macroTheme level: ‘In my opinion, children should not stop
studying a foreign tongue because technological devices have its own defects in
translation and learning a foreign language is useful for the growth of children’s brain’.
This thesis statement explicitly indicates the student’s perspective towards the topic under
argumentation and thus sets up for the reader an expectation of the flow of the ensuing
argument. This development appears to suggest an increased awareness of the need to
bring the central argument to the forefront of the text.
The pre-intervention text
macroTheme (missing)
Our life is more and more develop, so the demand of people about the quality of life rises. Therefore,
tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world. The number of tourism in this
year is really high.
hyperTheme
The development of tourism has had negative effects on local communities.

The post-intervention text
macroTheme
Nowadays, translation machine has become an effective device for the translation of a foreign tongue.
That is the reason why it is thought that learning a new language does not have a role in the development
of child. In my opinion, children should not stop studying a foreign tongue because technological devices
have its own defects in translation and learning a foreign language is useful for the growth of children’s
brain.
hyperTheme
Firstly, translation machines are emotionless.
In a conversation, apart from using words to communicate, the speakers also need to express their
emotions such as surprise, or boredom by changing their tones or voices. Those emotions cannot be
understood by a machine and as a result, we will not understand exactly what speakers want to
communicate.

5.5.5. Greater use of hyperNew
While there is very limited evidence of hyperNews in the pre-intervention texts,
investigations reveal a greater use of this textual resource in the post-intervention texts.
The post-intervention texts display a greater capacity to use the hyperNew resource to
paraphrase a key argument in a phase of discourse. Although no evidence suggests that
these texts construct hyperNews that consolidate the text’s overall Point and add new
information, they have a strong preference to draw out conclusions at the end of a body
paragraph. This tendency suggests an interim, intermediate developmental stage where
students are attempting to make generalised conclusions to expand a text.
This study found that information at hyperTheme level is frequently paraphrased at the
level of hyperNew in both high and low achieving post-intervention texts. The following
example by S5 in Table 5.28 illustrates this phenomenon.
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Table 5.28 An example of greater use of hyperNew
hyperTheme
Firstly, since computers are programmed to analyse information rather than express human feelings, they
do not possess the ability to covey emotions.
A text can have different meanings if it is spoken with a certain type of intonation to express
human emotional states such as happiness and sadness. Therefore, if it were processed by
technological devices, those sentiments will be toned down or even lost in the translation. The
lack of emotion display in the technical devices could lead to a serious problem in daily
conversation. For example, you are teasing your foreign friend by jokingly complaining about
his attitude, but the machine, of course, does not detect your intention, and thus it might fail to
render true messages you want to deliver, making your friend feel upset and confused.
hyperNew
In fact, computers are not very effective in portraying emotion from one language to another.

This phenomenon is not highly valued in academic writing as it does not give the reader
any new information in place of the exact paraphrasing of old information. The latter
strategy is, however, used to a certain extent by the students as a way of summarising
information and informing the reader of their key arguments in a text. One possible
interpretation for the tendency to paraphrase the hyperTheme-level information at the
level of hyperNew is the cognitively less demanding nature of paraphrasing. The students
might not need to put much effort in repeating the same type of information in different
ways, as compared to distilling information in a new Point. The tendency to restate
hyperTheme information rather than bringing forward a new idea in a Point at the level
of hyperNew suggests the need for a developmental pathway into better control of this
textual resource.
This study also found that there is a strong preference for arriving at a conclusion at the
end of a phase of discourse in a majority of the post-intervention texts (See the example
in Table 5.29) . Most texts have made a commendable attempt to draw out a conclusion
at the end of a body paragraph. This attempt impacts the quality of the text in positive
ways. As illustrated below, the text argues against the use of computers for the work of
translation, by presenting the area where a translation machine fails to achieve its
function. By making reference to a fact about what a computer cannot do, the text points
to a conclusion in form of a recommendation. Although the text does not consolidate the
patterns of News from the preceding clauses or add new information to the text, being
able to move beyond description of facts and to add a conclusion is a significant indicator
of development.
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Table 5.29 An example of Conclusion in the post-intervention texts
hyperTheme
Another shortcoming of translation machines is they cannot supply grammatically correct translations.
Some may argue that these softwares can translate simple sentences with perfect grammar.
Admittedly, translation softwares render the messages of these sentences with high speed and
correctness. Nevertheless, with more complicated grammatical constructions, they fail to
produce precise translations. Take the “I have just had my motorbike repaired” sentence for
example. Because of not being able to recognize Causative form, translation softwares is
unlikely to provide perfect translated text in terms of grammar.
Conclusion
Therefore, strong reliance on translation machines should not be encouraged.

In this study, the majority of post-intervention texts feature important elements as
illustrated in the example above. These elements include the presentation of the more
generalised argument at hyperTheme level, and evidence as supporting details. Evidence
may take various forms such as factual information in this example. Following a series of
facts as evidence, is a conclusion the student makes about the facts. These elements are
only evident in the post-test but they are generally absent in the pre-test. However, from
a developmental perspective, the fact that the students reiterate hyperTheme information
at the level of hyperNews or attempt to reach a generalised conclusion at the end of a
paragraph appears to suggest the need for developmental pathways into controlling the
textual resources for organising argumentation.
In summary, the analysis reveals that Vietnamese undergraduate students in the preintervention stage showed significant difficulties in constructing coherent arguments
where macroThemes and hyperThemes communicate in an effective way. They had
difficulty in producing macroThemes and hyperThemes that achieve their predictive
functions. The analysis also reveals, however, their considerable improvement in
constructing a general-to-specific periodic structuring through effective fronting of thesis
statements and arguments during and after the intervention. This improvement suggests
the impact of the intervention program in supporting EFL university-level students to
develop their ability to manage the textual resources of writing for academic achievement.
5.6. The participants’ views on the intervention program
This section reports on the thematic analysis of qualitative interview data collected at the
end of the meaning-focused SFL genre-based intervention program. This analysis
provides an insight into the perceptions of the participants about the impact of the
intervention on various writing-related aspects. The analysis serves as a corroborating
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evidence for the claims about EFL student development of the ability to use linguistic
resources necessary for argumentative writing, as reported in the previous findings in this
chapter, as a result of the intervention. Upon coding the interview data, several key themes
emerged. These themes are structured around the impact of the intervention on genre
knowledge and the positive dimensions of the intervention.
5.6.1. The impact of the intervention on genre knowledge
The analysis reveals the participants’ greater knowledge of the focus genre, Analytical
Exposition, taught in the intervention. Greater genre knowledge is demonstrated through
an increasing understanding of the important elements of argumentation such as
‘position’ and ‘evidence’ and their functions (see the example below):
After attending the program, I know what an argumentative essay is. The essay
must have a position and a paragraph must not have more than one point, and I
need to use evidence and explanation to make clear the point and make the
connection between sentences and demonstrate logical thinking throughout the
essay.
Greater genre knowledge is also demonstrated through the change in the students’
understanding about the generic structure of argumentation. There appears to be a
significant shift in the students’ conception of the key components of an effective text.
As illustrated in the extract below, this shift moves from an existing understanding of text
structure as simply organised into introduction, body and conclusion, towards a
conception of text stages and phases and their functions to achieve specific purposes. This
suggests an understanding of the connection between the stages and phases of Analytical
Exposition and their functions or meanings. This understanding is important in supporting
EFL students to organise their texts in structured, effective ways expected by the reader
and in preparing them for meeting the writing challenges of important high stakes exams
such as VSTEP. Greater genre knowledge can be attributed to the SFL genre-based
intervention where the students were scaffolded to learn about the functional stages and
phases of Analytical Exposition, their purposes and functions, as well as typical linguistic
patterns:
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At secondary school, I used to write a lot of essays for exams, but my teachers
provided us with a template with something like ‘nowadays’ or ‘today’ in the
introduction and then the body and conclusion, but did not touch on evidence and
counter-argument… The thing I like most about this program is that you taught
us how to develop ideas and helped us achieve a clearer understanding of the
structure of an argumentative essay. I like the way you showed us how to write an
introduction, to provide evidence, counter-arguments and rebuttals in detail.
The students appear to have developed greater knowledge not only of text structures,
meanings or functions but also of writing purposes. As discussed in Chapter 2, an
increasing sense of text purpose has a fundamental role to play in developing into more
effective writers (H. Chen & Vale, 2020). Effective writers often demonstrate a sense of
writing purposes (Cheng, 2005), and such an awareness is necessary for constructing
effective meaning in texts. As S1 states below, she has become more purposeful when
writing a particular sentence (e.g. ‘before writing a sentence, I think about the purpose of
writing that sentence’). She also comments on a deeper level of thinking she has put into
writing (e.g. ‘I am more aware about what I am writing with more careful thoughts’). This
indicates an emerging awareness of purposeful and functional uses of linguistic resources
to communicate messages and ideas with the reader:
The impact is that I think through before writing. Before writing a sentence, I
think about the purpose of writing that sentence. After completing a paragraph, I
consider if that paragraph is relevant to the topic. I am more aware about what I
am writing with more careful thoughts. I consider relevancy and purpose of a
sentence.
The students also appear to have expanded their repertoires of formal and academic
linguistic resources to achieve the purpose of argumentation in academic texts. The
expansion of their linguistic repertoires moves from informal, everyday to formal,
academic language use characteristic of written academic discourse (see the interview
extract below). The expansion is also evidenced in the shift towards less personalised
interpersonal linguistic choices across the texts constructed at different time intervals.
This shift progressed from the tendency to use evaluative language resources to convey
personal emotions and feelings, commonly found in everyday discourse at the pre162

intervention stage, towards employing evaluative resources for expressing less
personalised attitudes typical of academic written discourse by the end of the intervention
(see Chapter 6). In other words, there appears to have been a demonstrated shift from
informal to formal written discourse appropriate to the academic register. The analysis
indicates a better understanding of the register, including reader expectations in academic
writing:
Instead of using simple, informal language, I can replace it with other phases
which have similar meaning, but more formal and academic…. Over the course
of this program, I see that I have expanded vocabulary about tourism.
The analysis also shows a greater evidence of metalinguistic knowledge by the end of the
intervention. SFL metalanguage has consistently been recognised as an important tool for
engaging students in learning about how language is used in texts of various types, and
for encouraging meaningful interactions (Forey, 2020; J. Moore & Schleppegrell, 2014).
Using SFL metalanguage in writing instruction has the potential to result in an emerging
metalinguistic understanding. This understanding is demonstrated through a significant
tendency to pick up the metalanguage modelled during the intervention (e.g. ‘I like
nominalisation best because it helps me a lot with paraphrasing, or I feel I have better
knowledge in adjusting the volume of words to convey my attitudes towards the topic of
writing’) by the students to reflect on the knowledge they gained during the interview.
Being able to ‘echo the curriculum discourse that give currency to the terms’ (H. Chen &
Myhill, 2016) such as ‘nominalisation’ is an indication of basic metalinguistic
understanding.
Overall, the findings suggest the potential value of the intervention in developing a greater
understanding of the focus genre and expanding meaning-making potential, particularly
academic ways of meaning-making, for EFL students. The intervention drew explicit
attention to the connection between language use including evaluation, and the context of
use such as reader expectations, through carefully designed cycles of Deconstruction,
Joint Construction and Independent Construction (see Chapter 4). Such explicit
pedagogical support is valuable in equipping the students with a greater knowledge of
text structures, purposes, functions and relevant linguistic features of Analytical
Exposition, as evidenced in the tendency to approximate the prototypical structure of
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argumentation (see Chapter 5), the tendency to use evaluative language in academic ways
(see Chapter 6), and the personal reflection on the development of genre knowledge
during the interview. Such knowledge might contribute to a greater degree of writing
confidence to handle the task of timed, exam-based argumentative writing for academic
achievement.
5.6.2. The positive aspects of the intervention
This section explores the participants’ perspectives on the potential value of the
intervention. Their perceptions about the positive aspects of the intervention revolve
around the value of detailed linguistic analysis of model texts, teacher-led co-writing
activity, content knowledge development, and detailed meaning-focused teacher
feedback on an individual student’s written products.
According to the participants, one positive element of the program is related to the
detailed linguistic analysis of model texts. Deconstruction of model texts has been
recognised in the literature as a useful classroom writing activity in supporting student
writers to develop an understanding of the important linguistic elements necessary for
successful production of an academic text (Humphrey & Hao, 2011). Deconstruction
focuses on making the linguistic features of the target genre visible to students through
the detailed analysis of model texts at various levels: whole-text, paragraph and sentences.
The analysis shows that the students valued the Detailed Reading strategies used in
Deconstruction to support the identification of the fundamental functional linguistic
resources of model texts, as such a focus has helped them to develop a greater
understanding of quality writing, including the important generic elements needed for
argumentative writing, as illustrated in the interview extracts below:
S9. Previously, we learnt about writing in a rather sketchy way. Teachers taught
us how to develop ideas. In this program, we learnt how to analyse every sentence
necessary for an essay.
S6. I also liked analysing a model text in detail. This analysis helps me understand
the necessary components of an argumentative essay, such as the way a text
provides evidence and counter-argument as well as links between ideas.
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The participants also evaluated the teacher-led co-writing activity where the teacher
guided them to construct a new argumentative essay positively. They stated that this
activity was valuable as it offered them an opportunity to translate theory into practice
(see the extract by S3). This activity also helped the students to organise ideas more
effectively (see the extract by S4). Co-writing is an intermediate writing stage where
students are scaffolded to apply current understanding into writing a new task under the
assistance of the teacher (Dreyfus & Macnaught, 2011; Humphrey & Macnaught, 2011).
This assistance is necessary for EFL student writers who are not yet ready for writing
independence as it helps them to learn about the process of writing: how to write an
argumentative text expected by the reader in a specific context within a guided approach
(Schwarz & Hamman-Ortiz, 2020). This finding resonates with the study by Nagao
(2020) who found that Japanese freshman students evaluated teacher-led collaborative
writing as the most beneficial instructional activity for supporting a greater understanding
of various important linguistic features of a target genre:
S3. You taught us theory and then applied it into practice. You supported us to
write and hone sentences. I like the section where you guided us to write different
elements such as explain, evidence and link. And then you corrected every
sentence to make it better and more formal.
S4. You helped us to organise sentences. For example, this sentence will become
more effective when it is located at a specific place in a text.
Another positive dimension of the intervention concerns the support aimed at developing
content knowledge across various instructional stages. Developing content knowledge for
writing is an important consideration when supporting EFL students to increase their
ability to construct academic texts with a greater level of success. Reading relevant texts
has helped the students to expand their vocabulary knowledge needed for writing
construction. As commented by S12, she valued different classroom activities,
particularly reading relevant texts about a new writing topic and developing relevant,
topic-specific vocabulary under the guidance of the teacher:
I feel that one of the good aspects of the program is related to the way you got us
to read a new text, and provided new vocabulary and information about the topic
before writing. When writing, we drew on the information from reading to
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develop our writing. When encountering a new topic, we often lack topic-specific
vocabulary and deep understanding of the topic, and thus this presents a challenge
to us when writing.
Developing content knowledge is a valuable innovation in writing instruction in the
Vietnamese context where students often must rely on personal prior knowledge when
they construct argumentative texts, rather than first developing their knowledge from
reading. This perspective challenges the separation of writing from other language skills,
namely reading in EFL curriculums such as those in Vietnam, and advocates for the value
of an integrated language pedagogy for supporting the development of literacy skills. In
Vietnam, reading and writing have traditionally been taught separately as two
independent skills at two separate times under different situations. This separation,
however, fails to acknowledge the interactive, interdependent connection between
reading and writing skills for literacy development (Tsai, 2006). Both reading and writing
goes though similar cognitive processes, for example, setting goals and purposes, and
shared knowledge about texts including rhetorical, discoursal and lexicogrammatical
features, and active processes of meaning construction from texts (Grabe & Zhang, 2013;
Graham & Hebert, 2011; Hirvela, 2013; J. Lee & Schallert, 2016). Reading serves as an
important basis for writing in academic contexts and is an important source of input for
students to draw on to develop and shape their writing (Carson & Leki, 1993). Empirical
evidence supports the efficacy of an integrated language approach to advanced literacy
skills (Alhujaylan, 2020; Mekheimer & Aldosari, 2013; Shen, 2009). This implies that
integrative reading and writing instruction is a useful approach for EFL learners’ literacy
development.
From the perspective of the participants, another positive aspect of the intervention is
linked to SFL-informed, meaning-focused detailed feedback on individual writing
products provided by the teacher. Using the SFL meaning-focused approach for feedback
has consistently been considered valuable in the literature in giving meaningful comments
about writing performance (J. Moore & Schleppegrell, 2014; Schleppegrell, 2013). This
approach can be deployed to provide meaning-focused or ‘functional feedback’ on
writing products, which moves ‘beyond grammatical or mechanical accuracy’ (Forey,
2020, p. 15). Such feedback was positively evaluated by the participants due to its
emphasis on meaning-making rather than grammatical accuracy. As S1 compared her
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prior writing experience and the writing experience from the intervention, she commented
that SFL-focused feedback has the potential to support an understanding of writing as
‘open’ meaning-making practices that move beyond accurate uses of language,
commonly practiced in EFL contexts such as Vietnam. This highlights the usefulness of
the SFL-informed, meaning-focused teacher feedback on students’ conception of writing
skills:
S1. At high school or other levels of education, teachers often focused on grammar
and the use of high level vocabulary. But this program foregrounds meaning and
logical thinking. This helps us to view writing as not being constrained by a
mould, but open and meaningful.
The SFL-based teacher feedback was also considered useful for supporting the
development of writing skills. It was generally seen as a way of extending meaningmaking repertoires with alternative options and possibilities (e.g. ‘you don’t deny our
ideas, but offer us more effective alternatives.’) and reinforcing their understanding (e.g.
‘such feedback helps us remember things better’) (see the extract below). This analysis
suggests that detailed meaning-focused teacher feedback plays an important role in
facilitating writing improvement, as it has the potential to foster student learning of
specific areas of knowledge and skills needed for writing development:
You provided very detailed feedback. You don’t deny our ideas, but offer us more
effective alternatives. At that moment, I realised why I hadn’t written like this
before, as it looks more interesting and better… we recognised the areas that need
further improvement. Such feedback helps us remember things better and draws
out experience for future writing.
Overall, the intervention program has been positively appraised by the participants. The
main reason for such evaluation rests on the relationship between the program and writing
improvement. The participants showed positive attitudes, particularly satisfaction,
towards the program due to the perceived level of writing improvement. Most students
emphasised the value of the new knowledge and skills they learnt by the end of the
program, as exemplified through the voices of the two students below:
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S3. I am very satisfied with the program because I feel that my writing skill has
improved significantly in terms of identifying text structures and logical and clear
development of ideas after attending it.
S8. I am very interested in this learning experience because it is new to me and it
is different from previous writing experience I received from other teachers. They
didn’t usually pay much attention to writing skills. It is like I could write in any
way I wanted and they provided me with undetailed and sketchy feedback. So
when I acquire something new, I feel very interested and excited.
The participants used positive evaluative language such as ‘very satisfied’ and ‘very
interested’ to convey their positive attitudes towards the program. They highly
appreciated the program as it introduced a writing instruction experience different from
their past learning experiences. While very limited attention was focused on fostering the
development of writing skill in prior writing programs, this intervention provides detailed
and careful instructional support aimed at assisting EFL students to achieve a greater level
of success in academic writing. This suggests the positive impact of the intervention on
the growth of advanced argumentative academic writing for EFL university-level
students.
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CHAPTER 6: THE PROFILE OF ATTITUDES IN
STUDENT ARGUMENTATIVE WRITING
6.0. Introduction
Argumentative writing is a stance-taking process in which writers adopt attitudinal
stances towards propositions and phenomena, exchanging ideas and negotiating value
positions with the reader (Lancaster, 2011). This stance-taking process requires
appropriate and effective uses of evaluative language resources in order to be persuasive
(Wu, 2007). There are various stance-taking strategies that writers can draw on for
persuasion. This chapter explores stance-taking strategies, particularly patterns of
ATTITUDE,

in the student argumentative texts constructed at pre-, mid- and post-

intervention stages. The analysis reveals positive changes in patterns of

ATTITUDE

throughout the intervention, and investigates how these changes contribute to the
construction of a more persuasive text. Drawing on the SFL discourse-semantic
frameworks of

ATTITUDE

and

GRADUATION,

preferences in the expression of evaluative

stances will be considered within three layers of analysis. Firstly, I consider the
distribution of inscribed or explicit
patterns and preferences in
ATTITUDE

ATTITUDE

ATTITUDE.

across the data set, presenting prevalent

I then report on the ways these patterns of

are graded (scaled up or scaled down) in the discourse. Finally, I explore the

role of evoked or implicit

ATTITUDE

in the expression of an evaluative stance in the

student texts.
6.1. Inscribed ATTITUDE
This section begins to report on significant changes in the use of explicit attitudinal lexical
choices in argumentative texts constructed at different times, from a synoptic perspective
(Hood, 2010). As argued in Chapter 4, this perspective provides a general overview of
the distribution of evaluative resources and informs detailed linguistic analyses. This
section then discusses development in the unfolding patterns of evaluative meanings from
a dynamic perspective. While reporting on such attitudinal resources as
and

JUDGEMENT

APPRECIATION

separately from the synoptic perspective contributes to understanding

the students’ ability to use these resources for persuasion, exploring the interactions
between these resources in texts from the dynamic perspective provides insights into the
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development of an ability to manage evaluative meanings beyond the level of clauses and
clause complexes.
6.1.1. A more to less personalised expression of emotions
The analysis of attitudinal lexical choices in the student texts reveals development in
terms of progression from a more personalised to more institutionalised expression of
attitudes (Hood, 2004b). While the most prevalent category of
texts,

APPRECIATION,

is less personal than either

AFFECT

or

ATTITUDE

in the student

JUDGEMENT, APPRECIATION

itself can differ in terms of the spectrum of more to less personalised expressions of
attitudes. There is a tendency to convey
APPRECIATION

APPRECIATION

as Reaction in the pre-test, but

as Composition and Valuation in the post-test (see Table 6.1 below).

Reaction includes language resources that represent our personal responses to
phenomena, particularly our emotional reactions, while Composition and Valuation are
less personal types of

APPRECIATION

(Coffin, 2000; Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014).

Composition includes resources that convey our perceptions of the compositional
structure of phonomena, and Valuation concerns our evaluation of the overall social
importance of things (Martin & White, 2005).
Table 6.1 Total instances of APPRECIATION across the data set
APPRECIATION-type

Reaction
Composition
Valuation

Pre-intervention

Mid-intervention

24
0
100

7
0
103

Post-intervention
9
9
114

The following examples, constructed by the same student at different time intervals,
exemplify the shift from a more personalised to a more institutionalised conveyance of
emotions and feelings. The pre-test tends to express personal, emotional reactions
towards phenomena through lexical instantiations of Reaction such as ‘interesting’
‘strange’ and ‘weird’ as in S9.1. However, the post-test evidences a stronger preference
for using Valuation resources, for example ‘vital’ and ‘important’ as in S9.2 or
‘revolution’ and ‘unnecessary’ as in S9.3, to express more impersonal assessment of
entities. The students appear to move away from making types of meaning that express
the emotional impacts that phenomena have on them as writers and others, and to orient
toward ways of meaning-making that construct a less personalised evaluative stance
through evaluating the social value of things (Hood, 2004a). This shift is an important
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indication of an emerging ability to make the types of meanings that are conventionally
and implicitly valued in academic registers:
S9.1. The second reason is about enter some new culture. When the traveler go throughout the
year, they will bring some culture may be some interesting [+react:impact] but some strange [react:impact] even weird [-react:impact] ones.
S9.2. Firstly, understanding that tourism is a vital [+val:sig] sector which combines with economic
and environment play an important [+val:sig] role to any country, the government is
promulgating and repairing lots of laws to reduce the damage of tourism can cause.
S9.3. In the fourth industrial revolution [+val:sig] which is “emerging technology breakthroughs”
revolution [+val:sig] in fields such as intelligence, robotic and the Internet of things, so many
people claim that technological devices are able to replace people on translating linguistic
knowledge and the youth is unnecessary [-val:sig] to learn foreign languages. In my opinion, I do
not see eye to eye with this statement because of some following reasons.

Development is also demonstrated in a decreasing preference for the encoding of
ATTITUDE as AFFECT over the one-semester writing intervention. While there is a stronger

tendency to employ resources of AFFECT in the pre-test, this tendency becomes weaker in
the post-test. The following data of S6 evidence a significant change in the orientation to
evaluative meanings: the move from a tendency to use AFFECT expressions to indicate the
individual emotional responses to phenomena and entities, toward employing resources
of APPRECIATION to evaluate the value of entities. The pre-test of S6 predominantly uses
positive affectual terms such as ‘have fun’, ‘feel relaxed’, ‘reduce stress’ and ‘enjoy’ to
indicate the shared personal feelings between the student and the reader and thus to
position the reader to view positively the phenomenon of travelling to new tourist
attractions. This orientation to evaluative meanings contributes to the construction of a
personalised and subjective argumentative discourse (Derewianka, 2009). The pre-test
results evidence students’ limited ability to construct the ‘impersonalised’ evaluative
stances usually valued in academic writing. In the post-test writing, there is, however, an
increased use in the positive and negative value of the appraised phonomena and entities
such as tourism development and imported products as in S6.2, or the benefits of modern
translation devices and the significance of language learning as in S6.3:
S6.1. Moreover, when coming to a strange [-react:impact] place, we’ll completely have fun
[+hap] and feel relaxed [+hap], reduce stress [+sec] after hard-working hours in a close place.
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Furthermore, we will enjoy [+hap] many beautiful [+react:qual] and amazing [+react:impact]
sightseeings, take a lot of pictures and save it.
S6.2. Most people think that tourism development can improve [+val:benefit] the quality of life
by increasing the number of employment opportunities and services for local residents.
Nevertheless, the quality of life is questionable as a result of the presence of smugglers and crimes.
Statistics from August 2017 say that there were about 10 cases of property burglaries and over 50
cases of importing unknown [-val:sig] origin and poor quality [-val:sig] products for sale
committed by visitors at beach areas in Danang.
S6.3. Nowadays, many people think that it is not necessary [-val:sig] for young generations to
learn a new language due to the fact that computers can translate. But would computers become
an ideal [+val:sig] that humans can entirely depend on? Personally, I think computers still have
some weaknesses [-val:benefit] in translation and should be considered as a useful [+val:benefit]
tool for learning another language rather than a reason for not learning it.

There is a demonstrated shift in the post-test towards the ‘appraised’ entities rather than
the ‘appraiser’ with APPRECIATION resources represented as an inherent characteristic of
the evaluated entities (Martin & White, 2005). Such an evaluation contributes to
‘objectify[ing]’ and ‘impersonalis[ing]’ the argumentative discourse (Hood, 2004a). This
finding appears to display a progression from a more to a less personalised expression of
emotions, leaving more space for other institutionalised discoursal resources such as
APPRECIATION to occur. The students appear to make an argument that leans toward more

detached depersonalised forms of academic discourse, focusing on making evaluation of
phenomena and entities rather than of emotional feelings and responses.
6.1.2. Development of more delicate evaluative resources
The analysis also suggests development in the students’ delicate use of evaluative
meanings. The pre-intervention texts demonstrate a preference for using generalised
APPRECICATION

resources to develop an argument (see Table 6.2). Resources of

generalised APPRECIATION are realised through evaluative terms such as ‘good’ and ‘nice’
as illustrated in the data below. These evaluative terms are geneneralised as they do not
provide sufficient information for further delicacy. Generalised evaluative terms do not
explicitly signal an appreciation of aesthetics, value, significance, effectiveness or benefit
(Dreyfus & Tilakaratna, 2019) and must be interpreted by the reader from the co-text.
While the students demonstrated an ability to use evaluative lexis to appreciate entities
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and phenomena in general, they appear to have had limited ability to manipulate
evaluative expressions in more nuanced and sophisticated ways in their texts:
S2.1. Besides, they also have chance to find out good [+appreciation:general] job that help reduce
a lot of unemployees.
S12.1. Secondly, the stunning destinations offer tourists chance to enjoy views and have a nice
[+appreciation:general] holiday after long hard-working days.

Table 6.2 Generalised APPRECIATION versus delicate Valuation across the data set
APPRECIATION-type

Valuation

Pre-intervenion

Mid-intervention

Post-intervention

13
87
0
18

28
74
1
7

30
49
35
8

Significance
Benefit
Validity

General

The mid- and post-intervention texts, however, demonstrate some development of more
delicate evaluative choices. Development is evidenced in a reduced use of generalised
evaluative lexis over the intervention (see Table 6.2). It is also demonstrated in an ability
to make more nuanced choices of Valuation resources over time. While the preintervention texts use evaluative terms that appreciate entities and phonomena in terms
of their significance, value or benefit, the mid- and post-intervention texts move beyond
these evaluative expressions and include evaluative terms that appreciate the validity of
arguments and products (see Table 6.2). The following data illustrate a wider range
subcategories of Valuation resources in the texts constructed during and after the
intervention:
Evaluating benefit
S2.2. Nowadays, we can’t deny that developing tourism brings amount of benefits
[+val:benefit] to economies.
Evaluating significance
S4.2. However, in reality, this industry has made significant [+val:sig]
contributions to protect the environment and maintain cultures.
Evaluating validity
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S8.2. However, I personally think this statement is not true [-val:validity].
S1.3. Personally, the above argument might be unsubstantiated [-val:validity]
The tendency to make wider-range subcategories of Valuation over time appears to
indicate an emerging development of delicacy. Development can be partly explained in
terms of the beneficial impact of the intervention where students were scaffolded to
evaluate the acceptablity of other alternative viewpoints in argumentation. It can be also
explained in terms of the impact of the subject matter. According to Martin and White
(2005), the category of Valuation is institutionally based and field-sensitive. Each field
appreciates phonomenona and entities using different parameters and criteria (Dreyfus &
Tilakaratna, 2019). In the present study, there is a shift of the subject matter between the
pre- and post-intervention task prompts (see Chapter 4). This shift might have an impact
on the kinds of delicate Valuation resources approximated in their post-intervention texts.
6.1.3. Wide to narrow distribution of AFFECT resources
Investigations into the locations of expressions of
patterns. While resources of

AFFECT

AFFECT

reveal some interesting

are found throughout most stages of the pre-

intervention texts, they are confined to certain stages only in the post-intervention data,
more particularly the one where illustrative examples are given to support an argument.
In the pre-intervention texts, resources of

AFFECT

are employed in three ways. Firstly,

they are employed to express people’s ongoing mood of feelings in the opening
paragraghs of argumentative texts, as in the following:
S3.1. In the past, the people had worked hard day by day. But now, everythings has changed. Not
only do they work but also they spend time relaxing [+hap] and enjoying [+hap] their life.
S8.1. Nowadays, many people travel to relax [+hap] themselves, to enjoy [+hap] their life or to
explore the world. For each place they visit to, they bring both positive effect and negative effect
on it.

Secondly, they are employed in the points they are advancing to support central
arguments, as in the following:
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S6.1. First of all, I’d like to [+incl] say about its first negatives ….The second thing is you have to
suffer [-hap] jet lag or sickness…Thirdly, differences in cultures maybe shock [-sec] you.

Thirdly, they are employed in the process of giving explanation for the points they are
making, as in the following:
S11.1. First, having to say the advantages which tourism brings to people and society. Tourism is
an opportunity for people relaxing [+hap] after hard-working time. They can go to anywhere they
like [+hap] and do anything they want [+incl] during vocation. And they can also go with person
they love [+hap] and it helps them closer [+sec].

However, an examination of the location of AFFECT expressions in the texts constructed
during and after the intervention reveals that they mainly occur in the stage where
examples are provided to illustrate the point students are making, as in the following:
S2.2. For example, the number of security guards are increased in order to strengthen the patrols,
to ensure safety [+sec] in tourism area and to solve some complicated problems. Furthermore,
during the public holidays, the police are also increased to remained strictly secure [+sec] and to
eliminate theft.
S8.3. Take ‘love [+hap] me love [+hap] my dog’ for example. In English, this phrase means that
if you love [+hap] someone, you love [+hap] everything that belongs to him or her. However, the
translation device may make people think that the person has a real dog and you have to love
[+hap] both of them.

Confining the use of expressions of ATTITUDE as AFFECT to the example stage in the texts
could be considered acceptable in the context of writing argumentative texts for an
assessment purpose. In this context, the students are constrained by the time factor and a
limited or even no access to reading materials. This condition might encourage them to
construct an argument that appeals to emotions rather than to facts. Limiting the
occurrence of AFFECT resources to certain stages or phases of a text appears to indicate a
sensitivity to critical locations where appealing to emotion can more legitimately be
made. There seems to be an awareness that expressing ATTITUDE as AFFECT should not be
made everywhere in the texts, so as to maintain the ‘objectivity’ of academic written
discourse (Hood, 2004b; Matruglio, 2014).
6.1.4. Shift towards nominalised AFFECT
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Nominalisation is a powerful and valued persuasive language resource for constructing
academic arguments (Thomas & To, 2016). Nominalisation is a linguistic phonomenon
in which a process or a quality is transformed into a thing. Using nominalisation enables
writers to condense and abstract meanings and introduces complexity to a text (Christie
& Derewianka, 2008). Its use has a special effect on the quality of arguments: to construct
a world of abstraction that moves beyond representing the actions and feelings of humans
in the material world. It thus contributes to a more formal argumentative outcome
(Derewianka & Jones, 2016). Nominalistion is one of the most important linguistic
features required of student writers to meet the high demand of the ‘decontextualised
language of academic knowledge’ (Coffin, 2010, p. 4). From this perspective, there
appears to be a shift towards nominalised AFFECT to construe emotions and feelings in the
texts constructed at mid- and post-intervention stages.
In the pre-test writing, emotions and feelings are construed as qualities realised as an
adjective, as in the following:
S1.1. When an army of people get gather into a particular place, it looks like making-money
machines which are greedy [+incl] for new experiences.

They are also mostly constructed as processes, as in the following:
S11.1. They can go to anywhere they like [+hap] and do anything they want [+incl] during
vocation.

On the other hand, there appears to be an increasing tendency to use nominalised AFFECT
in the post-test writing. Emotional feelings are not only construed as qualities and
processes but also realised as nominalised qualities and processes, as exemplified in the
texts below:
S1.2. To satisfy the insatiable curiosity [+incl] of visitors about the difference and aesthetics, the
increasing number of tourism organizations volunteer to devote its time to preserve and
rehabilitate most of those long-standing features such as foods, practices, ancient music.
S11.2. They do these acts to satisfy their enjoyment [+hap], despite knowing that they are illegal
activities and undermine the image of local civilization.
S5.3. A text can have different meanings if it is spoken with a certain type of intonation to express
human emotional states such as happiness [+hap] and sadness [-hap].
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The use of nominalised AFFECT enables student writers to background the agents who are
experiencing certain kinds of emotions and feelings in their argument texts (S. H. Lee,
2008). It allows the foregrounding of abstract concepts such as ‘happiness’ and ‘sadness’,
as in S5.3, which move beyond construing the feelings and emotions of people in the
material world. The students now appear able to deploy nominalised

AFFECT

to

background the emotions of the senser, and such deployment potentially creates a formal
and depersonalised stance in their academic arguments (Derewianka & Jones, 2016).
Demonstrating an ability to draw on linguistic means to develop an impersonalised stance
is an important sign of language development in academic writing.
This development could have been made possible through an examination of the
nominalised nature of academic writing during the intervention. In the intervention, the
students were guided to identify nominalised forms expressing various kinds of
ATTITUDE,

including nominalised AFFECT in model texts, and to investigate the different

ways in which nominalised

ATTITUDE

can be actualisised. They were also afforded an

opportunity to pack clauses and clause complexes into more abstract and denser texts
using nominalisation. These activities help to draw explicit attention to the powerful role
of nominalisation in constructing more abstract, formal and complex argumentative texts
(Thomas & To, 2016). These scaffolded activities are fundamental in supporting students
to move from ‘common sense’ to ‘uncommon sense’ ways of meaning-making in
academic writing (Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Schleppegrell, 2004).
I have so far reported on significant changes in the lexical choices of attitudes, particularly
APPRECIATION

and AFFECT, from a synoptic perspective. This report shows a tendency in

the students to convey

APPRECIATION

as Reaction in the pre-test but

APPRECIATION

as

Composition and Valuation in the post-test, and an overall tendency to use less affectual
values in the texts constructed during and after the intervention. In the following section,
I report on the preferred patterns of JUDGEMENT in the student writing.
6.1.5. Preferences for resources of JUDGEMENT
The JUDGEMENT system provides language resources for writers to convey stance through
normative assessments of human behaviours and characters. As discussed in Chapter 4,
JUDGEMENT

can be categorised into five sub-types: normality, capacity, tenacity,

propriety and veracity (Martin & White, 2005). Propriety and capacity are most
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predominantly used in the student texts. Propriety is the most dominant type of judgement
throughout the pre- and mid-intervention data, whereas capacity is most frequently used
in the post-intervention texts. As can be seen from Table 6.3 below, there are 13 instances
of propriety in the pre-intervention texts, while the number is more than double in the
mid-intervention data. Despite a high number of propriety resources in these texts,
interestingly there is no instance of propriety in the post-intervention texts. Instead,
resources of capacity account for the largest proportion (18 instances) in the postintervention data.
Table 6.3 Kinds of JUDGEMENT and their total instances across the data set
Kinds of JUDGEMENT

Pre-intervention

Mid-intervention

Post-intervention

0
5
1
13
2

0
3
1
30
0

0
18
0
0
0

Normality
Capacity
Tenacity
Propriety
Veracity

While the pre- and mid-intervention texts favour judgements of social sactions, which
mainly concern condemnation of the impropriety of tourists and local people, the postintervention texts prefer judgments of social esteem which have to do with the admiration
of language learners’ or human translators’ capacity. Examples for the kinds of
judgements that are preferred across the data set are presented as follows:
Prefered judgement of social santion in the pre- and mid-intervention texts
S5.2. However, since they just see themselves guests at the attractions, the tourists did not put
much thought [-prop] in the issue ….Tourists often show careless [-prop] attitude to natural
resources of the community.
S11.2. Although a part of people is still very aware of the local culture, many people imitate
foreign cultures, even ignoring [-prop] and depraving [-prop] the local image.

Preferred judgement of social esteem in the post-intervention texts
S1.3. Bilingual children or polyglots are proved to be associated with intelligence [+cap], they are
able [+cap] to retain attention to a specific phenomenon.
S2.3. In this case, only human translators can understand [+cap] subtle differences in meanings,
but a computer cannot.
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S3.3. They do not seem be able to distinguish the structural and grammatical differences of
languages as proficient [+cap] bilingual speakers do.

While the preferred judgements in the dataset do not contribute to understanding
development because they are used somewhat unpredictably, the data offer a useful
insight into the asssociation between fields and evaluative meanings. Some fields might
lend themselves towards certain kinds of judgements. The field of tourism represented in
pre- and mid-intervention responses orients students to make moral and ethical
judgements, using resources of propriety. The behaviour of tourists and local residents
becomes the focus of judgemental assessments, and they are condemned for being
responsible for social issues such as pollution and cultural loss. Meanwhile, the field of
translation and second language learning represented in the post-intervention texts might
encourage students to express personal judgements of human capacity. This field is
predominantly concerned with the behaviour of language users, learners and human
translators who are appraised for being capable or incapable of conducting various tasks
in a foreign language. As some fields might orient towards different values, this implies
that modelling of evaluative meanings needs to be conducted within a particular
disciplinary discourse community.
While preferred patterns of

JUDGEMENT

on their own do not appear to provide an

understanding of writing development, analysis reported next in Section 6.1.6 affords an
insight into the way in which resources of JUDGEMENT are patterned with other resources
to construct an evaluative stance.
6.1.6. A less to more effective use of evaluative resources beyond the level of clauses
The analysis reveals some evidence of development in terms of the way prosodies of
attitudinal values across a paragraph ‘colour’ the discourse in a positive or negative way.
Prosodies are defined as ‘the spread or diffusion of interpersonal meanings’ across an
extended phase of discourse (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2013; Martin & Rose, 2008), or
the ‘radiation’ of interpersonal meanings that retrospectively and prospectively
accumulate to ‘colour’ a whole segment of text as positive or negative (Hood, 2006). This
is a useful concept to develop an insight into the use of evaluative resources in the student
writing, as it contributes to ‘understanding the ways in which writers do persuasive work
…in texts’ (Hood, 2010, p. 141). In the pre-intervention data, evaluative meanings are
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usually ineffectively managed across clauses and clause complexes. Patterns of
evaluation are frequently disjointed across larger phases of discourse. On the other hand,
in the post-intervention data there is some important evidence to show that attention is
now drawn to the construction of ‘prosodies’ of attitudes that help to colour texts at a
discoursal level. More effective uses of evaluative resources in the mid- and post-tests
suggest the value of modelling the prosodic spread of evaluative meanings in the
intervention through the close analysis of unfolding patterns of evaluation in model texts.
The ineffective patterning of evaluation in the pre-intervention texts is evidenced through
the difficulty in managing ‘attitudinal harmony’ across a phase of discourse (Hood, 2010),
as illustrated below in the text of S5.1. Attitudinal harmony is understood as ‘the extent
to which a phase of text expresses consistent attitudinal selections’, or the way one
attitudinal resource resonates with the next to construct the prosody (Hood, 2010, p. 149):
S5.1. However, tourism has negative [-val:benefit] effects on the local communities al well. The
tourists lack of awareness for the environment lead to severe consequences [-val:benefit]. There
is rubbish and trash everywhere, eventhough the local people placed lots of rubbish bins. Besides,
disrespect [-prop] towards the historical attraction is also not uncommon. Some tourists try to steal
[-prop] artifacts which have not much value [-val:sig] but can cause serious damage. Another
problem [-val:benefit] is the air and noise pollution due to the raise in transportation. Local people
suffer [-hap] lots of damages as well. Some people’s bad [-prop] attitude towards tourist when
they are not interested in buying the souvenirs such as following them around, annoying [-sat]
them or even tricking [-ver] them into buying overpriced products, makes the foreigner have bad
impression [-sat] on the communities. Therefore, the tourists no longer come back.

The text esatablishes a negative evaluation of the field of tourism through the coupling of
ideational meaning (e.g. tourism impact) and interpersonal meaning (e.g. negative) to
open a discussion on the impact of tourism. It then focuses on judging the behaviours,
paticularly social sanction, of two groups of people: tourists and local people. While
tourists are negatively judged in terms of their impropriety as having no respect for
historical places and stealing ‘unvaluable’ items displayed, local people are negatively
evaluated according to ethical norms as having a ‘bad attitude’ towards tourists and
according to ‘veracity’ as cheating tourists. These types of judgement are considered
approriate when they occur up to this point of the text, but the problem emerges when
taking other evaluative resources into consideration, more particularly the presence of
resources of APPRECIATION and of AFFECT. These latter resources are sandwiched between
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judgemental values. Within the system of AFFECT, the same two groups of people, local
people and tourists, become the focus of evaluation. Local people are negatively
appraised as experiencing a feeling of unhappiness, in ‘suffer’, whereas tourists are
negatively evaluated as having a feeling of dissatisfaction, in ‘annoying’ and ‘bad
impression’. In the text, one attitudinal resource does not resonate with the next to
construct attitudinal harmony (Hood, 2010). In addition, the text also demonstrates a
limited ability to argue expertly, due to the packaging of too much information within a
paragraph where too many targets of evaluation are introduced and each is charged with
a different attitudinal value. In other words, each type of attitudinal value occurs
independently, targeting at different entities and different groups of people, rather than
being coherently and logically patterned. Layering various types of attitudinal values in
this way does not help to form a coherent evaluative pattern across the boundaries of
clauses and clause complexes.
An ineffective use of evaluation in the pre-intervention texts is also demonstrated through
a limited ability to construe the field in a more abstract way (Christie & Derewianka,
2008) and in the use of commonsense everyday appraisal items to evaluate targets
(Dreyfus & Tilakaratna, 2019). As exemplified below, these texts construe the field (e.g
tourism) in a too concrete and everyday way. Although the texts foreground the impacts
of tourism at hyperTheme level (e.g. tourism had had negative [-val:benefit] effects), at
clausal Theme level they focus on the concrete and everyday activities that humans such
as tourists do (e.g. ‘Some of them throw their garbages wherever they want [+incl].’).
Instead of going straight into the everyday field, the students should have explained
different types of impact in a more abstract way (e.g. the destruction of the environment
or the disruption of the social fabric). In addition, the texts also employ everyday appraisal
choices to evaluate human behaviour (e.g. ‘They don’t care’ [-prop] or ‘Some tourists
have bad [-prop] awareness.’) (Dreyfus & Tilakaratna, 2019). This suggests that the
students experience a challenge in moving out of the everyday field, focusing on the
issues, problems, consequences or impacts in a more abstract way, and conveying less
commonsense evaluation:
S3.1. But there are several reasons why people argue that the development of tourism had had
negative [-val:benefit] effects. Not all the visits have good [-prop] awareness about the
environment. Some of them throw their garbages wherever they want [+incl]. They don’t care [-
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prop]. Furthermore, too many visitors everyday can cause many problems [-prop] such as air
pollution, water pollution… because of their transports, their rubbish…
S10.1. The development of tourism has had negative [-val:benefit] effects on local communities.
The real problem is that the local managers can’t [-cap] manage the number of tourism. Some
tourists have bad [-prop] awareness. They use water bottle, water, fast food, paper and they don’t
throw them in the garbage bin as well as right places.

The finding appears to indicate two important problems that the students at the research
site encountered. One problem concerns a restricted ability to construct an effective
evaluative stance beyond the clause. The students appear to have approximated some
evaluative language resources from their prior writing instruction, but these resources are
mainly manipulated in an isolated manner rather than effectively patterned to construct a
coherent and consistent evaluative stance across phases of discourse. The students
demonstrate difficulty in constructing co-occuring patterns of evaluative meanings in
ways that lead to the achievement of effective attitudinal stances in texts. Another
problem relates to a limited ability to construct ideational and logical meanings to
represent abstract experiential understandings of topics approriate to the context (also see
this argument in Chapter 5). This therefore results in the production of ideationally and
logically problematic argumentative writing. They do not appear to have sufficient
ideational content to construe experiential understandings of the topic under
argumentation. In other words, insufficient content knowledge appears to result in the
construction of an ineffective pattern of meanings in the students’ pre-writing. This
suggests an important need to scaffold field knowledge development through various
instructional activities, such as developing field-specific lexis before writing during the
intervention.
This study challenges a common pedagogical practice of academic writing in the
Vietnamese context where English academic writing instruction is devoid of content
knowledge. In most Vietnamese classrooms, developing content or field knowledge is not
an integral part of academic writing development. Most writing tasks require students to
draw on their own experiences and understandings of subject matter rather than on
reading materials to construct written discourse (Aull, 2015). Limited attention devoted
to developing field knowledge has significant negative impacts on the development of
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repertoires of ideational choices which students need to draw on to construct persuasive
arguments.
The study also challenges the generalised academic literacy practice operating in many
EFL contexts such as Vietnamese institutions. This practice places a significant focus on
developing textual meanings. Students were often supported to achieve control of
language resources for organising ideas in a decontextualised and fragmented manner (G.
V. Nguyen, 2014). They were ususally provided with a list of cohesive devices for linking
ideas with limited attention given to the functional jobs these do in the context of a text.
While modelling writing from a textual perspective is undeniably necessary, due attention
should be also paid to the ideational and interpersonal aspects of language. If students are
not supported to develop language resources for representing field content, they are only
able to draw on their personal, concrete understanding of the world to construct an
argument. Similarly, if they are not supported to express valued ways of evaluation in
academic texts, they can experience significant challenges in managing ‘objective’
evaluation in argumentative discourse.
While the pre-test demonstrates a disjointed and ineffective use of evaluative resources
across a larger phase of discourse, the post-test evidences more effective uses in most
cases. Effectiveness is evidenced through an ability to construct what Hood (2010) calls
‘evaluative harmony’, where one attitudinal instance consistently resonates with another
to construct prosodies in texts, as illustrated in S5.3 below:

S5.3. Firstly, since computers are programmed to analyse information rather than express human
feelings, they do not possess the ability to covey emotions [Afford –app]. A text can have different
meanings if it is spoken with a certain type of intonation to express human emotional states such
as happiness [+hap] and sadness [-hap]. Therefore, if it were processed by technological devices,
those sentiments will be toned down or even lost in the translation. The lack of emotion display in
the technical devices could lead to a serious [+force:quantity] problem [-val:benefit] in daily
conversation. For example, you are teasing your foreign friend by jokingly complaining about his
attitude, but the machine, of course, does not detect your intention, and thus it might fail to [focus:fulfilment flagging -app] render true messages you want [+incl] to deliver, making your
friend feel upset [-hap] and confused [-sec]. In fact, computers are not very [+force:intensity]
effective [-val:benefit] in portraying emotion from one language to another.
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As exemplified here, the text constructs a negative evaluative stance towards the role of
technological devices for the work of translation, through the coupling of ideation (e.g.
computers) + negative appreciation across a phase of discourse. This negative stance is
realised through factual tokens, ‘do not possess the ability’, which serves as the main
argument of the text. This is then followed by logical reasoning organised around the
areas in which computers fail to do their job. The text then graduates the coupling of
computers + negative appreciation with quantification (e.g. a serious problem). To
persuade the reader, the student provides an imaginary scenario as a form of evidence to
support her evaluative position. In this phase, the student draws on affectual resources
such as ‘upset’ to construe an emotional feeling of unhappiness, and ‘confused’ to
indicate the feeling of insecurity experienced by interlocutors who use computers as a
medium for their communication. Conveying the negative emotional responses of users
of technology has the potential to position the reader to evaluate the value of technology
in negative ways, and thus contributes to constructing a consistent negative evaluation of
modern technology across the paragraph. Although resources of

AFFECT

are used to

express emotional feelings, it is argued that these resources are not present everywhere in
the example but are confined to the phase of exemplification to justify the argument (see
Section 6.1.4 for this argument). In addition, resources of AFFECT are not used to express
the writer’s emotion towards technology but to construe the emotions of users of
technology, which serves as evidence for justifying the central argument. The text then
reiterates the coupling of computers + a graduated negative evaluation (e.g. not very
effective) as a retrospective prosody to consolidate the pattern of evaluative meaning. The
analysis of this excerpt suggests the development of an ability to construct ‘attitudinal
harmony’ expanding across a paragraph to meet the demands of evaluative language use
in writing.
More effectives uses of evaluation in the post-intervention texts are also reflected through
an ability to establish the powerful contrast between attitudinal values within a paragraph.
As illustrated in the text below of S10 who evidenced an ineffective use of evaluative
resources at the pre-intervention stage, a clear pattern of JUDGEMENT is now established
throughout an extended phase of discourse during the intervention, targeting the
behaviour of different groups of people. While tourists are negatively judged in terms of
their incapacity and impropriety, local communitites including governmental leaders are
positively evaluated in terms of ethical and moral values for expressing care to the
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environment. Being able to set up a powerful contrast between tourists as ‘bad’ and locals
as ‘good’ provides significant evidence of the ability to construct evaluative meanings at
a discoursal level:
S10.2. On the other hand, because of tourist’s ignorance [-cap] and apathy [-prop], the
environment is seriously damaged [-prop] in some ways. It is obvious that the negative impacts of
tourism industry on the environment are not neglected [+prop]. Large-scale projects for tourist
facilities which destroy natural habitats and even may result in the extinction of many animals and
plants are always considered carefully [+prop] by the government before starting construction. For
example, the campaigns that save Son Dong cave – the world’s largest cave in Vietnam and stop
a proposed cable car construction project were wildly supported by Vietnamese. Nearly 200,000
Vietnam people signed their name to raise against this project, which shows that community
always care [+prop] about the environment problems.

In a similar vein, an ability to maintain an evaluative stance is also evident when
considering the way in which more focused targets of evaluation are brought into the
discourse. As examplified in the extract below, only one group of people, more
specifically bilingual learners, is positively judged, and one phenomenon (translation
machines) is negatively appreciated, throughout the paragraph to support a position
adopted in the opening section of the text. Learners are judged according to capacity as
‘robust’, ‘intelligence’, ‘able’ and ‘better’, whereas machines are negatively appraised on
the basis of their social worth through invocations, which will be discussed in Section
6.3. The fact that language learners are judged on the basis of their capacity for
completing certain tasks is arguably an appropriate expression of attitude when
considering that the purpose of the text is to argue for the necessity of learning a foreign
language. The tendency to evaluate only relevant phenomena and people appears to
suggest an ability to argue more expertly:
S1.3. Acquiring languages make your brain more robust [+cap]. Linguistic knowledge contributes
a large proportion in children's mental development especially cognitive control which computers
seem to be exasperated in this field. Bilingual children or polyglots are proved to be associated
with intelligence [+cap], they are able [+cap] to retain attention to a specific phenomenon. For that
reason, the young have chances to boost the ability of logical analysis, remain the alert of memory
and facilitate creativity and imagination. A great deal of neuroscientific research shows that
children who spoke more than a language have better [+cap] cognitive control than monolinguals.
Better [+cap] cognition thus leads to greater achievement in academic performance, healthier body
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and minds and bigger social circles. While translation machine just revolts around its duty is to
interpret, nothing more.

These findings suggest that the students are now able to draw on evaluative strategies to
manage discourse in a more effective and intentional way. They appear to have moved
beyond making evaluations in each independent clause without establishing connections
between them, and now demonstrate better control of interpersonal resources for the
expression of evaluative stances across the boundaries of a clause.
More effective uses of evaluative resources in the mid- and post-intervention texts might
be explained in terms of the positive impact of the intervention where students were
scaffolded to achieve control over academic argumentative discourse. Scaffolding is
achieved through developing field knowledge, analysing the patterns of language,
particularly evaluation in model texts, and co-constructing a new text using the analysed
patterns and content knowledge developed between the teacher and students. In the
program, the students had better access to content knowledge necessary for completing
writing tasks, through reading relevant texts about writing topics before any actual writing
activity. Activites to develop a shared understanding of the subject matter included
expanding field-specific lexical resources, examining word collocations, using
information from the reading texts to complete a graphic organiser, and using the
organiser as a reference for negotiating value positions with peers in groups (see Chapter
4 for the design of the intervention). Exposure to reading materials might be an important
instructional support for EFL students who have limited opportunities to produce writing
informed by content knowledge. In the program, they were also scaffolded to highlight
and color the evaluative language patterns of model texts through carefully designed
pedagogic exchange, Prepare-Focus-Task-Evaluate-Elaborate, as discussed in Chapter 4.
This framework enables the teacher to make the valued linguistic patterns of model texts,
such as less personalised evaluative resources and targets of evaluation, and the prosodic
nature of evaluative meanings in discourse explicit to the students. These patterns were
then reinforced through the co-writing activity. Through these instructional practices, the
students developed an emerging ability to manage more effectively and successfully the
demands of evaluative resources in writing at the paragraph level.
In short, the analysis indicates a development in the use of explicit attitudinal resources
over a one-semester time span. This development could be seen as a shift from a personal
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orientation to evaluation (an expression of ATTITUDE as Reaction or as AFFECT) to a more
institutionalised evaluative framework (an expression of

ATTITUDE

as Composition and

Valuation) (Hood, 2010). Moving beyond the domain of personal emotions and drawing
on evaluative parameters grounded in social norms are an indication of the development
of evaluative meanings that make reference to social values rather than to emotional
personal responses (Derewianka, 2009). This development also appears evident in a
gradual shift from using more general evaluative terms to more field-specific, nuanced
evaluative meanings over time. The development can also be seen as a movement from
less to more effective uses of evaluative choices to construct coherent patterns of
evaluative meanings that extend across clauses and clause complexes.
6.2. Graduation
The previous section reported on dominant preferences for the patterns of inscribed
ATTITUDE

across the texts constructed at various points in time. The section examined

important changes in the ways in which explicit attitudinal values are patterned to form
evaluative stances. This section reports on the uses of the

GRADUATION

system in the

texts. Firstly, I compare and contrast GRADUATION resources used to upscale or downscale
explicit ATTITUDE for the precise expression of stance across the data set. I then explore
the ways in which

GRADUATION

is used to express implicit attitudinal meanings. In this

study, the uses of GRADUATION are discussed independently from the system of ATTITUDE
because of varying impacts of the use of GRADUATION resources on the overall profile of
ATTITUDE

(Matruglio, 2014). As

GRADUATION

can function to both grade explicit

attitudinal meanings and evoke an attitude through the grading of non-attitudinal items, a
separate consideration of GRADUATION allows for not only an examination of more overt
and direct evaluations but also of covert and implied evaluations that require a certain
degree of inferencing on the part of readers (Hood, 2004a).
Analysis shows both similarities and differences in the patterns of

GRADUATION

in the

texts constructed at different times. Similar patterns reveal information about preferred
choices for grading explicit attitudes, whereas differing patterns of choices of
GRADUATION

provide an insight into developments in meaning-making potential for the

amplification of explicit attitudinal meanings.
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6.2.1. Similar patterns of GRADUATION
Investigations into resources of

used to amplify explicit attitudes reveal

GRADUATION

apparent similarities among the three sets of texts: pre-, mid- and post-intervention. The
most noticeable similarity is concerned with the amount of graded explicit
compared to that of non-graded

ATTITUDE.

ATTITUDE

as

While there is a significant number of

instances of explicit ATTITUDE in the texts, the amount of GRADUATION deployed to grade
them is minimal (see Table 6.4).
Table 6.4 Total instances of explicit ATTITUDE and GRADUATION in texts constructed at
different times
Types of resources

Pre-intervenion

Mid-intervention

Post-intervention

Explicit ATTITUDE

212

181

204

INTENSIFICATION

21

35

52

QUANTIFICATION

9

11

18

30

46

70

GRADUATION

Total instances of GRADUATION

This finding echoes Matruglio’s (2014) work comparing the evaluative meanings
constructed by native English students across disciplinary areas. She argues that the
tendency to grade explicit

ATTITUDE

less appears to indicate student awareness of the

possible negative impacts of overusing graded ATTITUDE. However, in the present study
I would argue that such a tendency has much to do with a varying degree of foreign
language learners’ control of language resources, as high achievers tend to use more and
wider ranges of graduation resources to grade explicit ATTITUDE than low achievers (see
the examples extracted from the texts of high and low achieving students below). Their
low command of English with a limited control of meaning-making resources as
discussed below could have resulted in limited use of graduation resources:
High achieving text
S4.2. Tourism has become an essential [+force:intensity] [+val:sig] industry that helps
[+val:benefit] to develop economies of many countries around the world….The most
[+force:intensity] positive [+val:benefit] contribution of tourism is protecting natural habitats.
S4.3. Computer has played an essential [+force:intensity] [+val:sig] role in people’s life. A
computer with Internet connection brings countless [+force:quantity] benefits [+val:benefit],
including translation…This makes the meaning of translated text become less [-force:intensity]
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accurate [+val:validity] or even meaningless [-val:validity]…Clearly, the inability to understand
contextual information is a huge [+force:quantity] disadvantage [-val:benefit] of translation
machine.

Low achieving text
S9.2. Secondly, tourism brings us many [+force:quantity] advantages [+val:benefit] and
disadvantages [-val:benefit] on our lifestyle, our culture but I think the resident are lucid enough
to receive it selectively.
S9.3. To sum up, I contend that although computer is very [+force:intensity] smart [+val:benefit]
and useful [+val:benefit], replacing people is impossible.

One more identical aspect is the quantity of infused grading resources, where
GRADUATION

is fused into a lexical item, across the data set. There is a similar amount of

GRADUATION

infused in a lexical word to grade an attitudinal value in the pre-, mid- and

post-intervention texts. The two common ways of infused

GRADUATION

include

intensification through infusion into an epithet as in S4.2, and through infusion into a
process as in S11.1 (see examples below). Infusion functions to increase the strength of
an attitudinal value and to allow writers to bury their subjective stance to a certain degree
(Hood, 2004a). It is, therefore, a useful strategy that students should develop to express
precise evaluation in a more ‘objective’ way in writing. However, the tendency to employ
a more or less similar amount of infusion with a low frequency suggests no improvement
in infusion resources over a one-semester period:
S4.2. Tourism has become an essential [+val:sig] industry that helps to develop economies of
many countries around the world.
S11.1. And they can also go with person they love [+force:intensity] [+hap] and it helps them
closer.

A few possible explanations might be provided to account for this phenomenon. One
explanation can be attributed to level of language proficiency. As the participating
students have a pre-intermediate level of English (Department of English for Specific
Purposes, 2016), they might have limited control of sophisticated language resources such
as infusion to express nuanced evaluation, limiting the language choices available for
argumentative writing. Another explanation might relate to the significant attention given
to the way in which isolating

GRADUATION

resources is used to grade explicit attitude
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during the intervention. Instead of drawing explicit attention to the distinction between
isolating and infusing

GRADUATION

resources, a significant focus was placed on

examining the functional use of isolating resources in model texts. Such a focus might
have provided the students with an incomplete picture of the functions of

GRADUATION

resources. This points to the need to assist students to recognise the distinction between
isolating and infusing resources for the amplification of explicit attitudes in writing.
6.2.2. Developing control over the pattern of GRADUATION resources and APPRECIATION
Analysis has already revealed that the post-intervention writing demonstrates a greater
evidence of student ability to draw on stance-taking strategies to construct effective
arguments. One key stance-taking strategy student writers draw on is the use of
quantification as amount to amplify an

APPRECIATION,

rather than JUDGMENT or AFFECT

(e.g. ‘Clearly, the inability to understand contextual information is a huge
[+force:quantity] disadvantage [-val:benefit] of translation machine.’). As exemplified,
this strategy is expressed through an inscription of a negative appreciation,
‘disadvantage’, targeted at the ‘translation machine’. Quantifying an appreciation can be
considered as an effective stance-taking strategy for conveying a less personalised
evaluative stance, as the target of evaluation is focused on the evaluated entity ‘machine’
rather than the evaluator. This helps to background the presence of the evaluator and thus
contributes to less personalised evaluation in texts (Martin & White, 2005). To put it
differently, this type of evaluation helps to conceal the presence of the writer and
contributes to impersonalised evaluative stances in texts. Such a strategy is useful as it
enables students to construct a precise attitudinal stance towards phenomena and entities
in a valued way.
The post-intervention texts demonstrate an ability to use evaluative resources to achieve
both evaluative and textual functions, as illustrated in S3.3 below. This potentially results
in a well-structured and effective argumentative outcome:
S3.3. Thanks to the technological breakthrough, more and more intelligent translation programs
have been created to help people communicate more easily. The development of translation
machines has encouraged some people to argue that it is not necessary for young people to learn
foreign language. Personally, I disagree with this idea because of major [+force:quantity]
problems [-val:benefit] that translation devices have.
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The first [+force:quantity] problems [-val:benefit] with translation programs is their limited
understanding of grammar structures.
…
Another [+force:quantity] problem [-val:benefit] with artificial intelligence computers is it cannot
beat the wisdom of a human. It is true [+val:validity] that computers can be good
[+appreciation:general] for translation work. However, they are not conscious and cognitive, so
they are not able to think critically and be creative with language. In other words, computers are
no more than an inanimate block of steel that is artificially instructed by humans and thus any
over-dependence on them can lead to serious consequences, for example the breakdown in
communication and relationship.

In this example, a negative stance towards the role of translation machines in translation
is adopted by the student, ‘Personally, I disagree with this idea because of major problems
that translation devices have.’. This stance is achieved through an inscription of a negative
appreciation, in ‘problems’. It is then quantified in size, ‘major problems’, to increase the
strength of an attitude and construe a high commitment to the value position adopted.
This stance is then paragraph-initialled and quantified in number, ‘the first problem’ and
‘another problem’. This strategy is multi-functional as it serves both an evaluative
function conveying the writer’s precise evaluation towards ‘translation devices’ and a
textual function connecting the proceeding and the following discourse for textual
cohesion and coherence (Degaetano-Ortlieb, 2015; Thompson & Zhou 2001). This
strategy acts to link two paragraphs together in a logically structured way. Being able to
draw on evaluative resources for achieving effective stances and organising texts in
coherent and cohesive ways indicates an emerging ability to make effective linguistic
choices for managing the demands of exam-based argument writing.
6.2.3. Growing repertoire of intensification resources
Analysis shows a change in the pattern of intensification over a one-semester time span.
Overall, intensifying resources are fourteen instances higher in the on-going test than in
the pre-test and more than doubled from pre-test to post-test (see Table 6.4).
Below are a few extracts taken from the pre-test and post-test writing to illustrate the
different ways in which resources of intensification are realised in the texts to amplify an
attitudinal value. While the pre-test and post-test share similar strategies such as
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intensification realised as a comparison taking comparative or superlative forms, and
intensifying adverbs, as in S2.1 and S8.1 respectively, the post-test demonstrates more
diverse choices of lexicogrammatical resources. These include adverbs indicating degree
of frequency as in S5.2, and lexical adverbs that imply an intensifying degree of a quality
as in S1.3:
S2.1. People will get higher standard and more [+force:intensity] convenient [+react:qual] life.
S8.1. They are really [+force:intensity] helpful [+val:benefit] in raising the awareness of visitors.
S5.2. Tourists often [+force:frequency] show careless [-prop] attitude to natural resources of the
community.
S1.3. Languages play an undeniably [+force:intensity] important [+val:sig] role in terms of
communication.

Analysis also shows the tendency to use intensification to grade attitudes in the
Reiteration stage of texts. As illustrated below, these texts moderate the force of attitudes
by drawing on adverbial resources such as ‘absolutely’, ‘completely’ or ‘very’. Using
intensified attitudes at this stage appears to be the safest place, and might be warranted
due to various supporting evidences and justifications provided by the students in the
preceding stages of texts to support their claims. This tendency thus appears to suggest a
greater sensitivity to critical textual locations in which their attitudes should be intensified
for persuasion:
S3.3. To sum up, I can not deny the usefulness of modern translation machines but it is clear that
it is absolutely [+force:intensity] necessary [+val:sig] for young leaners to study foreign language.
S5.3. It is not to say that computers are completely [+force:intensity] useless [-val:benefit] in
translating language, but they are not perfect. Technology is a tool to help children to study new
language, not a reason to stop learning.
S9.3. To sum up, I contend that although computer is very [+force:intensity] smart [+val:benefit]
and useful [+val:benefit], replacing people is impossible.

From a developmental perspective, the fact that the students are using more resources of
intensification to adjust the strength of their attitudes appears to indicate an expansion of
meaning-making potential. Their extensive exploitation of intensifying language places
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greater emphasis on the force of their arguments, and ultimately results in a more
powerful and persuasive style of writing. The students now appear to have access to
greater choices in meaning making for persuading others of the validity of their
arguments.
One possible account for the increased use of intensification in the corpus might be linked
to the students’ level of language proficiency. As high achievers have a preference for
using graduated explicit attitudes in more frequent and diverse ways than low achievers
in the present study, this appears to suggest that language competency is an important
factor affecting the pattern of graduated explicit attitudes. This tendency might also relate
to the way in which the pedagogical intervention makes knowledge explicit to the
students. The intervention oriented the students to explore the functional use of
graduation resources in model texts. This orientation might have resulted in a greater use
of intensification resources in texts at the post-intervention stage.
There are several ways which the teacher can use to develop an increasing awareness of
the role of evaluation in texts. One useful way is to map evaluative language resources in
model texts on a continuum. One continuum might begin with explicit evaluative
wordings then explicit evaluative expressions graded with isolating graduation resources
and then infused explicit evaluative realisations. This continuum can be used to help
students to understand different ways in which attitudes can be manipulated. It can also
be used to rework model texts to examine the effect of evaluative language use in
argument writing (Matruglio, 2014). By doing this, it affords an opportunity to explore
evaluative meanings from a logogenetic perspective – the way a text unfolds at a
particular point in time. This perspective looks at the logical unfolding of arguments,
including the ways that evaluative stances are constructed in a particular text. In the
process of supporting the development of evaluative language resources for the
construction of a particular text type, the types of meanings, their occurrences, their
functions, their locations of use in a text and the ways these types of meanings interact
with each other are all important considerations when designing learning activities.
6.3. Types of invoked ATTITUDE
This section reports on the patterns of invoked
ATTITUDE

ATTITUDE

across the data set. Invoked

refers to the types of attitudes that are implicitly conveyed or implied through
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inferences and field associations. As compared to inscribed ATTITUDE where instances of
attitudes explicitly carry positive or negative meanings that are highly stable across a wide
range of genres and contexts, invoked ATTITUDE includes instances that do not explicitly
convey positive or negative meanings but potentially encourage a positive or negative
evaluation of entities and behaviours on the part of readers within specific contexts
(White, 2009). In this section, I first report on the type of attitudes that are implied in the
student texts and the different ways they are realised. I then examine developments in the
patterns of implicit attitudes in the texts. I conclude by considering the interplay of
inscribed and invoked ATTITUDE in order to provide a more accurate view of the profile
of attitudes in the student writing.
An investigation into the types of attitudinal invocations in the student writing reveals
that

APPRECIATION

JUDGEMENT

is the most frequently used kind of invoked

ATTITUDE,

followed by

and AFFECT, as illustrated in Table 6.5. This distribution is the same as that

of explicit ATTITUDE in the corpus. The tendency to express ATTITUDE as APPRECIATION
appears to suggest an awareness of the impersonalised, institutionalised nature of
academic discourse on the part of this cohort of writers (Derewianka, 2009). In the
encoding of

ATTITUDE

as

APPRECIATION,

student writers express an evaluation towards

the worth of things rather than construe their emotional responses or judge people’s
behaviour, and thus this orientation to evaluation contributes to ‘objectifying’ a subjective
evaluation to a certain degree (Hood, 2004a). By selecting resources of

APPRECIATION,

the students background their own evaluation by ascribing values to targets of evaluation.
Table 6.5 Types and total number of attitudinal invocations in the corpus
Types of invoked ATTITUDE

Total number of instances
0
40
77

AFFECT
JUDGEMENT
APPRECIATION

According to Martin and White (2005), there are three main mechanisms through which
an attitudinal value can be invoked. These mechanisms are referred to as ‘provoke’, ‘flag’
and ‘afford’. Provoke involves the use of lexical metaphor to indicate a positive or
negative evaluation. Flag is an evaluative strategy where resources of

GRADUATION

are

used to indicate attitudinal meanings. Afford is a mechanism where an evaluative value
is implied through non-attitudinal experimental tokens.
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Analysis into the ways in which invoked ATTITUDE is made in the student corpus reveals
that most invocations are achieved by using

GRADUATION

to flag an attitude, most

frequently though quantification as amount. Resources of GRADUATION have an important
role to play in enabling students to convey their attitudes in more implicit and covert
ways. Using resources of GRADUATION allows students to convey their implicit evaluative
meanings towards entities and phonomena and at the same time construe written
academic discourse as ‘faceless’ (Hood & Martin, 2005). The following extract provides
an example of the way quantifying as amount functions to encourage an attitudinal
response from the reader:
S8.1. However, I think the positive effect is more than the negative one.

Many

[+force:quantity:flagging +app] countries’ economy now depends on tourism, especially ones which
don’t have good conditions to develop argriculture and industry. Therefore, they have to focus on
service and tourism. Most [+force:quantity flagging +app] of the local people’s income comes from
selling souvenir, guiding tourists.

In the example, impacts of tourism are both positively and negatively evaluated, with a
greater weight given to positive values. Positive evaluations of tourism development are
achieved through resources of quantification as amount, in ‘many’ and ‘most’, which
position the reader to view tourism development as positive due to the contribution it
makes to the ecomonic growth of nations and to the local people’s income. Quantification
as amount functions to implicate the beneficial effects that tourism has on economy at
both global and local levels. As argued by Hood (2004a), the use of quantification often
has an implication for the degree of

APPRECIATION

or JUDGEMENT, according to the co-

text and context for an evaluative reading.
Intensification is also used to signal positive or negative assessment of entities. In the
following examples, tourism is implicitly positively evaluated according to its social
importance, implicated in its development rate as well as its role in fostering economic
development:
S2.1. Firstly, the development of tourism bring some benefits for people in local communities. It
make economic in there grow faster [+force:intensity flagging +app].
S4.1. Nowadays, tourism has become one of the fastest [+force:intensity flagging +app] growing
industries in the world.
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The least frequently used strategy of flagged invocations is the use of quantification as
extent. Although this strategy is not as widely used, it does have a role to play in activating
an attitudinal reading. In the corpus, extent in space rather than in time is used to invoke
a negative judgement of tourist behaviour. It is used to show how widely an activity such
as discharging rubbish into the environment is practiced and thus functions to condemn
people involved in the activity. In the extracts, inscriptions of impropriety such as
‘disrespect’ in S5, and ‘damaging’ in S8, position the reader to view instances of
GRADUATION

as flagging a negative judgement of propriety of tourists:

S5.1. The tourists lack [-force:quantity flagging -jud] of awareness for the environment lead to
severe consequences. There is rubbish and trash everywhere [+force:quantity:extent:scope:space
flagging -jud] , eventhough the local people placed lots of rubbish bins. Besides, disrespect [-prop]
towards the historical attraction is also not uncommon.
S8.1. Besides that, tourism also brings the local communities bad effects such as throwing trash
everywhere [+force:quantity:extent:scope:space flagging -jud], damaging [-prop] historical
places.

In addition to the use of

GRADUATION

to flag an attitude, affordance is another strategy

used by the students to invite an attitudinal evaluation from the reader. In the extract
below, a dichotomy between modern and traditional culture is established. In this context,
traditional local culture is inscribed as something beautiful, whereas modern culture,
more particularly Western values, is negatively appreciated as ‘open-minded’. Another
dichotomy is also established with respect to the behaviour of young and old generations.
While old people are positively judged through flagged invocation, young generations are
negatively judged through afforded meanings. A negative judgement of young people’s
behaviour is afforded as a result of the fact that they indulge themselves in modern
cultures that are negatively appreciated in the text. Making a positive appreciation of one
culture over another serves to invite an attitudinal judgement of relevant people who value
a particular culture:
S3.2. In the past, older people had always [+force:intensity flagging +jud] tried to maintain and
preserve the beauties [+react:qual] of traditional culture. Now, these beauties [+react:qual] were
gradually replaced by modern culture brought by visitors [afford –app]. Adolescents tend to follow
“open-minded” [-val:sig] cultures such as alcohol use, illegal drugs, nightclubs and unhealthy [val:benefit] parties. They are reeling in Western culture that forgets the noble values of local cultures
[afford –jud].
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Provoke is the least frequently occurring strategy in the student texts. There is a very
limited number of provoked resources. More accurately, only three instances of
provocation are found in two texts across the whole dataset. Provoke is achieved through
lexical metaphor where the literal sense of one word or phrase used in one field is
transferred to the non-literal or metaphorical field to convey a different meaning (Feifei
Liu, 2018). Lexical metaphor is an important means to signal an indirect expression of
attitude (Martin & White, 2005). Below is an example taken from the pre-intervention
data to show the way in which language resources are used to provoke an attitudinal
assessment of tourist behaviour:
S1.1. When an army of people get gather into a particular place, it looks like making-money machines
which are greedy for new experiences [provoke:+Jud].

In the text, the image of a money-making machine is used to implicate how financially
capable tourists are. Using this device functions to encode a positive judgement of the
capacity of tourists who are willing to pay for new experiences. Using this tool enables
the student to express a covert evaluation of tourists’ capacity.
The section above provides an overall picture of implicit evaluative meanings across the
dataset, suggesting that APPRECIATION is the most dominant type of attitudinal invocations
followed by

JUDGEMENT

and

AFFECT.

In terms of the ways in which implicit meanings

are made in the texts, the analysis shows that the most predominating strategy employed
by the students to express a covert evaluation is the use of GRADUATION resources to flag
an attitudinal value, followed by affordance and provocation. The dominant use of
resources of GRADUATION to flag an attitude in student written arguments might relate to
the accessibility of this kind of resource to student writers in this study. Flagging
strategies are perhaps more accessible due to the more overt nature of this kind, where
experiential meanings are graduated and positioned on a cline to indicate an attitude, as
compared to the more covert afforded meanings (Martin & White, 2005). Afforded
attitude is entirely achieved through ideational resources and field associations and
depends on shared knowledge, beliefs and values of the world between writers and
readers rather than on the co-text (Don, 2016). Conveying afforded attitude generally
requires students’ greater lexical knowledge and thus presents significant challenges to
low-proficiency student writers such as those in the present study. Similarly, provoked
attitude is achieved through lexical metaphor – a challenging area for EFL students (Y.197

C. Chen & Lai, 2014) as it requires them to move beyond the literal meaning of words or
phases used in the text and to attend to the metaphorical sense implied. This finding
suggests the need to apprentice students into strategies for expressing overt attitudes in
initial stages and then into more covert patterns of attitude at later stages within a writing
curriculum.
Although up to this point the analysis provides an understanding of the types and the
strategies used to convey implicit evaluative meanings in the student writing, it does not
offer an insight into the positive changes the students made in relation to the use of
invoked attitudes. The following discussion reports on variations in the types of and ways
in which implicit evaluative meanings are realised in the texts constructed at different
time intervals. The discussion helps to unpack the students’ development in the
expression of implicit evaluative meanings.
Comparative analyses appear to suggest important development in the patterns of implicit
evaluative meanings in argument texts. The students tended to use less inscribed and more
invoked ATTITUDE in their mid- and post-intervention texts. This is evidenced in a change
in the ratio of inscribed to invoked

ATTITUDE

over a one-semester time span (see Table

6.6 below), with flagging selected as the most frequently occuring strategy for invocations
(see examples below). Demonstrating control over this strategy is fundamental as it
allows student writers to background their subjective evaluation by handing an evaluative
interpretation of implied meanings over to the reader through the grading of experiential
tokens (Derewianka, 2009). This analysis suggests that by the end of the intervention the
students appear to recognise the important role of invoked ATTITUDE in constructing more
‘objectively’ persuasive argumentative writing (Hood, 2004a).
Table 6.6 Ratio of inscribed to invoked ATTITUDE

Texts
Preintervention
Midintervention
Postintervention

Total
length
of
text
2993

Total
instances of
inscribed

Total
instances of
invoked

Total instances
of
invoked
ATTITUDE per
1000 words
10

Ratio
of
inscribed to
invoked

30

Total instances
of
inscribed
ATTITUDE per
1000 words
66.5

ATTITUDE

ATTITUDE

199

2398

165

40

68.8

16.7

4.12

3692

190

47

51.5

12.7

4.05
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ATTITUDE

6.65

S6.2. For example, in the first six months of 2016, Ly Son Island welcomed more than 70,000
tourists, tripling the same period last year, and this leads to a huge [+force:quantity flagging –jud]
increase of garbage dumped into water, which directly threatens the marine environment, and the
health of ocean ecosystems.
S11.2. Tourism causes a huge [+force:quantity flagging –jud] amount of rubbish. …And the
operation of restaurants, hotel discharged into the environment a large [+force:quantity flagging
–jud] amount of waste without pre-treatment to save costs.

Evidence of the development can also be seen in a greater tendency to convey personal
judgments in implicit way to address the topic of tourism represented in the pre- and midintervention task prompts. The students tended to use more resources of invoked
JUDGEMENT in texts produced at the mid- than in the pre-intervention stage (see Table 6.7

below). This suggests that the students have recognised the importance of the need to
express personal judgements more indirectly than directly in writing.
Table 6.7 Total instances of invoked JUDGEMENT
Texts

Total word
length of text

Total instances of
invoked JUDGEMENT

Pre-intervention
Mid-intervention
Post-intervention

2993
2398
3692

13
25
2

Total instances of
invoked JUDGEMENT
per 1000 words
4.34
10.42
0.54

As mentioned in Chapter 4, this study did not perform a delicate analysis into the subtypes of implicit attitudes, due to the ‘slippery’ nature of implicit expression of attitudes
(Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014) and ‘unsolved arguments’ surrounding implicit
meanings in the literature (Hood, 2004a). There are, however, quite a few examples where
the prosodic nature of interpersonal meaning ‘spreads’ from the inscriptions to the
invocations (Matruglio, 2014). Below are two typical examples taken from the pre- and
post-intervention data, respectively, to illustrate ways in which inscriptions serve to guide
an interpretation of the sub-types of implicit judgement:
S11.1. The first thing to say is that people have to destroy [-prop] many natural places to build the
other attractions. This has a strong effective on environment. There are many trees cut down, many
[+force:quantity flagging –jud] natural lakes covered by another thing.
S10.3. For instance, in 2017, the Nature journal published an interesting [+react:impact] article
about language education, showing that children who learn foreign languages have a higher
[+force:intensity flagging +jud] brain than others who do not. Dr. Ellen Bialystok of York
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University in Toronto also confirmed that children who learn foreign tongue are able [+cap] to
solve complex [react:quality] situations faster and better [+force:intenstity flagging +jud] than
children do not learn foreign languages.

In these texts, explicit judgement of people’s behaviour, in particular, the propriety of the
general public as in S11, or the capacity of foreign language learners as in S10,
encourages an interpretation of the sub-types of implied judgemental meanings. While in
the text by S11 quantification is used to indicate a negative judgement of human propriety,
GRADUATION

as FORCE is used to flag a positive judgement of learner’s capacity the text

by S10. Although it is sometimes difficult to identify the exact sub-type of attitudinal
invocations in the corpus (Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014; Matruglio, 2014), in the
present study there are quite a few examples where the prosody from the inscriptions of
attitude affects the interpretation of the sub-categories of implied attitude in the corpus.
With a view that the prosody from the inscriptions helps to interpret the sub-types of
implied meanings, the present study finds a significant shift in attitudinal meanings from
the mid-test to the post-test. This shift is from conveying judgement of social sanction to
the assessment of social esteem (see the examples extracted from S11 and S10 above,
respectively). While the students use language resources to express an implicit judgement
of social sanction, mainly the impropriety of tourists, in the mid-test, they do so to convey
an implicit judgement of social esteem, more particularly capacity of language learners,
in the post-test. Athough this shift does not appear to indicate developments in evaluative
language use as a result of the intervention program, it might suggest a relationship
between field and attitudinal meanings (see Section 6.1.5 for a discusssion of this point).
The link between the field of discourse and tenor might be one of the significant factors
influencing the pattern of evaluative meanings of certain kinds encoded in the texts.
Attitudinal meanings, particularly invocations, are highly sensitive to field (Martin &
White, 2005). Some fields might lend themselves to particular kinds of attitudinal
meaning more often than others, and thus shifting fields could result in different
opportunities given to students to express attitudes. One important implication is the
necessity to diversify writing topics and fields in EFL general academic writing classes
so as to provide students with greater opportunites for conveying different attitudes across
topics and fields.
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In summary, the consideration of implicit evaluative meanings reveals a greater tendency
to use less inscribed and more invoked

ATTITUDE

in argumentative texts produced at

different times. This tendency suggests an emerging awareness of the need to express
their personal evaluation in more implicit ways. Demonstrating such an awareness is an
essential stage in the trajectory of writing development, as recognising appropriate types
of evaluative meaning to be expressed perhaps ultimately contributes to the
persuasiveness of an argument. The following section reports on the interplay of inscribed
and invoked evaluative meanings, to provide a more coherent view of the profile of
attitudes in the student writing.
6.4. The interplay of inscribed and invoked ATTITUDE
A consideration of the interplay of inscribed and invoked evaluative meanings shows that,
while invoked instances of

AFFECT

and

JUDGEMENT

do not contribute to altering the

patterns of ATTITTUDE expressed in the texts, invoked instances of APPRECIATION do help
to change the overall profile of attitudes. As presented in Table 6.8, the amount of invoked
instances of

AFFECT

does not have any influence on the overall pattern of

AFFECT

expressed in the corpus. Similarly, the amount of invoked instances of JUDGEMENT does
not change the overall pattern of

JUDGEMENT

expressed across the data. The use of

invoked instances of APPRECIATION, however, results in a change in the overall pattern of
ATTITUDE

in the post-intervention texts. More accurately, upon considering the explicit

expressions of APPRECIATION alone, there is a relatively equal amount of

APPRECIATION

from the pre-test to post-test. However, when considering the interplay of both explicit
and implicit expressions of
APPRECIATION

APRECIATION,

there appears to be a moderate increase in

in the post-test. This tendency suggests that the students now become

much more concerned with the value, significance and benefit of entities and phenomena
than with emotional feelings and responses in argument writing. This development is
critical as it marks an emerging ability to construct ‘objective’ evaluative stances where
entities and phenomena are assessed according to social norms and values in
argumentation.
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Table 6.8 Types of and total number of implicit and explicit instances of ATTITUDE
Types of ATTITUDE

AFFECT

Explicit
Implicit

Total number of AFFECT instances
JUDGEMENT
Explicit
Implicit
Total number of JUDGEMENT instances
APPRECIATION Explicit
Implicit
Total number of APPRECIATION instances

Total instances in
pre-intervention
texts
36
0
36
21
13
34
154
17
171

Total instances in
mid-intervention
texts
14
0
14
34
25
59
128
15
143

Total instances in
post-intervention
texts
32
0
32
18
2
20
153
45
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The following extracts written by the same student at three points in time, pre-, mid- and
post-intervention, respectively, are now presented to illustrate the types of meanings that
students concern themselves with when developing an argument:
S4.1. On the other hand, some people think that the influences of tourism are negative [val:benefit] because of some reasons. The first of is bad [-prop] awareness of some travelers and
tourists, they litter on places they visit that causes pollution. Moreover, some people take
advantages [-prop] of tourism to do bad [-prop] things.
S4.2. Another effect of tourism is an increase in awareness of local communities in the
preservation of culture. This industry helps [+val:benefit] local people develop deeper insight of
values in their tradition though celebrating traditional festivals or keeping handicrafts alive. Take
Hue city in Vietnam for an example, countless cultural festivals are held annually for the purpose
of promoting uniqueness [+val:sig] in Hue culture worldwide. Thanks to this, Hue inhabitants do
not only become more aware of their regional culture, but also positively contribute to preserve it.
It is obvious that awareness of local people have a great influence on preservation of culture.
S4.3. The most obvious drawback [-val:benefit] of online translators is that they do not
understand context. Consequently, they cannot produce a good [-appreciation:general] translation
product. While bilinguals exactly know which kinds of text they are translating or relationships
between people in texts, computers do not have abilities to understand these contextual factors.
This makes the meaning of translated text become less accurate [+val:validity] or even
meaningless [-val:validity].

The first extract contain instances of judgement of human behaviour, more accurately of
tourists’ behaviour. They are negatively evaluated because of the decreasing quality of
our environment, in an explicit manner. Unlike the arguments that revolve around making
ethical judgements in the pre-intervention text, evaluative meanings in the mid- and postintervention texts are oriented towards the value of things, more particularly the benefits
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of tourism and the social worth of technology. This shift can be partly traced back to the
focus of the intervention cycle. The cycle makes explicit to the students the linguistic
means for expressing valued attitudes, such as the types of evaluative meaning, including
APPRECIATION

resources, in constructing impersonalised evaluative stances in

argumentation. Such an explicit focus on language use might support EFL students to
manage the challenging demands of ‘objective’ evaluative meanings in academic writing.
The analysis also reveals a predominant pattern of explicit expressions of attitude
followed by implicit attitudinal meanings in prominent textual positions such as the stage
of Argument, in the post-test. This pattern demonstrates the prosodic nature of evaluative
meanings where there is a spread from the inscription of attitudes to their invocation. The
extracts below exemplify this pattern and explain its possible effect on the quality of
student arguments:
S2.3. Firstly, machine translation is not entirely [+force:intensity] accurate [-val:validity]. It only
translate word by word and do not understand grammatical structures as well as words with many
meanings [Afford –app].
S6.3. The first problem [-val:benefit] is that a machine definitely does not have an ability to
convey emotions [Afford –app]. It is only an inanimate object which transfers what we input
[Afford –app]; therefore it absolutely has difficulties [-react:quality:manageability] in expressing
feelings when required.

This pattern is used to foreground the students’ evaluative stance towards entities in both
explicit and implicit manner. This foregrounding draws the reader’s attention to the
evaluative stance adopted by the writer in their texts and then to amplify it through the
use of invocations without the potential overuse of explicitly stated attitude. One
important effect is to enable the construction of a clear evaluative stance toward the topic
at hyperTheme level. Such argumentation is expected by the reader who values dominant
Anglophone styles of argument (Phan, 2011). This suggests a growing awareness of the
reader’s expectations and shared writing conventions.
The analysis also reveals that the amount of inscribed ATTITUDE is significantly greater
than that of invoked ATTITUDE, as shown in Table 6.9. In addition, inscribed attitudes are
predominantly graded through isolating terms (e.g. ‘Firstly, machine translation is not
entirely [+force:intensity] accurate [-val:validity]’) rather than through infusion (e.g.
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‘Tourism has become an essential [+force:intensity] [+val:sig] industry that helps to
develop economies of many countries around the world.’). This tendency appears to
indicate the impact of the context of language use on language choices in the student texts.
The context of language assessment in Vietnam, for example, requires students to draw
on their personal experiences to support their subjective evaluative viewpoints on a
particular topic. This context might orient students towards foregrounding their subjective
stances through evaluative choices, namely explicit evaluative meanings or isolating
graduation resources, rather than backgrounding their stances with more ‘objective’
evaluative choices such as implicit evaluative choices or infused grading terms. This
tendency can also be attributed to the low English proficiency level of students in this
study as discussed in Section 6.2.1.
This tendency also seems to indicate that implicit evaluative meanings are a complex set
of language resources to be learnt. Implicit evaluative meanings are achieved through the
selections of ideational tokens and depend to a large extent on subjective reading position
(Don, 2016; Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014). Whether an implicit evaluative meaning is
activated or not depends significantly on the ability of the reader to decode implicit values
encoded in the writer’s text (Gray & Biber, 2012). The subjective and implicit nature of
invoked attitudes makes the teaching and learning of these resoures challenging.
Although modelling evaluative meanings is to a certain extent beneficial in a general
academic writing course, it would perhaps be best to situate the modelling process within
a disciplinary context. In such a context, there are sets of writing conventions, values and
knowledge which within-communitity members share to negotiate contested value
positions and knowledge (Woodward-Kron, 2004). This context thus provides a rich and
authentic learning environment for apprenticing and socialising students into the valued
evaluative patterns of meaning-making in academic writing.
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CHAPTER 7: ENGAGING WITH OTHER VOICES IN
STUDENT ARGUMENTATIVE WRITING
7.0. Introduction
The ability to use evaluative language to engage with the reader is identified as an
important element contributing to successful persuasive arguments (Wu & Allison, 2005).
The construction of a well-formulated argumentative text involves strategic and effective
management of the writer’s individual perspective and the existence of other perspectives.
Within a contested knowledge space, writers must be able to establish a credible position
towards an issue. This is often conveyed through the use of evaluative resources for
construing the writer’s opinion or evaluation of propositions in relation to other assumed
positions. Evaluative meanings are also implicated in the incorporation of reasons and
supporting evidence in an argument. It is therefore necessary to understand how
evaluative language is employed to manage the existence of multiple voices in the student
argumentative texts.
In this study, linguistic analysis identifies patterns of evaluative language used for
engaging with other perspectives and negotiating points of view. Analysis reveals the
degree to which allowances for alternative propositions are made, technically referred to
as heteroglossia (Martin & White, 2005). Changes in the ways student writers negotiate
their ideas across texts produced at different points during and after the intervention are
also explored. The analysis is not limited to an identification of the amounts and
categories of evaluative expressions prevalent in the data set but also to the location and
interaction of these resources that contribute to the creation of evaluative stances
(Matruglio, 2014).
The analysis reported in this chapter draws on the

ENGAGEMENT

framework (Martin &

White, 2005) developed upon the theoretical foundation of Systemic Functional
Linguistics (Halliday, 1987; Halliday & Hasan, 1976) as discussed in Chapter 3. This
framework provides a detailed account of the ways a writer’s voice is positioned against
other non-authorial voices in the text. It is organised into a set of evaluative resources that
are either dialogically expansive or contractive (Martin & White, 2005). While
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dialogically expansive resources allows the dialogic space for alternatives, dialogically
contractive resources close down other value positions.
This chapter reports on the

ENGAGEMENT

resources demonstrated in student

argumentative texts constructed at pre-, mid- and post-intervention stages. Section 7.1
considers the distribution of ENGAGEMENT resources across texts constructed at different
time intervals from a synoptic perspective (Hood, 2010). Section 7.2 discusses the ways
in which patterns of evaluative meanings co-occur in the logogenesis as texts unfold from
a dynamic perspective (Hood, 2010). These sections illustrate challenges in using
ENGAGEMENT

resources in pre-intervention texts and demonstrate positive changes in

control of these resources in texts produced during and after the intervention. The analysis
sheds light into the students’ development of evaluative language resources for the
establishment of an interpersonal relationship with the reader.
7.1. From a single-voiced to multiple-voiced argumentative text
Argumentative writing involves the ability to position the writer’s viewpoint within a
range of alternative perspectives in relation to a specific topic (Hood, 2010). The writer
needs to draw on engagement strategies for not only presenting his or her individual
viewpoint but also orchestrating a diversity of perspectives and viewpoints in texts that
contribute to the quality of writing (Swain, 2007). He/she also needs to make effective
uses of engagement resources to negotiate with anticipated potential resistant readers
(Cheung & Low, 2017; Coffin & Hewings, 2004; Lancaster, 2014). Drawing on the
ENGAGEMENT

system of

APPRAISAL,

the analysis indicates the Vietnamese EFL

participating students’ challenges and developments in using heteroglossic resources in
argument writing. Challenges are evidenced in a preference for a single heteroglossic
student voice in the pre-tests, whereas developments are reflected in a tendency to
produce more ‘objective’, multiple-voiced arguments in the post-tests. The findings
suggest the potential value of the SFL-based genre literacy intervention in scaffolding
EFL students to increase their ability to include other value positions beyond their own
opinions.
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7.1.1. Single-voiced pre-writing
Pre-intervention texts demonstrate a tendency to draw on dialogically expansive
resources, particularly resources of ‘entertain’, to foreground the students’ own
subjectivity, rather than drawing on external evidence to substantiate a claim. This is
demonstrated in Table 7.1 where resources of entertain are eight point five times higher
than those of attributive instances. From the dialogistic perspective, entertain presents a
proposition as located in the writer’s ‘own contingent, individual subjectivity’ (Martin &
White, 2005, p. 98) and thereby construes it as but one among a number of other possible
value positions. Although the use of entertain to present subjective understanding leaves
room for alternative viewpoints, so much of it creates a maximally open dialogic space
and thus makes the argumentative force of one’s own argument weaker. Maximally open
space invites disagreement from any opponents who do not share similar understanding
with writers (Martin & White, 2005). The tendency to select the option of entertain results
in single-voiced, opinion-based writing where arguments are developed within the
subjectivity of the students’ own voice. This tendency has also been identified in other
research as a pervasive feature of texts produced by low-achieving students (Wu, 2007).
It can thus be suggested that the quality of the pre-intervention texts may be affected by
a heavy dependence on the subjectivity of the student’s own voice.
Table 7.1 The ratio of entertain to attribute resources per 1000 words across the data
set

Preintervention
MidIntervention
Postintervention

Total word
length of
text

Number of
entertain
resources

Number of
attribute
resources

Number of
attribute
resources
per
1000
words
3.3

Ratio of
entertain
to
attribute

10

Number of
entertain
resources
per
1000
words
28.1

2993

84

2398

72

19

30

7.9

3.8

3692

102

36

27.6

9.8

2.8

8.5

Pre-intervention texts also demonstrate the students’ heavy reliance on personal
experiences rather than evidence-based sources in support of a claim. The following texts
illustrate how the high involvement of the students’ personal accounts, intuitions and
beliefs radiates across phases of discourse and positions the texts as subjective:
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S6.1. First of all, I’d [exp:entertain] like to say about its first negatives: spending a lot of money.
It can be denied that people has money so they can [exp:entertain] use it. But when travelling
abroad, we can [exp:entertain] be cheated. When you buy something, you can [exp:entertain] be
told a higher price or won’t receive the money they have to [exp:entertain] give back.

S6, for example, claims that a negative aspect of travelling is high spending. In this short
excerpt, the student uses five instances of entertain to communicate her own uncertainty
about the subject matter, drawing on her own prior knowledge and experience of the
material world to argue the case. Similarly, instead of incorporating relevant reliable
evidence from external sources for the substantiation of a claim, S8 also draws on her
personal understanding of the world to support her claim:
S8.1. Furthermore, tourism not only helps a country to advertise its images but also attracts
investments from other countries. It makes people know more about culture, the beauty of a
country. For example, a traditional culture is endanger of disappearing because noone feels it
attractive anymore. However, a visitor sees it and tells everyone that it is very interesting, so more
and more people come to see it and the local can [exp:entertain] earn money from it. Therefore,
this culture is still deserved.

The development of arguments in this manner does not appear to add value to the
construction of more ‘objective’ argumentative texts. Personal accounts of events and
happenings have generally been considered as the least persuasive evidence type due to
weaknesses such as unrepresentative biased samples and casual testimony (Hornikx,
2005). Thus, making an argument based purely on personal testimony of a writer
potentially weakens the strength of an argument.
These data, which show that students rely on their own subjectivities in the development
of an argument, reflect findings by Ho (2011) who concludes that Vietnamese EFL
student writers have a growing propensity to resort to subjective ideas to support a
position rather than to factual information drawn from reported sources. Importantly, the
tendency to construct arguments based on one’s personal opinions does not enable the
students to develop necessary skills, for example critical thinking, critical analysis and
critical evaluation of sources or ideas which are all skills valued in academic discourse
communities (Humphrey & Economou, 2015), including English-mediated courses in
EFL contexts. If the students are not well-prepared for constructing more warranted
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arguments at the university level, they will likely experience difficulty in the pursuit of
future higher education.
In addition to a heavy reliance on the students’ own subjectivity to argue the case, my
analysis also shows that, when the students do bring other voices in, the placement of
them is not effective in supporting the argument. Some students place these voices in the
introduction to set up a context for contrastive viewpoints (e.g. ‘Most people think
[exp:attri] that its development has badly affected on local areas. Meanwhile others have
idea [exp:attri] of its positive results.’). Some place them in the opening sentence of a
body paragraph as a transitional move between points (e.g. ‘On the other hand, some
people think [exp:attri] that the influences of tourism are negative because of some
reasons.’). There appears to be no tendency to locate external voices at the Argument
stage and integrate them in the development of students’ central arguments. Failing to
engage with other subjectivities in the reasoning of an argument may lead to a subjective
and personal reading of their texts (Hood, 2004b), which is not valued in Englishmediated academic writing in EFL contexts. Excluding other voices from the
development of a claim also does not allow students to make an interpretation or analysis
of source texts (R. Miller et al., 2014). This finding appears to evidence a limited ability
to draw on common grounds located in the voices of others when constructing
argumentative texts.
Ineffective use of external voices in the pre-test writing is also demonstrated through the
tendency to reproduce verbatim wordings from a task prompt among four out of eleven
texts (see the example below). S3, for example, copies the expressions from the task
question as bolded in the text below. Reproduction is the first important step in learning
new knowledge and appears to evidence an awareness of the central role of attribution in
academic writing. It is, however, important to move beyond replication and improve
paraphrase and summary skills. These skills are fundamental in academic writing,
enabling student writers to report on knowledge and ideas from external sources (Keck,
2006):
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S3.1. But there are several reasons why people argue [exp:attr:ack] that the development of
tourism had had negative effects.
S9.1. Some people argue [exp:attri] that the development of tourism has had negative effects
on local communities, othes think [exp:attri] that its influences are positive.

The present study indicates that the students have not been apprenticed into constructing
the types of well-justified, evidence-based arguments that consider alternative viewpoints
and which are valued in most English-mediated EFL academic contexts such as Vietnam.
Instead, they were prepared for writing opinion-based texts. This can probably be
accounted for by a common pedagogical practice of argumentative writing in the context
of Vietnam. This practice does not seem to focus the students’ attention on the
conventions of referencing external sources for their crucial role in the production of a
more balanced and persuasive argumentative text. Rather, the practice places a heavy
focus on the development of opinion-based argumentative texts for the purpose of
language testing and assessment. Lack of opportunities for Vietnamese students to
approximate highly valued features of academic writing such as attribution at the
university level of education is likely to leave them with disadvantages in the pursuit of
higher degrees and of academic careers that they may undertake at later stages of their
life.
7.1.2. Using attribution to create multiple-voiced post-intervention writing
Resources of attribution have critical roles to play in producing a warranted multi-voiced
argumentative text. Attribution is important in the social context of persuasion as it allows
writers to justify their claims and establish a persuasive argumentative framework
(Hyland, 1999). Attribution involves explicit reference to viewpoints of other voices in a
text, resulting in a more balanced, well-considered and ‘objective’ argument (Humphrey,
2015b). At a more specific level of delicacy, the system is classified into three subcategories: distance, acknowledge and endorse (White, 2003). Students may choose
distance to indicate negative attitudes, acknowledge to indicate neutral attitudes, or
endorse to indicate positive attitudes towards reported information. As attribution takes a
vital role in the construction of argumentative texts, it is critical for university-level
students to display a capacity to use attributive expressions to perform a purposeful and
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effective orchestration of voices and to maintain a balanced argument (R. Miller et al.,
2014).
Viewed from a more general level of delicacy, my analysis of students’ texts constructed
at different times shows that, by the end of the intervention, the students show greater
uses of attributive expressions to construct multi-voiced arguments. While the analysis
reveals a tendency to draw on resources of entertain to develop arguments based on the
single subjective voice of the students in the pre-tests, it suggests an emerging
development of the ability to use attribution resources to create multi-voiced arguments
in the post-tests. This is reflected in the ratio of resources of entertain to attribution in
their texts. While the ratio is quite high in pre-intervention texts, it becomes smaller in
mid- and post-intervention texts. The students use eight point five times more resources
of entertain than of attribution in the pre-intervention texts, while in the post-intervention
writing, they use roughly only three times more resources of entertain than of attribution
(see Table 7.1). In other words, the students use more attributive resources in the texts
constructed during and after the intervention. This represents a shift from conveying the
students’ subjective opinion-based assessments of propositions at the pre-intervention
stage towards reporting on attributed voices from external materials to create multivoiced texts during and after the intervention.
Viewed from the perspective of a more specific level of delicacy, my analysis reflects
better control of the system of attribution for effective persuasion. In the following
section, I elaborate on different ways in which students successfully use the attributive
system in making multi-voiced persuasive texts.
7.1.2.1. Adopting a personal stance towards reported information
The analysis found that the students have significant challenges in conveying a personal
attitude towards attributed information at the pre-intervention stage. By the postintervention, however, they displayed a growing capacity to set their voices explicitly in
opposition or in agreement with attributed materials.
At the pre-intervention stage, the students demonstrate difficulty indicating a personal
stance towards reported information. As summarised in Table 7.2, the students made no
choice from the categories of distance and endorsement, and made a limited use of
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acknowledgement in their texts. From the dialogistic perspective, both distance and
endorse provide evaluative language resources for the presentation of a proposition as
located within the ‘subjectivity’ of someone else’s voice (Martin & White, 2005).
However, they differ in terms of the way in which a writer expresses their attitudinal
values towards reported information. As stated earlier, while distance is used to indicate
a writer’s negative evaluation of a source text voice, endorse is employed to show their
positive assessment of a proposition sourced to an external voice and to signal allegiances
(White, 2015). Being able to use linguistic expressions for conveying the personal stance
of a writer, including their evaluation towards reported information, is particularly
important in academic registers (Hood, 2010; Thompson, 1996). My analysis, however,
found that the students lacked linguistic resources for indicating a stance towards reported
propositions at the pre-intervention stage. This tendency suggests that the students are not
explicitly inducted into adopting a stance in relation to attributed materials in Vietnamese
writing pedagogy.
Table 7.2 Distribution of resources of attribution at a more delicate level in preintervention texts
ATTRIBUTETYPE
- acknowledge
- distance
- endorse

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S8

S9

S10

S11

S12

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

2
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

2
0
0

2
0
0

0
0
0

2
0
0

One possible explanation for the absence of some resources of ENGAGEMENT in the preintervention dataset might have to do with a sophisticated nature of stance expressions in
relation to other positions. In order to express distance or alignment with an attributed
voice purposefully and effectively, students need proficiency in nuanced and subtle ways
of meaning-making. Limited proficiency will unlikely lead to appropriate uses of
sophisticated language resources such as distance or endorsement for interacting and
orchestrating pre-existing or anticipated voices, and for positioning their own voice with
respect to that of others (White, 2003). The ability to make choices to indicate evaluative
stances might only be accessible to more advanced language writers who have a high
command of interpersonal resources for managing an intersubjective relation between
writers and readers. My study aims to examine whether explicit attention, such as through
critical analysis of sample texts composed by competent writers, might have an impact
on students’ internalisation of these resources for adopting appropriate stances.
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Despite not having been able to use attribution to indicate stance at the pre-intervention
stage, the students displayed a developing capacity to do so in the mid- and postintervention stages. This development is exemplified through the use of distancing
resources at three time intervals: pre-, mid- and post-intervention. The distancing strategy
is completely missing in the pre-intervention texts; however it is, to a certain extent,
deployed by the students to distance themselves from an attributed source in the mid- and
post-intervention texts. Table 7.3 shows that the number of distance expressions increases
6 times in the intervention texts, and 23 times in the post intervention texts. An increase
in number is a positive indication of the students’ capacity to present attributed
proportions as still open to discussion and thus to invite alternative perspectives to enter
into the debate (Martin & White, 2005).
Table 7.3 Distancing resources in student texts constructed at different points in time
Texts

Total word length of
text

No of distancing
resources

Pre-intervention

2993

0

No of distancing
resources per 1000
words
0

Mid-intervention
Post-intervention

2398
3692

6
23

2.5
6.2

Four students are able to make an effective use of resources of distance in order to indicate
their stance towards attributed propositions in the Orientation stage of the postintervention texts. S9’s text below illustrates the way in which resources of distance are
successfully deployed. The student orients the reader towards the topic under
argumentation, and clearly signals her disalignment with a proposition using a scare
quote, ‘emerging technology breakthroughs’, to distance from the attributed voice.
Following that, she overtly signals her distance from the attributed position, that the
devices can translate texts and thus there is no need for children to learn a foreign
language, using a reporting verb ‘claim’. Having set up a context for the topic, the student
begins to adopt her own position using another strategy of distance, ‘I do not see eye to
eye with this statement’. In her small chunk of text, the student repeatedly uses resources
of distance to negatively evaluate propositions. The repetition of the distancing strategy
in this example helps to colour a whole phase of discourse as a negative evaluation of
technology and allows her to express a stance of disalignment. The skill to maintain a
clear evaluative stance throughout a stretch of discourse suggests the students’
development into more sophisticated and effective control of meaning-making:
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S9.3. In the fourth industrial revolution which is “emerging technology breakthroughs”
[exp:attr:distance] revolution in fields such as intelligence, robotic and the Internet of things, so
many people claim [exp:attr:distance] that technological devices are able to replace people on
translating linguistic knowledge and the youth is unnecessary to learn foreign languages. In my
opinion, I do not see eye to eye with this statement [exp:attr:distance] because of some following
reasons.

Not only are the students able to disassociate through distancing, but two of them are also
capable of using resources of endorsement as a way of evidencing to support an argument.
As the ability to provide evidence is important in argumentative writing, this will be
carefully explored in Section 7.1.2.2 below.
In addition, some students display an ability to use resources of endorsement to endorse
evidence that makes references to factual information. Popular constructions for
expressing endorsement to evidence include ‘this shows us’, ‘this proves that’, or ‘shows
that’, as exemplified in the following texts:
S8.2. However, many things have been done to preserve national historic sites. For example, at
Hanoi’s Temple of Literature in Vietnam, there are so many people touch the head of stone turtles
to wish for luck that the national precious relic would wear out step by step. To prevent this, many
young people have volunteered to guard the turtles. This shows [contr:procl:endorse] us that the
damage to culture is really cared and many solutions have been carried out.
S10.2. For example, the campaigns that save Son Dong cave – the world’s largest cave in Vietnam
and stop a proposed cable car construction project were wildly supported by Vietnamese. Nearly
200,000 Vietnam people signed their name to raise against this project, which shows
[contr:procl:endorse] that community always care about the environment problems.

These examples use factual information as evidence and construe presented propositions
as valid and warrantable. One interesting observation is that, instead of endorsing a source
text as illustrated in Section 7.1.2.2 below, these students present propositions as facts
and begin to align themselves with these facts strongly and to make some interpretation.
Endorsing factual evidence is dialogically contractive as it closes down space for
alternative viewpoints by advancing the writers’ assertion as well-considered and valid
(Matruglio, 2018). Using resources of endorsement in this way appears to suggest
increasing awareness of the importance of building shared responsibility with voices
beyond the text in making a convincing argument. In other words, the capability to deploy
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resources of endorsement to establish a relationship of alignment suggests a greater
awareness of the need to create common ground in argumentation (H. Chen, 2017).
In summary, the analysis demonstrates the development of an ability to use attributive
resources to express an evaluative stance in relation to reported information. Being able
to select appropriate language choices to express the right kinds of attitudes towards
attributed information requires an understanding of nuanced and subtle ways of meaningmaking (S. H. Lee, 2010). Developing such an understanding does not come easily.
Instead, this process requires a considerable amount of time spent on drawing explicit
attention to language use employing effective instructional strategies. One of the most
useful classroom techniques might relate to critical analysis of the ways in which
rhetorical strategies such as attribution are used by competent writers in model texts.
7.1.2.2. Using attribution as a way of evidencing
As discussed in Chapter 2, evidence has a central role to play in increasing the strength
of an argument (De La Paz et al., 2012; Gleason, 1999). Evidence can be classified into
multiple types, including personal experience, facts, statistics and expert opinion
(Macagno, 2016; Paek & Kang, 2017; Uysal, 2012). External evidence such as facts and
expert voices is generally a more valued type of evidence as it contributes to increasing
the persuasive strength of an argument (Hornikx, 2005). From this perspective, the
analysis shows that some students have displayed a developing capacity to use attributive
resources as external evidence to construct multi-voiced argumentative texts. Two
students draw on resources of endorsement to convey a positive attitude towards and align
themselves with attributed propositions, while three students employ resources of
acknowledge to indicate a neutral attitude towards reported sources (see the examples
below). Variations do exist in the way attribution is used to present evidence, especially
with regard to the level of textual integration: insertion (a direct quotation) versus
assimilation (an indirect quotation) (White, 2015). These differences concern the different
degrees to which the original words of the speaker/writer are incorporated. While one
student provides a direct quote of an expert knower to support a claim, other students rely
on indirect ways of presenting knowledge claims as evidence in the form of summary and
paraphrase. The differing level of textual integration, insertion or assimilation, is
exemplified in, respectively, the following extracts of S1 and S10:
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S1.3. Dr. Majfud said [exp:attr:ack]in the article Why Hasn’t AI Mastered Language Translation:
“We should be aware of the fragility of machines’ interpretation. Because to translate is basically
to interpret, not just an idea but a feeling. Humans feelings and ideas that only humans can
understand and sometimes not even we, humans, understand other humans”.
S10.3. For instance, in 2017, the Nature journal published an interesting article about language
education, showing [contr:procl:endorse] that children who learn foreign languages have a higher
brain than others who do not.

Both extracts draw on authoritative and trustworthy sources to support a claim; however,
they differ in terms of the extent to which the quoted words are integrated. S1
acknowledges an expert voice concerned about the interpretive ability of translation
machines through direct speech, while S10 endorses research that advocates
multilingualism using an indirect quotation. Using a direct quote allows the student to
convey a high level of faithfulness to the original speaker/ writer’s message (Thompson,
1996) and to represent the visibility of the attributed voice, and thus avoids taking any
responsibility for attributed information (Hood, 2012). On the other hand, paraphrasing
and summarising incorporate key ideas and beliefs of an external voice into the text to
support the student’s central argument in more indirect ways. The indirect reporting of
attributed information therefore enables the students to represent the external voice in a
less visible way, indicate their interpretation of the attributed material and demonstrating
a shared responsibility for the reliability of the reported proposition. Although both
insertion and assimilation are two common forms of textual integration in academic
writing, research has shown that low-achieving students have a tendency to employ direct
quotes to integrate external voices into the text (Chi & Nguyen, 2017; S. H. Lee, 2010).
In the present study, the students demonstrate a greater preference to paraphrase the
information of source texts than to use direct quotes. The skill to move beyond a direct
quotation of an attributed material indicates an emerging development of an ability to
select and summarise important relevant information to be included in the development
of a central argument.
While some students deploy ENGAGEMENT resources to present external evidence in their
texts, others do not draw on the

ENGAGEMENT

system to make references to external

voices but show an increasing use of facts taken from an unknown source as evidence in
their texts. The following extract illustrates the way in which factual evidence is
integrated to justify a claim. The extract was produced at the intervention stage by S6
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who demonstrated a tendency to draw on her own personal experiences to support a claim
at the pre-intervention stage:
S6.2. The second problem that needs [exp:entertain] to be wary is tourist impact on ecology and
environment. The increase of tourist flows lead to an increase in the amount of waste in many
tourist destinations. For example, in the first six months of 2016, Ly Son Island welcomed more
than 70,000 tourists, tripling the same period last year, and this leads to a huge increase of garbage
dumped into water, which directly threatens the marine environment, and the health of ocean
ecosystems. Despite [contr:dis:counter] these negative impacts tourism has on the environment,
little concern has been voiced to improve quality of our environment.

The example draws on external information taken from an unspecified unknown source
to validate a claim. It discusses the negative impacts of the growth of tourists in local
destinations on the environment and uses facts, ‘For example, in the first six months of
2016, Ly Son Island welcomed more than 70,000 tourists, tripling the same period last
year...’, to justify the argument. Although the source of information is unknown, the
inclusion of facts adds to the strength of the argument. The tendency to draw on factual
evidence suggests an increasing sensitivity to the limited value of representing the
writer’s own experience of the world as evidence to substantiate arguments, and an
emerging awareness of the need to draw on external evidence. Therefore, references to
facts can be seen as an intermediate step in a developmental trajectory towards control of
the ENGAGEMENT system. The students appear to move from representing their personal
understanding of the world at the pre-intervention to reporting on the knowledge of others
taken from a specified or unspecified source during and after the intervention.
The fact that a majority of students show a greater use of external evidence in their texts
might have resulted from explicit modelling of multiple ways in which evidence can be
drawn on to support a claim during the intervention. The program introduced the students
to multiple types of evidence, namely, facts, statistical evidence, expert opinion and
personal observations through a close analysis of model texts. They were then supported
to co-construct a new text through which they could apply knowledge and skills learnt at
the stage of deconstructing model texts. In the process, they were guided to look for
evidence to substantiate a claim and make a choice of types of evidence to be included.
They were also supported to make an interpretation of evidence during the process of
Joint Construction. These various ways of making knowledge visible to the students have
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a significant role to play in inducting them into valued ways of making an argument in
the EFL academic context.
7.1.2.3. Engaging with competing viewpoints
One of the central elements of an effective argumentative text is the inclusion of counterarguments. The incorporation of opposing views helps to strengthen writers’ arguments,
avoid ‘myside bias’ (Wolfe et al., 2009), and maximise the argumentative and persuasive
power of arguments (Fulan Liu & Stapleton, 2014). Incorporating competing views in the
process of reasoning also contributes to the creation of a well-considered, multiple-voiced
text (Ferretti et al., 2009). As discussed in Chapter 2, research on EFL university students’
argumentative texts has found a strong positive correlation between the integration of
counter-arguments and the holistic quality of writing performance (Fulan Liu &
Stapleton, 2014; Rusfandi, 2015). However, the ability to include opposing viewpoints in
the development of an argument presents significant challenges to EFL student writers
(Fulan Liu & Stapleton, 2020).
Given the challenges in incorporating opposite viewpoints, the present study suggests the
value of drawing explicit attention to the co-articulation of language resources such as
pairing attribution and counter for including competing viewpoints and creating multivoiced texts. Upon completion of the intervention, half of the students demonstrated a
developing control of key language resources for including opposing voices and creating
multi-voicedness at various stages of texts, irrespective of their language proficiency
levels. The following extracts by S2 illustrate the challenge of engaging with other
viewpoints at the pre-intervention stage and the development of an ability to draw on
resources of attribution and counter to do so at the post-intervention stage:
S2.1. Firstly, the development of tourism bring some benefits for people in local communities. It
make economic in there grow faster. Therefore, other aspects also develop quickly such as
education, health, entertainment, ect. People will [exp:entertain] get higher standard and more
convenient life. Besides, they also have chance to find out good job that help reduce a lot of
unemployees. Secondly, the development of tourism will [exp:entertain] help recommend
beautiful images about this city particularly and country generally. Because, when they want to
travel another country, they will [exp:entertain] search information about landscapes, traditional
food and clothes, people, ect… in this country.
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S2.3. Another reason to consider is that computers cannot [contr:dis:deny] translate texts that
requires a high level of artistry. It may be argued [exp:attr:distance] that translation machine can
be fast device to get main information of poetic work. However [contr:dis:counter], the machine
do not [contr:dis:deny] enjoy any success in providing detail information that represents poetic
spirits of author.

Text S2.1 tends to be monoglossic (presenting propositions in texts as taken-for-granted
through linguistic structures such as ‘the development of tourism bring’…‘It
make’…‘other aspects also develop’). According to Geng and Wharton (2016, p. 84),
‘[m]onogloss does not construe a background of diverse viewpoints for the proposition
being advanced; it construes a reader who holds the same viewpoint or who will accept
the proposition advanced as unproblematic’. This tendency can be counter-productive, as
the resulting text assumes reader alignment and fails to engage with the existence of
alternative viewpoints. When Text S2.1 attempts to draw on heteroglossic resources for
engaging with alternative value positions, it tends to employ dialogically expansive
resources, entertain in particular. This tendency might result in single-voiced arguments
based on the subjectivity of the student’s own voice (see Section 7.1.1). The pre-test
appears to evidence difficulty in engaging with alternative viewpoints effectively and
creating a multi-voiced argumentative text.
However, Text 2.3 employs an expanding move of distance, ‘It may be argued’, to
introduce an alternative point of view towards the useful function of technological tools
and to detach the student’s voice from the attributed view. It then uses a counterexpectancy move, realised as ‘however’, to emphasise the contrast between the voice of
the attributed source and the student’s own voice. The text then draws on the option of
negation to reject alternative voices and advance the student’s own voice towards the
topic. Using this device serves to cast doubts on the ability of machine translators to
translate artistic works. The exemplified text suggests an increasing ability to marry
expansive and contractive resources in ways that not only allow for the construction of
the writer’s voice but also recognise a contradictory voice in texts. This contributes to
creating an argumentative text that brings in multiple voices, internal and external, in a
dialogue.
Similarly, at the pre-intervention stage, S5 also tends to mostly be monoglossic,
construing propositions as true, valid and unproblematic:
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S5.1. Come with the tourists is the money. By buying souvenirs, services, products from the local
people, they play an important role in raising their income. In addition, the tourists also rent houses
or rooms in the hotels or in the communities which improve the condition of their life as well.
Further more, the tourists’ attention to the location can [exp:entertain] also help the place. There
is plenty of cases where money donating by tourists had helped improve and fix run down
historical attractions.

However, at the post-intervention stage, she draws on heteroglossic resources to engage
with competing viewpoints. More particularly, she uses resources of deny to challenge
the accuracy of texts translated by technological devices. Following that, she integrates a
distancing move, ‘some might argue’, into the text to introduce and detach her voice from
the alternative attributed view. She then draws on resources of counter, ‘however’, and
of pronounce, ‘in reality’, to establish the contrast between the external voice and her own
voice. The student thus combines several different engagement resources within a short
chunk of text in order to orchestrate multiple voices in an effective manner:
S5.3. Secondly, technical devices can’t [contr:dis:deny] translate texts with accuracy. Some might
argue [exp:attri] that their work is more precise and efficient than that of human. In reality
[contr:procl:pronounce], however [contr:dis:counter], they make big mistakes when doing the
translation. Because technical devices use word – for – word translation, errors are inevitable
[contr:dis:deny] when it comes to the translation of idioms, phrasal verbs, collocations or
metaphors.

By the end of the intervention, half of the students could combine different types of
engagement resources into texts to construe multiple voices, internal and external,
suggesting an emerging awareness of the need to interact with a diversity of perspectives
to construct warranted arguments. The students appear to have developed an awareness
of the need to negotiate with those who hold contradicting points of view rather than
assuming the reader’s alignment within a contested knowledge space. Through an active
engagement with perspectives held by subjective others, students construe for readers a
multiple-perspective worldview on the issue under argumentation (Coffin & Hewings,
2004). Construal of multiple perspectives was absent in the pre-tests but evident in the
post-tests. This may have been due to an explicit focus on rhetorical strategies for
incorporating competing viewpoints into an argument, during the intervention.
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7.1.2.4. Specifying sources
The preceding section reports on the development of emerging abilities to use attribution
for different purposes and functions in argument texts. This section explores the use of
sources of attributed materials. From the perspective of source specification, externally
sourced propositions can be classified into different dimensions. These dimensions
involve personalisation (whether a source is displayed as human or non-human),
identification (whether a source is named versus anonymous), specification (whether a
source refers to a specific individual or a non-specific group), grouping (whether a source
refers to an individual or a grouping: an aggregate, a collective or an association) and
status (whether a source is linked to degree of status and authority) (White, 2015). The
analysis of source specification is complementary to the use of attribution reported in the
previous section. This analysis provides an insight into the kinds of sourcing prominent
in the student texts.
The analysis shows that nearly half of the students specify source texts in diverse ways.
These relate to the use of impersonalised institutionalised sources with a high level of
power and authority in a community, and the use of personalised named sources,
attributed to a knowledgeable knower, in relevant fields who hold high credentials in a
community. These sourcing strategies are completely absent in the pre-tests; while they
are, to some extent, deployed to specify sources in the post-tests.
Five students used impersonalised sources with a high degree of authority in the
community, representing important institutions as social actors as illustrated in the texts
below:
S3.2. Recent media report [exp:attri:ack] more cases of water pollution and land degradation in
areas with high tourism activities.
S4.2. According to a research of WTO [exp:attri:ack], these income supports to conduct many
conservation activities such as building national parks.
S1.3. A great deal of neuroscientific research shows [contr:procl:endorse] that children who spoke
more than a language have better cognitive control than monolinguals. Better cognition thus leads
to greater achievement in academic performance, healthier body and minds and bigger social
circles.
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S6.2. Statistics from August 2017 say [exp:attri:ack] that there were about 10 cases of property
burglaries and over 50 cases of importing unknown origin and poor quality products for sale
committed by visitors at beach areas in Danang.

These texts share similarities with respect to personalisation, grouping and source status.
All the texts represent sources as impersonalised abstract concepts such as ‘recent media’,
‘research’ or ‘statistics’, and these sources are attributed to institutions whose position of
power and authority has been well-established in the community. This indicates an
emerging ability to rely on authoritative and influential sources of evidence for arguing a
case.
Two students employ personalised specific sources attributed to an expert in relevant
fields, drawing on knowledge of expert knowers in support of a claim. Drawing on
authoritative and reliable sources to justify a claim can be seen as a crucial strategy to
increase the persuasive power of texts. As exemplified below, the post-intervention text
by S10 makes references to the work of a knowledgeable other, ‘Dr. Ellen’, who is an
academic member in a well-known higher institution, in order to advance an argument.
This appears to suggest an increasing awareness of the need to draw on personalised
sources with a high level of expertise to claim authority:
S10.3. Dr. Ellen Bialystok of York University in Toronto also confirmed [contr:procl:endorse]
that children who learn foreign tongue are able to solve complex situations faster and better than
children do not learn foreign languages.

Analysis also reveals that most students tend to use external propositions attributed to an
unspecified collective group of social actors whose status in the community is unknown,
in all texts constructed at pre-, mid- and post-intervention intervals (White, 2015).
Although this tendency does not yield an insight into development, it is possible that using
unnamed collective sources is favoured in argumentative texts produced under exambased conditions where limited or even no access to external materials such as reading is
granted to students. In these students’ texts, anonymising a social agent is typically
realised through indefinite pronouns such as ‘many people’, ‘some people’, ‘most
people’, ‘some’ and ‘some individuals’. Below are two examples taken from the post-test
writing illustrating the ways external voices are sourced:
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S5.2. Some people might argue that tourism provide the opportunities to preserve cultural identity
of host population.
S8.2. Some claim that the problems tourism cause to culture and environment are neglected
because people only care about the profits it brings to them.

As argued by van Leeuwen (1996), using unidentified, generalised and collective sources
to introduce external voices into texts obscures identification of sources. It hides the
identity of social actors who are offering propositions. Representing sources in this way
has a special rhetorical functionality in the context of writing for an assessment. It serves
to incorporate common viewpoints from collective social actors (rather than from expert
sources) to claim authority in an argumentative text in a field about which students have
limited understanding (Coffin & Hewings, 2004). Although this strategy is not valued by
academic lecturers and tutors in Western academic registers where a rhetorical
argumentative framework underlines an ‘objective’ and detached norm, developing an
ability to bring in external perspectives can be considered an emerging control over the
generic convention of academic writing (Coffin & Hewings, 2004).
A few possible explanations might be provided to account for a greater tendency to
employ personalised unnamed collective sources rather than impersonalised sources or
personalised named sources in the student corpus. One of these possibilities has to do
with the influence of task prompts adopted from VSTEP writing in this study. The VSTEP
task prompts used unspecified collective sources for introducing external ideas (e.g.
‘Some people argue that the development of tourism has had negative effects on local
communities; others think that its influences are positive’). This may have had important
influences on the way sources are actualised in the student texts. The introduction of a
certain type of sourcing in the prompts might have led to the students’ assimilation into
the use of that type. Another possible account might relate to opportunities to use external
materials in exam-based writing. Although reference materials were used in the teaching
and learning cycle during the intervention, when the students produced pre-, mid- and
post-intervention texts they were not provided with specific reference materials and were
granted access to their personal smartphones and teaching materials used in the
intervention. The decision not to provide reading materials was to replicate exam-based
conditions in the VSTEP. This condition might encourage the use of unspecified
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collective sources in writing, as the students lack external materials at hand to complete
the writing task.
In short, the present study finds that the students showed an emerging ability to draw on
external voices as an important way of presenting a more ‘objective’ and multiple-voiced
argument. This suggests that the intervention has helped to foster an awareness of the
notion of warranted arguments. The students appear to have undergone a shift in practice
from recounting their own experience of the material world to reporting on knowledge
and understanding of others in support of their arguments. The next section reports on
development of the ability to effectively use different engagement resources in the
logogenesis of the text.
7.2. From limited ineffective to wider-ranging, effective uses of
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resources beyond the level of clauses
Developing the ability to manage a variety of engagement resources beyond the level of
clauses is crucial for students to construct a persuasive argument (Swain, 2010). Powerful
argumentation often involves a complex interaction between evaluative language
resources across phases of discourse, where external materials are brought into the texts
and strategically evaluated using a range of resources (Humphrey, 2015b). Specifically,
the use of both dialogically expansive and contractive resources together helps to manage
various perspectives and viewpoints around a topic and maintain a clear and consistent
position (R. Miller et al., 2014). It also helps to build alignment with other readers whom
writers are trying to convince of the validity of their own argument (Derewianka, 2009).
The analysis reveals that the students demonstrate difficulty in using engagement
resources to manage multiple voices at the pre-intervention stage, while they evidence a
greater capacity to bring engagement resources together in a way that enables them to
open and close the negotiation space for adopting a position more effectively at the postintervention stage.
7.2.1. Limited effectiveness in pre-intervention texts
The analysis reveals that the pre-intervention texts demonstrate limited effectiveness due
to the tendency to use resources of
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in isolation to make assertions with

limited elaborations and justifications. In other words, evaluative resources occur
independently and do not have interactions with each other. Text S10 below, for example,
constructs a contrastive space using the same type of ENGAGEMENT resources, particularly
the option of deny, ‘local managers can’t manage the number of tourism’ and ‘they
[tourists] don’t throw them in the garbage bin’. According to Martin and White (2005,
p. 118), deny offers language resources for ‘introducing the alternative positive position
into the dialogue, and hence acknowledging it, so as to reject it’. However, the way the
option of deny is patterned with monoglossic resources (e.g. ‘The number of tourism in
this year is really high’) encourages an interpretation that the student insists on the
reliability of his own position and leaves very limited room for other voices to be heard
(see the example below):
S10.1. The number of tourism in this year is really high. The development of tourism has had
negative effects on local communities. The real problem is that the local managers can’t
[contr:dis:deny] manage the number of tourism. Some tourists have bad awareness. They use water
bottle, water, fast food, paper and they don’t [contr:dis:deny] throw them in the garbage bin as
well as right places.

Swain (2007) also observes that deny was a dominant feature in EFL low-performing
students’ argumentative discourse. Low performers appear to draw on the same kind of
engagement resources such as deny to manage a dialogic space in writing, perhaps due to
a limited meaning-making potential at their disposal. It is thus important to expand their
language repertoire and induct them into a number of important rhetorical strategies, for
example the combination of the subsystems of expanding resources such as attribution
with the option of deny, for managing diverse voices in the construction of written
argumentation.
Other pre-intervention texts tend to rely only on resources of entertain to open a dialogic
space. This is best illustrated in the text of S12 who is classified as a high-achieving
student. The student employs a series of choices of modality ‘will’ to present her
propositions, as but one among many possibilities. As argued by Martin and White (2005,
p. 98), entertain includes language resources for presenting the proposition as located in
the ‘subjectivity’ of a writer, and using this resource allows the writer to open the
negotiation space for other value positions. However, the extensive use of ‘will’ to
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entertain in isolation has led to overstating a one-sided argument (Wolfe et al., 2009)
which puts solidarity with the reader at risk:
S12.1. Firstly, tourism is becoming an essential part of evolving the economic of residents.
Annually, millions of visitors come to countries which have a lot of beautiful landscapes and
profound traditional cultures. For this reason, the local people will [exp:entertain] earn money
from business in souvenirs, restaurants, hotels, transports…In addition, tourism majoring staffs
will [exp:entertain] have more opportunities to seek their jobs. As a result, this religions will
[exp:entertain] able to have developing and flourishing economic in the future.

The data presented above suggest that the students are stranded at either one of the ends
of the spectrum from dialogic contraction to dialogic expansion. They have a tendency to
open a dialogic space maximally (see Example 12.1 above) or shut it down completely
leaving limited room for alternative views (see Example 10.1 above). Either way does not
work effectively as it doesn’t enable them to maintain a balance between dialogic
expansion and contraction in argumentation, as their arguments are developed around the
students’ subjective views with limited references to alternative viewpoints.
7.2.2. Greater effectiveness in post-intervention texts
While students at the pre-intervention stage tend to emphasise one kind of engagement
resource, during and after the intervention, they appear to have developed a better ability
to manipulate a wider range of heteroglossic resources in order to include more diverse
perspectives. This is shown in the mid-intervention text of S12 below who demonstrated
the tendency to use resources of entertain in isolation in the pre-intervention text:
S12.2. The most damaging effect of tourism development is local cultural degradation. It is
sometimes said [exp:attri] that traditional cultures is remained and revived by tourism. However
[contr:dis:deny], when holiday destinations attracting an enormous amount of tourists have
resulted in more changes in local lifestyles including dressing up tradition. For example , people
living in Sa Pa , Lao Cai nowadays prefer short and colorful hair to long black one due to negative
impacts that tourism bring to them. This change certainly [contr:procl:pronounce] makes the loss
of the traditional traits of indigenous groups.

Text S12 demonstrates a greater success in using a diverse range of engagement
resources, including attribution, counter and pronounce, to persuade the reader towards
her argument. It uses the expansive resource of attribution, ‘It is …said’, to include an
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alternative voice towards the impact of tourism, and then employs the contractive
resource of counter, ‘however’, to limit that voice and advance her argument. Her
argument is then supported with a specific example, which serves as the ground for her
conclusion about the negative impact of tourism on local cultures.
The ability to manipulate a wider range of engagement resources is also illustrated in the
high-achieving pre- and post-intervention texts of S4 below:
S4.1. One important point is that tourism is a non-smoking industry. That means tourism doesn’t
[contr:dis:deny] cause any pollution and it is absolutely [contr:procl:pronounce] friendly
environmental. Thanks to many kinds of tourism such as eco-tourism or rural tourism, people can
[exp:entertain] help to balance the ecosystem and protect the environment. In addition, some
traditional cultures can [exp:entertain] be preserved by tourism. For example, rural tourism let
people know more about cultures and history so that we can [exp:entertain] maintain these
cultures.
S4.3. Another shortcoming of translation machines is they cannot [contr:dis:deny]

supply

grammatically correct translations. Some may argue [exp:attr:distance] that these softwares can
translate simple sentences with perfect grammar. Admittedly [contr:dis:concur:concede],
translation softwares render the messages of these sentences with high speed and correctness.
Nevertheless [contr:dis:counter], with more complicated grammatical constructions, they fail to
[contr:dis:deny] produce precise translations. Take the “I have just had my motorbike repaired”
[exp:attri] sentence for example. Because of not [contr:dis:deny] being able to recognize Causative
form, translation softwares is unlikely [contr:dis:deny] to provide perfect translated text.

At the pre-intervention stage, S4 draws on two main engagement resources – deny and
entertain – to make claims with limited elaborations across a phase of discourse. Deny is
used to make a claim about the impact of tourism on the environment (e.g. ‘tourism
doesn’t [contr:dis:deny] cause any pollution’). Entertain is also used to assert the
contribution of human beings to the protection of the environment (‘people can
[exp:entertain] help to balance the ecosystem and protect the environment’) or the role of
tourism in the preservation of cultures (‘some traditional cultures can [exp:entertain] be
preserved by tourism’). Although the text draws on engagement resources to make claims,
each claim is elaborated and justified in a limited way. This suggests difficulty in
establishing a credible position within a contested knowledge space.
At the post-intervention stage, their texts demonstrate a more appropriate manipulation
of a broad range of engagement resources to develop a central argument. As exemplified
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above, Text S4.3 employs resources of attribution to introduce a competing viewpoint
towards the usefulness of technology and effectively combines a variety of engagement
resources to advance the student’ own opinion after recognising the contradictory view
(‘Some may argue [exp:attr:distance] that these softwares can translate simple sentences
with perfect grammar’). More specifically, the text employs a contractive move of
conceding concurrence, ‘admittedly’, so as to declare the student’s temporary agreement
on and to recognise some validity in the opponent’s argument. This move not only serves
as an effective way to construct a relationship of alignment with the reader but also acts
to show the student’s reluctance to accept the opposing argument (Martin & White, 2005).
The text then combines resources of counter and deny to limit that competing argument
and advance the student’s own voice. This suggests a developing control over language
resources for positioning a claim with respect to competing viewpoints. The ability to
more effectively manage different types of engagement resources to achieve an
argumentative purpose across an extended text is indexical of writing development.
The analysis in this chapter indicates a meaningful shift in the use of engagement
resources at different points in time. This shift moves from the tendency to use a restricted
range of engagement resources with limited effectiveness at the pre-intervention stage to
an ability to draw on a wider range of resources for adopting a position with respect to
other perspectives more effectively at the post-intervention stage. This demonstrates an
expanded repertoire with new argumentative strategies. This expansion is important in
preparing the students for coping with the demands of academic writing within the context
of language assessment in Vietnam.
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CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
8.0. Introduction
Each proceeding Findings chapter reports on students’ argumentative writing
performance from a particular linguistic perspective. Chapter 5 compares the generic
structures at different time intervals and the ways in which arguments are textually
organised as texts unfold. Chapter 6 investigates the patterns of attitudinal resources in
the student texts. Chapter 7 considers how heteroglossic resources are used to engage
with multiple viewpoints in writing. Each chapter reveals both challenges and successes
in constructing argumentative texts over time. Linguistic analyses in each chapter are
supported by evidence from the students’ perspectives on the potential of the intervention
program on writing improvement presented at the end of Chapter 5. This final chapter
brings together key findings from the linguistic analysis of the student writing and the
thematic analysis of the qualitative interview data. The chapter discusses significant
findings of the present study with reference to the existing literature on argumentative
writing abilities of EFL students across educational contexts. It then outlines major
contributions this study makes to the domain of academic writing and makes pedagogical
implications for the instruction of writing in an EFL context. The chapter concludes with
consideration of limitations in the study, and recommends that future research takes a
long-term view of writing development and explores how students transfer their learnt
knowledge and skills across writing contexts.
One objective of this thesis is to gain a comprehensive understanding of EFL universitylevel students’ writing abilities, particularly the ability to argue in English, in the context
of writing for assessment purposes in Vietnam. This study explores the quality of
argumentative writing, produced at different points across a scaffolded, SFL genrefocused literacy intervention and supplemented by the

APPRAISAL

system, by English

major university-level Vietnamese students. The quality of the student writing is
examined drawing on SFL analytical tools and systems, namely genre analysis,
periodicity and APPRAISAL. Each perspective provides significant insights into the kinds
of challenges the students encountered in argumentative writing and improvements they
made over time as a result of the SFL genre-focused literacy intervention. This section
consolidates the key findings of the study and discusses contributions these make to our
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understanding of how argumentation is learnt, taught and assessed in an EFL general
academic writing course in the Vietnamese context. The findings are organised around
the effect of the SFL-focused genre intervention on argumentative writing development,
the participants’ perceptions of the intervention, key components of the construction of
argumentation, a linguistic conception of the ability to argue in English and implications
for designing criteria for assessing this ability in an EFL academic context.
8.1. Impact of scaffolded, SFL-based genre approach on argumentative writing
development
In previous studies, SFL genre pedagogy is adopted to develop EFL student writers’
ability to produce argumentative writing in English. These studies have focused primarily
on

developing

argumentative

generic

structures

(e.g.

Gomez,

2017)

and

lexicogrammatical resources typical of argumentation for EFL students (e.g. Emilia &
Hamied, 2015; Horverak, 2016; Nagao, 2019). However, little research has examined
EFL students’ development of discourse-semantic evaluative language use in timed,
exam-based argumentative writing through SFL-focused genre writing intervention. The
present study extends our understanding of an explicit, SFL-based instructional focus on
the role of meaning making, particularly discourse-semantic evaluative language use, in
enhancing advanced argumentative writing development.
The findings of the present study point to the value of the SFL-focused genre approach
in scaffolding the growth of EFL students’ ability to argue in English more successfully.
The study demonstrates that SFL-focused genre writing instruction plays a pivotal role in
EFL students’ uptake of generic structures and linguistic elements of texts. This is
evidenced in their increased ability to handle the task of argumentation, as demonstrated
in positive changes in their writing at the conclusion of the intervention.
8.1.1. Changes in generic structures
The present study investigated the impact of the SFL-focused genre writing intervention
on the development of EFL students’ text structures. Genre analysis found development
in their ability to structure an argument purposefully (see Section 5.2). It also
demonstrated growth in their capacity to elaborate on ideas by incorporating evidence,
concession (a strategy to acknowledge alternative perspectives) and analysis (personal
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interpretation connecting a claim and evidence) within an Argument stage at the postintervention (see Section 5.4). The ability to construct better-formulated arguments
elaborated with evidence, concession and analysis is an important indication of
development in argumentative writing, as evidence-based argument is a core feature
underlying argumentation. The findings suggest that Vietnamese EFL students have
developed greater awareness of genre structures, purposes and functions in writing, as
manifested in the confidence to more closely approximate the features of Analytical
Exposition, modelled in the intervention, in their post-intervention writing samples.
This study contributes to an ongoing conversation about multiple factors that impact the
way student texts are shaped by highlighting the importance of the SFL-based genre
pedagogy in the development of generic structures. Previous research has identified the
impact of languages and cultures (e.g. Kobayashi, 1984; S. H. Lee, 2014; X. Liu &
Furneaux, 2015), the role of prior instructional background and language proficiency (e.g.
Hirose, 2003; Uysal, 2008), and task prompt instruction (e.g. Coffin, 2004; N. Kamimura,
2011), as key influential factors that account for preference for a particular kind of text
structure. The present study provides evidence on the important role of the SFL-based
genre pedagogical intervention as a significant factor that influences the structural
patterns of student texts. While it is widely recognised that explicit, SFL-focused teaching
is important in supporting writing development in previous research (Brisk & De Rosa,
2014; de Oliveira & Lan, 2014; Dreyfus & Macnaught, 2011; Humphrey & Hao, 2011;
Nagao, 2019; Pessoa et al., 2018; Rose & Martin, 2012; Schulze, 2011; Yasuda, 2011),
its application is a new exploration in the Vietnamese context. The present study provides
evidence on the value of using SFL-based genre pedagogy to explicitly support
Vietnamese students to improve writing skills such as text structures. The connections
between grammatical forms and meanings as well as purposes and functions, as
foregrounded in SFL, are useful in teaching literacy skills in the Vietnamese context
where a significant focus is placed on teaching grammar explicitly from a traditional,
structural perspective.
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8.1.2. Changes in the organisation of ideas
This study also examined the potential of an explicit SFL focus on the textual resources
for writing development. Using the SFL genre-based pedagogical intervention to induct
the students into the textual resources of argumentative writing contributes to an increased
ability to manage information flow, especially the movement from general to specific
meanings. Periodicity analysis demonstrated a gradual development of the ability to make
more effective use of higher-level Themes to predict topics in lower-level Themes (see
Section 5.5). In particular, the students appear to have developed an ability to articulate
thesis statements at the level of macroThemes, and arguments at the level of
hyperThemes. By the end of the intervention, they also more frequently elaborated
arguments with relevant exemplification, evidence and explanation in lower-level
Themes (see Chapter 5). This finding confirms the value of the SFL-based genre writing
intervention in supporting the growth of the ability to manage information flow and thus
reader expectation in writing.
Development can also be seen in the inclusion of macroThemes and/or hyperThemes
where they had previously been missing in the texts of low achievers, and in a greater
ability to maintain the alignment between macro-Themes and hyper-Themes in texts (see
Section 5.5.4). This finding points to the significant challenges faced by low achieving
students regarding the management of information flow at the pre-intervention stage, and
the improvements they had made by the end of a one-semester writing course underpinned
by key SFL concepts such as periodicity. This finding concurs with Miller and Pessoa’s
(2016) investigation into the challenges and successes of English-medium, first-year
university history students in the organisational textual features of argumentative writing.
8.1.3. Changes in evaluative language use
This study also explored the potential of the SFL-focused genre intervention in evaluative
language use to support the development of evaluative argumentative writing. As argued
in this thesis, many of the past SFL-based genre interventions focused on developing
generic structures at the level of genre or language choices at the level of lexicogrammar
(e.g. Emilia & Hamied, 2015; Gomez, 2017; Nagao, 2020). However, insufficient
research has applied the SFL genre pedagogy supplemented with the

APPRAISAL

system

(Martin & White, 2005) to support EFL students to improve evaluative language use at a
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discourse-semantic level. The present study provides insights into the potential of this
integrated pedagogy in explicitly modelling discourse-semantic evaluative language for
EFL students. Informed by the

APPRAISAL

system, the analysis showed development in

the ability to use evaluative language over the period of the writing intervention. This
development moved from the tendency to use evaluative resources to construct opinionbased writing in the pre-test, towards the more warranted, multiple-voiced arguments,
that is, arguments that incorporate other voices beyond students’ personal opinions, in the
post-test (see Section 7.1). This can be specifically seen in the progression from the
tendency to employ expansive resources of entertain in developing arguments based on
students’ own subjectivity (personal views) in the pre-test, to using resources of
attribution in constructing evidence-based, multiple-voiced arguments in the post-test.
This finding points to the beneficial impact of the SFL-based genre writing intervention
on the growth of EFL students’ ability to manage interpersonal resources in exam-based
argumentative writing.
The tendency to construct opinion-based arguments in the pre-test suggests a subjective
orientation to evaluative meanings in Vietnamese students’ EFL academic writing. This
finding resonates with the previous study by Ho (2011) who found that EFL writers tend
to draw on their subjective ideas and opinions rather than on ‘objective’ observations
taken from reported sources to support a position. This finding also concurs with the
findings of Nakamura’s (2009) investigation into evaluative language use in IELTS Task
2 writing papers, which identified similar subjective orientation to evaluative meanings
in texts written under exam-based conditions. In the present study, a subjective orientation
is reflected not only in the high occurrence of explicit attitudinal resources (see Section
6.1) but also in a strong tendency to use heteroglossic resources, particularly entertain, to
foreground the subjectivity of the students’ own voices (see Section 7.1.1). This result
also reinforces Coffin and Hewings’s (2004) argument that the tendency to orient towards
subjective opinions might be a distinctive feature of exam-based argumentative writing.
The findings of the present study also demonstrate the potential of the SFL-informed
genre intervention for fostering the ability to manage the pattern of evaluation at
paragraph level. As discussed in Chapter 6, the pre-test writing samples demonstrate a
disjointed pattern of evaluation across clauses and clause complexes, where attitudes
independently target different entities and behaviours rather than being coherently and
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logically patterned. The post-test texts, however, show more effective uses of attitudinal
resources across clauses to colour larger phases of discourse in positive or negative ways
(see Section 6.1.6). These findings highlight the importance of a consideration of
positioning and patterning of evaluative resources within an unfolding text in the
apprenticeship of students into advanced argumentative writing. To support the
development of evaluative writing, it is necessary to make explicit not only occurrences
and kinds of evaluative resources in texts but also the location and the patterns of these
resources and how they interact with one another as arguments are logogenetically
developed (Matruglio, 2014; R. Miller et al., 2014). It is, for example, useful to focus on
making visible the coupling of ideation and evaluative resources in prominent positions
such as hyperThemes. Such a focus might contribute to increasing awareness of what an
effective pattern of evaluation at a discourse level looks like and how it might assist
students to apply learnt knowledge to the production of their own discourse.
My study lends empirical support for the application of the SFL-focused genre pedagogy
in developing EFL students’ ability to produce evaluative argumentative writing in an
EFL context. As discussed in Chapter 2, the evaluative dimension is consistently
recognised as an important feature contributing to the quality of academic arguments. It
is yet to be a focus in academic writing programs in some EFL contexts such as Vietnam.
This study provides empirical evidence on the value of using SFL-based genre pedagogy
combined with

APPRAISAL

features to explictly teach evaluative meanings for

argumentative writing improvement. Its value is demonstrated through the students’
progression from a more personalised to more institutionalised expression of attitudes,
from more generalised to more delicate, field-specific evaluative expressions, and from
congruent to noncongruent expressions of AFFECT, in texts constructed at different times
(see Chapter 6). The analysis points to the efficacy of the SFL-based genre writing
intervention in fostering the development of the capacity to manage evaluative resources
for argumentative writing development. This study thus advocates the application of the
SFL-based genre pedagogy in facilitating the growth of advanced academic agumentative
writing skills in EFL contexts.
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8.2. Participants’ perceptions of the SFL-based genre writing intervention
An SFL-based genre writing intervention has a central role to play in writing
development. It has the potential to lead to more confident control over various aspects
of academic argumentative writing. These aspects relate to text structures and the textual
organisation of writing as well as important linguistic patterns, in particular less
personalised attitudes; that is, attitudes that focus on evaluating the significance, value,
benefit and validity of things rather than conveying personal emotions towards entities or
phenomena. This section reports on a thematic analysis of students’ responses to
interview questions. This analysis suggests the role of the SFL-based genre intervention
in the development of genre knowledge, and the role of scaffolding as a key strategy that
contributes to improving writing abilities after the intervention.
Using the SFL-based genre intervention to support the learning of the purposes and
functions of the typical stages and phases of elemental genres such as Analytical
Exposition, and their typical linguistic features, is critical to genre knowledge
development. The thematic analysis of students’ interview responses demonstrate that
such support has the potential to improve their genre knowledge, particularly of the ways
in which arguments are effectively organised into stages and phases to achieve the
purpose of argumentation, and of the associated linguistic features (see Section 5.6.1).
Students reported that the intervention has helped them to reconceptualise their existing
understanding of text structures as organised into three parts (introduction, body and
conclusion), towards their emerging understanding of the connection between the
structures and functions or meanings for advancing an argument. The intervention has
also assisted them to expand their meaning-making potential, particularly using formal,
academic language resources. This analysis indicates the value of the intervention in
supporting the development of genre knowledge, for example the purpose and function
of providing evidence to support a claim, and its associated linguistic resources. Greater
genre knowledge is likely to result in better control of genre forms as evident in the
analysis of generic structures in the mid- and post-intervention texts.
As summarised in the previous sections, the SFL-based genre intervention reported in the
present study demonstrates positive impacts on genre knowledge and writing
development. This development is most likely to be due to the intervention’s central focus
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on the notion of scaffolding. Various levels of scaffolding are valuable in assisting student
development of the ability to argue in English in academic ways (Correa & Echeverri,
2017). These levels are closely linked to the carefully designed pedagogical cycles –
modelling (teacher-guided Deconstruction), teacher-led and guided Joint Construction,
and Independent Construction – aimed at supporting students to make a gradual
improvement in their writing skills over a certain time span (Shi & Chen, 2019). While
significant teacher support is provided to increase students’ knowledge of the important
language features of argumentation at the Deconstruction stage, such support is gradually
withdrawn during the Joint Construction, and responsibility and control are handed over
to students for an independent writing task.
Teacher-guided Deconstruction, particularly Detailed Reading, as discussed in Chapter 4
plays a central role in developing knowledge of the fundamental linguistic features of the
focus genre. Detailed Reading is generally evaluated as a useful classroom activity by the
participating students for assisting their recognition and greater understanding of the
important elements of texts (see Section 5.6.2). In addition, students demonstrated the
ability to echo the metalanguage used in the intervention such as ‘counter-argument’ or
‘evidence’ to name and explain the important generic staging, or ‘nominalisation’ to
describe the condensed and incongruent nature of academic writing. This highlights the
potential value of Detailed Reading in equipping students with a metalinguistic toolkit
for reflecting on their knowledge about how language works to construct meaning needed
for successful writing performance.
The teacher-led, guided Joint Construction also plays a pivotal role in fostering the
expansion of linguistic resources key to argumentative writing. Joint Construction is
regarded by the participating students as a valuable scaffolding strategy to support writing
development. The students reported that Joint Construction has assisted them to apply
new understanding of the key components of a text to the construction of a new text,
facilitating the process for writing improvement (see Section 5.6.2). It has also afforded
them an opportunity to provide, develop and organise ideas for writing improvement
within a guided environment, and to transition to independent writing activity with greater
ease. The interview analysis suggests the important role of contingent supports, momentto-moment contemporary help (Hammond & Gibbons, 2005) provided by the teacher
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during the Joint Construction in response to the needs of the students, particularly the
linguistic needs for meaning-making resources, in writing development.
Deconstruction and Joint Construction appear to be two useful instructional cycles that
provide additional scaffolding prior to handing control over to EFL students for an
independent writing task. These cycles move from more to fewer levels of support and
control from the teacher, and provide a gradual transfer of responsibility to students
(Humphrey & Macnaught, 2011). Despite the teacher-guided Deconstruction commonly
used in EFL classrooms to support EFL students to increase their knowledge of texts, it
was, historically, approached from a traditional, structural rather than functional
perspective. In addition, while Deconstruction is still widely adopted in EFL contexts, the
application of Joint Construction remains rare. The present study provides evidence on
the role of this guided pedagogy in supporting the development of writing skills, as
demonstrated through significant improvements that the participating students,
particularly the low achieving ones, made in their writing by the end of the intervention.
By exposing students to a variety of valued linguistic options and choices through the
instructional cycles of Deconstruction, Joint Construction and Individual construction,
they can take up and map these choices onto their existing linguistic repertoires from
which they can then draw to construct meaning. Significantly, they are equipped to write
argumentative academic discourse in more effective ways as reflected in the quality of
the post-intervention writing.
Overall, SFL-based genre pedagogy holds promise to support the development of
advanced academic argumentative writing skills for EFL students. It offers necessary
scaffolds for building a conception of argumentation as negotiating claims for building
alignment with the reader through elaboration such as evidence, rather than making
unsubstantiated claims (Wingate, 2012). The pedagogy assists students to demonstrate
control over language resources and make a gradual shift from opinion-based writing
towards more warranted arguments, as shown in Section 7.1. The pedagogy has the
potential to expand their meaning-making repertoire and cultivate their conception of
‘objective’ evaluative writing. SFL-based genre pedagogy is promising in developing
EFL students into more capable writers who are aware of language as meaning making
and of the options available for making choices to achieve specific purposes in sociocultural contexts.
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8.3. Key features of effective argumentation
The past few decades have seen an increasing body of research comparing the quality of
student arguments across writer groups and educational contexts. Previous studies have
focused on the structure of arguments constructed by L1 and L2 student writers (S. H.
Lee, 2014; X. Liu & Furneaux, 2015) and the use of evaluative meanings in high
achieving and low achieving texts produced under exam-based, timed writing conditions
(Cheung & Low, 2017; Nakamura, 2009; Swain, 2010). However, little research has
aimed to achieve understanding of the key elements that contribute to the quality of
arguments under EFL exam-based conditions. The present study investigates the quality
of arguments constructed by EFL tertiary students under exam-based conditions and
illuminates the construction of argumentation from a linguistic perspective. This section
elaborates on three significant elements that impact on the quality of arguments in
assessing the ability to argue in English among EFL students under exam-based
conditions: the role of genre staging and phasing, particularly evidence used to justify a
claim; the role of field knowledge; and the role of evaluative meanings.
8.3.1. The role of genre staging and evidence in argumentation
The ability to organise texts into functional stages and phases to achieve purposes is
central in assessing argumentative writing. Informed by the SFL theory of genre, the
present study shows that there is limited ability to incorporate different generic elements
such as Position to state a student’s viewpoint about a topic, and Point to make a claim
supported by Elaboration, in the low achieving pre-intervention texts. In addition, the
ability to include evidence, concession and analysis is generally not evidenced in either
high or low achieving pre-intervention texts. By the end of the intervention, however,
there is a greater capacity to incorporate these generic elements for achieving purposes
and functions in writing. As shown in Table 8.1 below, the post-intervention texts adopted
the micro-structures of arguments such as incorporating evidence to substantiate a claim,
concession to acknowledge other perspectives, or analysis to link evidence to a claim.
The analysis underscores the importance of effective and purposeful text structures for
assessing the quality of arguments constructed under exam conditions.
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Table 8.1 Functional stages and phases of Exposition demonstrated the pre- and postintervention texts
Pre-intervention
Stage
Phase
Thesis
position

Point/
Argument

Function
to
adopt
a
viewpoint
towards an issue
or idea
to present an
arguable
statement
to
support
the
thesis

Post-intervention
Stage
Phase
Thesis
concession
position
Point

evidence
Elaboration

concession
analysis

Reiteration

to reaffirm the
student’s overall
position towards
an issue or idea

Reiteration

Function
to acknowledge alternative
viewpoints
to adopt a viewpoint towards
an issue or idea
to present an arguable
statement to support the
thesis
to
substantiate
claims
through
exemplifications
taken from multiple sources
of information: personal
observation, statistics and
expert opinions
to acknowledge alternative
viewpoints
to provide an interpretation
of evidence and connect
evidence to a point or claim
to reaffirm the student’s
overall position towards an
issue or idea

Within the stage of Elaboration, evidence is one important phase that contributes to
enhancing the effectiveness of arguments. As a core element, it provides the grounds for
a claim or argument to be persuasive and reliable. An unjustifiable claim can only be
viewed as a personal opinion (Qin & Karabacak, 2010). Analyses of the delicate phases
of meaning (see Chapter 5) and the use of engagement resources in texts (see Chapter 7)
found that evidence is one central element distinguishing the quality of argumentative
texts constructed by Vietnamese university-level EFL students at different time intervals.
Specifically, the quality of the pre-intervention texts features a tendency to make claims
without evidence or to draw on student personal opinions to substantiate an argument (see
Section 7.1). The post-intervention texts, however, demonstrate an increased ability to
draw on different sources of evidence such as expert opinions and facts to substantiate
claims (see Section 7.2). These findings point to the central place of evidence in
constructing arguments, suggesting that the capacity of EFL students to use different
sources of evidence is a key measure for evaluating the ability to argue in written English.
The finding that the pre-intervention texts demonstrate very limited evidence of the ability
to justify a claim with evidence contrasts with Qin and Karabacak’s (2010) and
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Rusfandi’s (2015) studies about the structure of arguments constructed by EFL students.
Their studies found that EFL students were able to construct the fundamental elements of
arguments, particularly the ability to provide evidence to support a claim. However, the
present study reveals that this ability presents a significant challenge to Vietnamese
tertiary students without a critical literacy intervention. Differences in these findings
might be due to variations in the writing experiences the participants gained from their
respective educational contexts, and in their proficiency levels. The present study
underscores a significant need to support Vietnamese EFL students to develop the ability
to produce evidence-based writing, particularly the ability to move beyond personal views
to justify claims.
8.3.2. The role of field knowledge about writing topics
The ability to draw on relevant ideational resources to develop arguments is an important
requirement for EFL students to manage the demands of exam-based argumentative
writing. However, in many EFL contexts, students are not usually supported to develop
content knowledge about writing topics (Lyster, 2011). A common tendency is to focus
on decontextualising language skills from the context in which meaning is made (Trinh
& Nguyen, 2014). EFL students predominantly learn to write from their own personal
experience and understanding of topics, with limited opportunities to produce writing
informed by content knowledge from reading. Lack of content knowledge might lead to
heavy reliance on their limited repertoires of ideation and personal understanding of
topics to construct opinion-based arguments (T. Moore & Morton, 2005), and might lead
to the cultivation of writing practices such as ‘generalized claims’ and ‘personal
experience as evidence’ (Aull, 2015, p. 11), as demonstrated in the pre-intervention texts
of the present study.
With a metafunctional view on data analysis (e.g. that analysing one metafunction such
as textual periodicity has an implication for other metafunctions, namely interpersonal
and ideational resources), the present study finds that being able to draw on relevant
ideational resources is an important component of the ability to argue in English more
successfully. Periodicity analysis reveals a greater tendency to bring in irrelevant
ideational resources to support arguments in the pre-intervention stage than in the postintervention stage. Similarly, the analysis of Phasing also reveals less ability to elaborate
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on ideas in the pre-intervention than in the post-intervention texts. This suggests that the
capacity to use relevant ideational meanings in argumentative writing is an important
parameter for distinguishing the quality of texts, and points to a critical need to nurture
EFL students’ ability to develop field knowledge in argumentative writing.
Although the aim of the present study was not specifically to explore the potential of
developing content knowledge by reading for EFL writing improvement through the
intervention, it has an implication for the value of an integrated reading and writing
pedagogy in an EFL context. The intervention used a combined reading and writing
pedagogy and focused on developing field knowledge through reading relevant texts
about writing topics before writing construction. Field knowledge was developed by
classroom activities such as matching a new word with its definition or explanation after
reading, and by completing the given noun groups with the causal verbs (e.g ‘contribute’,
‘cause’, or ‘result in’) for word collocations. It was also developed by using information
from the reading texts to complete a graphic organiser and using the organiser as a
reference for negotiating value positions with peers in groups before writing (see Chapter
4 for the design of the intervention). Such support has potential for developing the ability
to include relevant ideational choices to address the requirement of writing prompts, as
evidenced in the texts constructed after the intervention. This indicates an important need
for EFL students to move beyond writing from personal experience towards writing
informed by content knowledge from reading. Instruction should take both content and
language into consideration and foreground the important role of field knowledge
development in argumentative writing.
8.3.3. The role of evaluative meanings
Evaluation is a significant element contributing to the quality of arguments and
ultimately, therefore, the success of a written argument (Wu & Allison, 2005). A quality
argumentative text depends to a considerable extent on the ability of a writer to use
evaluative language resources for adopting authorial evaluative stances and interacting
with the reader so as to formulate convincing arguments (R. Miller et al., 2014; Pessoa et
al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2015). In argumentative writing, writers need not only to support
their position with sufficient relevant elaboration and select relevant ideational choices to
represent topic understanding and knowledge, but also to use evaluative language
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resources to convey attitudinal stances and engage with the reader for the management of
interpersonal relationships (Hood, 2010).
Adopting attitudinal and evaluative stances towards propositions and phenomena is
central in academic argumentative writing as it enables the exchange of ideas and the
negotiation of value positions with the reader (Lancaster, 2011). In conveying evaluative
stances in texts, writers position their viewpoint within a diversity of perspectives and
voices on writing topics and thus construct ‘their identities as meaning-makers with
particular values as well as beliefs’ (Lemke, 1998, p. 1). In argumentative writing, student
writers are often expected to convey appropriate and effective attitudinal and evaluative
stances towards different aspects of texts such as topics, entities, phenomena and
propositions (Hood, 2004a). Informed by the

APPRAISAL

framework, the present study

found that the ability to construct effective evaluative stances is an important criterion for
assessing the quality of exam-based writing. In particular, the quality of texts constructed
at different times is distinguished according to the ability to construct an evaluative
position at prominent textual locations such as argument and to maintain that evaluative
position across a phase of discourse. The analysis also found that the ability to engage
with other readers through multiple engagement resources such as ‘distance’ and
‘endorse’ is a core component that impacts the persuasiveness of arguments, as these
enable students to show their alignment or disalignment with other value positions (see
Chapter 7). In addition, the ability to draw on rhetorical pairs such as ‘attribution’ and
‘counter’ or ‘concede’ and ‘counter’ to acknowledge contradictory value positions is an
important parameter for differentiating the quality of texts (see Section 7.1.2.3). This
finding suggests that the ability to use evaluative resources effectively for conveying
attitudes and interacting with the reader is central in argumentative writing.
This study thus found that effective uses of both attitudinal resources and engagement
resources are important linguistic features in argument texts. This finding varies from the
observation by Swain (2010) who argues that one central element for differentiating less
from more successful texts is the use of engagement resources rather than attitudinal
resources. The difference in these findings can be attributed to variations in the nature of
data and the student writing experience. Unlike Swain’s study, which analysed evaluative
resources in two exam-based texts constructed by high-graded and low-graded EFL
university students at one point in time after they attended a general academic writing
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course, the present study tracks the development of evaluative language use in texts
constructed at pre-, mid- and post-intervention intervals. It includes pre- and midintervention texts produced by EFL students with varying degrees of writing experience.
Such variation might result in different interpretations of the key linguistic elements
impacting the quality of texts.
As discussed earlier, the ability to use relevant ideational resources and effective
evaluative resources is essential in argumentative writing. This finding indicates the
importance of attending to the interpersonal dimension of language as well as the
ideational and logical dimension in the process of writing apprenticeship. In fostering the
development of academic writing, it is important to support EFL students to develop the
ability to both convey appropriate evaluations and to use relevant ideational and logical
resources for meaning making. In order to provide appropriate evaluations, students need
content. Insufficient content will have significant negative implications for the ability to
use evaluative resources. This underlines the connection between ideational, logical and
interpersonal meanings in academic writing (Hood, 2010), and suggests the need to
support the development of these meanings for academic writing development.
8.4. A linguistic conception of ability to argue in English
The ability to argue in English has attracted considerable attention from researchers,
scholars and educators all over the world for more than 60 years. From a structural
perspective, learning to argue involves developing the capacity to present claims
(arguments), data (evidence), rebuttals (counter-arguments) and qualifiers (language used
to indicate the strength of a proposition such as ‘seem’ and ‘perhaps’) in order to construct
arguments (Toulmin, 1958). From a cognitive perspective, learning to argue can be
understood as developing cognitive and problem-solving abilities, including the ability to
plan, formulate and evaluate ideas, and draft and revise during the writing process
(McCutchen, Teske, & Bankston, 2008). Informed by the SFL perspective, the present
study contributes to a linguistic understanding of argument skills necessary for EFL
students. SFL textual analyses provide important insights into the capacity of Vietnamese
university students to argue in English for assessment purposes. The ability to argue in
English can be conceptualised from three main linguistic perspectives: genre, periodicity
and APPRAISAL.
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From a genre perspective, learning to argue involves developing independent control of
the text structures of genres. This perspective views achieving understandings of the
social purposes and functions of persuasion behind text structures as an indispensable part
of argumentative writing development. Scaffolding the development of the ability to
argue in English can be interpreted as fostering understanding of the generic structure and
key linguistic features of the focus genre and their purposes. In other words, the
development of argument skills involves growing awareness of the relationships between
the meanings or functions and purposes of the text structures used to communicate ideas
with readers, rather than simply understanding structures as being fixed, rigid and
formulaic for reproduction. Contextual and textual awareness of genre, including writing
purposes, writing expectations and the valued structural and linguistic features of the
focus genre, is a fundamental component of argumentative writing development (Cheng
& Chiu, 2018).
From the genre perspective, writing to argue can be interpreted as an ability to produce
an argumentative text that approximates an expected prototypical structure that meets the
reader’s expectation. This structure constitutes the key elements of argumentation
including arguments proposed to support a value position, evidence used to substantiate
arguments, counter-arguments to acknowledge alternative claims, and analysis to
interpret evidence. Arguments, or the key ideas proposed by a writer to convince the
reader of the acceptability of the writer’s viewpoint, are justified claims supported by
relevant and sufficient evidence. Evidence thus has a fundamental role to play in
constructing warranted arguments (Gleason, 1999). It is an essential component that
distinguishes argument writing from other written genres (Kibler & Hardigree, 2017).
Relevant sufficient evidence is key to convince the reader of the proposed viewpoint.
Managing the phase of evidence implicates the ability to draw on various sources of
information other than student writers’ personal knowledge and experience and to select
appropriate types of sources to present a fully-developed, well-supported position.
Counter-arguments incorporate opposing viewpoints about the same topic. Including
counter-arguments helps strengthen writers’ arguments, avoids ‘myside bias’ (Wolfe et
al., 2009), and contributes to a more balanced and well-considered argumentative text
(Ferretti et al., 2009; Fulan Liu & Stapleton, 2014). Analysis is also an important
component of argumentation, where students can interpret evidence, drawing out the
logical connections between claims and evidence explicitly for the reader. Nurturing the
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ability to argue in English is thus increasing awareness of the role of these components
in argumentative texts and expanding linguistic resources needed to realise these
components in texts.
From a periodicity perspective, learning to argue can be viewed as developing an ability
to maintain a consistent communication of messages through the use of various levels of
Themes in student arguments. This entails establishing a harmonious, continued and
coherent connection of a thesis statement and arguments supported with relevant and
sufficient elaborations, including evidence to persuade the reader towards the reliability
of arguments. Being able to argue in English implies an ability to organise texts within
which thesis statement, claims and elaborations are hierarchically organised to guide the
reader throughout the unfolding arguments. It involves the ability to create hierarchical
relationships between ideas and concepts, moving from generalisation and abstraction at
the level of macroThemes and hyperThemes towards specific details at the level of clausal
Themes and then shifting back to generalisation and abstraction at the level of hyperNews
and macroNews. Promoting the development of the argument ability necessitates
inducting students into the valued ways of textual organisation, and requires instructional
support aimed at fostering heightened awareness of the need to maintain unity, continuity
and coherence in writing.
From an

APPRAISAL

perspective, learning to argue can be understood as increasing an

ability to use evaluative language resources to express less personalised attitudes in
writing. Conveying attitudes towards phenomena and entities is important in
argumentative writing, as this contributes to building effective evaluative and attitudinal
stances at various stages of argument texts such as making a claim and providing evidence
and justification for the claim (Hood, 2010). It is, however, essential that students are
supported to develop the ability to express attitudes and stances in less personalised ways.
From this perspective, evaluating the impact, importance, significance and value of
entities and phenomena through resources of

APPRECIATION

can be interpreted as a less

personalised way of meaning making. Using APPRECIATION ‘takes us out of our everyday
common sense world into the uncommon sense worlds of shared community values’
(Martin & White, 2005, p. 45).

APPRECIATION

is a key resource from the

APPRAISAL

system to evaluate relevant ideas and concepts for stance-taking in argumentative writing.
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Being able to argue in English also involves the ability to convey stances towards various
sources of information and to bring multiple voices into writing. Argument writing is a
dialogue, where writers aim to negotiate their own claims with the reader through
interpersonal choices (Hood, 2010). It is a stance-taking process where writers establish
a credible position towards a specific topic with respect to other value positions within a
contested knowledge space. This implicates the ability to bring in different types of
engagement resources to open and close the dialogic space for negotiating claims. Making
a balanced and effective use of ‘expand’ and ‘contract’ resources, for example, is an
essential skill that EFL learners have to develop to argue a case more successfully.
8.5. Improving key criteria for assessing argumentative writing skills in VSTEP
Scoring or assessment criteria are powerful instruments for achieving two main functions:
(1) promoting learning (assessment as learning), and (2) assisting markers to maintain
consistency in marking performance (assessment of learning) (Jönsson & Panadero,
2017). From an assessment-as-learning perspective, scoring criteria can be used as
formative tools defining specific expectations and requirements demanded of students to
support their learning and development of the focus knowledge and skills (Wiliam, 2011).
From an assessment-of-learning perspective, they can be employed as summative
instruments to aid the raters’ informed decisions about the test-takers’ writing
performance (Harlen, 2005). One key characteristic of scoring criteria is their level of
explicit specificity, where marking components are elaborated and described in detail.
Unfortunately, scoring criteria – particularly for assessing writing skills in high-stakes
standardised exams in Vietnam – seem questionable due to their vagueness and generality
(Becker, 2018). Typically, scoring criteria provide general descriptors of what counts as
quality argumentative texts. This general nature of the criteria means that the expectations
still remain implicit to students, and these criteria thus fail to serve as valuable tools for
promoting learning and development. Similarly, in using such general assessment tools,
the rater is only able to provide an overall ‘impressionistic marking’ in attending to
surface elements such as length and punctuation marks (Knoch, 2011). This has
significant implications for scoring reliability and consistency.
The findings of the present study shed light on the possibility of elaborating on VSTEP
fundamental parameters used to assess EFL university-level students’ argument skills
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under timed, exam-based conditions within a Vietnamese context. This section describes,
explains and evaluates the writing scoring rubric of the current VSTEP for the highest
band (Band 10), and suggests a new detailed and elaborated description. This band is
selected for detailed description as it is the highest possible mark that a potential testtaker within the Vietnamese context might achieve. The new description illuminates what
a highly successful response looks like and expectations in terms of language use that
test-takers need to achieve at this level. The description is both theoretically-informed by
SFL and empirically driven. Linguistic features proposed in the new description are
derived from the functionally-oriented linguistic analysis of the writing data of
Vietnamese English major university students presented in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.
8.5.1. Current descriptors of Band 10 rubric
Assessment criteria used to evaluate writing performance have generally been criticised
for their generality and vagueness, particularly in the context of high-stakes standardised
large-scaled testing. VSTEP marking schemes used to assess the writing ability of
Vietnamese test-takers of English in the Vietnamese context are typical examples. The
VSTEP rubric provides four, broad-brush and ambiguous components, including Task
Fulfilment that assesses whether the prompt is effectively addressed, Organisation that
scores the ability to create a coherent structure of ideas, Vocabulary that evaluates the
ability to use the range of lexical resources, and Grammar that assesses the ability to use
the range of grammatical structures with accuracy (V. H. Nguyen, 2015). As presented in
Table 8.2, each component is described in general and vague terms such as ‘uses
paragraphing sufficiently and appropriately’ or ‘shows full control of style’.
These components provide general descriptions with very limited elaborations and
explanations from a traditional structural perspective and thus have limited value in
supporting and promoting student learning of language as meaning making. The current
VSTEP marking scale gives primacy to structural grammatical resources at a sentence
level such as ‘us[ing] a wide range of structures precisely and flexibly’, rather than
focusing on meaning-making resources beyond the level of clauses and sentences. Such
general descriptions may cause difficulty in understanding the requirements in terms of
specific important linguistic features that influence the quality of arguments. In addition,
the rater might face a challenge in making sensible judgements about test-takers’ ability
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to argue in written English. An abstract, general and vague rating scale is likely to result
in inconsistency and subjectivity in score marking, and thus inferences about the writing
performance of test-takers can be inaccurate, unreliable and invalid (Banerjee et al., 2015;
Becker, 2018). Given the limited value of the current marking criteria, there is an
important need to provide a more detailed description that both guides student learning
and assists the assessors in their decision-making process.
8.5.2. Proposed descriptors of Band 10 rubric
As mentioned above, the new description is empirically driven and informed by the SFL
theory of language in social contexts. The functional view provides valuable insights into
salient linguistic features characteristic of quality argument texts well beyond the
correctness of clauses and sentences. From this perspective, language makes three
simultaneous types of meaning, ideational, interpersonal and textual, at different strata of
abstraction: genre and register (whole text), discourse semantics (paragraph) and
lexicogrammar (clauses and sentences). This orientation does not view Vocabulary or
Grammar as distinct categories, as treated in the current rubric. Instead, they are
considered linguistic resources to make meaning. To reflect the functionally oriented
view, those terms used to organise different criteria in the current rubric, Task Fulfilment,
Organisation, Vocabulary and Grammar, are replaced with functional labels in the
proposed new rubric.
Task Fulfilment in the current rubric covers two descriptions: (1) ‘covers all the
requirements of the task sufficiently and effectively’; and (2) ‘presents a fully-developed
response with relevant, extended and well-supported ideas’. This component is split into
two headings in the new rubric: genre and ideational meaning. Genre elaborates on what
a fully developed response looks like and specifies the functional stages and phases of
meaning. Ideational meaning relates to the use of relevant ideas or content in the text and
the extent to which it addresses different elements posed in the prompt. Organisation is
relabelled as textual meaning where it deals with the organisation of ideas and information
to create a continued and coherent flow of messages across clauses and sentences.
Vocabulary in the current rubric covers two descriptions: (1) ‘shows full control of style’;
and (2) ‘uses a wide range of vocabulary including less common lexis precisely and
flexibly’. In the revised rubrics, the first description is placed under the heading of
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interpersonal meaning, as it has much to do with the way the text constructs evaluative
stances and attitudes appropriate to the academic register. In SFL,

APPRAISAL

‘provides

the means to characterise a …writer’s interpersonal style’ and to understand their stancetaking styles, monoglossic or heteroglossic, in texts (Martin & White, 2005, p. 93). The
second description is merged with ideational meaning where complexity in language use
can be specified.
Grammar is renamed as ‘linguistic control’ to account for grammatical accuracy, and
other key relevant linguistic features are then added under three different kinds of
meaning in the new scheme (see Table 8.3 for a full description of the new marking
rubric). The decision to establish linguistic accuracy as an independent criterion is to
maintain the long-standing tradition of supporting the development of grammatical forms
and structures practiced in the Vietnamese context. This decision also aligns with the dual
emphasis on both structure and meaning in the SFL tradition, despite the fact that structure
is not conceptualised as the defining characteristic of language in SFL (Coffin &
Donohue, 2014), contextualising grammatical form within a holistic perspective on
language and meaning.
The new rubric provides useful detailed information that the rater can draw on to make
sensible judgements about the writing performance of test-takers. It has the potential to
bring about a greater level of consistency and reliability in marking due to its meaning
orientation and its specificity and detail. The new rubric also provides students with
elaborated information about writing expectations and requirements. This information
can be useful for the students, who can use it as an instrument to self-evaluate the quality
of their writing performance so as to identify areas of problems that need further
improvement.
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Table 8.2 The general description of Band 10 in the current scoring rubric
Task Fulfilment
- covers all the requirements of the task
sufficiently and effectively
- present a fully developed response with
relevant, extended and well-supported ideas.

Organisation
- organises information and ideas logically
- uses a range of cohesive devices and
organisational patterns flexibly
- uses paragraphing sufficiently and
appropriately

Vocabulary
- uses a wide range of vocabulary including less
common lexis precisely and flexibly
- shows full control of style and collocation, but
there might be occasional inappropriate uses
- errors are very rare with just one or two minor slips

Grammar
- uses a wide range of structures
precisely and flexibly
- errors are very rare with just
one or two minor slips

Table 8.3 The detailed description of Band 10 in the proposed scoring rubric
Genre

Ideational meaning

Textual meaning

Interpersonal meaning

Linguistic control

- Clear stages and phases to respond to
the prompt question(s), including
• Thesis Statement to adopt a
viewpoint towards an issue in the
introduction
• Elaborations to support the thesis
statement in the body paragraphs
• Reiteration to reaffirm the
student’s overall position towards
an issue in the conclusion.
• Within a body paragraph, phases,
including argument to present an
arguable statement to support the
Thesis, counter-argument to
acknowledge alternative
viewpoints, evidence to
substantiate argument, analysis to
connect evidence to an argument

- Uses relevant ideas to
address different
elements of the prompt
effectively
- Uses expanded nominal
groups with pre- and
post-modifiers to
describe the head noun
- Uses verbal groups
typical of the genre (e.g.
mental and verbal
processes to present
thoughts, ideas, voices of
the writer and other
potential readers,
relational processes to
relate different ideas in
the text)

- Displays a continued, coherent
progression of ideas from sentence
to sentence across a paragraph (e.g.
Choice of macroTheme states
Thesis statement and signals
arguments advanced in the text.
Choice of hyperThemes
foregrounds the key arguments of
the text and predicts content of each
body paragraph)
- Information moves from
generalisation and abstraction at the
level of hyperThemes (topic
sentence) towards specific details at
the level of clausal Themes and
then shifting back to generalisation
and abstraction at the level of
hyperNews (concluding sentence).
- Uses active and passive voice to
shift the focus of information
- Uses nominalisation to generalise
ideas, and foreground abstract
concepts.

- Uses evaluative resources to express less
personalised attitudes (e.g. APPRECIATION
resources to evaluate the importance, value,
benefit, validity of ideas and concepts,
infused evaluative resources, implicit
attitudes conveyed through the grading of
ideational meaning such as quantification to
manage ‘objectivity’)
- Conveys stances towards propositions (e.g
using endorse, acknowledge or distance
resources, to express, respectively, positive,
neutral or negative attitudes towards
reported information)
- Uses expand and contract resources
characterising a multiplicity of voices in
writing (e.g. attribution and counter or
concede and counter to acknowledge
contradictory value positions)
rather than a single type such as entertain
(e.g. modality) or deny (e.g. negation)

- Uses grammatical
forms and structures at
clause and clausecomplex levels
accurately.
- Errors are very rare
with just one or two
minor slips.
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8.6. Important contributions of the study
This study makes important contributions to the field of EFL academic writing.
Theoretically speaking, the study contributes to the application of an SFL, meaning-based
genre-scaffolded pedagogy, supplemented with the

APPRAISAL

system, to instruction on

discourse-semantic evaluative meanings in argumentative writing in an EFL context. This
application is a relatively under-explored area of research in EFL contexts, and this study
provides insights into the potential value of using the SFL genre pedagogy to explicitly
teach discourse-semantic evaluative meanings and support the development of
argumentative writing. In particular, this study argues for the necessity to support EFL
students to develop interpersonal resources for argumentative writing through an SFL
genre-based pedagogical intervention, as control of these resources is one of the most
important aspects of effective argumentative discourse as evident in this study. Such an
emphasis is important in assisting EFL students to understand the inherent dialogic nature
of academic arguments, where writers with different opinions and perspectives towards a
specific issue negotiate their ideas and convince the reader of their value positions. This
orientation can be viewed as an innovation on the traditional pedagogical focus on
teaching context-independent expressions and textual resources, predominantly on
cohesive devices, practiced in EFL Vietnamese contexts. The study also offers a linguistic
conception of the ability to argue in English and illuminates key linguistic elements that
contribute to the quality of arguments within an EFL academic context. In addition, the
study further contributes to improving the current VSTEP marking rubric to guide
learning and assessment.
Methodologically speaking, this study offers detailed adjustments of the

APPRAISAL

system informed by existing studies that have aimed to propose an extension or
modification of the

APPRAISAL

system in its analysis of the student texts. The study

undertook such adjustments as: adding the category of Appreciation:general proposed by
Dreyfus and Tilakaratna (2019); and employing a more delicate classification of the
category of Valuation proposed by Coffin (2000) and Humphrey (2008). These
adjustments are instrumental in achieving insights into EFL university students’ ability
to argue in English for the purpose of language assessment in an EFL context. This study
also expanded the ‘endorse’ option in delicacy to account for the distinction between
endorsing source texts (e.g. ‘A great deal of neuroscientific research shows
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[contr:procl:endorse] that children who spoke more than a language have better cognitive
control than monolinguals’) and endorsing fact (e.g. ‘Nearly 200,000 Vietnam people
signed their name to raise against this project, which shows [contr:procl:endorse] that
community always care about the environment problems’). This highlights an important
need to make coding decisions and adjust the system according to language data in order
to capture fully dynamic language use in language data and achieve a more robust
understanding. This study also raises one important question over the annotation of
‘endorse’ resources in the student texts. According to Martin and White (2005, p. 126),
‘endorse’ includes language resources where propositions are attributed to an external
source and construed by the textual voice ‘as correct, valid, undeniable or otherwise
maximally warrantable’. In my data, there are several examples where the textual voice
endorses a fact rather than a source text. This suggests the need to examine the option of
‘endorse’ in academic writing in future research.
8.7. Pedagogical implications and recommendations
This study has several pedagogical implications for the instruction of writing, particularly
argumentation, in an EFL classroom setting. It has important implications for how EFL
students might be apprenticed into managing the demands of argumentation for academic
success. One important pedagogical implication is for the curriculum content of EFL
argument writing courses. Instruction should move beyond supporting EFL students to
learn formulaic expressions, cohesive devices and a three-part essay: introduction, body
and conclusion. While this approach might help students to pass writing tests such as
VSTEP, it does not support them to develop an ability to write for a particular purpose,
addressing a particular audience, in a specific writing context. Supporting students to
achieve this is important as they are thus prepared to make the connection between text
structures, purposes and functions as well as the connection between the sociocultural
features of texts such as audience expectations and evaluative meaning-making resources
for managing expectations.
Instruction should focus on increasing an understanding of the valued patterns of
language features in written argumentation. These features include but are not limited to
text structures, the textual resources for organising discourse, and evaluation from an SFL
genre perspective. With respect to the structure of arguments, it is important to assist
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students in identifying not only the functional stages of a particular argument genre but
also the phases of meaning within each stage and to provide them with the key language
resources for their realisations. Teaching phases such as evidence, concession and
analysis explicitly is a valuable consideration in academic writing support as this provides
the students with different elaboration strategies to develop their arguments in detail.
Instruction should also assist students in making connections between various levels of
Themes in writing. One possible activity for supporting such an understanding is to draw
a hierarchically arranged diagram of entities that shows the hierarchical relationship
between ideas, with more generalised ideas covering more specific ones, and their logical
relationships in model texts (Humphrey & Economou, 2015). This activity might
contribute to heightened awareness of the importance of structuring ideas and concepts
taxonomically and logically to create effective arguments. Instruction should also raise
awareness of the importance of foregrounding macro-Themes and hyper-Themes, by
focusing on the positioning of these textual resources in texts (R. Miller & Pessoa, 2016).
In addition, writing support should focus on scaffolding students to produce a balanced
and effective management of voices. This can be achieved through examining the
effectiveness of rhetorical pairs such as ‘concur’ and ‘counter’ or ‘attribute’ and ‘counter’
in argumentation. An explicit focus on language might help to move students from ‘onesided’ subjective writing to more well-considered discourse.
Another implication is an effective pedagogical practice for teaching how to write in
English. This study advocates a top-down, meaning-focused, genre-based approach to
writing to foster EFL students’ advanced academic literacy. Most EFL writing classes
often undertake a bottom-up approach to writing development, where students are taught
knowledge of discrete grammatical elements and features at sentence level. This approach
provides students with knowledge of the relationship of form and meaning at a sentence
level and foregrounds grammatical accuracy but often leaves students with little
understanding of how to manage meaning beyond the level of clauses and clause
complexes. This approach, therefore, does not support the development of academic
language use at a discoursal level. Instead of teaching a range of grammatical
constructions in a decontextualised and discrete manner within a bottom-up approach, it
is more useful to develop EFL students’ knowledge of genres, contexts, purposes,
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audiences, discourse-semantic features and relevant lexicogrammatical resources from a
top-down approach.
This study also has an implication for EFL writing assessment. Within an assessment
context, independent writing tasks such as VSTEP do not seem to promote warranted,
multi-voiced writing practices. An alternative approach to testing writing ability therefore
appears necessary to create more authentic writing assessment tasks that are reflective of
academic writing practice (Weigle & Parker, 2012). Integrated reading and writing
assessment could be a potential area that supports the development of more warranted
arguments. Past research has shown that integrated reading and writing assessment
encourages writing practices that include external evidence from source texts to support
claims beyond test takers’ personal knowledge and experience (Cumming et al., 2005).
The present study also suggests that allowing students to gain access to external materials
during writing has the potential to encourage evidence-based arguments (see Section
7.1.2). Integrative reading and writing assessment might be applicable to the context of
Vietnam, where opinion-based rather than source-based writing is a common practice.
This assessment model might provide Vietnamese test-takers with greater opportunities
to familiarise themselves with the conventions of academic writing, such as attribution,
in English-mediated writing courses. This model might hold the promise of supporting
students to write argumentative texts informed by content knowledge about writing topics
through reading.
Upon the successful application of the SFL-based genre pedagogy in EFL contexts to
develop writing skills, it is necessary to take the following recommendations into
consideration. Firstly, the implementation of SFL genre theory and pedagogy in
Vietnamese classrooms needs to foreground the development of teacher knowledge of
both key SFL principles and pedagogy through ongoing professional learning programs
and pre-service teacher education programs (Derewianka & Jones, 2010; Shi & Chen,
2019). Teacher knowledge might be an important area of concern regarding the
application of the SFL genre approach in Vietnamese classrooms. SFL has yet to be
applied in Vietnamese schools and universities to improve Vietnamese students’ writing
skills, as compared to other EFL educational contexts such as Indonesia and Thailand.
Although Vietnamese EFL teachers have developed a comprehensive knowledge of
traditional grammar where language is conceived as a set of rules and grammatical
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categories, they might have limited understanding of the conception of grammar as
meaning-making resources. Providing teacher training opportunities to achieve
knowledge of SFL tenets and pedagogy is therefore a first and important consideration in
the implementation of SFL genre pedagogy in writing instruction in Vietnam. SFL is an
rich but relatively complex linguistic theory, making it necessary to offer Vietnamese
EFL teachers learning opportunities to achieve sufficient understanding of SFL’s key
tools and systems and its pedagogical approach. Despite the complex nature of the theory,
research indicates EFL teachers’ capacity to understand SFL theory and genre pedagogy
over the course of an SFL-focused program (Gebhard et al., 2014). Research also suggests
that an SFL-informed intervention results in potential changes in the teacher knowledge
base which in turn leads to improvements in student learning outcomes (Shi & Chen,
2019). This implies that EFL teachers are capable of understanding and applying SFL
principles in their teaching practices despite the complexity of the theory, if they are
supported to achieve its knowledge.
Another important consideration is the need to align policy statements, instruction and
assessment (Shi & Chen, 2019; Shi, Delahunty, & Gao, 2019). Research has consistently
found a mismatch between English language policies and Vietnamese classroom practices
(G. V. Nguyen, 2014). While curriculum policies stress the importance of developing
students’ ability to use spoken and written English in communication, writing instruction
and assessment practices still foreground knowledge of grammatical structures and forms
at a sentence level (Le, 2017; Trinh & Nguyen, 2014). Research on Vietnamese writing
classrooms reveals a gap between curriculum demands, where communicative language
teaching is mandated as a pedagogical approach, and pedagogical practices, where
Vietnamese teachers value form-focused instruction (G. V. Nguyen, 2014). Important
high-stakes exams such as high school national examinations still privilege students’
knowledge of discrete grammar through multiple-choice questions (Evans, 2019). If
alignment is not established, it is less likely that SFL will function as an ‘appliable’ theory
in fostering genre knowledge and the writing ability of EFL students.
8.8. Limitations and implications for future studies
This intervention study has limitations that could be addressed in future research. Firstly,
it was conducted on a small sample of population – only seventeen Vietnamese tertiary
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students. The intervention was also offered as an additional learning experience, outside
normal contact hours, for English major students who might have demonstrated internal
motivations to improve their academic writing skills as compared to a more diverse group
of learners including non-major English students in a formal classroom setting. The
intervention was not conducted in a normal contact-hour fashion due to that fact that the
chosen research site offered insufficient time for the development of argument writing
skills – less than five hours in the curriculum (Department of English for Specific
Purposes, 2016). Future studies might thus implement a literacy intervention on a larger
number of participants in a formal EFL classroom in order to understand how SFL genre
pedagogy might facilitate advanced academic literacy.
Secondly, the study tracked writing development within a semester-length, carefully
designed writing intervention. Post-intervention writing data were collected immediately
after the completion of the intervention. This poses the question of the extent to which
students have subsequently maintained the knowledge and skills they learnt from the
writing intervention and applied these knowledge and skills in real-life writing situations
(Yasuda, 2015). Future research with a more long-term view on writing development
should be undertaken to investigate how students transfer the learnt knowledge and skills
across writing contexts. Thirdly, this study used an intra-coding approach to annotate data
to ensure the robustness and reliability of the analysis. Coding evaluative language use in
texts is, however, a challenging and subjective enterprise (Macken-Horarik & Isaac,
2014). Future research might consider an inter-coding methodology in the analysis of
evaluative language use.
Despite these limitations, this study makes significant contributions to the field of EFL
writing. It extends our understanding of the role of an SFL meaning-based genre
pedagogy supplemented with the

APPRAISAL

system in fostering the development of

evaluative argumentative writing for EFL students – an underexplored area in the
literature. This study confirms the potential of this pedagogy in raising awareness of genre
and evaluative language patterns and scaffolding the development of the ability to argue
in English with greater success.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 – Genre analysis
Stages
Ineffective
Issue

Phases

Side 1

Side 2
Irrelevant
Elaboration

Resolution
Stages
Thesis

Phases
Orientation
Position

Point/Argument

Elaboration

Example
Description
Evaluation

Point

Text 1 of S1
Wherever I go outside, guess what I see? Chineses, Koreans, Westerners, etc, speaking their native languages and passing by me. To
be honest, thanks to those tourists millions of Vietnameses have jobs. Sound like tourism is supporting much for us, doesn’t it?
Everything has its sides.
About the positive one, places where a huge number of tourists come suddenly become famous which help they to be able to attract
more and more visitter. When an army of people get gather into a particular place, it looks like making-money machines which are
greedy for new experiences. Doing business will be easier than ever.
Although making tremendous profit, tourism has committed damaging environment.
It’s not strange to hear news about a waterfall has literally died because of gabage or a forest was in flame due to camping fire but
governments is willing to pay attention on growing economic rather than nature. Money can be accumulated but environment once
lost is hard to recover. Having much money for what where there is no air to breath, no water to drink? And soon, there is also no
place to visit.
It’s not an impulsive conclusion but 1-0 score for negative effect that obviously knocks out the positive one!
Text 2 of S1
Tourism is a crucial sector which is not only developing rapidly but contributing large proportion to the country’s GDP as well. This
subject has gathered itself a host of opinions especially about its destruction of local cultures and the environment.
Personally, although this industry truly fails to improve the environment, it seems that significant attempts are made in cultural
resurrection.
People appear to neglect tourism’s endeavor on local cultures. In spite of being taken for granted, tourism play an important role in
this field. To satisfy the insatiable curiosity of visitors about the difference and aesthetics, the increasing number of tourism
organizations volunteer to devote its time to preserve and rehabilitate most of those long-standing features such as foods, practices,
ancient music.
The most noticeable archetype is “Hat Tuong”.
Hat Tuong is a form of Vietnamese theater which combines dance, songs, poetry, retained by conscientious artist across the country
with their angelic performance that attract undivided attention from all kinds of foreign visitors.
Millennials now are willing to inherit and develop those precious practices their ancestors handed down. Tourism, in all fairness, is a
panacea for the restoration of culture.
In contrast with the above positive impact, the environment is pleading for help due to pollution posed by the damage of tourism.
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Elaboration

Concession
Example
Problem
Solution
Suggestion

Reiteration of
Position
Genre staging
and phasing
Thesis

Orientation
Counter-argument
Position + Preview

Point
Elaboration

Explanation
Consequence
Evidence

Analysis

Point
Elaboration

Explanation
Evidence 1
Effect 1

It sounds like we can capitalize on this lucrative industry to make huge benefit and proceed to spend a small portion to compensate
the consequences but the situation is not as easy as it looks.
Noise pollution is a typical example which is aggravating.
Local residents find themselves get caught up in environment where their places are rife with high-pitched sounds emitting from
traffic vehicles, advertising speakers from malls, etc.
Having sensed red flag about the problem, the authorities proposed many roads in Hue, the city which is famous for its historic
architectures, would outlaw blowing horn from vehicles to protect the solemnity.
It is imperative to understand the problem before sealing the deal of fostering tourism at the expense of environmental loss.
In conclusion, at the foreseenable future, tourism plays a significant part for a nation’s economy but in terms of sustainable
development, it is still in question.
Text 3 of S1
Languages play an undeniably important role in terms of communication.
Languages' diversity lead to the claim that technological devices are able to translate from a language to another so learning a new
language is not a necessity for young learners any more.
Personally, the above argument might be unsubstantiated as it show some clashes between the limitations of computer and the inherent
characters of languages if we put the lack of emotion and the loss of brain's development into consider to illustrate how imperative
to study a new tongue for the youth.
Languages present mental states. Lingual communication between human contains the diversity of different shades of emotion which
artificial translating machine appears to be impossible to obtain.
A machine itself performs languages robotically due to programmed codes and algorithms.
Those algorithms process languages in a mathematical way, trigger a monotonous conversation obstructing the resonation amid
speakers.
Dr. Majfud said in the article Why Hasn’t AI Mastered Language Translation: “We should be aware of the fragility of machines’
interpretation. Because to translate is basically to interpret, not just an idea but a feeling. Humans feelings and ideas that only humans
can understand and sometimes not even we, humans, understand other humans”.
Daily communication weaves emotion into conversation, emotion results in benefits such as building trust, credibility, sympathy,
solidarity, charisma, etc.,. Hence, we can see from the reality that in spite of the increasing of automate translations, a huge number
of people still spend time picking up a new language.
Acquiring languages make your brain more robust.
Linguistic knowledge contributes a large proportion in children's mental development especially cognitive control which computers
seem to be exasperated in this field.
Bilingual children or polyglots are proved to be associated with intelligence, they are able to retain attention to a specific phenomenon.
For that reason, the young have chances to boost the ability of logical analysis, remain the alert of memory and facilitate creativity
and imagination.
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Evidence 2
Effect 2
Conclusion
Reiteration
Position

of

Stages
Thesis

Phases
Orientation
Position

Point 1.1
Elaboration

Point 1.2
Point 2
Elaboration

Limited Explanation
Conclusion

Explanation
Effect

Point 3
Point 4
Reiteration
of
Position
Recommendation
Stages
Thesis

Point

Phases
Side 1
Side 2
Counter-argument
Position

A great deal of neuroscientific research shows that children who spoke more than a language have better cognitive control than
monolinguals.
Better cognition thus leads to greater achievement in academic performance, healthier body and minds and bigger social circles.
While translation machine just revolts around its duty is to interpret, nothing more.
It is obvious that translation machine can not stand a chance in the race. Although advanced technology is a useful tool supporting
the study of languages, it is not justified to say that learning another language is not needed.
Text 1 of S2
As you know, more and more people have needs to travel all over the world nowadays. So tourism has played an important role in
our life.
In my opinion, the development of tourism has had positive impacts outweigh the negatives.
Firstly, the development of tourism bring some benefits for people in local communities.
It make economic in there grow faster.
Therefore, other aspects also develop quickly such as education, health, entertainment, ect. People will get higher standard and
more convenient life.
Besides, they also have chance to find out good job that help reduce a lot of unemployees.
Secondly, the development of tourism will help recommend beautiful images about this city particularly and country generally.
Because, when they want to travel another country, they will search information about landscapes, traditional food and clothes,
people, ect… in this country. Moreover they maybe buy some souvenirs to give their family or their friends.
Thanks to that, more and more people will know about this country then perhaps want to come there.
Thirdly, when people from another country come to travel, we will have many chances to know about their culture.
Especially, this is a good way to improve our speaking skill English when we speak with native people.
To sum up, development of tourism bring some positive effects on local communitites.
However, we should raise awareness of people about protect environment and make friendly so they have a good image about our
country.
Text 2 of S2
Nowadays, we can’t deny that developing tourism brings amount of benefits to economies.
But it lead to many negative impacts to local cultures and the environment.
Some people might point out that this consequences do not receive enough attention.
However, in my view I don’t totally accept this for some reasons.
Firstly, the tourism industry and government are trying their best to deal with the damage of tourism to local cultures. The
government has increased security in the tourist areas to avoid social evils.
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Elaboration

Example
(presenting
Solutions)

For example, the number of security guards are increased in order to strengthen the patrols, to ensure safety in tourism area and to
solve some complicated problems. Furthermore, during the public holidays, the police are also increased to remained strictly secure
and to eliminate theft.

Effect

Thanks to these cases, the number of disorders have been significantly reduced.
A further reason to consider is the concern of tourism industry to damage placed on environment. Environmentally friendly is one
of the top standards that tourism industry has established to create a comprehensive development.
In Vietnam, the form of green tourism has become a popular form of tourism. This measure is applied to make a green tourist
destination contributing to protection of the natural environment. In addition, there are always promotion panels which are set out
to raise awareness of tourists about environmental protection.
This is also really a useful measure to build friendly and environmentally responsible tourism.
In short, although some people are indifferent to the consequences that travel cause to local culture and the environment. However,
this problem has always been a concern of the government and tourism industry to develop healthy tourism.
Text 3 of S2
Some people point out that it is not necessary for children to learn any other languages because of the ability of translation machines
to give quick translation of texts.
However, in my opinion, I do not agree with this view for some reasons.
Firstly, machine translation is not entirely accurate.
It only translate word by word and do not understand grammatical structures as well as words with many meanings.
Polysemous words are one of the most difficult areas that computers cannot cope with. Consider the word “bank” in following text
“I went to the bank and sat down there for a while. Suddenly, I saw something big moving in the water.”. This word can either mean
a financial institution or an edge of a river.
In this case, only human translators can understand subtle differences in meanings, but a computer cannot. Without human
translators, it is obvious that misunderstanding of the meanings of sentences can occur.
Another reason to consider is that computers cannot translate texts that requires a high level of artistry.
It may be argued that translation machine can be fast device to get main information of poetic work. However, the machine do not
enjoy any success in providing detail information that represents poetic spirits of author.
Therefore, texts translated by computers do not often carry true values of original work.
In summary, translation machines are a great device for children because they can support them understanding meanings of texts
but children should still learn foreign languages and take advantages of computers for their learning.
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Conclusion
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Text 1 of S3
In the past, the people had worked hard day by day. But now, everythings has changed. Not only do they work but also they spend
time relaxing and enjoying their life. Nowadays they have many choices and tourism is one of the best. Therefore, tourism has become
one of the fastest growing industries in the world. But every coin has two sides. Tourism has both positive and negative effects on
local communities.
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First of all, tourism brings a lot of benefits to local economy.
The more visitors come, the more money local people make. When a place becomes famous, there will appear many services in that
place.
For example, recently Danang is very well-known to foreigner so in Danang more and more restaurants, hotels, resorts, tourism
companies were established.
More jobs, more opportunities for youngers or anyone who is ready to work.
But there are several reasons why people argue that the development of tourism had had negative effects. Not all the visits have good
awareness about the environment. Some of them throw their garbages wherever they want. They don’t care. Furthermore, too many
visitors everyday can cause many problems such as air pollution, water pollution… because of their transports, their rubbish…
In my point of view, the negative effects are not the serious problem if the local government have suitable solutions. The tourism issue
can be control. The positive impacts of tourism absolutely outweigh the negatives unless the local communities don’t work. It depends
on how effective the government does.
Text 2 of S3
The tourism industry is growing rapidly and has become an important part of the development of many countries’s economy.
However, I agree with the idea that tourism can have negative effects on local cultures and the environment that are often neglected.
Local identities are being eclipsed by tourists assimilation.
In the past, older people had always tried to maintain and preserve the beauties of traditional culture. Now, these beauties were
gradually replaced by modern culture brought by visitors. Adolescents tend to follow “open-minded” cultures such as alcohol use,
illegal drugs, nightclubs and unhealthy parties. They are reeling in Western culture that forgets the noble values of local cultures.
This results in the step-by-step fading away of indigenous cultures and long-standing traditions.
As tourism develops in a locality, infrastructure facilities are better built. However, the faster facilities grow, the more damage the
environment gets.
The rise of so many resorts, hotels and restaurants has put tremendous pressure on resources such as water and land.
Recent media report more cases of water pollution and land degradation in areas with high tourism activities.
Despite all this, practical effective measures has not been taken to deal with these environmental issues on a large scale.
In summary, I think that although tourism can promote a great economic growth, it is clear that more work needs to be done to limit
the harm that tourism has on local cultures and the natural habitats.
Text 3 of S3
Thanks to the technological breakthrough, more and more intelligent translation programs have been created to help people
communicate more easily.
The development of translation machines has encouraged some people to argue that it is not necessary for young people to learn foreign
language.
Personally, I disagree with this idea because of major problems that translation devices have.
The first problems with translation programs is their limited understanding of grammar structures.
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Technically, these programs are produced to translate word by word with high accuracy. However, they really do not work effectively
in practice.
They do not seem be able to distinguish the structural and grammatical differences of languages as proficient bilingual speakers do.
By way of illustration, translation machines cannot know comparative structures between English and Vietnamese in the pair: “anh ấy
thì đẹp và giàu hơn tôi”. Instead of translating into “He is more beautiful and richer than me”, the word “more” before “beautiful” do
not appear on text of computers.
The problem here is that translation devices cannot see the implicit comparative structure and thus its translation outcome is not
completely correct.
Another problem with artificial intelligence computers is it cannot beat the wisdom of a human.
It is true that computers can be good for translation work. However, they are not conscious and cognitive, so they are not able to think
critically and be creative with language.
In other words, computers are no more than an inanimate block of steel that is artificially instructed by humans
and thus any over-dependence on them can lead to serious consequences, for example the breakdown in communication and
relationship.
To sum up, I can not deny the usefulness of modern translation machines but it is clear that it is absolutely necessary for young leaners
to study foreign language.
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Text 1 of S4
Nowadays, tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world. Some countries attract a million of travelers and
tourists every year and this number is raising more and more through the year. Nobody can deny the benefits of tourism in daily life.
However, some people argue that tourism causes negative effects on communities.
On the one hand, the development of tourism is really positive.
First of all, tourism generates many jobs. When tourism develops, people can easily find opportunities to get good jobs.
Secondly, tourism plays an important role in economy.

Explanation

In some countries, tourism is their dominant economy so they have many useful policies to improve tourism effectively.

Positive 3
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One important point is that tourism is a non-smoking industry.
That means tourism doesn’t cause any pollution and it is absolutely friendly environmental. Thanks to many kinds of tourism such as
eco-tourism or rural tourism, people can help to balance the ecosystem and protect the environment.
In addition, some traditional cultures can be preserved by tourism.
For example, rural tourism let people know more about cultures and history so that we can maintain these cultures.
On the other hand, some people think that the influences of tourism are negative because of some reasons.
The first of is bad awareness of some travelers and tourists, they litter on places they visit that causes pollution.
Moreover, some people take advantages of tourism to do bad things.
In my opinion, the positive impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives.
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Text 2 of S4
Tourism has become an essential industry that helps to develop economies of many countries around the world.
Some may say that tourism causes many huge damages to the environment and communities but ignores these negative impacts.
However, in reality, this industry has made significant contributions to protect the environment and maintain cultures.
The most positive contribution of tourism is protecting natural habitats.
Some people may point out tourism causes pollution and destroys natural environment because of a great number of visitors every
year. In fact, a great number of visitors bring considerable revenue which is used to pay for protection and management of sensitive
areas.
According to a research of WTO, these income supports to conduct many conservation activities such as building national parks.
There is no doubt that natural habitats cannot be protected and preserved without revenue from tourism.
Another effect of tourism is an increase in awareness of local communities in the preservation of culture.
This industry helps local people develop deeper insight of values in their tradition though celebrating traditional festivals or keeping
handicrafts alive.
Take Hue city in Vietnam for an example, countless cultural festivals are held annually for the purpose of promoting uniqueness in
Hue culture worldwide.
Thanks to this, Hue inhabitants do not only become more aware of their regional culture, but also positively contribute to preserve it.
It is obvious that awareness of local people have a great influence on preservation of culture.
In conclusion, tourism should be seen as positive due to significant contributions on the environment and culture.
Text 3 of S4
Computer has played an essential role in people’s life. A computer with Internet connection brings countless benefits, including
translation.
Some may say that computer can translate language, so it is not necessary for children to study foreign languages anymore.
However, online translators have a number of drawbacks and thus heavy reliance should not be placed on them.
The most obvious drawback of online translators is that they do not understand context. Consequently, they cannot produce a good
translation product.
While bilinguals exactly know which kinds of text they are translating or relationships between people in texts, computers do not
have abilities to understand these contextual factors. This makes the meaning of translated text become less accurate or even
meaningless.
For instance, the meaning of the English word “I” can be translated into Vietnamese differently according to the rapport between the
addresser and addressee by bilinguals. However, if it is entered in a translation app, its equivalent translation does not show any
differences due to the inability of computers to understand context.
Clearly, the inability to understand contextual information is a huge disadvantage of translation machine.
Another shortcoming of translation machines is they cannot supply grammatically correct translations.
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Some may argue that these softwares can translate simple sentences with perfect grammar. Admittedly, translation softwares render
the messages of these sentences with high speed and correctness. Nevertheless, with more complicated grammatical constructions,
they fail to produce precise translations.
Take the “I have just had my motorbike repaired” sentence for example. Because of not being able to recognize Causative form,
translation softwares is unlikely to provide perfect translated text in terms of grammar.
Therefore, strong reliance on translation machines should not be encouraged.
In conclusion, translation machines has some drawback such as its incapability to understand context and grammatical structures.
Thus, children still need to learn foreign language instead of depending on computers too much.
Text 1 of S5
With the development of the living conditions, people nowaday tend to spend their money on leisure activities more than they did
in the past. This leads to the dramatic increase of the number of tourists. But, while the local communities receive lots of benefits
from tourism, at the same time, they suffer some serious issue.
Come with the tourists is the money.
By buying souvenirs, services, products from the local people, they play an important role in raising their income. In addition, the
tourists also rent houses or rooms in the hotels or in the communities which improve the condition of their life as well. Further
more, the tourists’ attention to the location can also help the place. There is plenty of cases where money donating by tourists had
helped improve and fix run down historical attractions.
Moreover, tourism makes the local places gain more attraction than they did in the past. While people are able to admire the
beauty of the nature or have more knowledge about the past, the attractions also have the admiration it deserves.
However, tourism has negative effects on the local communities al well. The tourists lack of awareness for the environment lead
to severe consequences.
There is rubbish and trash everywhere, eventhough the local people placed lots of rubbish bins.
Besides, disrespect towards the historical attraction is also not uncommon. Some tourists try to steal artifacts which have not much
value but can cause serious damage.
Another problem is the air and noise pollution due to the raise in transportation. Local people suffer lots of damages as well.
Some people’s bad attitude towards tourist when they are not interested in buying the souvenirs such as following them around,
annoying them or even tricking them into buying overpriced products, makes the foreigner have bad impression on the
communities. Therefore, the tourists no longer come back.
Eventhough, there is advantages and disadvantages when it comes to tourism, I think with precaution and attention from the
tourist, the government and the local people themselves, the positive impacts will surely outweigh the negative ones.
Text 2 of S5
Tourism is one of the fastest developing industries around the world.
Some people claim that the negative impacts tourism has on the local cultures and the environment have always attracted
considerable public attention.
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However, I personally strongly disagree with this statement
and I will demonstrate my reasons in this essay.
Firstly, we must consider the ignorance towards the damage tourism has done to the local cultures.
Some people might argue that tourism provide the opportunities to preserve cultural identity of host population. But in fact, to
please the tourists many traditional ceremonies and cultural traits were changed to satisfy tourist tastes. In addition, the local
communities try to adopt the behaviours and the habits of the tourists.
However, since they just see themselves guests at the attractions, the tourists did not put much thought in the issue. The local
populations might notice the problem but due to the economy aspect they tend to overlook it.
Furthermore, people are not taking the environmental impacts seriously. Tourists often show careless attitude to natural resources
of the community. Especially in hot and dry regions, they have the tendency to overuse water which makes the issue of water
scarcity more severe.
Even though local people struggle with the problem, it seems like the authorities are doing nothing.
For example, in Cyprus, Mediterranean sea where water supply is already a huge issue, the government makes matter worse by
giving permission to build more golf courses.
While golf courses, swimming pools and resorts slowly drained out the water resources, everybody is turning a blind eye.
It is not to say that tourism has made no contribution to protect and preserve cultures and the environment but its damages are
being disregarded by the government, the industry itself and even the residents.
If we do not act right now, it might be too late.
Text 3 of S5
Advances in computers have had significant impacts on our life.
Some people might say that since computers have the ability to give the translation of foreign languages, it is unnecessary for
children to learn a new language.
Personally, I totally disagree with this idea and I will explain my reasons in this essay.
Firstly, since computers are programmed to analyse information rather than express human feelings, they do not possess the ability
to covey emotions.
A text can have different meanings if it is spoken with a certain type of intonation to express human emotional states such as
happiness and sadness. Therefore, if it were processed by technological devices, those sentiments will be toned down or even lost
in the translation.
The lack of emotion display in the technical devices could lead to a serious problem in daily conversation.
For example, you are teasing your foreign friend by jokingly complaining about his attitude, but the machine, of course, does not
detect your intention, and thus it might fail to render true messages you want to deliver, making your friend feel upset and confused.
In fact, computers are not very effective in portraying emotion from one language to another.
Secondly, technical devices can’t translate texts with accuracy.
Some might argue that their work is more precise and efficient than that of human. In reality, however, they make big mistakes
when doing the translation.
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Because technical devices use word – for – word translation, errors are inevitable when it comes to the translation of idioms,
phrasal verbs, collocations or metaphors.
Consider the phrase “Walking on eggshells” in English. This phrase means being cautious about one’s actions or words but when
it is literally translated into Vietnamese it means that you are stepping on a thin white outer layer of an egg.
Clearly, translation machines are less precise in translation than human beings are.
It is not to say that computers are completely useless in translating language, but they are not perfect. Technology is a tool to help
children to study new language, not a reason to stop learning.
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Text 1 of S6
Nowadays, tourism is more and more developing all around the world. Living standard is raising, therefore people also likes to
travelling abroad more. However, everything always has two sides: positive and negatives. So there is a question that “do you think
the positive impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives?”
First of all, I’d like to say about its first negatives: spending a lot of money.
It can be denied that people has money so they can use it. But when travelling abroad, we can be cheated.
When you buy something, you can be told a higher price or won’t receive the money they have to give back.
The second thing is you have to suffer jet lag or sickness.
Many people couldn’t adapt to new place that they arrive. They maybe can’t sleep or can’t stand different weather. Therefore, it’s
sometimes not good for your health to travel because you’ll be easy to get sick.
Thirdly, differences in cultures maybe shock you.
If you don’t understand their culture or habits so you do a wrong thing. You might be criticized, more bally be frightened by local
people.
It’s quite dangerous so we need to learn carefully about the place you’ll visit.
But over all of them, I still think tourism has more positive impacts than negatives.
We can discover a lot of different countries and cultures, to get more interesting knowledges that we haven’t known before.
Moreover, when coming to a strange place, we’ll completely have fun and feel relaxed, reduce stress after hard-working hours in a
close place.
Furthermore, we will enjoy many beautiful and amazing sightseeings, take a lot of pictures and save it.
After all, although there are a lot of negative impacts. I think tourism is one of the best thing for people to try.
Text 2 of S6
Tourism has become one of the key industries which stimulates the development of the world economy.
However, few people concern about its serious consequences for native cultures and the environment.
Typical is negative changes in local cultures and the destruction of ecosystem.
Firstly, tourism forces unpleasant changes to the cultures of local people.
To satisfy tourist’s demands, local cultural practices may be altered due to local people’s copy of the lifestyles of tourists and this can
cause the loss of native customs and tradition.
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Most people think that tourism development can improve the quality of life by increasing the number of employment opportunities
and services for local residents. Nevertheless, the quality of life is questionable as a result of the presence of smugglers and crimes.
Statistics from August 2017 say that there were about 10 cases of property burglaries and over 50 cases of importing unknown origin
and poor quality products for sale committed by visitors at beach areas in Danang.
This evidence indicates that tourism brings about unexpected impacts on local cultures which are often ignored.
The second problem that needs to be wary is tourist impact on ecology and environment.
The increase of tourist flows lead to an increase in the amount of waste in many tourist destinations.
For example, in the first six months of 2016, Ly Son Island welcomed more than 70,000 tourists, tripling the same period last year,
and this leads to a huge increase of garbage dumped into water, which directly threatens the marine environment, and the health of
ocean ecosystems.
Despite these negative impacts tourism has on the environment, little concern has been voiced to improve quality of our environment.
After all, we can not deny the benefits that tourism brings. However, it has some drawbacks such as its potential harms to local
cultures and the environment.
Therefore, people should pay more attention to these issues and find solutions to achieve a better and more sustainable tourism
development.
Text 3 of S6
Nowadays, many people think that it is not necessary for young generations to learn a new language due to the fact that computers
can translate.
But would computers become an ideal that humans can entirely depend on? Personally, I think computers still have some weaknesses
in translation and should be considered as a useful tool for learning another language rather than a reason for not learning it.
The first problem is that a machine definitely does not have an ability to convey emotions.
It is only an inanimate object which transfers what we input; therefore it absolutely has difficulties in expressing feelings when
required.
Perhaps some people assume that the importance of talking to foreigners is to make them understand our words, not our feelings.
However, communication does not just involve the use of language, but also other non-linguistic cues to express feelings.
For example, imagine that you just want to joke the listener, but he/she might misunderstand your purpose and become angry due to
computer misinterpretation.
At this point, it’s clearly seen that knowing and using a language by yourself is still a better choice.
Another reason that makes a computer less reliable is its lack of ability to recognize the suitable context.
For example, when you are in a formal context such as in a business negotiation, you use technical and formal language to
communicate with your business partners, but computers may not recognize the communicative context and use inappropriate
language in its translation due to random uses of available programmed texts.
These random selections create unwanted outcomes for your business deal.
In addition, when facing a word with multiple meanings, computers are not likely to choose the right one for a particular circumstance
and thus generate an incorrect message to others.
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In conclusion, despite of the development of translation technology, we should not omit the study of foreign language.
It is always better to use your brain than a machine because a machine is artificial and unreliable and it can never do as well as
humans.
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Text 1 of S8
Nowadays, many people travel to relax themselves, to enjoy their life or to explore the world. For each place they visit to, they bring
both positive effect and negative effect on it.
However, I think the positive effect is more than the negative one.

Many countries’ economy now depends on tourism, especially ones which don’t have good conditions to develop argriculture and
industry. Therefore, they have to focus on service and tourism. Most of the local people’s income comes from selling souvenir,
guiding tourists.
Furthermore, tourism not only helps a country to advertise its images but also attracts investments from other countries. It makes
people know more about culture, the beauty of a country.
For example, a traditional culture is endanger of disappearing because noone feels it attractive anymore. However, a visitor sees it
and tells everyone that it is very interesting, so more and more people come to see it and the local can earn money from it. Therefore,
this culture is still deserved.
Besides that, tourism also brings the local communities bad effects such as throwing trash everywhere, damaging historical places.
Many countries have given a lot of solutions to solve these problems. They are really helpful in raising the awareness of visitors.
Because of all above reasons, I think the positive effect is outweight the negatives.
If we combine developing tourism and carring on these solutions to conserve the destinations, we can exploit more in this kind of
industry.
Text 2 of S8
Tourism nowadays plays a significant role in financial contribution of many countries’ budgets, but it still results in negative effects.
Some claim that the problems tourism cause to culture and environment are neglected because people only care about the profits it
brings to them.
However, I personally think this statement is not true. In this essay, I will clarify my opinion.
It is said that tourism is one of the reasons that destroy the cultural heritages. However, many things have been done to preserve
national historic sites.
For example, at Hanoi’s Temple of Literature in Vietnam, there are so many people touch the head of stone turtles to wish for luck
that the national precious relic would wear out step by step. To prevent this, many young people have volunteered to guard the turtles.
This shows us that the damage to culture is really cared and many solutions have been carried out.
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What is more, no one can deny that tourism also cause bad impacts on the environment. Nevertheless, to impress and attract visitors,
many countries have to increase the investment as well as enact strict laws or regulations to improve the landscapes and natural areas.
For instance, in New Delhi, the air pollution that happened when the light festival hold annually was so heavy that people were banned
from setting off firecrackers.
Moreover, the government also tried to encourage people use the public transports when the number of visitors increased dramatically.
This proves that government and residents of many countries takes a lot of notice of environmental pollution.
All in all, tourism generates both advantages and disadvantages. Many people are now joining hands to develop and solve the
problems tourism causes.
Text 3 of S8
Many modern technological machines have been now invented to support us in translating one language to another,
so some claim that the youth should give up learning new languages.
However, I think this statement is not true.
In this essay, I will give some explanations for my position.
Firstly, machine translator is incapable of conveying the emotion of the speaker to the listener.
While communicating, the speaker may change their voice, body movements or gestural behaviours to express their feelings, but the
device fail to deliver the speaker’s emotional message as it cannot understand sophisticated ways of emotional expression of human
beings.
For example, you are really happy when foreigners invite you out for dinner, but machine translator cannot render the meaning of
happiness on your face.
We can see clearly from this case that the machine may create an emotionless conversation that can break your relationships.
Therefore, being able to speak foreign language is very necessary in communication.
Secondly, technological device have difficulty translating texts accurately according to different circumstances.
It is developed to render sentences with imperfect formulas so it cannot distinguish between formal and informal words, between
spoken and written language.
Moreover, the digital gadget have problem transferring the meaning of metaphorical phrases and idioms.
Take ‘love me love my dog’ for example. In English, this phrase means that if you love someone, you love everything that belongs
to him or her. However, the translation device may make people think that the person has a real dog and you have to love both of
them.
As a result, heavy reliance on translator machine can lead to misunderstandings because of problematic translation texts in some
situations.
In short, though computer can translate all languages, it cannot be replaced with human beings because it is not accurate enough and
be unable to understand what people say in all situations. Therefore, to communicate, it’s essential for children to learn languages.
Text 1 of S9
Everything has two faces like a coin has two faces. So is tourism. It has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world.
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The action like throw litter away on wrong place will be accused and in the future the rubbish will be release considerly from the
visiter.
The second reason is about enter some new culture. When the traveler go throughout the year, they will bring some culture may be
some interesting but some strange even weird ones. But I think the local people often imitate selectively and it lead to be a positive,
not a negative.
In short, it still has negative thing but anyway if the local people know how to handle, how to do, tourism will bring many increable
thing for the country.
Text 2 of S9
Tourism makes a great contribution to economies which nobody can deny but some of them object that its negative impact on culture
and the environment is often unnoticed.
Personally, I think that they are not ignored at all.
I will elaborate the reasons why in this essay.
Firstly, understanding that tourism is a vital sector which combines with economic and environment play an important role to any
country, the government is promulgating and repairing lots of laws to reduce the damage of tourism can cause.
For a considerable example, the advancement of tourism brings about the huge demand water and leads to having a difficult in
handling with the wastewater.
Sadly, many people, business have discharged it into the river, lake, beach and the sea and make our water resource polluted.
But because of the good organization and implementation of rules, from 2006 to now the authority have discovered and penalized
more than 2229 establishments as well as carry out in order to remake the result.
So the negative influence on the environment is cared for and is getting fewer and fewer.
Secondly, tourism brings us many advantages and disadvantages on our lifestyle, our culture but I think the resident are lucid enough
to receive it selectively.
For an example, formerly our country was influenced by the feudatory regime and lost the gender equality. But when the tourism
enters, we learn from Western culture then men and women become more equal in duty, treatment and payment.
It means that the local residents has a good notice about the impact of tourism.
In short, the drawback of tourism is not overlooked, contrastingly it is paid attention carefully.
But we still must keep continuing seriously protect our environment, our culture from the bad force of tourism.
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Text 3 of S9
In the fourth industrial revolution which is “emerging technology breakthroughs” revolution in fields such as intelligence, robotic
and the Internet of things, so many people claim that technological devices are able to replace people on translating linguistic
knowledge and the youth is unnecessary to learn foreign languages.
In my opinion, I do not see eye to eye with this statement because of some following reasons.
In terms of translating written texts, translation machines are lack of lexical knowledge,
it means that depend on kind of text: formal or informal, we use different level of words but computers just translate word by word.
For example, when we write a contract to sent to the partner if the word used in the deal seems normal, unprofessional so the
companion will have a low judge on our company, or when we ask it to render a legal text, then translating not exactly meaning and
shade of word will lead to be not persuader and respectable even penalizing in the court
so distinguish formal and informal and how to translate well are out of capacity of technological devices.
In terms of translating spoken texts, digital gadget cannot express emotion. As you may know that emotion is essential in a
conversation.
To easy to understand this point, we will figure this instance out, a company has prepared a presentation to show to many potential
customers and a robot will be a lecturer with a unemotional voice, it means do not raise or lower its accent, it will not emphasize
important points and the result in getting an underjudge from clients, but with a presenter as a people , he/she will know when we
need to outstanding the key point and how to speak attractively then that company will get a positive result
so expressing human feeling and emotional is in restriction of machinery.
Finally, inordinate dependent on translation machine which will make learner can not develop language skills.
Sadly, if everyone is bad at foreign language, they will have a problem in integrating into the world. It will influence on the develop
of a country.
To sum up, I contend that although computer is very smart and useful, replacing people is impossible.
So we have to use it as an instrument in order to improve our knowledge and skills, do not let it control our-self.
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Text 1 of S10
Our life is more and more develop, so the demand of people about the quality of life rises. Therefore, tourism has become one of
the fastest growing industries in the world.
The number of tourism in this year is really high.
The development of tourism has had negative effects on local communities.
The real problem is that the local managers can’t manage the number of tourism.
Some tourists have bad awareness. They use water bottle, water, fast food, paper and they don’t throw them in the garbage bin as
well as right places.
The other problem is that when the local communities contact with tourists a lot. They will lose the national character in some way.
Which really happened in some mountain area in my country, Vietnam.
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Some people think that its influences are positive. They think that the development of tourism can be a good way to have good
business to local communities.
To my mind, the positive impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives.
If we can manage the tourists, what we have to do is to start changing our ways.
Text 2 of S10
Tourism is one of the sectors which makes a tremendous impact on economies. However, the development of tourism industry has
some negative impacts on local culture and the environment.
Some people may say that the negative impacts of tourism industry on local cultures and the environment are often neglected.
I believe that they are always attended in various forms.
Government, as well as, local government authorities try their best to save local identity.
Initially, the government use the interest from tourist industry to launch some campaigns, which raises the awareness of host
community to preserve traditional culture and values.
As a result, traditional customs, handicrafts and cultural festivals will be keep alive to spread national identity widely.
Secondly, local government authorities keep strict control on local areas in order to guarantee the balance of cultural exchanges.
As can be known that cultural exchanges are duality to local community in the globalized world. Despite creating a good chance
for local community to open their mind and get huge knowledge, cultural exchanges are the main element that brings about losing
cultural uniqueness. More obviously, gone are the unique local that carry so much history and culture in every corner.
Therefore, local authorises always manage and find out many different solutions which contribute to increasing the preservation of
the local identity.
On the other hand, because of tourist’s ignorance and apathy, the environment is seriously damaged in some ways. It is obvious that
the negative impacts of tourism industry on the environment are not neglected.
Large-scale projects for tourist facilities which destroy natural habitats and even may result in the extinction of many animals and
plants are always considered carefully by the government before starting construction.
For example, the campaigns that save Son Dong cave – the world’s largest cave in Vietnam and stop a proposed cable car
construction project were wildly supported by Vietnamese. Nearly 200,000 Vietnam people signed their name to raise against this
project, which shows that community always care about the environment problems.
In conclusion, it is clear that local culture and environmental issues are always noticed.
What we have to do is to start changing tourist’s awareness and recalibrating their minds. Because of being a global comunity, our
micro efforts will have macro effect to save local identity and the environment.
Text 3 of S10
Nowadays, translation machine has become an effective device for the translation of a foreign tongue.
That is the reason why it is thought that learning a new language does not have a role in the development of child.
In my opinion, children should not stop studying a foreign tongue because technological devices have its own defects in translation
and learning a foreign language is useful for the growth of children’s brain.
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Firstly, translation machines are emotionless.
In a conversation, apart from using words to communicate, the speakers also need to express their emotions such as surprise, or
boredom by changing their tones or voices. Those emotions cannot be understood by a machine and as a result, we will not
understand exactly what speakers want to communicate. Also, machine translators only translate words by words because they
cannot understand the context.
For example, when we communicate with foreigner, it’s so inconvenient that machine can’t distinguish formal or informal language,
which leads to a bad conversation.
On the other hand, if young people abuse the use of the computers for translation purposes, this negatively affects their thinking
ability.
It is sometime said that computers are their great helper who can help them to communicate with others.
However, this is not true. Only learning new languages helps us to communicate naturally. Also, learning foreign languages help
children exploit their intelligence and open up their mind. Children learn not only the language but also the culture of a country.
For instance, in 2017, the Nature journal published an interesting article about language education, showing that children who learn
foreign languages have a higher brain than others who do not. Dr. Ellen Bialystok of York University in Toronto also confirmed
that children who learn foreign tongue are able to solve complex situations faster and better than children do not learn foreign
languages.
This means that learning new language should become an integral part in the development of children.
In conclusion, we cannot deny the advantages the computers have brought for us but we should continue learn English because
learning foreign language can give us so much benefits.
Text 1 of S11
Nowadays, the industry of each country is growing stronger and faster. One of the most popular and important fields to enhance the
development is tourism. The life of people is busy and tired. So, the need of relaxation is risen. Millions of people today are travelling
father and father throughout the year. Each problem has two faces and tourism has made a great arguement: positive impacts and
negative impacts and whether the positive impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives or not? It’s a great question to think.
First, having to say the advantages which tourism brings to people and society. Tourism is an opportunity for people relaxing after
hard-working time. They can go to anywhere they like and do anything they want during vocation. And they can also go with person
they love and it helps them closer. The next thing, when people travel, they can learn more about people and culture in many
different countries or lands. They will know more about the ways local people communicate with each other and if you go to abroad,
it’s a good chance to learn foreign language and helps you in your language lesson. And a special thing, people can enjoy some
special food in each localty.
In addition, tourism creates more jobs for people. The number of unemployment is rising significantly. More and more people don’t
have job. So, tourism is growing that makes many chances to get jobs even good jobs with high salary. Furthermore, tourism plays
an important role in industry of each country. This makes too much money for country. From that helps more poor people and
decreases the poors. And some unique attractions helps our country become famous and more and more people know about our
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country or hometown. For example, when saying about HoiAn ancient town, people will know that in Quang Nam province or
saying about Ha Long Bay, people will also think about Vietnam first.
Besides these advantages of tourism, there are many disadvantages which tourism brings to us. The first thing to say is that people
have to destroy many natural places to build the other attractions. This has a strong effective on environment. There are many trees
cut down, many natural lakes covered by another thing. The second, the land around tourism place is polluted. Because, there are
many people in one place, so it makes noise and people feel annoyed and tired with voices. And more rubbish is released into
environment that affect the people’s health arounding. And the number of transport is rising. The traffic jam is more and more
serious and can cause more accidents that no one wants.
From these advantages and disadvantages, I think the positive impacts tourism bring can outweigh the negatives.
Because, the world is growing faster and to catch this development, each country has to do more and tourism is the thing people
can’t ignore.
Text 2 of S11
Tourism is one of the economic sectors and accounts for 10% GDP of the world.
Some people might point that negative changes that tourism brings to local culture and environment are noticed.
Personally, I think people don’t care even ignore this issue.
The development of tourism is often accompanied by the introduction of foreign cultures that eradicates the cultural identity of the
locality.
Although a part of people is still very aware of the local culture, many people imitate foreign cultures, even ignoring and depraving
the local image.
For example, many residents wear foreign costumes, though they know this is not really suitable for where they are living.
And more, the percentage of people participating in gambling, foreign-style drinking festivals in community is increasing
significantly at tourist points.
They do these acts to satisfy their enjoyment, despite knowing that they are illegal activities and undermine the image of local
civilization.
Tourism causes a huge amount of rubbish.
Although the awareness of putting garbage in the right place has enhanced, there are also part of people littering despite the sign
prohibits throwing garbage. And the operation of restaurants, hotel discharged into the environment a large amount of waste without
pre-treatment to save costs.
In addition, the air is severely polluted by smoke from vehicles.
For example, in Vietnam, the amount of CO2 from transport is quite high, the government has been operating public transport
system. However, people use mostly motorbikes to go quickly and to wherever they want, even if they know emissions released
into environment is enormous, but they also ignore it.
In conclusion, the bad effect of tourism to local culture and environment need caring more by everyone in community. We have to
take more measures to reduce negative changes instead of ignoring them to gain personal purposes.
Text 3 of S11
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Language is the important need for all ages.
Some people point out that technological devices are capable of translating mother tounge into another language, therefore young
learners don’t need to learn new languages.
But from my point of view, learning languages is very necessary for the comprehensive development of the youth.
Computers can not read people’s emotion.
Although it is very useful to help learners study languages, they don’t understand emotion.
Sadness, happiness or any feelings which computers don’t have and never share with us because they are just only devices without
feelings. Human and digital gadgets communicate with each other by buttons and clicks,…but never emotional exchange.
Therefore, computers can never help humans to express their feelings.
In addition, computers can not provide a correct translating of texts.
When people enter texts, translation machines don’t have ability to convey full meaning of sentences. They just only translate word
by word without using grammar.
So, texts are transferred with unclear and ambiguous meaning.
Moreover, translation machines are not likely to understand context.
They can only translate words by common meanings without depending on context. Therefore, people are not able to understand
meaning of texts and have to learn languages to transfer texts up to their context by themshelve. If children didn’t learn languages,
they would have many trouble in communicating with foreigners. They could be difficult to achieve opportunities for abroad study
and good jobs in the future. Moreover, they would not enhance language skills and broaden knowledge which is gained from
studying language process.
In conclusion, the role of studying another language is very important for the youth to learn.

Text 1 of S12
These days, tourism industry plays such a significant role in people’s life.
Most people think that its development has badly affected on local areas.
Meanwhile others have idea of its positive results.
In my opinions, people receive much more the positive impacts than the negatives.
Firstly, tourism is becoming an essential part of evolving the economic of residents.
Annually, millions of visitors come to countries which have a lot of beautiful landscapes and profound traditional cultures. For this
reason, the local people will earn money from business in souvenirs, restaurants, hotels, transports… In addition, tourism majoring
staffs will have more opportunities to seek their jobs. As a result, this religions will able to have developing and flourishing economic
in the future.
Secondly, the stunning destinations offer tourists chance to enjoy views and have a nice holiday after long hard-working days. They
help people feel comfortable and get risk of stress in their life.
Thus, tourism is a necessary part mentally.
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Thirdly, the areas where appeal most tourists in over the world will have ability of becoming world heritage.
Because, when local people benefits from tourist economically that make a contribution to preserve the historical relics in that areas.
In contrast, tourism industry is having bad impacts on our life.
Most of rubbish which is litted from tourists will make environment polluted such as water sources pollution. Hence, people easily
catch diseases by using this sources.
In conclusion, everything has two sides: benefits and drawbacks, but I think tourism industry brings us much more advantages than
disadvantages such as reasons above.
If a nation has no tourism, this may not develop national ecomonic, so residents will face to property forever. Environmentally,
the authorities must have right solution for it.
Text 2 of S12
Tourism is becoming one of the main industries making a contribution to the economic development in the world .
Some people argue that thanks to tourism, the government and authorities pays more attention to reawakening of traditional cultural
values and the issues of environmental protection.
However, in fact, little attention has been paid on the maintenance of local cultures and the conservation of the environment,
and I will explain the reasons for that in this essay.
The most damaging effect of tourism development is local cultural degradation.
It is sometimes said that traditional cultures is remained and revived by tourism. However, when holiday destinations attracting an
enormous amount of tourists have resulted in more changes in local lifestyles including dressing up tradition.
For example , people living in Sa Pa , Lao Cai nowadays prefer short and colorful hair to long black one due to negative impacts
that tourism bring to them.
This change certainly makes the loss of the traditional traits of indigenous groups.
Tourism development has negative impacts not only on local cultures but also on natural habitats.
Although effective measures are being taken to protect the environment and increase sustainable development in the long run,
natural habitats are still facing to the risk of destrustion due to widespread construction of tourism facilities.
To fit tourists’ demand, companies makes more investments in infrastructure and facilities such as hotels, hostels, restaurants, and
theme parks. This increased construction of tourism and recreational facilities has increased pressure on natural resources such as
land, forest, and wildlife.
For instance, in Son Tra peninsular (in Da Nang city), the use of natural environment for accommodation results in damaging the
habitation of special species such as ‘chà vá chân nâu’ .
As a result, this species would be in the endanger of extinction because of their shortage of houses. The construction of new facilities
is the cause of disappearance of a variety of species , which leads to be unbalanced ecological systems.
In conclusion, tourism development nowadays is one of the main reasons for negative effects on cultures and the environment,
which are undoubtedly to lose the diversity of the fauna and to ruin the lifestyles and customs of local residents. However, little has
been done to save local cultures and the environment.
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Technological devices play a critical part of our life because of their useful functions including language translations.

Counter-argument

Some people may argue that thanks to these gadgets, it is not necessary for small children to study foreign languages.

Position + Preview

However, in reality, learning foreign languages is still essential for young learners because translation tools cannot give true
messages of source texts and can make learners lose their confidence.
Translation machines can create an inaccurate translation which may make learners confused.

Concession

Some people say that these devices allow young-aged students to translate from one language to any languages without taking time
to think . Neverthless, in fact, translation software cannot transfer exactly what the text means.
To illustrate, take the following idiom “on rainy days”. This phrase can be understood as on days when it is not sunny by computers.
However, the true meaning of the idiom is “the time people meet up difficulty in their lives”.
In this case, if learners largely depends on machines, they fail to understand the correct meaning of the text and this may lead to a
feeling of confusion.
Obviously, word-by-word translation of technological devices cannot offer the right meanings, which makes learners feel confused
if learners use the devices as a way to understand meanings of texts.
Technological tools can also cause small children to lose their confidence.
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Some argue that learners can use these devices comfortably without worrying about anything because there are few drawbacks on
using these. However, in reality, students can lack of confidence when they communicate with others if they take looks at their
phone or tablet’ screen to look up the meanings of words.

Example

For instance, Nam, a student at Le Hong Phong high school said that: ‘It is too shy for me to use a translation machinery when I
speak to a foreigner, so my sollution at that time is to keep silent’.
Whereas, learning foreign languages can generate students confidence because they can naturally and fluently use the languages
they have learned.
It is beyond any doubt that studying foreign languages is a good way for developing confidence for children.
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Conclusion
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In conclusion, translation devices can provide inaccurate translations and result in a decrease in children’s confident levels.
Therefore, it is critical for people to learn foreign languages at a young age if they want to achieve full understandings of meanings
of words and advance their confidence.
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Appendix 2 – Periodicity analysis
Text 1 of S1
Background information (missing macroTheme)
Wherever I go outside, guess what I see? Chineses, Koreans, Westerners, etc, speaking their native
languages and passing by me. To be honest, thanks to those tourists millions of Vietnameses have jobs.
Sound like tourism is supporting much for us, doesn’t it? Everything has its sides.
Ineffective hyperTheme
About the positive one, places where a huge number of tourists come suddenly become famous
which help they to be able to attract more and more visitter.
When an army of people get gather into a particular place, it looks like making-money
machines which are greedy for new experiences. Doing business will be easier than ever.
hyperTheme
Although making tremendous profit, tourism has committed damaging environment.
It’s not strange to hear news about a waterfall has literally died because of gabage or a
forest was in flame due to camping fire but governments is willing to pay attention on
growing economic rather than nature.
macroNew
Money can be accumulated but environment once lost is hard to recover. Having much money for what
where there is no air to breath, no water to drink? And soon, there is also no place to visit. It’s not an
impulsive conclusion but 1-0 score for negative effect that obviously knocks out the positive one!
Text 2 of S1
macroTheme
Tourism is a crucial sector which is not only developing rapidly but contributing large proportion to the
country’s GDP as well. This subject has gathered itself a host of opinions especially about its destruction
of local cultures and the environment. Personally, although this industry truly fails to improve the
environment, it seems that significant attempts are made in cultural resurrection.
hyperTheme
People appear to neglect tourism’s endeavor on local cultures. In spite of being taken for granted,
tourism play an important role in this field. To satisfy the insatiable curiosity of visitors about the
difference and aesthetics, the increasing number of tourism organizations volunteer to devote its
time to preserve and rehabilitate most of those long-standing features such as foods, practices,
ancient music.
The most noticeable archetype is “Hat Tuong”. Hat Tuong is a form of Vietnamese
theater which combines dance, songs, poetry, retained by conscientious artist across the
country with their angelic performance that attract undivided attention from all kinds of
foreign visitors. Millennials now are willing to inherit and develop those precious
practices their ancestors handed down.
hyperNew
Tourism, in all fairness, is a panacea for the restoration of culture.
hyperTheme
In contrast with the above positive impact, the environment is pleading for help due to pollution
posed by the damage of tourism. It sounds like we can capitalize on this lucrative industry to make
huge benefit and proceed to spend a small portion to compensate the consequences but the situation
is not as easy as it looks.
Noise pollution is a typical example which is aggravating. Local residents find
themselves get caught up in environment where their places are rife with high-pitched
sounds emitting from traffic vehicles, advertising speakers from malls, etc. Having
sensed red flag about the problem, the authorities proposed many roads in Hue, the city
which is famous for its historic architectures, would outlaw blowing horn from vehicles
to protect the solemnity. It is imperative to understand the problem before sealing the
deal of fostering tourism at the expense of environmental loss.
macroNew
In conclusion, at the foreseenable future, tourism plays a significant part for a nation’s economy but in
terms of sustainable development, it is still in question.
Text 3 of S1
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macroTheme
Languages play an undeniably important role in terms of communication. Languages' diversity lead to the
claim that technological devices are able to translate from a language to another so learning a new language
is not a necessity for young learners any more. Personally, the above argument might be unsubstantiated as
it show some clashes between the limitations of computer and the inherent characters of languages if we
put the lack of emotion and the loss of brain's development into consider to illustrate how imperative to
study a new tongue for the youth.
hyperTheme
Languages present mental states. Lingual communication between human contains the diversity
of different shades of emotion which artificial translating machine appears to be impossible to
obtain.
A machine itself performs languages robotically due to programmed codes and
algorithms. Those algorithms process languages in a mathematical way, trigger a
monotonous conversation obstructing the resonation amid speakers. Dr. Majfud said in
the article Why Hasn’t AI Mastered Language Translation: “We should be aware of the
fragility of machines’ interpretation. Because to translate is basically to interpret, not just
an idea but a feeling. Humans feelings and ideas that only humans can understand and
sometimes not even we, humans, understand other humans”. Daily communication
weaves emotion into conversation, emotion results in benefits such as building trust,
credibility, sympathy, solidarity, charisma, etc.,hence,
Conclusion
we can see from the reality that in spite of the increasing of automate translations, a huge number
of people still spend time picking up a new language.
hyperTheme
Acquiring languages make your brain more robust.
Linguistic knowledge contributes a large proportion in children's mental development
especially cognitive control which computers seem to be exasperated in this field.
Bilingual children or polyglots are proved to be associated with intelligence, they are able
to retain attention to a specific phenomenon. For that reason, the young have chances to
boost the ability of logical analysis, remain the alert of memory and facilitate creativity
and imagination. A great deal of neuroscientific research shows that children who spoke
more than a language have better cognitive control than monolinguals. Better cognition
thus leads to greater achievement in academic performance, healthier body and minds
and bigger social circles.
Conclusion
While translation machine just revolts around its duty is to interpret, nothing more.
macroNew
It is obvious that translation machine can not stand a chance in the race. Although advanced technology is
a useful tool supporting the study of languages, it is not justified to say that learning another language is
not needed.
Text 1 of S2
macroTheme
As you know, more and more people have needs to travel all over the world nowadays. So tourism has
played an important role in our life. In my opinion, the development of tourism has had positive impacts
outweigh the negatives.
hyperTheme
Firstly, the development of tourism bring some benefits for people in local communities. It make
economic in there grow faster. Therefore, other aspects also develop quickly such as education,
health, entertainment, ect. People will get higher standard and more convenient life.
hyperTheme
Besides, they also have chance to find out good job that help reduce a lot of unemployees.
hyperTheme
Secondly, the development of tourism will help recommend beautiful images about this city
particularly and country generally.
Because, when they want to travel another country, they will search information about
landscapes, traditional food and clothes, people, ect… in this country. Moreover they
maybe buy some souvenirs to give their family or their friends. Thanks to that, more
and more people will know about this country then perhaps want to come there.
hyperTheme
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Thirdly, when people from another country come to travel, we will have many chances to know
about their culture.
hyperTheme
Especially, this is a good way to improve our speaking skill English when we speak with native
people.
macroNew
To sum up, development of tourism bring some positive effects on local communitites. However, we
should raise awareness of people about protect environment and make friendly so they have a good image
about our country.
Text 2 of S2
macroTheme
Nowadays, we can’t deny that developing tourism brings amount of benefits to economies. But it lead to
many negative impacts to local cultures and the environment. Some people might point out that this
consequences do not receive enough attention. However, in my view I don’t totally accept this for some
reasons.
hyperTheme
Firstly, the tourism industry and government are trying their best to deal with the damage of
tourism to local cultures.
The government has increased security in the tourist areas to avoid social evils. For
example, the number of security guards are increased in order to strengthen the patrols,
to ensure safety in tourism area and to solve some complicated problems. Furthermore,
during the public holidays, the police are also increased to remained strictly secure and
to eliminate theft.
Conclusion
Thanks to these cases, the number of disorders have been significantly reduced.
hyperTheme
A further reason to consider is the concern of tourism industry to damage placed on
environment. Environmentally friendly is one of the top standards that tourism industry has
established to create a comprehensive development.
In Vietnam, the form of green tourism has become a popular form of tourism. This
measure is applied to make a green tourist destination contributing to protection of the
natural environment. In addition, there are always promotion panels which are set out to
raise awareness of tourists about environmental protection. This is also really a useful
measure to build friendly and environmentally responsible tourism.
macroNew
In short, although some people are indifferent to the consequences that travel cause to local culture and
the environment. However, this problem has always been a concern of the government and tourism
industry to develop healthy tourism.
Text 3 of S2
macroTheme
Some people point out that it is not necessary for children to learn any other languages because of the
ability of translation machines to give quick translation of texts. However, in my opinion, I do not agree
with this view for some reasons.
hyperTheme
Firstly, machine translation is not entirely accurate.
It only translate word by word and do not understand grammatical structures as well as
words with many meanings. Polysemous words are one of the most difficult areas that
computers cannot cope with. Consider the word “bank” in following text “I went to the
bank and sat down there for a while. Suddenly, I saw something big moving in the
water.”. This word can either mean a financial institution or an edge of a river. In this
case, only human translators can understand subtle differences in meanings, but a
computer cannot.
Conclusion
Without human translators, it is obvious that misunderstanding of the meanings of sentences can
occur.
hyperTheme
Another reason to consider is that computers cannot translate texts that requires a high level of
artistry.
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It may be argued that translation machine can be fast device to get main information of
poetic work. However, the machine do not enjoy any success in providing detail
information that represents poetic spirits of author.
Conclusion
Therefore, texts translated by computers do not often carry true values of original work.
macroNew
In summary, translation machines are a great device for children because they can support them
understanding meanings of texts but children should still learn foreign languages and take advantages of
computers for their learning.
Text 1 of S3
Background information
In the past, the people had worked hard day by day. But now, everythings has changed. Not only do they
work but also they spend time relaxing and enjoying their life. Nowadays they have many choices and
tourism is one of the best. Therefore, tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world.
But every coin has two sides.
macroTheme
Tourism has both positive and negative effects on local communities.
hyperTheme1
First of all, tourism brings a lot of benefits to local economy.
The more visitors come, the more money local people make. When a place becomes
famous, there will appear many services in that place. For example, recently Danang is
very well-known to foreigner so in Danang more and more restaurants, hotels, resorts,
tourism companies were established. More jobs, more opportunities for youngers or
anyone who is ready to work.
hyperTheme2
But there are several reasons why people argue that the development of tourism had had negative
effects.
hyperTheme
Not all the visits have good awareness about the environment.
Some of them throw their garbages wherever they want. They don’t care.
hyperTheme
Furthermore, too many visitors everyday can cause many problems such as air pollution,
water pollution… because of their transports, their rubbish…
macroNew
In my point of view, the negative effects are not the serious problem if the local government have suitable
solutions. The tourism issue can be control. The positive impacts of tourism absolutely outweigh the
negatives unless the local communities don’t work. It depends on how effective the government does.
Text 2 of S3
macroTheme
The tourism industry is growing rapidly and has become an important part of the development of many
countries’s economy. However, I agree with the idea that tourism can have negative effects on local cultures
and the environment that are often neglected.
hyperTheme
Local identities are being eclipsed by tourists assimilation.
In the past, older people had always tried to maintain and preserve the beauties of
traditional culture. Now, these beauties were gradually replaced by modern culture
brought by visitors. Adolescents tend to follow “open-minded” cultures such as alcohol
use, illegal drugs, nightclubs and unhealthy parties. They are reeling in Western culture
that forgets the noble values of local cultures. This results in the step-by-step fading away
of indigenous cultures and long-standing traditions.
hyperTheme
As tourism develops in a locality, infrastructure facilities are better built. However, the faster
facilities grow, the more damage the environment gets.
The rise of so many resorts, hotels and restaurants has put tremendous pressure on
resources such as water and land. Recent media report more cases of water pollution and
land degradation in areas with high tourism activities. Despite all this, practical effective
measures has not been taken to deal with these environmental issues on a large scale.
macroNew
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In summary, I think that although tourism can promote a great economic growth, it is clear that more work
needs to be done to limit the harm that tourism has on local cultures and the natural habitats.
Text 3 of S3
macroTheme
Thanks to the technological breakthrough, more and more intelligent translation programs have been
created to help people communicate more easily. The development of translation machines has encouraged
some people to argue that it is not necessary for young people to learn foreign language. Personally, I
disagree with this idea because of major problems that translation devices have.
hyperTheme
The first problems with translation programs is their limited understanding of grammar structures.
Technically, these programs are produced to translate word by word with high accuracy.
However, they really do not work effectively in practice. They do not seem be able to
distinguish the structural and grammatical differences of languages as proficient bilingual
speakers do. By way of illustration, translation machines cannot know comparative
structures between English and Vietnamese in the pair: “anh ay thi dep va giau hon toi”.
Instead of translating into “He is more beautiful and richer than me”, the word “more”
before “beautiful” do not appear on text of computers.
Conclusion
The problem here is that translation devices cannot see the implicit comparative structure and thus
its translation outcome is not completely correct.
hyperTheme
Another problem with artificial intelligence computers is it cannot beat the wisdom of a human.
It is true that computers can be good for translation work. However, they are not
conscious and cognitive, so they are not able to think critically and be creative with
language. In other words, computers are no more than an inanimate block of steel that is
artificially instructed by humans and thus any over-dependence on them can lead to
serious consequences, for example the breakdown in communication and relationship.
macroNew
To sum up, I can not deny the usefulness of modern translation machines but it is clear that it is absolutely
necessary for young leaners to study foreign language.
Text 1 of S4
macroTheme
Nowadays, tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world. Some countries attract a
million of travelers and tourists every year and this number is raising more and more through the year.
Nobody can deny the benefits of tourism in daily life. However, some people argue that tourism causes
negative effects on communities.
hyperTheme1
On the one hand, the development of tourism is really positive.
hyperTheme
First of all, tourism generates many jobs.
When tourism develops, people can easily find opportunities to get good jobs.
Ineffective hyperTheme
Secondly, tourism plays an important role in economy.
In some countries, tourism is their dominant economy so they have many useful
policies to improve tourism effectively.
Ineffective hyperTheme
One important point is that tourism is a non-smoking industry.
That means tourism doesn’t cause any pollution and it is absolutely friendly
environmental. Thanks to many kinds of tourism such as eco-tourism or rural
tourism, people can help to balance the ecosystem and protect the environment.
hyperTheme
In addition, some traditional cultures can be preserved by tourism.
For example, rural tourism let people know more about cultures and history so
that we can maintain these cultures.
Ineffective hyperTheme2
On the other hand, some people think that the influences of tourism are negative because of some
reasons.
hyperTheme
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The first of is bad awareness of some travelers and tourists, they litter on places they visit
that causes pollution.
hyperTheme
Moreover, some people take advantages of tourism to do bad things.
macroNew
In my opinion, the positive impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives.
Text 2 of S4
macroTheme
Tourism has become an essential industry that helps to develop economies of many countries around the
world. Some may say that tourism causes many huge damages to the environment and communities but
ignores these negative impacts. However, in reality, this industry has made significant contributions to
protect the environment and maintain cultures.
hyperTheme
The most positive contribution of tourism is protecting natural habitats.
Some people may point out tourism causes pollution and destroys natural environment
because of a great number of visitors every year. In fact, a great number of visitors bring
considerable revenue which is used to pay for protection and management of sensitive
areas. According to a research of WTO, these income supports to conduct many
conservation activities such as building national parks.
Conclusion
There is no doubt that natural habitats cannot be protected and preserved without revenue from
tourism.
hyperTheme
Another effect of tourism is an increase in awareness of local communities in the preservation of
culture.
This industry helps local people develop deeper insight of values in their tradition though
celebrating traditional festivals or keeping handicrafts alive. Take Hue city in Vietnam
for an example, countless cultural festivals are held annually for the purpose of promoting
uniqueness in Hue culture worldwide. Thanks to this, Hue inhabitants do not only become
more aware of their regional culture, but also positively contribute to preserve it.
Conclusion
It is obvious that awareness of local people have a great influence on preservation of culture.
macroNew
In conclusion, tourism should be seen as positive due to significant contributions on the environment and
culture.
Text 3 of S4
macroTheme
Computer has played an essential role in people’s life. A computer with Internet connection brings countless
benefits, including translation. Some may say that computer can translate language, so it is not necessary
for children to study foreign languages anymore. However, online translators have a number of drawbacks
and thus heavy reliance should not be placed on them.
hyperTheme
The most obvious drawback of online translators is that they do not understand context.
Consequently, they cannot produce a good translation product.
While bilinguals exactly know which kinds of text they are translating or relationships
between people in texts, computers do not have abilities to understand these contextual
factors. This makes the meaning of translated text become less accurate or even
meaningless. For instance, the meaning of the English word “I” can be translated into
Vietnamese differently according to the rapport between the addresser and addressee by
bilinguals. However, if it is entered in a translation app, its equivalent translation does
not show any differences due to the inability of computers to understand context.
Conclusion
Clearly, the inability to understand contextual information is a huge disadvantage of translation
machine.
hyperTheme
Another shortcoming of translation machines is they cannot supply grammatically correct
translations.
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Some may argue that these softwares can translate simple sentences with perfect
grammar. Admittedly, translation softwares render the messages of these sentences with
high speed and correctness. Nevertheless, with more complicated grammatical
constructions, they fail to produce precise translations. Take the “I have just had my
motorbike repaired” sentence for example. Because of not being able to recognize
Causative form, translation softwares is unlikely to provide perfect translated text in
terms of grammar.
Conclusion
Therefore, strong reliance on translation machines should not be encouraged.
macroNew
In conclusion, translation machines has some drawback such as its incapability to understand context and
grammatical structures. Thus, children still need to learn foreign language instead of depending on
computers too much.
Text 1 of S5
Background information
With the development of the living conditions, people nowaday tend to spend their money on leisure
activities more than they did in the past. This leads to the dramatic increase of the number of tourists.
macroTheme
But, while the local communities receive lots of benefits from tourism, at the same time, they suffer some
serious issue.
Missing hyperTheme1
Missing hyperTheme
Come with the tourists is the money. By buying souvenirs, services, products from the local
people, they play an important role in raising their income. In addition, the tourists also rent houses
or rooms in the hotels or in the communities which improve the condition of their life as well.
Further more, the tourists’ attention to the location can also help the place. There is plenty of cases
where money donating by tourists had helped improve and fix run down historical attractions.
Ineffective hyperTheme
Moreover, tourism makes the local places gain more attraction than they did in the past.
While people are able to admire the beauty of the nature or have more knowledge about
the past, the attractions also have the admiration it deserves.
Ineffective hyperTheme2
However, tourism has negative effects on the local communities al well.
hyperTheme
The tourists lack of awareness for the environment lead to severe consequences.
There is rubbish and trash everywhere, eventhough the local people placed lots of rubbish
bins. Besides, disrespect towards the historical attraction is also not uncommon. Some
tourists try to steal artifacts which have not much value but can cause serious damage.
hyperTheme
Another problem is the air and noise pollution due to the raise in transportation.
Ineffective hyperTheme
Local people suffer lots of damages as well.
Some people’s bad attitude towards tourist when they are not interested in buying the
souvenirs such as following them around, annoying them or even tricking them into
buying overpriced products, makes the foreigner have bad impression on the
communities. Therefore, the tourists no longer come back.
macroNew
Eventhough, there is advantages and disadvantages when it comes to tourism, I think with precaution and
attention from the tourist, the government and the local people themselves, the positive impacts will surely
outweigh the negative ones.
Text 2 of S5
macroTheme
Tourism is one of the fastest developing industries around the world. Some people claim that the negative
impacts tourism has on the local cultures and the environment have always attracted considerable public
attention. However, I personally strongly disagree with this statement and I will demonstrate my reasons in
this essay.
hyperTheme
Firstly, we must consider the ignorance towards the damage tourism has done to the local cultures.
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Some people might argue that tourism provide the opportunities to preserve cultural
identity of host population. But in fact, to please the tourists many traditional ceremonies
and cultural traits were changed to satisfy tourist tastes. In addition, the local communities
try to adopt the behaviours and the habits of the tourists. However, since they just see
themselves guests at the attractions, the tourists did not put much thought in the issue.
The local populations might notice the problem but due to the economy aspect they tend
to overlook it.
hyperTheme
Furthermore, people are not taking the environmental impacts seriously.
Tourists often show careless attitude to natural resources of the community. Especially
in hot and dry regions, they have the tendency to overuse water which makes the issue of
water scarcity more severe. Even though local people struggle with the problem, it seems
like the authorities are doing nothing. For example, in Cyprus, Mediterranean sea where
water supply is already a huge issue, the government makes matter worse by giving
permission to build more golf courses.
hyperNew
While golf courses, swimming pools and resorts slowly drained out the water resources, everybody
is turning a blind eye.
macroNew
It is not to say that tourism has made no contribution to protect and preserve cultures and the environment
but its damages are being disregarded by the government, the industry itself and even the residents. If we
do not act right now, it might be too late.
Text 3 of S5
macroTheme
Advances in computers have had significant impacts on our life. Some people might say that since
computers have the ability to give the translation of foreign languages, it is unnecessary for children to
learn a new language. Personally, I totally disagree with this idea and I will explain my reasons in this
essay.
hyperTheme
Firstly, since computers are programmed to analyse information rather than express human
feelings, they do not possess the ability to covey emotions.
A text can have different meanings if it is spoken with a certain type of intonation to
express human emotional states such as happiness and sadness. Therefore, if it were
processed by technological devices, those sentiments will be toned down or even lost in
the translation. The lack of emotion display in the technical devices could lead to a serious
problem in daily conversation. For example, you are teasing your foreign friend by
jokingly complaining about his attitude, but the machine, of course, does not detect your
intention, and thus it might fail to render true messages you want to deliver, making your
friend feel upset and confused.
hyperNew
In fact, computers are not very effective in portraying emotion from one language to another.
hyperTheme
Secondly, technical devices can’t translate texts with accuracy.
Some might argue that their work is more precise and efficient than that of human. In
reality, however, they make big mistakes when doing the translation. Because technical
devices use word – for – word translation, errors are inevitable when it comes to the
translation of idioms, phrasal verbs, collocations or metaphors. Consider the phrase
“Walking on eggshells” in English. This phrase means being cautious about one’s actions
or words but when it is literally translated into Vietnamese it means that you are stepping
on a thin white outer layer of an egg.
hyperNew
Clearly, translation machines are less precise in translation than human beings are.
macroNew
It is not to say that computers are completely useless in translating language, but they are not perfect.
Technology is a tool to help children to study new language, not a reason to stop learning.
Text 1 of S6
Ineffective macroTheme
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Nowadays, tourism is more and more developing all around the world. Living standard is raising, therefore
people also likes to travelling abroad more. However, everything always has two sides: positive and
negatives. So there is a question that “do you think the positive impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives?”
Ineffective hyperTheme1
First of all, I’d like to say about its first negatives:
hyperTheme
spending a lot of money.
It can be denied that people has money so they can use it. But when travelling
abroad, we can be cheated. When you buy something, you can be told a higher
price or won’t receive the money they have to give back.
Ineffective hyperTheme
The second thing is you have to suffer jet lag or sickness.
Many people couldn’t adapt to new place that they arrive. They maybe can’t
sleep or can’t stand different weather. Therefore, it’s sometimes not good for
your health to travel because you’ll be easy to get sick.
hyperTheme
Thirdly, differences in cultures maybe shock you.
If you don’t understand their culture or habits so you do a wrong thing. You
might be criticized, more bally be frightened by local people. It’s quite
dangerous so we need to learn carefully about the place you’ll visit.
Ineffective hyperTheme2
But over all of them, I still think tourism has more positive impacts than negatives.
hyperTheme
We can discover a lot of different countries and cultures, to get more interesting
knowledges that we haven’t known before.
hyperTheme
Moreover, when coming to a strange place, we’ll completely have fun and feel relaxed,
reduce stress after hard-working hours in a close place.
hyperTheme
Furthermore, we will enjoy many beautiful and amazing sightseeings, take a lot of
pictures and save it.
macroNew
After all, although there are a lot of negative impacts. I think tourism is one of the best thing for people to
try.
Text 2 of S6
macroTheme
Tourism has become one of the key industries which stimulates the development of the world economy.
However, few people concern about its serious consequences for native cultures and the environment.
Typical is negative changes in local cultures and the destruction of ecosystem.
hyperTheme
Firstly, tourism forces unpleasant changes to the cultures of local people.
To satisfy tourist’s demands, local cultural practices may be altered due to local people’s
copy of the lifestyles of tourists and this can cause the loss of native customs and tradition.
hyperTheme
Most people think that tourism development can improve the quality of life by increasing the
number of employment opportunities and services for local residents. Nevertheless, the quality of
life is questionable as a result of the presence of smugglers and crimes.
Statistics from August 2017 say that there were about 10 cases of property burglaries and
over 50 cases of importing unknown origin and poor quality products for sale committed
by visitors at beach areas in Danang. This evidence indicates that tourism brings about
unexpected impacts on local cultures which are often ignored.
hyperTheme
The second problem that needs to be wary is tourist impact on ecology and environment.
The increase of tourist flows lead to an increase in the amount of waste in many tourist
destinations. For example, in the first six months of 2016, Ly Son Island welcomed more
than 70,000 tourists, tripling the same period last year, and this leads to a huge increase
of garbage dumped into water, which directly threatens the marine environment, and the
health of ocean ecosystems.
Conclusion
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Despite these negative impacts tourism has on the environment, little concern has been voiced to
improve quality of our environment.
macroNew
After all, we can not deny the benefits that tourism brings. However, it has some drawbacks such as its
potential harms to local cultures and the environment. Therefore, people should pay more attention to these
issues and find solutions to achieve a better and more sustainable tourism development.
Text 3 of S6
macroTheme
Nowadays, many people think that it is not necessary for young generations to learn a new language due to
the fact that computers can translate. But would computers become an ideal that humans can entirely depend
on? Personally, I think computers still have some weaknesses in translation and should be considered as a
useful tool for learning another language rather than a reason for not learning it.
hyperTheme
The first problem is that a machine definitely does not have an ability to convey emotions.
It is only an inanimate object which transfers what we input; therefore it absolutely has
difficulties in expressing feelings when required. Perhaps some people assume that the
importance of talking to foreigners is to make them understand our words, not our
feelings. However, communication does not just involve the use of language, but also
other non-linguistic cues to express feelings. For example, imagine that you just want to
joke the listener, but he/she might misunderstand your purpose and become angry due to
computer misinterpretation.
Conclusion
At this point, it’s clearly seen that knowing and using a language by yourself is still a better choice.
hyperTheme
Another reason that makes a computer less reliable is its lack of ability to recognize the suitable
context.
For example, when you are in a formal context such as in a business negotiation, you use
technical and formal language to communicate with your business partners, but
computers may not recognize the communicative context and use inappropriate language
in its translation due to random uses of available programmed texts. These random
selections create unwanted outcomes for your business deal. In addition, when facing a
word with multiple meanings, computers are not likely to choose the right one for a
particular circumstance and thus generate an incorrect message to others.
macroNew
In conclusion, despite of the development of translation technology, we should not omit the study of foreign
language. It is always better to use your brain than a machine because a machine is artificial and unreliable
and it can never do as well as humans.
Text 1 of S8
Background information
Nowadays, many people travel to relax themselves, to enjoy their life or to explore the world. For each
place they visit to, they bring both positive effect and negative effect on it.
macroTheme
However, I think the positive effect is more than the negative one.
hyperTheme1 (missing)
hyperTheme (missing)
Many countries’ economy now depends on tourism, especially ones which don’t have good
conditions to develop argriculture and industry. Therefore, they have to focus on service and
tourism. Most of the local people’s income comes from selling souvenir, guiding tourists.
hyperTheme
Furthermore, tourism not only helps a country to advertise its images but also attracts investments
from other countries.
Ineffective hyperTheme
It makes people know more about culture, the beauty of a country.
For example, a traditional culture is endanger of disappearing because noone feels it
attractive anymore. However, a visitor sees it and tells everyone that it is very interesting,
so more and more people come to see it and the local can earn money from it.
Conclusion
Therefore, this culture is still deserved.
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hyperTheme2
Besides that, tourism also brings the local communities bad effects such as throwing trash
everywhere, damaging historical places.
hyperTheme3
Many countries have given a lot of solutions to solve these problems. They are really helpful in
raising the awareness of visitors.
macroNew
Because of all above reasons, I think the positive effect is outweight the negatives. If we combine
developing tourism and carring on these solutions to conserve the destinations, we can exploit more in this
kind of industry.
Text 2 of S8
macroTheme
Tourism nowadays plays a significant role in financial contribution of many countries’ budgets, but it still
results in negative effects. Some claim that the problems tourism cause to culture and environment are
neglected because people only care about the profits it brings to them. However, I personally think this
statement is not true. In this essay, I will clarify my opinion.
hyperTheme
It is said that tourism is one of the reasons that destroy the cultural heritages. However, many
things have been done to preserve national historic sites.
For example, at Hanoi’s Temple of Literature in Vietnam, there are so many people touch
the head of stone turtles to wish for luck that the national precious relic would wear out
step by step. To prevent this, many young people have volunteered to guard the turtles.
This shows us that the damage to culture is really cared
Conclusion
and many solutions have been carried out.
hyperTheme
What is more, no one can deny that tourism also cause bad impacts on the environment.
Nevertheless, to impress and attract visitors, many countries have to increase the investment as
well as enact strict laws or regulations to improve the landscapes and natural areas.
For instance, in New Delhi, the air pollution that happened when the light festival hold
annually was so heavy that people were banned from setting off firecrackers. Moreover,
the government also tried to encourage people use the public transports when the number
of visitors increased dramatically.
Conclusion
This proves that government and residents of many countries takes a lot of notice of environmental
pollution.
macroNew
All in all, tourism generates both advantages and disadvantages. Many people are now joining hands to
develop and solve the problems tourism causes.
Text 3 of S8
macroTheme
Many modern technological machines have been now invented to support us in translating one language to
another, so some claim that the youth should give up learning new languages. However, I think this
statement is not true. In this essay, I will give some explanations for my position.
hyperTheme
Firstly, machine translator is incapable of conveying the emotion of the speaker to the listener.
While communicating, the speaker may change their voice, body movements or gestural
behaviours to express their feelings, but the device fail to deliver the speaker’s emotional
message as it cannot understand sophisticated ways of emotional expression of human
beings. For example, you are really happy when foreigners invite you out for dinner, but
machine translator cannot render the meaning of happiness on your face. We can see
clearly from this case that the machine may create an emotionless conversation that can
break your relationships.
Conclusion
Therefore, being able to speak foreign language is very necessary in communication.
hyperTheme
Secondly, technological device have difficulty translating texts accurately according to different
circumstances.
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It is developed to render sentences with imperfect formulas so it cannot distinguish
between formal and informal words, between spoken and written language. Moreover,
the digital gadget have problem transferring the meaning of metaphorical phrases and
idioms. Take ‘love me love my dog’ for example. In English, this phrase means that if
you love someone, you love everything that belongs to him or her. However, the
translation device may make people think that the person has a real dog and you have to
love both of them.
Conclusion
As a result, heavy reliance on translator machine can lead to misunderstandings because of
problematic translation texts in some situations.
macroNew
In short, though computer can translate all languages, it cannot be replaced with human beings because it
is not accurate enough and be unable to understand what people say in all situations. Therefore, to
communicate, it’s essential for children to learn languages.
Text 1 of S9
Ineffective macroTheme
Everything has two faces like a coin has two faces. So is tourism. It has become one of the fastest growing
industries in the world. Some people argue that the development of tourism has had negative effects on
local communities, othes think that its influences are positive. In my opinion, I suppose that the positive
impact of tourism outweigh the negatives because of the following reasons.
Ineffective hyperTheme
The first negative it brings on local communities is rubbish. During people traval, they through
anything away onto the street, the glass..
HyperTheme
but when tourism has become an important part of economic growth of a country. Processing
rubbish will be handle cautiously.
The action like throw litter away on wrong place will be accused and in the future the
rubbish will be release considerly from the visiter.
Ineffective hyperTheme
The second reason is about enter some new culture. When the traveler go throughout the year, they
will bring some culture may be some interesting but some strange even weird ones. But I think the
local people often imitate selectively and it lead to be a positive, not a negative.
macroNew
In short, it still has negative thing but anyway if the local people know how to handle, how to do, tourism
will bring many increable thing for the country.
Text 2 of S9
macroTheme
Tourism makes a great contribution to economies which nobody can deny but some of them object that its
negative impact on culture and the environment is often unnoticed. Personally, I think that they are not
ignored at all. I will elaborate the reasons why in this essay.
Ineffective hyperTheme
Firstly, understanding that tourism is a vital sector which combines with economic and
environment play an important role to any country, the government is promulgating and repairing
lots of laws to reduce the damage of tourism can cause.
For a considerable example, the advancement of tourism brings about the huge demand
water and leads to having a difficult in handling with the wastewater. Sadly, many people,
business have discharged it into the river, lake, beach and the sea and make our water
resource polluted. But because of the good organization and implementation of rules,
from 2006 to now the authority have discovered and penalized more than 2229
establishments as well as carry out in order to remake the result.
hyperNew
So the negative influence on the environment is cared for and is getting fewer and fewer.
Ineffective hyperTheme
Secondly, tourism brings us many advantages and disadvantages on our lifestyle, our culture but
I think the resident are lucid enough to receive it selectively.
For an example, formerly our country was influenced by the feudatory regime and lost
the gender equality. But when the tourism enters, we learn from Western culture then
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men and women become more equal in duty, treatment and payment. It means that the
local residents has a good notice about the impact of tourism.
macroNew
In short, the drawback of tourism is not overlooked, contrastingly it is paid attention carefully. But we still
must keep continuing seriously protect our environment, our culture from the bad force of tourism.
Text 3 of S9
macroTheme
In the fourth industrial revolution which is “emerging technology breakthroughs” revolution in fields such
as intelligence, robotic and the Internet of things, so many people claim that technological devices are able
to replace people on translating linguistic knowledge and the youth is unnecessary to learn foreign
languages. In my opinion, I do not see eye to eye with this statement because of some following reasons.
hyperTheme
In terms of translating written texts, translation machines are lack of lexical knowledge, it means
that depend on kind of text: formal or informal, we use different level of words but computers just
translate word by word.
For example, when we write a contract to sent to the partner if the word used in the deal
seems normal, unprofessional so the companion will have a low judge on our company,
or when we ask it to render a legal text, then translating not exactly meaning and shade
of word will lead to be not persuader and respectable even penalizing in the court so
distinguish formal and informal and how to translate well are out of capacity of
technological devices.
hyperTheme
In terms of translating spoken texts, digital gadget cannot express emotion.
As you may know that emotion is essential in a conversation. To easy to understand this
point, we will figure this instance out, a company has prepared a presentation to show to
many potential customers and a robot will be a lecturer with a unemotional voice, it
means do not raise or lower its accent, it will not emphasize important points and the
result in getting an underjudge from clients, but with a presenter as a people , he/she will
know when we need to outstanding the key point and how to speak attractively then that
company will get a positive result so expressing human feeling and emotional is in
restriction of machinery.
hyperTheme
Finally, inordinate dependent on translation machine which will make learner can not develop
language skills.
Conclusion
Sadly, if everyone is bad at foreign language, they will have a problem in integrating into the
world. It will influence on the develop of a country.
macroNew
To sum up, I contend that although computer is very smart and useful, replacing people is impossible. So
we have to use it as an instrument in order to improve our knowledge and skills, do not let it control ourself.
Text 1 of S10
Background information (missing macroTheme)
Our life is more and more develop, so the demand of people about the quality of life rises. Therefore,
tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world. The number of tourism in this year
is really high.
Ineffective hyperTheme
The development of tourism has had negative effects on local communities.
The real problem is that the local managers can’t manage the number of tourism. Some
tourists have bad awareness. They use water bottle, water, fast food, paper and they don’t
throw them in the garbage bin as well as right places. The other problem is that when the
local communities contact with tourists a lot. They will lose the national character in
some way. Which really happened in some mountain area in my country, Vietnam.
hyperTheme
Some people think that its influences are positive. They think that the development of tourism can
be a good way to have good business to local communities.
macroNew
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To my mind, the positive impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives. If we can manage the tourists, what
we have to do is to start changing our ways.
Text 2 of S10
macroTheme
Tourism is one of the sectors which makes a tremendous impact on economies. However, the development
of tourism industry has some negative impacts on local culture and the environment. Some people may say
that the negative impacts of tourism industry on local cultures and the environment are often neglected. I
believe that they are always attended in various forms.
hyperTheme
Government, as well as, local government authorities try their best to save local identity.
Initially, the government use the interest from tourist industry to launch some campaigns,
which raises the awareness of host community to preserve traditional culture and values.
As a result, traditional customs, handicrafts and cultural festivals will be keep alive to
spread national identity widely. Secondly, local government authorities keep strict
control on local areas in order to guarantee the balance of cultural exchanges. As can be
known that cultural exchanges are duality to local community in the globalized world.
Despite creating a good chance for local community to open their mind and get huge
knowledge, cultural exchanges are the main element that brings about losing cultural
uniqueness. More obviously, gone are the unique local that carry so much history and
culture in every corner.
Conclusion
Therefore, local authorises always manage and find out many different solutions which contribute
to increasing the preservation of the local identity.
hyperTheme
On the other hand, because of tourist’s ignorance and apathy, the environment is seriously
damaged in some ways. It is obvious that the negative impacts of tourism industry on the
environment are not neglected.
Large-scale projects for tourist facilities which destroy natural habitats and even may
result in the extinction of many animals and plants are always considered carefully by the
government before starting construction. For example, the campaigns that save Son Dong
cave – the world’s largest cave in Vietnam and stop a proposed cable car construction
project were wildly supported by Vietnamese. Nearly 200,000 Vietnam people signed
their name to raise against this project, which shows that community always care about
the environment problems.
macroNew
In conclusion, it is clear that local culture and environmental issues are always noticed. What we have to
do is to start changing tourist’s awareness and recalibrating their minds. Because of being a global
comunity, our micro efforts will have macro effect to save local identity and the environment.
Text 3 of S10
macroTheme
Nowadays, translation machine has become an effective device for the translation of a foreign tongue. That
is the reason why it is thought that learning a new language does not have a role in the development of
child. In my opinion, children should not stop studying a foreign tongue because technological devices have
its own defects in translation and learning a foreign language is useful for the growth of children’s brain.
hyperTheme
Firstly, translation machines are emotionless.
In a conversation, apart from using words to communicate, the speakers also need to
express their emotions such as surprise, or boredom by changing their tones or voices.
Those emotions cannot be understood by a machine and as a result, we will not
understand exactly what speakers want to communicate.
hyperTheme
Also, machine translators only translate words by words because they cannot understand the
context.
For example, when we communicate with foreigner, it’s so inconvenient that machine
can’t distinguish formal or informal language, which leads to a bad conversation.
hyperTheme
On the other hand, if young people abuse the use of the computers for translation purposes, this
negatively affects their thinking ability.
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It is sometime said that computers are their great helper who can help them to
communicate with others. However, this is not true. Only learning new languages helps
us to communicate naturally. Also, learning foreign languages help children exploit their
intelligence and open up their mind. Children learn not only the language but also the
culture of a country. For instance, in 2017, the Nature journal published an interesting
article about language education, showing that children who learn foreign languages
have a higher brain than others who do not. Dr. Ellen Bialystok of York University in
Toronto also confirmed that children who learn foreign tongue are able to solve complex
situations faster and better than children do not learn foreign languages.
hyperNew
This means that learning new language should become an integral part in the development of
children.
macroNew
In conclusion, we cannot deny the advantages the computers have brought for us but we should continue
learn English because learning foreign language can give us so much benefits.
Text 1 of S11
Background information
Nowadays, the industry of each country is growing stronger and faster. One of the most popular and
important fields to enhance the development is tourism. The life of people is busy and tired. So, the need
of relaxation is risen. Millions of people today are travelling father and father throughout the year.
Ineffective macroTheme
Each problem has two faces and tourism has made a great arguement: positive impacts and negative impacts
and whether the negative impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives or not? It’s a great question to think.
Ineffective hyperTheme1
First, having to say the advantages which tourism brings to people and society.
hyperTheme
Tourism is an opportunity for people relaxing after hard-working time. They can go to
anywhere they like and do anything they want during vocation. And they can also go with
person they love and it helps them closer.
hyperTheme
The next thing, when people travel, they can learn more about people and culture in many
different countries or lands. They will know more about the ways local people
communicate with each other
hyperTheme
and if you go to abroad, it’s a good chance to learn foreign language and helps you in
your language lesson.
hyperTheme
And a special thing, people can enjoy some special food in each localty.
hyperTheme
In addition, tourism creates more jobs for people.
The number of unemployment is rising significantly. More and more people
don’t have job. So, tourism is growing that makes many chances to get jobs even
good jobs with high salary.
hyperTheme
Furthermore, tourism plays an important role in industry of each country. This makes too
much money for country. From that helps more poor people and decreases the poors.
Ineffective hyperTheme
And some unique attractions helps our country become famous and more and more
people know about our country or hometown.
For example, when saying about HoiAn ancient town, people will know that in
Quang Nam province or saying about Ha Long Bay, people will also think about
Vietnam first.
hyperTheme2
Besides these advantages of tourism, there are many disadvantages which tourism brings to us.
hyperTheme
The first thing to say is that people have to destroy many natural places to build the other
attractions. This has a strong effective on environment.
There are many trees cut down, many natural lakes covered by another thing.
Ineffective hyperTheme
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The second, the land around tourism place is polluted.
Because, there are many people in one place, so it makes noise and people feel
annoyed and tired with voices.
hyperTheme
And more rubbish is released into environment that affect the people’s health arounding.
hyperTheme
And the number of transport is rising. The traffic jam is more and more serious and can
cause more accidents that no one wants.
MacroNew
From these advantages and disadvantages, I think the positive impacts tourism bring can outweigh the
negatives. Because, the world is growing faster and to catch this development, each country has to do more
and tourism is the thing people can’t ignore.
Text 2 of S11
macroTheme
Tourism is one of the economic sectors and accounts for 10% GDP of the world. Some people might point
that negative changes that tourism brings to local culture and environment are noticed. Personally, I think
people don’t care even ignore this issue.
hyperTheme
The development of tourism is often accompanied by the introduction of foreign cultures that
eradicates the cultural identity of the locality.
Although a part of people is still very aware of the local culture, many people imitate
foreign cultures, even ignoring and depraving the local image. For example, many
residents wear foreign costumes, though they know this is not really suitable for where
they are living. And more, the percentage of people participating in gambling, foreignstyle drinking festivals in community is increasing significantly at tourist points. They do
these acts to satisfy their enjoyment, despite knowing that they are illegal activities and
undermine the image of local civilization.
hyperTheme
Tourism causes a huge amount of rubbish.
Although the awareness of putting garbage in the right place has enhanced, there are also
part of people littering despite the sign prohibits throwing garbage. And the operation of
restaurants, hotel discharged into the environment a large amount of waste without pretreatment to save costs.
Irrelevant hyperTheme
In addition, the air is severely polluted by smoke from vehicles.
For example, in Vietnam, the amount of CO2 from transport is quite high, the government
has been operating public transport system. However, people use mostly motorbikes to
go quickly and to wherever they want, even if they know emissions released into
environment is enormous, but they also ignore it.
macroNew
In conclusion, the bad effect of tourism to local culture and environment need caring more by everyone in
community. We have to take more measures to reduce negative changes instead of ignoring them to gain
personal purposes.
Text 3 of S11
macroTheme
Language is the important need for all ages. Some people point out that technological devices are capable
of translating mother tounge into another language, therefore young learners don’t need to learn new
languages. But from my point of view, learning languages is very necessary for the comprehensive
development of the youth.
hyperTheme
Computers can not read people’s emotion.
Although it is very useful to help learners study languages, they don’t understand
emotion. Sadness, happiness or any feelings which computers don’t have and never share
with us because they are just only devices without feelings. Human and digital gadgets
communicate with each other by buttons and clicks,…but never emotional exchange.
Therefore, computers can never help humans to express their feelings.
hyperTheme
In addition, computers can not provide a correct translating of texts.
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When people enter texts, translation machines don’t have ability to convey full meaning
of sentences. They just only translate word by word without using grammar. So, texts are
transferred with unclear and ambiguous meaning.
hyperTheme
Moreover, translation machines are not likely to understand context.
They can only translate words by common meanings without depending on context.
Therefore, people are not able to understand meaning of texts and have to learn languages
to transfer texts up to their context by themshelve.
hyperTheme (missing)
If children didn’t learn languages, the world have many trouble in communicating with foreigners.
They could be difficult to achieve opportunities for abroad study and good jobs in the future.
Moreover, they would not enhance language skills and broaden knowledge which is gained from
studying language process.
macroNew
In conclusion, the role of studying another language is very important for the youth to learn.
Text 1 of S12
macroTheme
These days, tourism industry plays such a significant role in people’s life. Most people think that its
development has badly affected on local areas. Meanwhile others have idea of its positive results. In my
opinions, people receive much more the positive impacts than the negatives.
hyperTheme
Firstly, tourism is becoming an essential part of evolving the economic of residents.
Annually, millions of visitors come to countries which have a lot of beautiful landscapes
and profound traditional cultures. For this reason, the local people will earn money from
business in souvenirs, restaurants, hotels, transports… In addition, tourism majoring
staffs will have more opportunities to seek their jobs.
hyperNew
As a result, this religions will able to have developing and flourishing economic in the future.
hyperTheme
Secondly, the stunning destinations offer tourists chance to enjoy views and have a nice holiday
after long hard-working days.
They help people feel comfortable and get risk of stress in their life. Thus, tourism is a
necessary part mentally.
hyperTheme
Thirdly, the areas where appeal most tourists in over the world will have ability of becoming world
heritage.
Because, when local people benefits from tourist economically that make a contribution
to preserve the historical relics in that areas.
hyperTheme
In contrast, tourism industry is having bad impacts on our life.
Most of rubbish which is litted from tourists will make environment polluted such as
water sources pollution. Hence, people easily catch diseases by using this sources.
macroNew
In conclusion, everything has two sides: benefits and drawbacks, but I think tourism industry brings us
much more advantages than disadvantages such as reasons above. If a nation has no tourism, this may not
develop national ecomonic, so residents will face to property forever. Environmentally, the authorities must
have right solution for it.
Text 2 of S12
macroTheme
Tourism is becoming one of the main industries making a contribution to the economic development in the
world . Some people argue that thanks to tourism, the government and authorities pays more attention to
reawakening of traditional cultural values and the issues of environmental protection. However, in fact,
little attention has been paid on the maintenance of local cultures and the conservation of the environment,
and I will explain the reasons for that in this essay.
hyperTheme
The most damaging effect of tourism development is local cultural degradation.
It is sometimes said that traditional cultures is remained and revived by tourism.
However, when holiday destinations attracting an enormous amount of tourists have
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resulted in more changes in local lifestyles including dressing up tradition. For example
, people living in Sa Pa , Lao Cai nowadays prefer short and colorful hair to long black
one due to negative impacts that tourism bring to them.
Conclusion
This change certainly makes the loss of the traditional traits of indigenous groups.
hyperTheme
Tourism development has negative impacts not only on local cultures but also on natural habitats.
Although effective measures are being taken to protect the environment and increase
sustainable development in the long run, natural habitats are still facing to the risk of
destrustion due to widespread construction of tourism facilities. To fit tourists’ demand,
companies makes more investments in infrastructure and facilities such as hotels, hostels,
restaurants, and theme parks. This increased construction of tourism and recreational
facilities has increased pressure on natural resources such as land, forest, and wildlife.
For instance, in Son Tra peninsular (in Da Nang city), the use of natural environment for
accommodation results in damaging the habitation of special species such as ‘chà vá chân
nâu’ . As a result, this species would be in the endanger of extinction because of their
shortage of houses.
hyperNew
The construction of new facilities is the cause of disappearance of a variety of species , which
leads to be unbalanced ecological systems.
macroTheme
In conclusion, tourism development nowadays is one of the main reasons for negative effects on cultures
and the environment, which are undoubtedly to lose the diversity of the fauna and to ruin the lifestyles and
customs of local residents. However, little has been done to save local cultures and the environment.
Text 3 of S12
macroTheme
Technological devices play a critical part of our life because of their useful functions including language
translations. Some people may argue that thanks to these gadgets, it is not necessary for small children to
study foreign languages. However, in reality, learning foreign languages is still essential for young learners
because translation tools cannot give true messages of source texts and can make learners lose their
confidence.
hyperTheme
Translation machines can create an inaccurate translation which may make learners confused.
Some people say that these devices allow young-aged students to translate from one
language to any languages without taking time to think . Neverthless, in fact, translation
software cannot transfer exactly what the text means. To illustrate, take the following
idiom “on rainy days”. This phrase can be understood as on days when it is not sunny by
computers. However, the true meaning of the idiom is “the time people meet up difficulty
in their lives”. In this case, if learners largely depends on machines, they fail to
understand the correct meaning of the text and this may lead to a feeling of confusion.
hyperNew
Obviously, word-by-word translation of technological devices cannot offer the right meanings,
which makes learners feel confused if learners use the devices as a way to understand meanings
of texts.
hyperTheme
Technological tools can also cause small children to lose their confidence.
Some argue that learners can use these devices comfortably without worrying about
anything because there are few drawbacks on using these. However, in reality, students
can lack of confidence when they communicate with others if they take looks at their
phone or tablet’ screen to look up the meanings of words. For instance, Nam, a student
at Le Hong Phong high school said that: ‘It is too shy for me to use a translation
machinery when I speak to a foreigner, so my sollution at that time is to keep silent’.
Whereas, learning foreign languages can generate students confidence because they can
naturally and fluently use the languages they have learned.
Conclusion
It is beyond any doubt that studying foreign languages is a good way for developing confidence
for children.
macroNew
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In conclusion, translation devices can provide inaccurate translations and result in a decrease in children’s
confident levels. Therefore, it is critical for people to learn foreign languages at a young age if they want
to achieve full understandings of meanings of words and advance their confidence.
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Appendix 3 – Inscribed attitude analysis
Pre-intervention texts
Text 1 of S1
Wherever I go outside, guess what I see? Chineses, Koreans, Westerners, etc, speaking their native
languages and passing by me. To be honest, thanks to those tourists millions of Vietnameses have jobs.
Sound like tourism is supporting [+val:benefit] much for us, doesn’t it? Everything has its sides.
About the positive [+val:benefit] one, places where a huge number of tourists come suddenly become
famous which help they to be able to attract more and more visitter. When an army of people get gather
into a particular place, it looks like making-money machines which are greedy [+incl] for new experiences.
Doing business will be easier [+react:quality:manageability] than ever. Although making tremendous
profit [+val:benefit], tourism has committed damaging [-val:benefit] environment. It’s not strange to hear
news about a waterfall has literally died because of gabage or a forest was in flame due to camping fire but
governments is willing [+incl] to pay attention on growing economic rather than nature.
Money can be accumulated but environment once lost is hard [-react:quality:manageability] to recover.
Having much money for what where there is no air to breath, no water to drink? And soon, there is also no
place to visit.
It’s not an impulsive conclusion but 1-0 score for negative [-val:benefit] effect that obviously knocks out
the positive [+val:benefit] one!
Text 1 of S2
As you know, more and more people have needs to travel all over the world nowadays. So tourism has
played an important [+val:sig] role in our life. In my opinion, the development of tourism has had positive
[+val:benefit] impacts outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit].
Firstly, the development of tourism bring some benefits [+val:benefit] for people in local communities.
It make economic in there grow faster. Therefore, other aspects also develop quickly such as education,
health, entertainment, ect. People will get higher standard and more convenient [+react:qual] life. Besides,
they also have chance to find out good [+appreciation:general] job that help [+val:benefit] reduce a lot of
unemployees.
Secondly, the development of tourism will help [+val:benefit] recommend beautiful [+react:qual] images
about this city particularly and country generally. Because, when they want [+incl] to travel another
country, they will search information about landscapes, traditional food and clothes, people, ect… in this
country. Moreover they maybe buy some souvenirs to give their family or their friends. Thanks to that,
more and more people will know about this country then perhaps want [+incl] to come there. Thirdly, when
people from another country come to travel, we will have many chances to know about their culture.
Especially, this is a good [+appreciation:general] way to improve our speaking skill English when we
speak with native people.
To sum up, development of tourism bring some positive [+val:benefit] effects on local communitites.
However, we should raise awareness of people about protect environment and make friendly so they have
a good [+appreciation:general] image about our country.
Text 1 of S3
In the past, the people had worked hard day by day. But now, everythings has changed. Not only do they
work but also they spend time relaxing [+hap] and enjoying [+hap] their life. Nowadays they have many
choices and tourism is one of the best [+appreciation:general]. Therefore, tourism has become one of the
fastest growing industries in the world. But every coin has two sides.
Tourism has both positive [+val:benefit] and negative [-val:benefit] effects on local communities. The
more visitors come, the more money local people make. When a place becomes famous, there will appear
many services in that place. For example, recently Danang is very well-known to foreigner so in Danang
more and more restaurants, hotels, resorts, tourism companies were established. More jobs, more
opportunities for youngers or anyone who is ready to work.
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But there are several reasons why people argue that the development of tourism had had negative [val:benefit] effects. Not all the visits have good [-prop] awareness about the environment. Some of them
throw their garbages wherever they want [+incl]. They don’t care [-prop]. Furthermore, too many visitors
everyday can cause many problems [-prop] such as air pollution, water pollution… because of their
transports, their rubbish…
In my point of view, the negative [-val:benefit] effects are not the serious problem if the local government
have suitable [+react:qual] solutions. The tourism issue can be control. The positive [+val:benefit]
impacts of tourism absolutely outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit] unless the local communities don’t
work. It depends on how effective the government does.
Text 1 of S4
Nowadays, tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world. Some countries attract a
million of travelers and tourists every year and this number is raising more and more through the year.
Nobody can deny the benefits [+val:benefit] of tourism in daily life. However, some people argue that
tourism causes negative [-val:benefit] effects on communities.
On the one hand, the development of tourism is really positive [+val:benefit] . First of all, tourism
generates many jobs. When tourism develops, people can easily [+react:quality:manageability] find
opportunities to get good [+appreciation:general] jobs. Secondly, tourism plays an important [+val:sig]
role in economy. In some countries, tourism is their dominant [+val:sig] economy so they have many
useful [+val:benefit] policies to improve tourism effectively [+val:benefit]. One important [+val:sig]
point is that tourism is a non-smoking industry. That means tourism doesn’t cause any pollution and it is
absolutely friendly environmental. Thanks to many kinds of tourism such as eco-tourism or rural tourism,
people can help to balance the ecosystem and protect the environment. In addition, some traditional cultures
can be preserved by tourism. For example, rural tourism let people know more about cultures and history
so that we can maintain these cultures.
On the other hand, some people think that the influences of tourism are negative [-val:benefit] because of
some reasons. The first of is bad [-prop] awareness of some travelers and tourists, they litter on places they
visit that causes pollution. Moreover, some people take advantages [-prop] of tourism to do bad [-prop]
things.
In my opinion, the positive [+val:benefit]

impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit].

Text 1 of S5
With the development of the living conditions, people nowaday tend to spend their money on leisure
activities more than they did in the past. This leads to the dramatic increase of the number of tourists. But,
while the local communities receive lots of benefits [+val:benefit] from tourism, at the same time, they
suffer [-hap] some serious issue.
Come with the tourists is the money. By buying souvenirs, services, products from the local people, they
play an important [+val:sig] role in raising their income. In addition, the tourists also rent houses or rooms
in the hotels or in the communities which improve [+val:benefit] the condition of their life as well.
Further more, the tourists’ attention to the location can also help [+val:benefit] the place. There is plenty
of cases where money donating by tourists had helped improve [+val:benefit] and fix run down historical
attractions. Moreover, tourism makes the local places gain more attraction than they did in the past. While
people are able to admire the beauty [+react:qual] of the nature or have more knowledge about the past,
the attractions also have the admiration it deserves [+react:qual].
However, tourism has negative [-val:benefit] effects on the local communities al well. The tourists lack of
awareness for the environment lead to severe consequences [-val:benefit]. There is rubbish and trash
everywhere, eventhough the local people placed lots of rubbish bins. Besides, disrespect [-prop] towards
the historical attraction is also not uncommon. Some tourists try to steal [-prop] artifacts which have not
much value [-val:sig] but can cause serious damage. Another problem [-val:benefit] is the air and noise
pollution due to the raise in transportation. Local people suffer [-hap] lots of damages as well. Some
people’s bad [-prop] attitude towards tourist when they are not interested in buying the souvenirs such as
following them around, annoying [-sat] them or even tricking [-ver] them into buying overpriced products,
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makes the foreigner have bad impression [-sat] on the communities. Therefore, the tourists no longer come
back.
Eventhough, there is advantages [+val:benefit]
and disadvantages [-val:benefit] when it comes to
tourism, I think with precaution and attention from the tourist, the government and the local people
themselves, the positive [+val:benefit] impacts will surely outweigh the negative [-val:benefit] ones.
Text 1 of S6
Nowadays, tourism is more and more developing all around the world. Living standard is raising, therefore
people also likes [+incl] to travelling abroad more. However, everything always has two sides: positive
[+val:benefit] and negatives [-val:benefit]. So there is a question that “do you think the positive
[+val:benefit] impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit]?”
First of all, I’d like to [+incl] say about its first negatives [-val:benefit]: spending a lot of money. It can be
denied that people has money so they can use it. But when travelling abroad, we can be cheated [-ver].
When you buy something, you can be told a higher price or won’t receive the money they have to give
back. The second thing is you have to suffer [-hap] jet lag or sickness [-cap]. Many people couldn’t [-cap]
adapt to new place that they arrive. They maybe can’t sleep or can’t stand different weather. Therefore, it’s
sometimes not good [-appreciation:general] for your health to travel because you’ll be easy to get sick [cap]. Thirdly, differences in cultures maybe shock [-sec] you. If you don’t understand [-cap] their culture
or habits so you do a wrong [-prop] thing. You might be criticized, more bally [-appreciation:general] be
frightened [-sec] by local people. It’s quite dangerous [-sec] so we need to learn carefully about the place
you’ll visit.
But over all of them, I still think tourism has more positive [+val:benefit] impacts than negatives [val:benefit]. We can discover a lot of different countries and cultures, to get more interesting
[+react:impact] knowledges that we haven’t known before. Moreover, when coming to a strange [react:impact] place, we’ll completely have fun [+hap] and feel relaxed [+hap], reduce stress [+sec] after
hard-working hours in a close place. Furthermore, we will enjoy [+hap] many beautiful [+react:qual] and
amazing [+react:impact] sightseeings, take a lot of pictures and save it.
After all, although there are a lot of negative [-val:benefit] impacts. I think tourism is one of the best
[+appreciation:general] thing for people to try.
Text 1 of S8
Nowadays, many people travel to relax [+hap] themselves, to enjoy [+hap] their life or to explore the world.
For each place they visit to, they bring both positive [+val:benefit] effect and negative [-val:benefit] effect
on it. However, I think the positive [+val:benefit] effect is more than the negative [-val:benefit] one.
Many countries’ economy now depends on tourism, especially ones which don’t have good
[+appreciation:general] conditions to develop argriculture and industry. Therefore, they have to focus on
service and tourism. Most of the local people’s income comes from selling souvenir, guiding tourists.
Furthermore, tourism not only helps [+val:benefit] a country to advertise its images but also attracts
investments from other countries. It makes people know more about culture, the beauty [+react:qual] of a
country. For example, a traditional culture is endanger of disappearing because noone feels it attractive
[+react:impact] anymore. However, a visitor sees it and tells everyone that it is very interesting
[+react:impact], so more and more people come to see it and the local can earn money from it. Therefore,
this culture is still deserved.
Besides that, tourism also brings the local communities bad [-appreciation:general] effects such as throwing
trash everywhere, damaging [-prop] historical places. Many countries have given a lot of solutions to solve
these problems [-val:benefit]. They are really helpful [+val:benefit] in raising the awareness of visitors.
Because of all above reasons, I think the positive [+val:benefit] effect is outweight the negatives [val:benefit]. If we combine developing tourism and carring on these solutions to conserve the destinations,
we can exploit more in this kind of industry.
Text 1 of S9
Everything has two faces like a coin has two faces. So is tourism. It has become one of the fastest growing
industries in the world. Some people argue that the development of tourism has had negative [-val:benefit]
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effects on local communities, othes think that its influences are positive [+val:benefit]. In my opinion, I
suppose that the positive [+val:benefit] impact of tourism outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit] because
of the following reasons.
The first negative [-val:benefit] it brings on local communities is rubbish. During people traval, they
through anything away onto the street, the glass.. but when tourism has become an important [+val:sig]
part of economic growth of a country. Processing rubbish will be handle cautiously [+ten]. The action like
throw litter away on wrong place will be accused and in the future the rubbish will be release considerly
from the visiter.
The second reason is about enter some new culture. When the traveler go throughout the year, they will
bring some culture may be some interesting [+react:impact] but some strange [-react:impact] even weird
[-react:impact] ones. But I think the local people often imitate selectively and it lead to be a positive
[+val:benefit] , not a negative [+val:benefit].
In short, it still has negative [-val:benefit] thing but anyway if the local people know how to handle, how
to do, tourism will bring many increable [+react:quality] thing for the country.
Text 1 of S10
Our life is more and more develop, so the demand of people about the quality of life rises. Therefore,
tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world.
The number of tourism in this year is really high. The development of tourism has had negative [val:benefit] effects on local communities. The real problem is that the local managers can’t [-cap] manage
the number of tourism. Some tourists have bad [-prop] awareness. They use water bottle, water, fast food,
paper and they don’t throw them in the garbage bin as well as right places. The other problem [-val:benefit]
is that when the local communities contact with tourists a lot. They will lose the national character in some
way. Which really happened in some mountain area in my country, Vietnam.
Some people think that its influences are positive [+val:benefit]. They think that the development of tourism
can be a good [+appreciation:general] way to have good [+appreciation:general] business to local
communities.
To my mind, the positive [+val:benefit] impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit]. If we
can manage the tourists, what we have to do is to start changing our ways.
Text 1 of S11
Nowadays, the industry of each country is growing stronger and faster. One of the most popular
[+react:impact] and important [+val:sig] fields to enhance the development is tourism. The life of people
is busy and tired [-sat]. So, the need of relaxation is risen. Millions of people today are travelling father and
father throughout the year. Each problem has two faces and tourism has made a great
[+appreciation:general] arguement: positive [+val:benefit] impacts and negative [-val:benefit] impacts
and whether the positive [+val:benefit] impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit] or not?
It’s a great [+appreciation:general] question to think.
First, having to say the advantages [+val:benefit] which tourism brings to people and society. Tourism
is an opportunity for people relaxing [+hap] after hard-working time. They can go to anywhere they like
[+hap] and do anything they want [+incl] during vocation. And they can also go with person they love
[+hap] and it helps them closer [+sec]. The next thing, when people travel, they can learn more about people
and culture in many different countries or lands. They will know more about the ways local people
communicate with each other and if you go to abroad, it’s a good [+appreciation:general] chance to learn
foreign language and helps you in your language lesson. And a special thing, people can enjoy [+hap] some
special food in each localty. In addition, tourism creates more jobs for people. The number of
unemployment is rising significantly. More and more people don’t have job. So, tourism is growing that
makes many chances to get jobs even good [+appreciation:general] jobs with high salary. Furthermore,
tourism plays an important [+val:sig] role in industry of each country. This makes too much money for
country. From that helps [+val:benefit] more poor people and decreases the poors. And some unique
[+val:sig] attractions helps our country become famous and more and more people know about our country
or hometown. For example, when saying about HoiAn ancient town, people will know that in Quang Nam
province or saying about Ha Long Bay, people will also think about Vietnam first.
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Besides these advantages [+val:benefit] of tourism, there are many disadvantages [-val:benefit] which
tourism brings to us. The first thing to say is that people have to destroy [-prop] many natural places to
build the other attractions. This has a strong effective on environment. There are many trees cut down,
many natural lakes covered by another thing. The second, the land around tourism place is polluted.
Because, there are many people in one place, so it makes noise and people feel annoyed [-sat] and tired [sat] with voices. And more rubbish is released into environment that affect the people’s health arounding.
And the number of transport is rising. The traffic jam is more and more serious and can cause more
accidents that no one wants [+incl].
From these advantages [+val:benefit] and disadvantages [-val:benefit], I think the positive [+val:benefit]
impacts tourism bring can outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit]. Because, the world is growing faster and
to catch this development, each country has to do more and tourism is the thing people can’t ignore.
Text 1 of S12
These days, tourism industry plays such a significant [+val:sig] role in people’s life. Most people think that
its development has badly [-appreciation:general] affected on local areas. Meanwhile others have idea of
its positive [+val:benefit] results. In my opinions, people receive much more the positive [+val:benefit]
impacts than the negatives [-val:benefit].
Firstly, tourism is becoming an essential [+val:sig] part of evolving the economic of residents. Annually,
millions of visitors come to countries which have a lot of beautiful [+react:qual] landscapes and profound
traditional cultures. For this reason, the local people will earn money from business in souvenirs,
restaurants, hotels, transports…In addition, tourism majoring staffs will have more opportunities to seek
their jobs. As a result, this religions will able to have developing and flourishing [+val:benefit] economic
in the future. Secondly, the stunning [+react:qual] destinations offer tourists chance to enjoy [+hap] views
and have a nice [+appreciation:general] holiday after long hard-working days. They help people feel
comfortable [+sec] and get risk of stress [+sec] in their life. Thus, tourism is a necessary [+val:sig] part
mentally. Thirdly, the areas where appeal most tourists in over the world will have ability of becoming
world heritage. Because, when local people benefits from tourist economically that make a contribution to
preserve the historical relics in that areas.
In contrast, tourism industry is having bad [-appreciation:general] impacts on our life. Most of rubbish
which is litted from tourists will make environment polluted such as water sources pollution. Hence, people
easily [+react:quality:manageability] catch diseases by using this sources.
In conclusion, everything has two sides: benefits [+val:benefit] and drawbacks [-val:benefit], but I think
tourism industry brings us much more advantages [+val:benefit] than disadvantages [-val:benefit] such
as reasons above. If a nation has no tourism, this may not develop national ecomonic, so residents will face
to property forever. Environmentally, the authorities must have right solution for it.
Mid-intervention texts
Text 2 of S1
Tourism is a crucial [+val:sig] sector which is not only developing rapidly but contributing large proportion
to the country’s GDP as well. This subject has gathered itself a host of opinions especially about its
destruction of local cultures and the environment. Personally, although this industry truly [+force:intensity]
fails to improve [-val:benefit] the environment, it seems that significant [+val:sig] attempts are made in
cultural resurrection.
People appear to neglect tourism’s endeavor on local cultures. In spite of being taken for granted, tourism
play an important [+val:sig] role in this field. To satisfy the insatiable curiosity [+incl] of visitors about
the difference and aesthetics, the increasing number of tourism organizations volunteer to devote its time
to preserve and rehabilitate most of those long-standing features such as foods, practices, ancient music.
The most noticeable [+val:sig] archetype is “Hat Tuong”. Hat Tuong is a form of Vietnamese theater which
combines dance, songs, poetry, retained by conscientious [+ten] artist across the country with their angelic
[+react:qual] performance that attract undivided attention from all kinds of foreign visitors. Millennials
now are willing [+incl] to inherit and develop those precious [+val:sig] practices their ancestors handed
down. Tourism, in all fairness, is a panacea [+val:sig] for the restoration of culture.
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In contrast with the above positive [+val:benefit] impact, the environment is pleading for help due to
pollution posed by the damage [-val:benefit] of tourism. It sounds like we can capitalize on this lucrative
[+val:benefit] industry to make huge benefit [+val:benefit] and proceed to spend a small portion to
compensate the consequences [-val:benefit] but the situation is not as easy [-react:quality:manageability]
as it looks. Noise pollution is a typical example which is aggravating. Local residents find themselves get
caught up in environment where their places are rife with high-pitched sounds emitting from traffic
vehicles, advertising speakers from malls, etc. Having sensed red flag about the problem [-val:benefit], the
authorities proposed many roads in Hue, the city which is famous for its historic architectures, would outlaw
blowing horn from vehicles to protect the solemnity. It is imperative to understand the problem [val:benefit] before sealing the deal of fostering tourism at the expense of environmental loss.
In conclusion, at the foreseenable future, tourism plays a significant [+val:sig] part for a nation’s economy
but in terms of sustainable development, it is still in question [-val:benefit].
Text 2 of S2
Nowadays, we can’t deny that developing tourism brings amount of benefits [+val:benefit] to economies.
But it lead to many negative [-val:benefit] impacts to local cultures and the environment. Some people
might point out that this consequences [-val:benefit] do not receive enough attention. However, in my view
I don’t totally accept this for some reasons.
Firstly, the tourism industry and government are trying their best to deal with the damage [-val:benefit] of
tourism to local cultures. The government has increased security in the tourist areas to avoid social evils.
For example, the number of security guards are increased in order to strengthen the patrols, to ensure safety
[+sec] in tourism area and to solve some complicated problems [-val:benefit]. Furthermore, during the
public holidays, the police are also increased to remained strictly secure [+sec] and to eliminate theft.
Thanks to these cases, the number of disorders [-prop] have been significantly reduced.
A further reason to consider is the concern [-sec] of tourism industry to damage [-val:benefit] placed on
environment. Environmentally friendly is one of the top [+val:sig] standards that tourism industry has
established to create a comprehensive development. In Vietnam, the form of green tourism has become a
popular form of tourism. This measure is applied to make a green tourist destination contributing to
protection of the natural environment. In addition, there are always promotion panels which are set out to
raise awareness of tourists about environmental protection. This is also really a useful [+val:benefit]
measure to build friendly and environmentally responsible [+val:benefit] tourism.
In short, although some people are indifferent [-prop] to the consequences [-val:benefit] that travel cause
to local culture and the environment. However, this problem [-val:benefit] has always been a concern [sec] of the government and tourism industry to develop healthy [+val:benefit] tourism.
Text 2 of S3
The tourism industry is growing rapidly and has become an important [+val:sig] part of the development
of many countries’s economy. However, I agree with the idea that tourism can have negative [-val:benefit]
effects on local cultures and the environment that are often neglected [-prop].
Local identities are being eclipsed by tourists assimilation. In the past, older people had always tried to
maintain and preserve the beauties [+react:qual] of traditional culture. Now, these beauties [+react:qual]
were gradually replaced by modern culture brought by visitors. Adolescents tend to follow “open-minded”
[+val:sig] cultures such as alcohol use, illegal drugs, nightclubs and unhealthy [-val:benefit] parties. They
are reeling in Western culture that forgets the noble values of local cultures. This results in the step-by-step
fading away of indigenous cultures and long-standing traditions. As tourism develops in a locality,
infrastructure facilities are better [+appreciation:general] built.
However, the faster facilities grow, the more damage the environment gets. The rise of so many resorts,
hotels and restaurants has put tremendous pressure on resources such as water and land. Recent media
report more cases of water pollution and land degradation in areas with high tourism activities. Despite all
this, practical effective [+val:benefit] measures has not been taken to deal with these environmental issues
on a large scale.
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In summary, I think that although tourism can promote [+val:benefit] a great economic growth, it is clear
that more work needs to be done to limit the harm [-val:benefit] that tourism has on local cultures and the
natural habitats.
Text 2 of S4
Tourism has become an essential [+val:sig] industry that helps [+val:benefit] to develop economies of
many countries around the world. Some may say that tourism causes many huge damages [-val:benefit] to
the environment and communities but ignores [-prop] these negative [-val:benefit] impacts. However, in
reality, this industry has made significant [+val:sig] contributions to protect the environment and maintain
cultures.
The most positive [+val:benefit] contribution of tourism is protecting natural habitats. Some people may
point out tourism causes pollution and destroys [-prop] natural environment because of a great number of
visitors every year. In fact, a great number of visitors bring considerable revenue which is used to pay for
protection and management of sensitive areas. According to a research of WTO, these income supports
[+val:benefit] to conduct many conservation activities such as building national parks. There is no doubt
that natural habitats cannot be protected and preserved without revenue from tourism.
Another effect of tourism is an increase in awareness of local communities in the preservation of culture.
This industry helps [+val:benefit] local people develop deeper [+cap] insight of values in their tradition
though celebrating traditional festivals or keeping handicrafts alive. Take Hue city in Vietnam for an
example, countless cultural festivals are held annually for the purpose of promoting uniqueness [+val:sig]
in Hue culture worldwide. Thanks to this, Hue inhabitants do not only become more aware of their regional
culture, but also positively contribute to preserve it. It is obvious that awareness of local people have a great
influence on preservation of culture.
In conclusion, tourism should be seen as positive [+val:benefit] due to significant [+val:sig] contributions
on the environment and culture.
Text 2 of S5
Tourism is one of the fastest developing industries around the world. Some people claim that the negative
[-val:benefit] impacts tourism has on the local cultures and the environment have always attracted
considerable public attention. However, I personally strongly disagree with this statement and I will
demonstrate my reasons in this essay.
Firstly, we must consider the ignorance [-prop] towards the damage [-val:benefit] tourism has done to the
local cultures. Some people might argue that tourism provide the opportunities to preserve cultural identity
of host population. But in fact, to please [+sat] the tourists many traditional ceremonies and cultural traits
were changed to satisfy [+sat] tourist tastes. In addition, the local communities try to adopt the behaviours
and the habits of the tourists. However, since they just see themselves guests at the attractions, the tourists
did not put much thought [-prop] in the issue. The local populations might notice the problem [-val:benefit]
but due to the economy aspect they tend to overlook [-prop] it.
Furthermore, people are not taking the environmental impacts seriously. Tourists often show careless [prop] attitude to natural resources of the community. Especially in hot and dry regions, they have the
tendency to overuse water which makes the issue of water scarcity more severe. Even though local people
struggle with the problem, it seems like the authorities are doing nothing. For example, in Cyprus,
Mediterranean sea where water supply is already a huge issue, the government makes matter worse [-prop]
by giving permission to build more golf courses. While golf courses, swimming pools and resorts slowly
drained out the water resources, everybody is turning a blind eye.
It is not to say that tourism has made no contribution to protect and preserve cultures and the environment
but its damages [-val:benefit] are being disregarded [-prop] by the government, the industry itself and even
the residents. If we do not act right now, it might be too late.
Text 2 of S6
Tourism has become one of the key [+val:sig] industries which stimulates the development of the world
economy. However, few people concern [-sec] about its serious consequences [-val:benefit] for native
cultures and the environment. Typical is negative [-val:benefit] changes in local cultures and the
destruction of ecosystem.
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Firstly, tourism forces unpleasant [-react:impact] changes to the cultures of local people. To satisfy [+sat]
tourist’s demands, local cultural practices may be altered due to local people’s copy of the lifestyles of
tourists and this can cause the loss of native customs and tradition. Most people think that tourism
development can improve [+val:benefit] the quality of life by increasing the number of employment
opportunities and services for local residents. Nevertheless, the quality of life is questionable as a result of
the presence of smugglers and crimes. Statistics from August 2017 say that there were about 10 cases of
property burglaries and over 50 cases of importing unknown [-val:sig] origin and poor quality [-val:sig]
products for sale committed by visitors at beach areas in Danang. This evidence indicates that tourism
brings about unexpected [-val:benefit] impacts on local cultures which are often ignored [-prop].
The second problem [-val:benefit] that needs to be wary is tourist impact on ecology and environment. The
increase of tourist flows lead to an increase in the amount of waste in many tourist destinations. For
example, in the first six months of 2016, Ly Son Island welcomed more than 70,000 tourists, tripling the
same period last year, and this leads to a huge increase of garbage dumped into water, which directly
threatens [-val:benefit] the marine environment, and the health of ocean ecosystems. Despite these
negative [-val:benefit] impacts tourism has on the environment, little concern [-sec] has been voiced to
improve [+val:benefit] quality of our environment.
After all, we can not deny the benefits [+val:benefit] that tourism brings. However, it has some drawbacks
[-val:benefit] such as its potential harms [-val:benefit] to local cultures and the environment. Therefore,
people should pay more attention to these issues and find solutions to achieve a better
[+appreciation:general] and more sustainable tourism development.
Text 2 of S8
Tourism nowadays plays a significant [+val:sig] role in financial contribution of many countries’ budgets,
but it still results in negative [-val:benefit] effects. Some claim that the problems [-val:benefit] tourism
cause to culture and environment are neglected [-prop] because people only care [+prop] about the profits
[+val:benefit] it brings to them. However, I personally think this statement is not true [-val:validity]. In
this essay, I will clarify my opinion.
It is said that tourism is one of the reasons that destroy [-val:benefit] the cultural heritages. However, many
things have been done to preserve national historic sites. For example, at Hanoi’s Temple of Literature in
Vietnam, there are so many people touch the head of stone turtles to wish for luck that the national precious
[+val:sig] relic would wear out step by step. To prevent this, many young people have volunteered to guard
the turtles. This shows us that the damage [-val:benefit] to culture is really cared [+prop] and many
solutions have been carried out.
What is more, no one can deny that tourism also cause bad [-appreciation:general] impacts on the
environment. Nevertheless, to impress and attract visitors, many countries have to increase the investment
as well as enact strict laws or regulations to improve [+val:benefit] the landscapes and natural areas. For
instance, in New Delhi, the air pollution that happened when the light festival hold annually was so heavy
that people were banned from setting off firecrackers. Moreover, the government also tried to encourage
people use the public transports when the number of visitors increased dramatically. This proves that
government and residents of many countries takes a lot of notice of environmental pollution.
All in all, tourism generates both advantages [+val:benefit] and disadvantages [-val:benefit]. Many people
are now joining hands to develop and solve the problems [-val:benefit] tourism causes.
Text 2 of S9
Tourism makes a great contribution to economies which nobody can deny but some of them object that its
negative [-val:benefit] impact on culture and the environment is often unnoticed. Personally, I think that
they are not ignored [+prop] at all. I will elaborate the reasons why in this essay.
Firstly, understanding that tourism is a vital [+val:sig] sector which combines with economic and
environment play an important [+val:sig] role to any country, the government is promulgating and
repairing lots of laws to reduce the damage of tourism can cause. For a considerable example, the
advancement of tourism brings about the huge demand water and leads to having a difficult [react:quality:manageability] in handling with the wastewater. Sadly [-hap], many people, business have
discharged it into the river, lake, beach and the sea and make our water resource polluted. But because of
the good [+appreciation:general] organization and implementation of rules, from 2006 to now the authority
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have discovered and penalized more than 2229 establishments as well as carry out in order to remake the
result. So the negative [-val:benefit] influence on the environment is cared [+prop] for and is getting fewer
and fewer.
Secondly, tourism brings us many advantages [+val:benefit] and disadvantages [-val:benefit] on our
lifestyle, our culture but I think the resident are lucid enough to receive it selectively. For an example,
formerly our country was influenced by the feudatory regime and lost the gender equality. But when the
tourism enters, we learn from Western culture then men and women become more equal in duty, treatment
and payment. It means that the local residents has a good [+cap] notice about the impact of tourism.
In short, the drawback [-val:benefit] of tourism is not overlooked [+prop], contrastingly it is paid attention
carefully [+prop]. But we still must keep continuing seriously protect our environment, our culture from
the bad [+appreciation:general] force of tourism.
Text 2 of S10
Tourism is one of the sectors which makes a tremendous impact on economies. However, the development
of tourism industry has some negative [-val:benefit] impacts on local culture and the environment. Some
people may say that the negative [-val:benefit] impacts of tourism industry on local cultures and the
environment are often neglected [-prop]. I believe that they are always attended in various forms.
Government, as well as, local government authorities try their best to save local identity.
Initially, the government use the interest from tourist industry to launch some campaigns, which raises the
awareness of host community to preserve traditional culture and values. As a result, traditional customs,
handicrafts and cultural festivals will be keep alive to spread national identity widely. Secondly, local
government authorities keep strict control on local areas in order to guarantee the balance of cultural
exchanges. As can be known that cultural exchanges are duality to local community in the globalized world.
Despite creating a good [+appreciation:general] chance for local community to open their mind and get
huge knowledge, cultural exchanges are the main [+val:sig] element that brings about losing cultural
uniqueness [+val:sig]. More obviously, gone are the unique [+val:sig] local that carry so much history and
culture in every corner. Therefore, local authorises always manage and find out many different solutions
which contribute to increasing the preservation of the local identity.
On the other hand, because of tourist’s ignorance [-cap] and apathy [-prop], the environment is seriously
damaged [-prop] in some ways. It is obvious that the negative [-val:benefit] impacts of tourism industry on
the environment are not neglected [+prop]. Large-scale projects for tourist facilities which destroy [val:benefit] natural habitats and even may result in the extinction of many animals and plants are always
considered carefully [+prop] by the government before starting construction. For example, the campaigns
that save Son Dong cave – the world’s largest cave in Vietnam and stop a proposed cable car construction
project were wildly supported by Vietnamese. Nearly 200,000 Vietnam people signed their name to raise
against this project, which shows that community always care [+prop] about the environment problems.
In conclusion, it is clear that local culture and environmental issues are always noticed. What we have to
do is to start changing tourist’s awareness and recalibrating their minds. Because of being a global
comunity, our micro efforts will have macro effect to save local identity and the environment.
Text 2 of S11
Tourism is one of the economic sectors and accounts for 10% GDP of the world. Some people might point
that negative [-val:benefit] changes that tourism brings to local culture and environment are noticed.
Personally, I think people don’t care [-prop] even ignore [-prop] this issue.
The development of tourism is often accompanied by the introduction of foreign cultures that eradicates
the cultural identity of the locality. Although a part of people is still very aware of the local culture, many
people imitate foreign cultures, even ignoring [-prop] and depraving [-prop] the local image. For example,
many residents wear foreign costumes, though they know this is not really suitable [-react:qual] for where
they are living. And more, the percentage of people participating in gambling, foreign-style drinking
festivals in community is increasing significantly at tourist points. They do these acts to satisfy their
enjoyment [+hap], despite knowing that they are illegal activities and undermine the image of local
civilization.
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Tourism causes a huge amount of rubbish. Although the awareness of putting garbage in the right place has
enhanced, there are also part of people littering despite the sign prohibits throwing garbage. And the
operation of restaurants, hotel discharged into the environment a large amount of waste without pretreatment to save costs. In addition, the air is severely polluted by smoke from vehicles. For example, in
Vietnam, the amount of CO2 from transport is quite high, the government has been operating public
transport system. However, people use mostly motorbikes to go quickly and to wherever they want [+incl],
even if they know emissions released into environment is enormous, but they also ignore [-prop] it.
In conclusion, the bad [-appreciation:general] effect of tourism to local culture and environment need
caring more by everyone in community. We have to take more measures to reduce negative [-val:benefit]
changes instead of ignoring them to gain personal purposes.
Text 2 of S12
Tourism is becoming one of the main [+val:sig] industries making a contribution to the economic
development in the world . Some people argue that thanks to tourism, the government and authorities pays
more attention to reawakening of traditional cultural values and the issues of environmental protection.
However, in fact, little attention has been paid on the maintenance of local cultures and the conservation of
the environment, and I will explain the reasons for that in this essay.
The most damaging [-val:benefit] effect of tourism development is local cultural degradation. It is
sometimes said that traditional cultures is remained and revived by tourism. However, when holiday
destinations attracting an enormous amount of tourists have resulted in more changes in local lifestyles
including dressing up tradition. For example , people living in Sa Pa , Lao Cai nowadays prefer short and
colorful hair to long black one due to negative [-val:benefit] impacts that tourism bring to them. This
change certainly makes the loss of the traditional traits of indigenous groups.
Tourism development has negative [-val:benefit] impacts not only on local cultures but also on natural
habitats. Although effective [+val:benefit] measures are being taken to protect the environment and increase
sustainable development in the long run, natural habitats are still facing to the risk of destrustion due to
widespread construction of tourism facilities. To fit tourists’ demand, companies makes more investments
in infrastructure and facilities such as hotels, hostels, restaurants, and theme parks. This increased
construction of tourism and recreational facilities has increased pressure on natural resources such as land,
forest, and wildlife. For instance, in Son Tra peninsular (in Da Nang city), the use of natural environment
for accommodation results in damaging [-val:benefit] the habitation of special [+val:sig] species such as
‘chà vá chân nâu’. As a result, this species would be in the endanger of extinction because of their shortage
of houses. The construction of new facilities is the cause of disappearance of a variety of species, which
leads to be unbalanced [-val:sig] ecological systems.
In conclusion, tourism development nowadays is one of the main [+val:sig] reasons for negative [val:benefit] effects on cultures and the environment, which are undoubtedly to lose the diversity of the
fauna and to ruin [-val:benefit] the lifestyles and customs of local residents. However, little has been done
to save local cultures and the environment.

Post-intervention texts
Text 3 of S1
Languages play an undeniably important [+val:sig] role in terms of communication.Languages' diversity
lead to the claim that technological devices are able to translate from a language to another so learning a
new language is not a necessity [-val:sig] for young learners any more. Personally, the above argument
might be unsubstantiated [-val:validity] as it show some clashes between the limitations of computer and
the inherent characters of languages if we put the lack of emotion and the loss of brain's development into
consider to illustrate how imperative to study a new tongue for the youth.
Languages present mental states. Lingual communication between human contains the diversity of different
shades of emotion which artificial translating machine appears to be impossible to obtain. A machine itself
performs languages robotically due to programmed codes and algorithms. Those algorithms process
languages in a mathematical way, trigger a monotonous [-react:impact] conversation obstructing the
resonation amid speakers. Dr. Majfud said in the article Why Hasn’t AI Mastered Language Translation:
“We should be aware of the fragility [-val:sig] of machines’ interpretation. Because to translate is basically
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to interpret, not just an idea but a feeling. Humans feelings and ideas that only humans can understand
[+cap] and sometimes not even we, humans, understand other humans”. Daily communication weaves
emotion into conversation, emotion results in benefits [+val:benefit] such as building trust, credibility,
sympathy, solidarity, charisma, etc., hence, we can see from the reality that in spite of the increasing of
automate translations, a huge number of people still spend time picking up a new language.
Acquiring languages make your brain more robust [+cap]. Linguistic knowledge contributes a large
proportion in children's mental development especially cognitive control which computers seem to be
exasperated in this field. Bilingual children or polyglots are proved to be associated with intelligence
[+cap], they are able [+cap] to retain attention to a specific phenomenon. For that reason, the young have
chances to boost the ability of logical analysis, remain the alert of memory and facilitate creativity and
imagination. A great deal of neuroscientific research shows that children who spoke more than a language
have better [+cap] cognitive control than monolinguals. Better [+cap] cognition thus leads to greater
achievement in academic performance, healthier [+val:benefit] body and minds and bigger social circles.
While translation machine just revolts around its duty is to interpret, nothing more.
It is obvious that translation machine can not stand a chance in the race. Although advanced technology is
a useful [+val:benefit] tool supporting [+val:benefit] the study of languages, it is not justified [val:validity] to say that learning another language is not needed.
Text 3 of S2
Some people point out that it is not necessary [-val:sig] for children to learn any other languages because
of the ability of translation machines to give quick translation of texts. However, in my opinion, I do not
agree with this view for some reasons.
Firstly, machine translation is not entirely accurate [-val:validity]. It only translate word by word and do
not understand grammatical structures as well as words with many meanings. Polysemous words are one
of the most difficult [-comp:compl] areas that computers cannot cope with. Consider the word “bank” in
following text “I went to the bank and sat down there for a while. Suddenly, I saw something big moving
in the water.”. This word can either mean a financial institution or an edge of a river. In this case, only
human translators can understand [+cap] subtle [+comp:compl] differences in meanings, but a computer
cannot. Without human translators, it is obvious that misunderstanding of the meanings of sentences can
occur. Another reason to consider is that computers cannot translate texts that requires a high level of
artistry. It may be argued that translation machine can be fast [+val:benefit] device to get main information
of poetic work. However, the machine do not enjoy any success in providing detail information that
represents poetic spirits of author. Therefore, texts translated by computers do not often carry true values
[-val:validity] of original work.
In summary, translation machines are a great [+appreciation:general] device for children because they can
support [+val:benefit] them understanding meanings of texts but children should still learn foreign
languages and take advantages of computers for their learning.
Text 3 of S3
Thanks to the technological breakthrough [+val:sig], more and more intelligent translation programs have
been created to help [+val:benefit] people communicate more easily [+comp:compl]. The development of
translation machines has encouraged some people to argue that it is not necessary [-val:sig] for young
people to learn foreign language.
Personally, I disagree with this idea because of major problems [-val:benefit] that translation devices have.
The first problems [-val:benefit] with translation programs is their limited understanding of grammar
structures. Technically, these programs are produced to translate word by word with high accuracy
[+val:validity]. However, they really do not work effectively [-val:benefit] in practice. They do not seem
be able to distinguish the structural and grammatical differences of languages as proficient [+cap] bilingual
speakers do. By way of illustration, translation machines cannot know comparative structures between
English and Vietnamese in the pair: “anh ấy thì đẹp [+react:quality] và giàu [+cap] hơn tôi”. Instead of
translating into “He is more beautiful [+react:quality] and richer [+cap] than me”, the word “more” before
“beautiful” do not appear on text of computers. The problem [-val:benefit] here is that translation devices
cannot see the implicit comparative structure and thus its translation outcome is not completely correct [val:validity].
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Another problem [-val:benefit] with artificial intelligence computers is it cannot beat the wisdom of a
human. It is true [+val:validity] that computers can be good [+appreciation:general] for translation work.
However, they are not conscious and cognitive, so they are not able to think critically and be creative with
language. In other words, computers are no more than an inanimate block of steel that is artificially
instructed by humans and thus any over-dependence on them can lead to serious consequences [val:benefit], for example the breakdown in communication and relationship.
To sum up, I can not deny the usefulness [+val:benefit] of modern translation machines but it is clear that
it is absolutely necessary [+val:sig] for young leaners to study foreign language.
Text 3 of S4
Computer has played an essential [+val:sig] role in people’s life. A computer with Internet connection
brings countless benefits [+val:benefit], including translation. Some may say that computer can translate
language, so it is not necessary [-val:sig] for children to study foreign languages anymore. However, online
translators have a number of drawbacks [-val:benefit] and thus heavy reliance should not be placed on
them.
The most obvious drawback [-val:benefit] of online translators is that they do not understand context.
Consequently, they cannot produce a good [-appreciation:general] translation product. While bilinguals
exactly know which kinds of text they are translating or relationships between people in texts, computers
do not have abilities to understand these contextual factors. This makes the meaning of translated text
become less accurate [+val:validity] or even meaningless [-val:validity]. For instance, the meaning of the
English word “I” can be translated into Vietnamese differently according to the rapport between the
addresser and addressee by bilinguals. However, if it is entered in a translation app, its equivalent translation
does not show any differences due to the inability of computers to understand context. Clearly, the inability
to understand contextual information is a huge disadvantage [-val:benefit] of translation machine.
Another shortcoming [-val:benefit] of translation machines is they cannot supply grammatically correct
[-val:validity] translations. Some may argue that these softwares can translate simple [+comp:compl]
sentences with perfect [+val:validity] grammar. Admittedly, translation softwares render the messages of
these sentences with high speed and correctness. Nevertheless, with more complicated [-comp:compl]
grammatical constructions, they fail to produce precise [-val:validity] translations. Take the “I have just
had my motorbike repaired” sentence for example. Because of not being able to recognize Causative form,
translation softwares is unlikely to provide perfect [-val:validity] translated text in terms of grammar.
Therefore, strong reliance on translation machines should not be encouraged.
In conclusion, translation machines has some drawback [-val:benefit] such as its incapability to understand
context and grammatical structures. Thus, children still need to learn foreign language instead of depending
on computers too much.
Text 3 of S5
Advances in computers have had significant [+val:sig] impacts on our life. Some people might say that
since computers have the ability to give the translation of foreign languages, it is unnecessary [-val:sig]
for children to learn a new language. Personally, I totally disagree with this idea and I will explain my
reasons in this essay.
Firstly, since computers are programmed to analyse information rather than express human feelings, they
do not possess the ability to covey emotions. A text can have different meanings if it is spoken with a certain
type of intonation to express human emotional states such as happiness [+hap] and sadness [-hap].
Therefore, if it were processed by technological devices, those sentiments will be toned down or even lost
in the translation. The lack of emotion display in the technical devices could lead to a serious problem [val:benefit] in daily conversation. For example, you are teasing your foreign friend by jokingly complaining
about his attitude, but the machine, of course, does not detect your intention, and thus it might fail to render
true messages you want [+incl] to deliver, making your friend feel upset [-hap] and confused [-sec]. In fact,
computers are not very effective [-val:benefit] in portraying emotion from one language to another.
Secondly, technical devices can’t translate texts with accuracy [-val:validity]. Some might argue that their
work is more precise [+val:validity] and efficient [+val:benefit] than that of human. In reality, however,
they make big mistakes [-val:validity] when doing the translation. Because technical devices use word –
for – word translation, errors [-val:validity] are inevitable when it comes to the translation of idioms,
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phrasal verbs, collocations or metaphors. Consider the phrase “Walking on eggshells” in English. This
phrase means being cautious about one’s actions or words but when it is literally translated into Vietnamese
it means that you are stepping on a thin white outer layer of an egg. Clearly, translation machines are less
precise [+val:validity] in translation than human beings are.
It is not to say that computers are completely useless [-val:benefit] in translating language, but they are not
perfect [-val:validity]. Technology is a tool to help [+val:benefit] children to study new language, not a
reason to stop learning.
Text 3 of S6
Nowadays, many people think that it is not necessary [-val:sig] for young generations to learn a new
language due to the fact that computers can translate. But would computers become an ideal [+val:sig] that
humans can entirely depend on? Personally, I think computers still have some weaknesses [-val:benefit] in
translation and should be considered as a useful [+val:benefit] tool for learning another language rather
than a reason for not learning it.
The first problem [-val:benefit] is that a machine definitely does not have an ability to convey emotions.
It is only an inanimate object which transfers what we input; therefore it absolutely has difficulties [react:quality:manageability] in expressing feelings when required. Perhaps some people assume that the
importance [+val:sig] of talking to foreigners is to make them understand our words, not our feelings.
However, communication does not just involve the use of language, but also other non-linguistic cues to
express feelings. For example, imagine that you just want [+incl] to joke the listener, but he/she might
misunderstand your purpose and become angry [-sat] due to computer misinterpretation [-val:validity].
At this point, it’s clearly seen that knowing and using a language by yourself is still a better
[+appreciation:general] choice.
Another reason that makes a computer less reliable [+val:validity] is its lack of ability to recognize the
suitable context. For example, when you are in a formal context such as in a business negotiation, you use
technical and formal language to communicate with your business partners, but computers may not
recognize the communicative context and use inappropriate [-val:validity] language in its translation due
to random uses of available programmed texts. These random selections create unwanted [-val:benefit]
outcomes for your business deal. In addition, when facing a word with multiple meanings, computers are
not likely to choose the right one for a particular circumstance and thus generate an incorrect [-val:validity]
message to others.
In conclusion, despite of the development of translation technology, we should not omit the study of foreign
language. It is always better [+appreciation:general] to use your brain than a machine because a machine
is artificial and unreliable [-val:validity] and it can never do as well as humans.
Text 3 of S8
Many modern technological machines have been now invented to support [+val:benefit] us in translating
one language to another, so some claim that the youth should give up learning new languages. However, I
think this statement is not true [-val:validity]. In this essay, I will give some explanations for my position.
Firstly, machine translator is incapable of conveying the emotion of the speaker to the listener. While
communicating, the speaker may change their voice, body movements or gestural behaviours to express
their feelings, but the device fail to deliver the speaker’s emotional message as it cannot understand
sophisticated [+comp:compl] ways of emotional expression of human beings. For example, you are really
happy [+hap] when foreigners invite you out for dinner, but machine translator cannot render the meaning
of happiness [+hap] on your face. We can see clearly from this case that the machine may create an
emotionless conversation that can break your relationships. Therefore, being able to speak foreign language
is very necessary [+val:sig] in communication.
Secondly, technological device have difficulty [-react:quality:manageability] translating texts accurately
according to different circumstances. It is developed to render sentences with imperfect [-val:validity]
formulas so it cannot distinguish between formal and informal words, between spoken and written
language. Moreover, the digital gadget have problem [-val:benefit] transferring the meaning of
metaphorical phrases and idioms. Take ‘love [+hap] me love [+hap] my dog’ for example. In English, this
phrase means that if you love [+hap] someone, you love [+hap] everything that belongs to him or her.
However, the translation device may make people think that the person has a real dog and you have to love
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[+hap] both of them. As a result, heavy reliance on translator machine can lead to misunderstandings
because of problematic [-val:benefit] translation texts in some situations.
In short, though computer can translate all languages, it cannot be replaced with human beings because it
is not accurate [-val:validity] enough and be unable to understand what people say in all situations.
Therefore, to communicate, it’s essential [+val:sig] for children to learn languages.
Text 3 of S9
In the fourth industrial revolution [+val:sig] which is “emerging technology breakthroughs” revolution
[+val:sig] in fields such as intelligence, robotic and the Internet of things, so many people claim that
technological devices are able to replace people on translating linguistic knowledge and the youth is
unnecessary [-val:sig] to learn foreign languages. In my opinion, I do not see eye to eye with this statement
because of some following reasons.
In terms of translating written texts, translation machines are lack of lexical knowledge, it means that
depend on kind of text: formal or informal, we use different level of words but computers just translate
word by word. For example, when we write a contract to sent to the partner if the word used in the deal
seems normal, unprofessional so the companion will have a low judge on our company, or when we ask it
to render a legal text, then translating not exactly [-val:validity] meaning and shade of word will lead to be
not persuader and respectable even penalizing in the court so distinguish formal and informal and how to
translate well [+comp:balance] are out of capacity of technological devices.
In terms of translating spoken texts, digital gadget cannot express emotion. As you may know that emotion
is essential [+val:sig] in a conversation. To easy to understand this point, we will figure this instance out,
a company has prepared a presentation to show to many potential customers and a robot will be a lecturer
with a unemotional voice, it means do not raise or lower its accent, it will not emphasize important
[+val:sig] points and the result in getting an underjudge from clients, but with a presenter as a people ,
he/she will know when we need to outstanding the key [+val:sig] point and how to speak attractively
[+react:impact] then that company will get a positive [+val:benefit] result so expressing human feeling and
emotional is in restriction of machinery. Finally, inordinate dependent on translation machine which will
make learner can not develop language skills. Sadly [-hap], if everyone is bad [-cap] at foreign language,
they will have a problem [-cap] in integrating into the world. It will influence on the develop of a country.
To sum up, I contend that although computer is very smart and useful [+val:benefit], replacing people is
impossible. So we have to use it as an instrument in order to improve [+val:benefit] our knowledge and
skills, do not let it control our-self.
Text 3 of S10
Nowadays, translation machine has become an effective [+val:benefit] device for the translation of a
foreign tongue. That is the reason why it is thought that learning a new language does not have a role in the
development of child. In my opinion, children should not stop studying a foreign tongue because
technological devices have its own defects [-val:benefit] in translation and learning a foreign language is
useful [+val:benefit] for the growth of children’s brain.
Firstly, translation machines are emotionless. In a conversation, apart from using words to communicate,
the speakers also need to express their emotions such as surprise [-sec], or boredom [-sat] by changing their
tones or voices. Those emotions cannot be understood by a machine and as a result, we will not understand
exactly what speakers want [+incl] to communicate. Also, machine translators only translate words by
words because they cannot understand the context. For example, when we communicate with foreigner, it’s
so inconvenient [-react:qual] that machine can’t distinguish formal or informal language, which leads to a
bad [-appreciation:general] conversation.
On the other hand, if young people abuse the use of the computers for translation purposes, this negatively
[-val:benefit] affects their thinking ability. It is sometime said that computers are their great helper
[+val:benefit] who can help [+val:benefit] them to communicate with others. However, this is not true [val:validity]. Only learning new languages helps [+val:benefit] us to communicate naturally. Also, learning
foreign languages help [+val:benefit] children exploit their intelligence and open up their mind. Children
learn not only the language but also the culture of a country. For instance, in 2017, the Nature journal
published an interesting [+react:impact] article about language education, showing that children who learn
foreign languages have a higher brain than others who do not. Dr. Ellen Bialystok of York University in
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Toronto also confirmed that children who learn foreign tongue are able [+cap] to solve complex [react:quality:manageability] situations faster and better than children do not learn foreign languages. This
means that learning new language should become an integral [+val:sig] part in the development of children.
In conclusion, we cannot deny the advantages [+val:benefit] the computers have brought for us but we
should continue learn English because learning foreign language can give us so much benefits
[+val:benefit].
Text 3 of S11
Language is the important [+val:sig] need for all ages. Some people point out that technological devices
are capable of translating mother tounge into another language, therefore young learners don’t need to learn
new languages. But from my point of view, learning languages is very necessary [+val:sig] for the
comprehensive development of the youth.
Computers can not read people’s emotion. Although it is very useful [+val:benefit] to help learners study
languages, they don’t understand emotion. Sadness [-hap], happiness [+hap] or any feelings which
computers don’t have and never share with us because they are just only devices without feelings. Human
and digital gadgets communicate with each other by buttons and clicks,…but never emotional exchange.
Therefore, computers can never help [+val:benefit] humans to express their feelings.
In addition, computers can not provide a correct [-val:validity] translating of texts. When people enter
texts, translation machines don’t have ability to convey full meaning of sentences. They just only translate
word by word without using grammar. So, texts are transferred with unclear [-comp:compl] and
ambiguous [-comp:compl] meaning. Moreover, translation machines are not likely to understand context.
They can only translate words by common meanings without depending on context. Therefore, people are
not able [-cap] to understand meaning of texts and have to learn languages to transfer texts up to their
context by themshelve. If children didn’t learn languages, they would have many trouble [-cap] in
communicating with foreigners. They could be difficult [-cap] to achieve opportunities for abroad study
and good [+appreciation:general] jobs in the future. Moreover, they would not enhance language skills and
broaden knowledge which is gained from studying language process.
In conclusion, the role of studying another language is very important [+val:sig] for the youth to learn.
Text 3 of S12
Technological devices play a critical [+val:sig] part of our life because of their useful [+val:benefit]
functions including language translations. Some people may argue that thanks to these gadgets, it is not
necessary [-val:sig] for small children to study foreign languages. However, in reality, learning foreign
languages is still essential [+val:sig] for young learners because translation tools cannot give true [val:validity] messages of source texts and can make learners lose their confidence [-sec].
Translation machines can create an inaccurate [-val:validity] translation which may make learners
confused [-sec]. Some people say that these devices allow young-aged students to translate from one
language to any languages without taking time to think . Neverthless, in fact, translation software cannot
transfer exactly [-val:validity] what the text means. To illustrate, take the following idiom “on rainy days”.
This phrase can be understood as on days when it is not sunny by computers. However, the true meaning
of the idiom is “the time people meet up difficulty in their lives”. In this case, if learners largely depends
on machines, they fail [-jud] to understand the correct meaning of the text and this may lead to a feeling of
confusion [-sec]. Obviously, word-by-word translation of technological devices cannot offer the right [val:validity] meanings, which makes learners feel confused [-sec] if learners use the devices as a way to
understand meanings of texts.
Technological tools can also cause small children to lose their confidence [-sec]. Some argue that learners
can use these devices comfortably [+hap] without worrying [+sec] about anything because there are few
drawbacks [-val:benefit] on using these. However, in reality, students can lack of confidence [+sec] when
they communicate with others if they take looks at their phone or tablet’ screen to look up the meanings of
words. For instance, Nam, a student at Le Hong Phong high school said that: ‘It is too shy for me to use a
translation machinery when I speak to a foreigner, so my sollution at that time is to keep silent’. Whereas,
learning foreign languages can generate students confidence [+sec] because they can naturally and fluently
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[+cap] use the languages they have learned. It is beyond any doubt that studying foreign languages is a
good [+appreciation:general] way for developing confidence [+sec] for children.
In conclusion, translation devices can provide inaccurate [-val:validity] translations and result in a decrease
in children’s confident [+sec] levels. Therefore, it is critical [+val:sig] for people to learn foreign languages
at a young age if they want [+incl] to achieve full understandings of meanings of words and advance their
confidence [+sec].
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Appendix 4 – Inscribed attitude analysis with graduation + invocations
Pre-intervention texts
Text 1 of S1
Wherever I go outside, guess what I see? Chineses, Koreans, Westerners, etc, speaking their native
languages and passing by me. To be honest, thanks to those tourists millions [+force:quantity:flagging
+app] of Vietnameses have jobs. Sound like tourism is supporting [+val:benefit] much [+force:intensity]
for us, doesn’t it? Everything has its sides.
About the positive [+val:benefit] one, places where a huge number of tourists come suddenly become
famous which help they to be able to attract more and more visitter. When an army of people get gather
into a particular place, it looks like making-money machines which are greedy [+incl] for new experiences
[provoke:+Jud]. Doing business will be easier [+react:quality:manageability] [+force:intensity] than ever.
Although making tremendous [+force:quantity] profit [+val:benefit], tourism has committed damaging [val:benefit] environment. It’s not strange to hear news about a waterfall has literally died because of gabage
or a forest was in flame due to camping fire but governments is willing [+incl] to pay attention on growing
economic rather than nature [counter-expectancy flagging -Jud].
Money can be accumulated but environment once lost is hard [-react:quality:manageability] to recover.
Having much money for what where there is no air to breath, no water to drink? And soon, there is also no
place to visit [afford -app].
It’s not an impulsive conclusion but 1-0 score for negative [-val:benefit] effect that obviously knocks out
the positive [+val:benefit] one!
Text 1 of S2
As you know, more and more people have needs to travel all over the world nowadays. So tourism has
played an important [+val:sig] role in our life. In my opinion, the development of tourism has had positive
[+val:benefit] impacts outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit].
Firstly, the development of tourism bring some [+force:quantity] benefits [+val:benefit] for people in
local communities. It make economic in there grow faster [+force:intensity flagging +app]. Therefore,
other aspects also develop quickly such as education, health, entertainment, ect. People will get higher
standard and more [+force:intensity] convenient [+react:qual] life. Besides, they also have chance to find
out good [+appreciation:general] job that help [+val:benefit] reduce a lot of unemployees.
Secondly, the development of tourism will help [+val:benefit] recommend beautiful [+react:qual] images
about this city particularly and country generally. Because, when they want [+incl] to travel another
country, they will search information about landscapes, traditional food and clothes, people, ect… in this
country. Moreover they maybe buy some souvenirs to give their family or their friends. Thanks to that,
more and more people will know about this country then perhaps want [+incl] to come there. Thirdly, when
people from another country come to travel, we will have many chances to know about their culture.
Especially, this is a good [+appreciation:general] way to improve our speaking skill English when we
speak with native people.
To sum up, development of tourism bring some positive [+val:benefit] effects on local communitites.
However, we should raise awareness of people about protect environment [counter-expectancy flagging jud] and make friendly so they have a good [+appreciation:general] image about our country.
Text 1 of S3
In the past, the people had worked hard day by day. But now, everythings has changed. Not only do they
work but also they spend time relaxing [+hap] and enjoying [+hap] their life. Nowadays they have many
choices and tourism is one of the best [+appreciation:general]. Therefore, tourism has become one of the
fastest [+force:intensity flagging +app] growing industries in the world. But every coin has two sides.
Tourism has both positive [+val:benefit] and negative [-val:benefit] effects on local communities. The
more visitors come, the more [+force:quantity flagging +app] money local people make. When a place
becomes famous, there will appear many services in that place. For example, recently Danang is very well-
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known to foreigner so in Danang more and more [+force:quantity flagging +app] restaurants, hotels,
resorts, tourism companies were established. More jobs, more [+force:quantity flagging app] opportunities
for youngers or anyone who is ready to work.
But there are several reasons why people argue that the development of tourism had had negative [val:benefit] effects. Not all the visits have good [-prop] awareness about the environment. Some of them
throw their garbages wherever [afford -jud] they want [+incl]. They don’t care [-prop]. Furthermore, too
many visitors everyday can cause many [+force:quantity] problems [-prop] such as air pollution, water
pollution… because of their transports, their rubbish…
In my point of view, the negative [-val:benefit] effects are not the serious problem if the local government
have suitable [+react:qual] solutions. The tourism issue can be control. The positive [+val:benefit]
impacts of tourism absolutely outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit] unless the local communities don’t
work. It depends on how effective the government does.
Text 1 of S4
Nowadays, tourism has become one of the fastest [+force:intensity flagging +app] growing industries in
the world. Some countries attract a million of travelers and tourists every year and this number is raising
more and more through the year. Nobody can deny the benefits [+val:benefit] of tourism in daily life.
However, some people argue that tourism causes negative [-val:benefit] effects on communities.
On the one hand, the development of tourism is really [+force:intensity] positive [+val:benefit] . First of
all, tourism generates many [+force:quantity flagging +app] jobs. When tourism develops, people can
easily [+react:quality:manageability] find opportunities to get good [+appreciation:general] jobs. Secondly,
tourism plays an important [+val:sig] role in economy. In some countries, tourism is their dominant
[+val:sig] economy so they have many useful [+val:benefit] policies to improve tourism effectively
[+val:benefit]. One important [+val:sig] point is that tourism is a non-smoking industry. That means
tourism doesn’t cause any pollution and it is absolutely friendly environmental. Thanks to many kinds of
tourism such as eco-tourism or rural tourism, people can help to balance the ecosystem and protect the
environment. In addition, some traditional cultures can be preserved by tourism. For example, rural tourism
let people know more about cultures and history so that we can maintain these cultures.
On the other hand, some people think that the influences of tourism are negative [-val:benefit] because of
some reasons. The first of is bad [-prop] awareness of some travelers and tourists, they litter on places they
visit that causes pollution [afford: -jud]. Moreover, some people take advantages [-prop] of tourism to do
bad [-prop] things.
In my opinion, the positive [+val:benefit]

impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit].

Text 1 of S5
With the development of the living conditions, people nowaday tend to spend their money on leisure
activities more than they did in the past. This leads to the dramatic increase of the number of tourists. But,
while the local communities receive lots of [+force:quantity] benefits [+val:benefit] from tourism, at the
same time, they suffer [-hap] some serious issue.
Come with the tourists is the money. By buying souvenirs, services, products from the local people, they
play an important [+val:sig] role in raising their income. In addition, the tourists also rent houses or rooms
in the hotels or in the communities which improve [+val:benefit] the condition of their life as well.
Further more, the tourists’ attention to the location can also help [+val:benefit] the place. There is plenty
of cases where money donating by tourists had helped improve [+val:benefit] and fix run down historical
attractions. Moreover, tourism makes the local places gain more attraction than they did in the past. While
people are able to admire the beauty [+react:qual] of the nature or have more knowledge about the past,
the attractions also have the admiration it deserves [+react:qual].
However, tourism has negative [-val:benefit] effects on the local communities al well. The tourists lack [force:quantity flagging –jud] of awareness for the environment lead to severe consequences [-val:benefit].
There is rubbish and trash everywhere [+force:quantity:extent:scope flagging –jud], eventhough the local
people placed lots of rubbish bins. Besides, disrespect [-prop] towards the historical attraction is also not
uncommon. Some tourists try to steal [-prop] artifacts which have not much [+force:quantity] value [val:sig] but can cause serious damage. Another problem [-val:benefit] is the air and noise pollution due to
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the raise in transportation. Local people suffer [-hap] lots of damages as well. Some people’s bad [-prop]
attitude towards tourist when they are not interested in buying the souvenirs such as following them around,
annoying [-sat] them or even tricking [-ver] them into buying overpriced products, makes the foreigner
have bad impression [-sat] on the communities. Therefore, the tourists no longer come back.
Eventhough, there is advantages [+val:benefit]
and disadvantages [-val:benefit] when it comes to
tourism, I think with precaution and attention from the tourist, the government and the local people
themselves, the positive [+val:benefit] impacts will surely outweigh the negative [-val:benefit] ones.
Text 1 of S6
Nowadays, tourism is more and more developing all around the world [+force:quantity:extent:scope
flagging +app]. Living standard is raising, therefore people also likes [+incl] to travelling abroad more.
However, everything always has two sides: positive [+val:benefit] and negatives [-val:benefit]. So there
is a question that “do you think the positive [+val:benefit] impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives [val:benefit]?”
First of all, I’d like to [+incl] say about its first negatives [-val:benefit]: spending a lot of money. It can be
denied that people has money so they can use it. But when travelling abroad, we can be cheated [-ver].
When you buy something, you can be told a higher price or won’t receive the money they have to give
back. The second thing is you have to suffer [-hap] jet lag or sickness [-cap]. Many people couldn’t [-cap]
adapt to new place that they arrive. They maybe can’t sleep or can’t stand different weather. Therefore, it’s
sometimes not good [-appreciation:general] for your health to travel because you’ll be easy to get sick [cap]. Thirdly, differences in cultures maybe shock [-sec] you. If you don’t understand [-cap] their culture
or habits so you do a wrong [-prop] thing. You might be criticized, more [+force:intensity] bally [appreciation:general] be frightened [-sec] by local people. It’s quite [-force:intensity] dangerous [-sec] so
we need to learn carefully about the place you’ll visit.
But over all of them, I still think tourism has more positive [+val:benefit] impacts than negatives [val:benefit]. We can discover a lot of different countries and cultures, to get more interesting
[+react:impact] knowledges that we haven’t known before. Moreover, when coming to a strange [react:impact] place, we’ll completely [+force:intensity] have fun [+hap] and feel relaxed [+hap], reduce
stress [+sec] after hard-working hours in a close place. Furthermore, we will enjoy [+hap] many beautiful
[+react:qual] and amazing [+react:impact] sightseeings, take a lot of pictures and save it.
After all, although there are a lot of negative [-val:benefit] impacts. I think tourism is one of the best
[+appreciation:general] thing for people to try.
Text 1 of S8
Nowadays, many people travel to relax [+hap] themselves, to enjoy [+hap] their life or to explore the world.
For each place they visit to, they bring both positive [+val:benefit] effect and negative [-val:benefit] effect
on it. However, I think the positive [+val:benefit] effect is more than the negative [-val:benefit] one.
Many [+force:quantity:flagging +app] countries’ economy now depends on tourism, especially ones which
don’t have good [+appreciation:general] conditions to develop argriculture and industry. Therefore, they
have to focus on service and tourism. Most [+force:quantity flagging +app] of the local people’s income
comes from selling souvenir, guiding tourists. Furthermore, tourism not only helps [+val:benefit] a country
to advertise its images but also attracts investments from other countries. It makes people know more about
culture, the beauty [+react:qual] of a country. For example, a traditional culture is endanger of disappearing
because noone feels it attractive [+react:impact] anymore. However, a visitor sees it and tells everyone
that it is very [+force:intensity] interesting [+react:impact], so more and more people come to see it and
the local can earn money from it. Therefore, this culture is still deserved.
Besides that, tourism also brings the local communities bad [-appreciation:general] effects such as throwing
trash everywhere [+force:quantity:extent:scope:space flagging -jud], damaging [-prop] historical places.
Many countries have given a lot of solutions to solve these problems [-val:benefit]. They are really
[+force:intensity] helpful [+val:benefit] in raising the awareness of visitors.
Because of all above reasons, I think the positive [+val:benefit] effect is outweight the negatives [val:benefit]. If we combine developing tourism and carring on these solutions to conserve the destinations,
we can exploit more in this kind of industry.
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Text 1 of S9
Everything has two faces like a coin has two faces. So is tourism. It has become one of the fastest
[+force:intensity:flagging +app]
growing industries in the world. Some people argue that the
development of tourism has had negative [-val:benefit] effects on local communities, othes think that its
influences are positive [+val:benefit]. In my opinion, I suppose that the positive [+val:benefit] impact of
tourism outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit] because of the following reasons.
The first negative [-val:benefit] it brings on local communities is rubbish. During people traval, they
through anything away onto the street, the glass [Afford:-jud]. but when tourism has become an important
[+val:sig] part of economic growth of a country. Processing rubbish will be handle cautiously [+ten]. The
action like throw litter away on wrong place will be accused and in the future the rubbish will be release
considerly from the visiter.
The second reason is about enter some new culture. When the traveler go throughout the year, they will
bring some culture may be some interesting [+react:impact] but some strange [-react:impact] even weird
[-react:impact] ones. But I think the local people often imitate selectively [counter-expectancy: flagging
+jud] and it lead to be a positive [+val:benefit] , not a negative [+val:benefit].
In short, it still has negative [-val:benefit] thing but anyway if the local people know how to handle, how
to do, tourism will bring many increable [+react:quality] thing for the country.
Text 1 of S10
Our life is more and more develop, so the demand of people about the quality of life rises. Therefore,
tourism has become one of the fastest [+force:intensity flagging +app] growing industries in the world.
The number of tourism in this year is really high. The development of tourism has had negative [val:benefit] effects on local communities. The real problem is that the local managers can’t [-cap] manage
the number of tourism. Some tourists have bad [-prop] awareness. They use water bottle, water, fast food,
paper and they don’t throw them in the garbage bin as well as right places [afford –jud].. The other problem
[-val:benefit] is that when the local communities contact with tourists a lot. They will lose the national
character in some way. Which really happened in some mountain area in my country, Vietnam.
Some people think that its influences are positive [+val:benefit]. They think that the development of tourism
can be a good [+appreciation:general] way to have good [+appreciation:general] business to local
communities.
To my mind, the positive [+val:benefit] impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit]. If we
can manage the tourists, what we have to do is to start changing our ways.
Text 1 of S11
Nowadays, the industry of each country is growing stronger and faster [+force:intensity flagging +app].
One of the most [+force:intensity] popular [+react:impact] and important [+val:sig] fields to enhance the
development is tourism. The life of people is busy and tired [-sat]. So, the need of relaxation is risen.
Millions of people today are travelling father and father throughout the year. Each problem has two faces
and tourism has made a great [+appreciation:general] arguement: positive [+val:benefit] impacts and
negative [-val:benefit] impacts and whether the positive [+val:benefit] impacts of tourism outweigh the
negatives [-val:benefit] or not? It’s a great [+appreciation:general] question to think.
First, having to say the advantages [+val:benefit] which tourism brings to people and society. Tourism
is an opportunity for people relaxing [+hap] after hard-working time. They can go to anywhere they like
[+hap] and do anything they want [+incl] during vocation. And they can also go with person they love
[+hap] and it helps them closer [+sec]. The next thing, when people travel, they can learn more about people
and culture in many different countries or lands. They will know more about the ways local people
communicate with each other and if you go to abroad, it’s a good [+appreciation:general] chance to learn
foreign language and helps you in your language lesson. And a special thing, people can enjoy [+hap] some
special food in each localty. In addition, tourism creates more [+force:quantity flagging +app] jobs for
people. The number of unemployment is rising significantly. More and more people don’t have job. So,
tourism is growing that makes many chances to get jobs even good [+appreciation:general] jobs with high
salary. Furthermore, tourism plays an important [+val:sig] role in industry of each country. This makes
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too much money for country. From that helps [+val:benefit] more poor people and decreases the poors.
And some unique [+val:sig] attractions helps our country become famous and more and more people know
about our country or hometown. For example, when saying about HoiAn ancient town, people will know
that in Quang Nam province or saying about Ha Long Bay, people will also think about Vietnam first.
Besides these advantages [+val:benefit] of tourism, there are many [+force:quantity] disadvantages [val:benefit] which tourism brings to us. The first thing to say is that people have to destroy [-prop] many
natural places to build the other attractions. This has a strong effective on environment. There are many
trees cut down, many [+force:quantity flagging –jud] natural lakes covered by another thing. The second,
the land around tourism place is polluted. Because, there are many people in one place, so it makes noise
and people feel annoyed [-sat] and tired [-sat] with voices. And more rubbish is released into environment
that affect the people’s health arounding. And the number of transport is rising. The traffic jam is more and
more serious and can cause more accidents that no one wants [+incl].
From these advantages [+val:benefit] and disadvantages [-val:benefit], I think the positive [+val:benefit]
impacts tourism bring can outweigh the negatives [-val:benefit]. Because, the world is growing faster and
to catch this development, each country has to do more and tourism is the thing people can’t ignore.
Text 1 of S12
These days, tourism industry plays such a significant [+val:sig] role in people’s life. Most people think that
its development has badly [-appreciation:general] affected on local areas. Meanwhile others have idea of
its positive [+val:benefit] results. In my opinions, people receive much more the positive [+val:benefit]
impacts than the negatives [-val:benefit].
Firstly, tourism is becoming an essential [+val:sig] part of evolving the economic of residents. Annually,
millions of visitors come to countries which have a lot of beautiful [+react:qual] landscapes and profound
traditional cultures. For this reason, the local people will earn money from business in souvenirs,
restaurants, hotels, transports…In addition, tourism majoring staffs will have more [+force:quantity
flagging +app] opportunities to seek their jobs. As a result, this religions will able to have developing and
flourishing [+val:benefit] economic in the future. Secondly, the stunning [+react:qual] destinations offer
tourists chance to enjoy [+hap] views and have a nice [+appreciation:general] holiday after long hardworking days. They help people feel comfortable [+sec] and get risk of stress [+sec] in their life. Thus,
tourism is a necessary [+val:sig] part mentally. Thirdly, the areas where appeal most tourists in over the
world will have ability of becoming world heritage. Because, when local people benefits from tourist
economically that make a contribution to preserve the historical relics in that areas.
In contrast, tourism industry is having bad [-appreciation:general] impacts on our life. Most
[+force:quantity flagging -jud] of rubbish which is litted from tourists will make environment polluted
such as water sources pollution. Hence, people easily [+react:quality:manageability] catch diseases by
using this sources.
In conclusion, everything has two sides: benefits [+val:benefit] and drawbacks [-val:benefit], but I think
tourism industry brings us much [+force:intensity] more [+force:intensity] advantages [+val:benefit] than
disadvantages [-val:benefit] such as reasons above. If a nation has no tourism, this may not develop
national ecomonic, so residents will face to property forever. Environmentally, the authorities must have
right solution for it.
Mid-intervention texts
Text 2 of S1
Tourism is a crucial [+val:sig] sector which is not only developing rapidly [+force:intensity flagging
+app] but contributing large [+force:quantity flagging +app] proportion to the country’s GDP as well.
This subject has gathered itself a host of opinions especially about its destruction of local cultures and the
environment. Personally, although this industry truly [+force:intensity] fails to improve [-val:benefit] the
environment, it seems that significant [+val:sig] attempts are made in cultural resurrection.
People appear to neglect tourism’s endeavor on local cultures. In spite of being taken for granted, tourism
play an important [+val:sig] role in this field. To satisfy the insatiable [+force:intensity] curiosity [+incl]
of visitors about the difference and aesthetics, the increasing number of tourism organizations volunteer to
devote its time to preserve and rehabilitate most of those long-standing features such as foods, practices,
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ancient music. The most [+force:intensity] noticeable [+val:sig] archetype is “Hat Tuong”. Hat Tuong is a
form of Vietnamese theater which combines dance, songs, poetry, retained by conscientious [+ten] artist
across the country with their angelic [+react:qual] performance that attract undivided attention from all
kinds of foreign visitors. Millennials now are willing [+incl] to inherit and develop those precious
[+val:sig] practices their ancestors handed down. Tourism, in all fairness, is a panacea [+val:sig] for the
restoration of culture.
In contrast with the above positive [+val:benefit] impact, the environment is pleading for help due to
pollution posed by the damage [-val:benefit] of tourism. It sounds like we can capitalize on this lucrative
[+val:benefit] industry to make huge [+force:quantity] benefit [+val:benefit] and proceed to spend a small
portion to compensate the consequences but the situation is not as easy [-react:quality:manageability] as it
looks. Noise pollution is a typical example which is aggravating. Local residents find themselves get caught
up in environment where their places are rife with high-pitched sounds emitting from traffic vehicles,
advertising speakers from malls, etc. Having sensed red flag about the problem [-val:benefit], the
authorities proposed many roads in Hue, the city which is famous for its historic architectures, would outlaw
blowing horn from vehicles to protect the solemnity. It is imperative to understand the problem [val:benefit] before sealing the deal of fostering tourism at the expense of environmental loss.
In conclusion, at the foreseenable future, tourism plays a significant [+val:sig] part for a nation’s economy
but in terms of sustainable development, it is still in question [-val:benefit].
Text 2 of S2
Nowadays, we can’t deny that developing tourism brings amount of benefits [+val:benefit] to economies.
But it lead to many negative [-val:benefit] impacts to local cultures and the environment. Some people
might point out that this consequences [-val:benefit] do not receive enough attention. However, in my view
I don’t totally accept this for some reasons.
Firstly, the tourism industry and government are trying their best to deal with the damage [-val:benefit] of
tourism to local cultures. The government has increased security in the tourist areas to avoid social evils
[afford +jud]. For example, the number of security guards are increased in order to strengthen the patrols,
to ensure safety [+sec] in tourism area and to solve some [-force:quantity] complicated problems [val:benefit]. Furthermore, during the public holidays, the police are also increased to remained strictly
[+force:intensity] secure [+sec] and to eliminate theft. Thanks to these cases, the number of disorders [prop] have been significantly reduced.
A further reason to consider is the concern [-sec] of tourism industry to damage [-val:benefit] placed on
environment. Environmentally friendly is one of the top [+val:sig] standards that tourism industry has
established to create a comprehensive development. In Vietnam, the form of green tourism has become a
popular form of tourism. This measure is applied to make a green tourist destination contributing to
protection of the natural environment. In addition, there are always [+force:frequency flagging +jud]
promotion panels which are set out to raise awareness of tourists about environmental protection. This is
also really a useful [+val:benefit] measure to build friendly and environmentally responsible
[+val:benefit] tourism.
In short, although some people are indifferent [-prop] to the consequences that travel cause to local culture
and the environment. However, this problem [-val:benefit] has always [+force:intensity] been a concern [sec] of the government and tourism industry to develop healthy [+val:benefit] tourism.
Text 2 of S3
The tourism industry is growing rapidly and has become an important [+val:sig] part of the development
of many countries’s economy. However, I agree with the idea that tourism can have negative [-val:benefit]
effects on local cultures and the environment that are often [+force:intensity] neglected [-prop].
Local identities are being eclipsed by tourists assimilation [afford –app]. In the past, older people had
always [+force:intensity flagging +jud] tried to maintain and preserve the beauties [+react:qual] of
traditional culture. Now, these beauties [+react:qual] were gradually replaced by modern culture brought
by visitors. [afford –app]. Adolescents tend to follow “open-minded” [+val:sig] cultures such as alcohol
use, illegal drugs, nightclubs and unhealthy [-val:benefit] parties. They are reeling in Western culture that
forgets the noble values of local cultures [afford –jud].. This results in the step-by-step fading away of
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indigenous cultures and long-standing traditions. As tourism develops in a locality, infrastructure facilities
are better [+appreciation:general] built.
However, the faster facilities grow, the more damage the environment gets. The rise of so many resorts,
hotels and restaurants has put tremendous pressure on resources such as water and land. Recent media
report more cases of water pollution and land degradation in areas with high tourism activities. Despite all
this, practical effective [+val:benefit] measures has not been taken to deal with these environmental issues
on a large scale [+force:quantity:extent:scope:space]. [afford –jud]
In summary, I think that although tourism can promote [+val:benefit] a great [+force:quantity flagging
+app] economic growth, it is clear that more work needs to be done to limit the harm [-val:benefit] that
tourism has on local cultures and the natural habitats.
Text 2 of S4
Tourism has become an essential [+val:sig] industry that helps [+val:benefit] to develop economies of
many countries around the world. Some may say that tourism causes many [+force:quantity] huge
[+force:quantity] damages [-val:benefit] to the environment and communities but ignores [-prop] these
negative [-val:benefit] impacts. However, in reality, this industry has made significant [+val:sig]
contributions to protect the environment and maintain cultures.
The most [+force:intensity] positive [+val:benefit] contribution of tourism is protecting natural habitats.
Some people may point out tourism causes pollution and destroys [-prop] natural environment because of
a great number of visitors every year. In fact, a great number of visitors bring considerable [+force:quantity
flagging +app] revenue which is used to pay for protection and management of sensitive areas. According
to a research of WTO, these income supports [+val:benefit] to conduct many conservation activities such
as building national parks. There is no doubt that natural habitats cannot be protected and preserved without
revenue from tourism.
Another effect of tourism is an increase in awareness of local communities in the preservation of culture.
This industry helps [+val:benefit] local people develop deeper [+cap] [+force:intensity] insight of values
in their tradition though celebrating traditional festivals or keeping handicrafts alive. Take Hue city in
Vietnam for an example, countless cultural festivals are held annually for the purpose of promoting
uniqueness [+val:sig] in Hue culture worldwide. Thanks to this, Hue inhabitants do not only become more
aware of their regional culture, but also positively contribute to preserve it. It is obvious that awareness of
local people have a great influence on preservation of culture.
In conclusion, tourism should be seen as positive [+val:benefit] due to significant [+val:sig] contributions
on the environment and culture.
Text 2 of S5
Tourism is one of the fastest [+force:quality:flagging +app] developing industries around the world. Some
people claim that the negative [-val:benefit] impacts tourism has on the local cultures and the environment
have always attracted considerable public attention. However, I personally strongly disagree with this
statement and I will demonstrate my reasons in this essay.
Firstly, we must consider the ignorance [-prop] towards the damage [-val:benefit] tourism has done to the
local cultures. Some people might argue that tourism provide the opportunities to preserve cultural identity
of host population. But in fact, to please [+sat] the tourists many [+force:quantity flagging -app] traditional
ceremonies and cultural traits were changed to satisfy [+sat] tourist tastes. In addition, the local
communities try to [-focus:fulfilment flagging -jud] adopt the behaviours and the habits of the tourists.
However, since they just see themselves guests at the attractions, the tourists did not put much
[+force:quantity] thought [-prop] in the issue. The local populations might notice the problem [-val:benefit]
but due to the economy aspect they tend to overlook [-prop] it.
Furthermore, people are not taking the environmental impacts seriously. Tourists often [+force:intensity]
show careless [-prop] attitude to natural resources of the community. Especially in hot and dry regions,
they have the tendency to overuse water [afford –jud] which makes the issue of water scarcity more severe.
Even though local people struggle with the problem, it seems like the authorities are doing nothing. For
example, in Cyprus, Mediterranean sea where water supply is already a huge issue, the government makes
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matter worse [-prop] by giving permission to build more golf courses. While golf courses, swimming pools
and resorts slowly drained out the water resources, everybody is turning a blind eye [provoked –jud].
It is not to say that tourism has made no contribution to protect and preserve cultures and the environment
but its damages [-val:benefit] are being disregarded [-prop] by the government, the industry itself and even
the residents. If we do not act right now, it might be too late.
Text 2 of S6
Tourism has become one of the key [+val:sig] industries which stimulates the development of the world
economy. However, few people concern [-sec] about its serious consequences [-val:benefit] for native
cultures and the environment. Typical is negative [-val:benefit] changes in local cultures and the
destruction of ecosystem.
Firstly, tourism forces unpleasant [-react:impact] changes to the cultures of local people. To satisfy [+sat]
tourist’s demands, local cultural practices may be altered due to local people’s copy of the lifestyles of
tourists [afford –jud] and this can cause the loss of native customs and tradition. Most people think that
tourism development can improve [+val:benefit] the quality of life by increasing the number of
employment opportunities and services for local residents. Nevertheless, the quality of life is questionable
as a result of the presence of smugglers and crimes. Statistics from August 2017 say that there were about
10 cases of property burglaries and over 50 [+force:quantity flagging -jud] cases of importing unknown
[-val:sig] origin and poor quality [-val:sig] products for sale committed by visitors at beach areas in
Danang. This evidence indicates that tourism brings about unexpected [-val:benefit] impacts on local
cultures which are often [+force:intensity] ignored [-prop].
The second problem [-val:benefit] that needs to be wary is tourist impact on ecology and environment. The
increase of tourist flows lead to an increase in the amount of waste in many tourist destinations. For
example, in the first six months of 2016, Ly Son Island welcomed more than 70,000 tourists, tripling the
same period last year, and this leads to a huge [+force:quantity flagging –jud] increase of garbage dumped
into water, which directly threatens [-val:benefit] the marine environment, and the health of ocean
ecosystems. Despite these negative [-val:benefit] impacts tourism has on the environment, little [force:intensity] concern [-sec] has been voiced to improve [+val:benefit] quality of our environment.
After all, we can not deny the benefits [+val:benefit] that tourism brings. However, it has some [force:intensity] drawbacks [-val:benefit] such as [+focus:valeur:specificity] its potential harms [val:benefit] to local cultures and the environment. Therefore, people should pay more attention to these
issues and find solutions to achieve a better [+appreciation:general] and more sustainable tourism
development.
Text 2 of S8
Tourism nowadays plays a significant [+val:sig] role in financial contribution of many countries’ budgets,
but it still results in negative [-val:benefit] effects. Some claim that the problems [-val:benefit] tourism
cause to culture and environment are neglected [-prop] because people only care [+prop] about the profits
[+val:benefit] it brings to them. However, I personally think this statement is not true [-val:validity]. In
this essay, I will clarify my opinion.
It is said that tourism is one of the reasons that destroy [-val:benefit] the cultural heritages. However, many
things have been done to preserve national historic sites. For example, at Hanoi’s Temple of Literature in
Vietnam, there are so many people touch the head of stone turtles to wish for luck that the national precious
[+val:sig] relic would wear out step by step. To prevent this, many [+force:quantity flagging +jud] young
people have volunteered to guard the turtles. This shows us that the damage [-val:benefit] to culture is
really [+force:intensity] cared [+prop] and many solutions have been carried out.
What is more, no one can deny that tourism also cause bad [-appreciation:general] impacts on the
environment. Nevertheless, to impress and attract visitors, many countries have to increase the investment
as well as enact strict laws or regulations to improve [+val:benefit] the landscapes and natural areas. For
instance, in New Delhi, the air pollution that happened when the light festival hold annually was so heavy
that people were banned from setting off firecrackers. Moreover, the government also tried to encourage
people use the public transports when the number of visitors increased dramatically. This proves that
government and residents of many countries takes a lot of [+force:quantity flagging +jud] notice of
environmental pollution.
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All in all, tourism generates both advantages [+val:benefit] and disadvantages [-val:benefit]. Many people
are now joining hands to develop and solve the problems [-val:benefit] tourism causes.
Text 2 of S9
Tourism makes a great [+force:quantity flagging +app] contribution to economies which nobody can deny
but some of them object that its negative [-val:benefit] impact on culture and the environment is often
unnoticed. Personally, I think that they are not ignored [+prop] at all [+force:intensity]. I will elaborate the
reasons why in this essay.
Firstly, understanding that tourism is a vital [+val:sig] sector which combines with economic and
environment play an important [+val:sig] role to any country [+force:quantity:extent:scope], the
government is promulgating and repairing lots of laws to reduce the damage [-val:benefit] of tourism can
cause. For a considerable example, the advancement of tourism brings about the huge [+force:quantity
flagging –app] demand water and leads to having a difficult [-react:quality:manageability] in handling
with the wastewater. Sadly [-hap], many [+force:quantity flagging –jud] people, business have discharged
it into the river, lake, beach and the sea and make our water resource polluted. But because of the good
[+appreciation:general] organization and implementation of rules, from 2006 to now the authority have
discovered and penalized more than 2229 [+force:quantity flagging +jud] establishments as well as carry
out in order to remake the result. So the negative [-val:benefit] influence on the environment is cared
[+prop] for and is getting fewer and fewer [-force:quality].
Secondly, tourism brings us many [+force:quantity] advantages [+val:benefit] and disadvantages [val:benefit] on our lifestyle, our culture but I think the resident are lucid enough to receive it selectively
[counter-expectancy flagging +jud]. For an example, formerly our country was influenced by the feudatory
regime and lost the gender equality. But when the tourism enters, we learn from Western culture then men
and women become more equal in duty, treatment and payment [counter-expectancy flagging +app]. It
means that the local residents has a good [+cap] notice about the impact of tourism.
In short, the drawback [-val:benefit] of tourism is not overlooked [+prop], contrastingly it is paid attention
carefully [+prop]. But we still must keep continuing seriously protect our environment, our culture from
the bad [+appreciation:general] force of tourism.
Text 2 of S10
Tourism is one of the sectors which makes a tremendous impact on economies. However, the development
of tourism industry has some negative [-val:benefit] impacts on local culture and the environment. Some
people may say that the negative [-val:benefit] impacts of tourism industry on local cultures and the
environment are often [+force:intensity] neglected [-prop]. I believe that they are always attended in various
forms.
Government, as well as, local government authorities try their best to save local identity. Initially, the
government use the interest from tourist industry to launch some campaigns, which raises the awareness
of host community to preserve traditional culture and values [afford +jud]. As a result, traditional customs,
handicrafts and cultural festivals will be keep alive to spread national identity widely. Secondly, local
government authorities keep strict control on local areas in order to guarantee the balance of cultural
exchanges. As can be known that cultural exchanges are duality to local community in the globalized world.
Despite creating a good [+appreciation:general] chance for local community to open their mind and get
huge knowledge, cultural exchanges are the main [+val:sig] element that brings about losing cultural
uniqueness [+val:sig]. More obviously, gone are the unique [+val:sig] local that carry so much history and
culture in every corner. Therefore, local authorises always manage and find out many [+force:quantity:
flagging +jud] different solutions which contribute to increasing the preservation of the local identity.
On the other hand, because of tourist’s ignorance [-cap] and apathy [-prop], the environment is seriously
[+force:intensity] damaged [-prop] in some ways [-force:quantity:extent:scope]. It is obvious that the
negative [-val:benefit] impacts of tourism industry on the environment are not neglected [+prop]. Largescale projects for tourist facilities which destroy [-val:benefit] natural habitats and even may result in the
extinction of many animals and plants are always [+force:intensity] considered carefully [+prop] by the
government before starting construction. For example, the campaigns that save Son Dong cave – the
world’s largest cave in Vietnam and stop a proposed cable car construction project were wildly
[+force:quantity:extent:scope:space flagging +jud] supported by Vietnamese. Nearly 200,000 Vietnam
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people signed their name to raise against this project, which shows that community always
[+force:intensity] care [+prop] about the environment problems.
In conclusion, it is clear that local culture and environmental issues are always noticed. What we have to
do is to start changing tourist’s awareness and recalibrating their minds. Because of being a global
comunity, our micro efforts will have macro effect to save local identity and the environment.
Text 2 of S11
Tourism is one of the economic sectors and accounts for 10% GDP of the world. Some people might point
that negative [-val:benefit] changes that tourism brings to local culture and environment are noticed.
Personally, I think people don’t care [-prop] even ignore [-prop] this issue.
The development of tourism is often [+force:frequency flagging -app] accompanied by the introduction
of foreign cultures that eradicates the cultural identity of the locality. Although a part of people is still very
aware of the local culture, many people imitate foreign cultures, even ignoring [-prop] and depraving [prop] the local image. For example, many residents wear foreign costumes, though they know this is not
really [+force:intensity] suitable [-react:qual] for where they are living. And more, the percentage of people
participating in gambling, foreign-style drinking festivals in community is increasing significantly at tourist
points. They do these acts to satisfy their enjoyment [+hap], despite knowing that they are illegal activities
and undermine the image of local civilization.
Tourism causes a huge [+force:quantity flagging –jud] amount of rubbish. Although the awareness of
putting garbage in the right place has enhanced, there are also part of people littering despite the sign
prohibits throwing garbage [afford –jud]. And the operation of restaurants, hotel discharged into the
environment a large [+force:quantity flagging –jud] amount of waste without pre-treatment to save costs.
In addition, the air is severely [+force:intensity flagging –jud] polluted by smoke from vehicles. For
example, in Vietnam, the amount of CO2 from transport is quite high, the government has been operating
public transport system. However, people use mostly motorbikes to go quickly and to wherever they want
[+incl], even if they know emissions released into environment is enormous, but they also ignore [-prop]
it.
In conclusion, the bad [-appreciation:general] effect of tourism to local culture and environment need
caring more by everyone in community. We have to take more measures to reduce negative [-val:benefit]
changes instead of ignoring them to gain personal purposes.
Text 2 of S12
Tourism is becoming one of the main [+val:sig] industries making a contribution to the economic
development in the world . Some people argue that thanks to tourism, the government and authorities pays
more attention to reawakening of traditional cultural values and the issues of environmental protection.
However, in fact, little [-force:quantity flagging –jud] attention has been paid on the maintenance of local
cultures and the conservation of the environment, and I will explain the reasons for that in this essay.
The most [+force:intensity] damaging [-val:benefit] effect of tourism development is local cultural
degradation. It is sometimes said that traditional cultures is remained and revived by tourism. However,
when holiday destinations attracting an enormous amount of tourists have resulted in more [+force:quantity
flagging –app] changes in local lifestyles including dressing up tradition. For example , people living in
Sa Pa , Lao Cai nowadays prefer short and colorful hair to long black one due to negative [-val:benefit]
impacts that tourism bring to them. This change certainly makes the loss of the traditional traits of
indigenous groups.
Tourism development has negative [-val:benefit] impacts not only on local cultures but also on natural
habitats. Although effective [+val:benefit] measures are being taken to protect the environment and increase
sustainable development in the long run, natural habitats are still facing to the risk of destrustion due to
widespread [+force:quantity:extent:scope:space flagging -app] construction of tourism facilities. To fit
tourists’ demand, companies makes more investments in infrastructure and facilities such as hotels, hostels,
restaurants, and theme parks. This increased construction of tourism and recreational facilities has increased
pressure on natural resources such as land, forest, and wildlife. For instance, in Son Tra peninsular (in Da
Nang city), the use of natural environment for accommodation results in damaging [-val:benefit] the
habitation of special [+val:sig] species such as ‘chà vá chân nâu’. As a result, this species would be in the
endanger of extinction because of their shortage [-force:quantity flagging -app] of houses. The
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construction of new facilities is the cause of disappearance of a variety of species, which leads to be
unbalanced [-val:sig] ecological systems.
In conclusion, tourism development nowadays is one of the main [+val:sig] reasons for negative [val:benefit] effects on cultures and the environment, which are undoubtedly to lose the diversity of the
fauna and to ruin [-val:benefit] the lifestyles and customs of local residents. However, little [-force:quantity
flagging –jud] has been done to save local cultures and the environment.
Post-intervention texts
Text 3 of S1
Languages play an undeniably [+force:intensity] important [+val:sig] role in terms of communication.
Languages' diversity lead to the claim that technological devices are able to translate from a language to
another [afford: +app]so learning a new language is not a necessity [-val:sig] for young learners any more.
Personally, the above argument might be unsubstantiated [-val:validity] as it show some clashes between
the limitations of computer and the inherent characters of languages if we put the lack [-force:quantity
flagging –app] of emotion and the loss of brain's development into consider to illustrate how imperative to
study a new tongue for the youth.
Languages present mental states. Lingual communication between human contains the diversity of different
shades of emotion which artificial translating machine appears to be impossible to obtain [afford: -app]. A
machine itself performs languages robotically due to programmed codes and algorithms. Those algorithms
process languages in a mathematical way [afford –app], trigger a monotonous [-react:impact] conversation
obstructing the resonation amid speakers. Dr. Majfud said in the article Why Hasn’t AI Mastered Language
Translation: “We should be aware of the fragility [-val:sig] of machines’ interpretation. Because to
translate is basically to interpret, not just an idea but a feeling. Humans feelings and ideas that only humans
can understand [+cap] and sometimes not even we, humans, understand other humans”. Daily
communication weaves emotion into conversation, emotion results in benefits [+val:benefit] such as
building trust, credibility, sympathy, solidarity, charisma, etc., hence, we can see from the reality that in
spite of the increasing of automate translations, a huge [+force:quantity: flagging +app] number of people
still spend time picking up a new language.
Acquiring languages make your brain more [+force:intensity] robust [+cap]. Linguistic knowledge
contributes a large [+force:quantity:flagging +app] proportion in children's mental development
especially cognitive control which computers seem to be exasperated in this field. Bilingual children or
polyglots are proved to be associated with intelligence [+cap], they are able [+cap] to retain attention to a
specific phenomenon. For that reason, the young have chances to boost the ability of logical analysis,
remain the alert of memory and facilitate creativity and imagination. A great deal of neuroscientific research
shows that children who spoke more than a language have better [+cap] [+force:intensity] cognitive control
than monolinguals. Better [+cap] [+force:intensity] cognition thus leads to greater achievement in academic
performance, healthier [+val:benefit] [+force:intensity] body and minds and bigger social circles. While
translation machine just revolts around its duty is to interpret, nothing more [afford -app].
It is obvious that translation machine can not stand a chance in the race [provoke –app]. Although advanced
technology is a useful [+val:benefit] tool supporting [+val:benefit] the study of languages, it is not
justified [-val:validity] to say that learning another language is not needed.
Text 3 of S2
Some people point out that it is not necessary [-val:sig] for children to learn any other languages because
of the ability of translation machines to give quick [+force:intensity flagging +app] translation of texts.
However, in my opinion, I do not agree with this view for some reasons.
Firstly, machine translation is not entirely [+force:intensity] accurate [-val:validity]. It only translate word
by word and do not understand grammatical structures as well as words with many meanings [Afford –
app]. Polysemous words are one of the most [+force:intensity] difficult [-comp:compl] areas that computers
cannot cope with. Consider the word “bank” in following text “I went to the bank and sat down there for a
while. Suddenly, I saw something big moving in the water.”. This word can either mean a financial
institution or an edge of a river. In this case, only human translators can understand [+cap] subtle
[+comp:compl] differences in meanings, but a computer cannot. Without human translators, it is obvious
that misunderstanding of the meanings of sentences can occur.
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Another reason to consider is that computers cannot translate texts that requires a high level of artistry
[Afford: -app]. It may be argued that translation machine can be fast [+val:benefit] device to get main
information of poetic work. However, the machine do not enjoy any success in providing detail information
that represents poetic spirits of author [Afford: -app]. Therefore, texts translated by computers do not often
carry true values [-val:sig] of original work.
In summary, translation machines are a great [+appreciation:general] device for children because they can
support [+val:benefit] them understanding meanings of texts but children should still learn foreign
languages and take advantages of computers for their learning.
Text 3 of S3
Thanks to the technological breakthrough [+val:sig], more and more intelligent translation programs have
been created to help [+val:benefit] people communicate more [+force:intensity] easily [+comp:compl].
The development of translation machines has encouraged some people to argue that it is not necessary [val:sig] for young people to learn foreign language.
Personally, I disagree with this idea because of major [+force:quantity] problems [-val:benefit] that
translation devices have.
The first problems [-val:benefit] with translation programs is their limited understanding of grammar
structures [-force:quantity flagging –app]. Technically, these programs are produced to translate word by
word with high [+force:quantity] accuracy [+val:validity]. However, they really [+force:intensity] do not
work effectively [-val:benefit] in practice. They do not seem be able to distinguish the structural and
grammatical differences of languages [Afford: -app] as proficient [+cap] bilingual speakers do. By way of
illustration, translation machines cannot know comparative structures between English and Vietnamese in
the pair: “anh ấy thì đẹp [+react:quality] và giàu [+cap] hơn tôi”. Instead of translating into “He is more
[+force:intensity] beautiful [+react:quality] and richer [+cap] [+force:intensity] than me”, the word “more”
before “beautiful” do not appear on text of computers. The problem [-val:benefit] here is that translation
devices cannot see the implicit comparative structure [Afford: -app] and thus its translation outcome is not
completely [+force:intensity] correct [-val:validity].
Another problem [-val:benefit] with artificial intelligence computers is it cannot beat the wisdom of a
human [Afford -app]. It is true [+val:validity] that computers can be good [+appreciation:general] for
translation work. However, they are not conscious and cognitive, so they are not able to think critically and
be creative with language [counter-expectancy flagging –app].. In other words, computers are no more
than [-force:intensity flagging –app] an inanimate block of steel that is artificially instructed by humans
and thus any over-dependence on them can lead to serious consequences [-val:benefit], for example the
breakdown in communication and relationship.
To sum up, I can not deny the usefulness [+val:benefit] of modern translation machines but it is clear that
it is absolutely [+force:intensity] necessary [+val:sig] for young leaners to study foreign language.
Text 3 of S4
Computer has played an essential [+val:sig] role in people’s life. A computer with Internet connection
brings countless [+force:quantity] benefits [+val:benefit], including translation. Some may say that
computer can translate language, so it is not necessary [-val:sig] for children to study foreign languages
anymore. However, online translators have a number of [+force:quantity] drawbacks [-val:benefit] and
thus heavy reliance should not be placed on them.
The most [+force:intensity] obvious drawback [-val:benefit] of online translators is that they do not
understand context [Afford –app]. Consequently, they cannot produce a good [-appreciation:general]
translation product. While bilinguals exactly know which kinds of text they are translating or relationships
between people in texts, computers do not have abilities to understand these contextual factors [Afford –
app]. This makes the meaning of translated text become less [-force:intensity] accurate [+val:validity] or
even meaningless [-val:validity]. For instance, the meaning of the English word “I” can be translated into
Vietnamese differently according to the rapport between the addresser and addressee by bilinguals.
However, if it is entered in a translation app, its equivalent translation does not show any differences due
to the inability of computers to understand context [Afford –app]. Clearly, the inability to understand
contextual information is a huge [+force:quantity] disadvantage [-val:benefit] of translation machine.
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Another shortcoming [-val:benefit] of translation machines is they cannot supply grammatically correct
[-val:validity] translations. Some may argue that these softwares can translate simple [+comp:compl]
sentences with perfect [+val:validity] grammar. Admittedly, translation softwares render the messages of
these sentences with high speed and correctness. Nevertheless, with more [+force:intensity] complicated
[-comp:compl] grammatical constructions, they fail to produce precise [-val:validity] translations. Take
the “I have just had my motorbike repaired” sentence for example. Because of not being able to recognize
Causative form, translation softwares is unlikely to provide perfect [-val:validity] translated text in terms
of grammar. Therefore, strong reliance on translation machines should not be encouraged.
In conclusion, translation machines has some [-force:quantity] drawback [-val:benefit] such as
[+focus:valeur:specificity] its incapability to understand context and grammatical structures [Afford –app].
Thus, children still need to learn foreign language instead of depending on computers too much.
Text 3 of S5
Advances in computers have had significant [+val:sig] impacts on our life. Some people might say that
since computers have the ability to give the translation of foreign languages, it is unnecessary [-val:sig]
for children to learn a new language. Personally, I totally disagree with this idea and I will explain my
reasons in this essay.
Firstly, since computers are programmed to analyse information rather than express human feelings, they
do not possess the ability to covey emotions [Afford –app]. A text can have different meanings if it is
spoken with a certain type of intonation to express human emotional states such as happiness [+hap] and
sadness [-hap]. Therefore, if it were processed by technological devices, those sentiments will be toned
down or even lost in the translation. The lack of emotion display in the technical devices could lead to a
serious problem [-val:benefit] in daily conversation. For example, you are teasing your foreign friend by
jokingly complaining about his attitude, but the machine, of course, does not detect your intention, and thus
it might fail to [-focus:fulfilment flagging -app] render true messages you want [+incl] to deliver, making
your friend feel upset [-hap] and confused [-sec]. In fact, computers are not very [+force:intensity] effective
[-val:benefit] in portraying emotion from one language to another.
Secondly, technical devices can’t translate texts with accuracy [-val:validity]. Some might argue that their
work is more [+force:intensity] precise [+val:validity] and efficient [+val:benefit] than that of human. In
reality, however, they make big [+force:quantity] mistakes [-val:validity] when doing the translation.
Because technical devices use word – for – word translation, errors [-val:validity] are inevitable when it
comes to the translation of idioms, phrasal verbs, collocations or metaphors. Consider the phrase “Walking
on eggshells” in English. This phrase means being cautious about one’s actions or words but when it is
literally translated into Vietnamese it means that you are stepping on a thin white outer layer of an egg.
Clearly, translation machines are less [-force:intensity] precise [+val:validity] in translation than human
beings are.
It is not to say that computers are completely [+force:intensity] useless [-val:benefit] in translating
language, but they are not perfect [-val:sig]. Technology is a tool to help [+val:benefit] children to study
new language, not a reason to stop learning.
Text 3 of S6
Nowadays, many people think that it is not necessary [-val:sig] for young generations to learn a new
language due to the fact that computers can translate. But would computers become an ideal [+val:sig] that
humans can entirely depend on? Personally, I think computers still have some [-force:intensity] weaknesses
[-val:benefit] in translation and should be considered as a useful [+val:benefit] tool for learning another
language rather than a reason for not learning it.
The first [+force:quantity] problem [-val:benefit] is that a machine definitely does not have an ability to
convey emotions [Afford –app]. It is only an inanimate object which transfers what we input [Afford –
app]; therefore it absolutely [+force:intensity] has difficulties [-react:quality:manageability] in expressing
feelings when required. Perhaps some people assume that the importance [+val:sig] of talking to foreigners
is to make them understand our words, not our feelings. However, communication does not just involve the
use of language, but also other non-linguistic cues to express feelings. For example, imagine that you just
want [+incl] to joke the listener, but he/she might misunderstand your purpose and become angry [-sat] due
to computer misinterpretation [-val:validity]. At this point, it’s clearly seen that knowing and using a
language by yourself is still a better [+appreciation:general] [+force:intensity] choice.
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Another reason that makes a computer less [-force:intensity] reliable [+val:validity] is its lack [force:quantity flagging -app] of ability to recognize the suitable context. For example, when you are in a
formal context such as in a business negotiation, you use technical and formal language to communicate
with your business partners, but computers may not recognize the communicative context and use
inappropriate [-val:validity] language in its translation due to random uses of available programmed texts.
These random selections create unwanted [-val:benefit] outcomes for your business deal. In addition, when
facing a word with multiple meanings, computers are not likely to choose the right one for a particular
circumstance [Afford –app] and thus generate an incorrect [-val:validity] message to others.
In conclusion, despite of the development of translation technology, we should not omit the study of foreign
language. It is always [+force:intensity] better [+appreciation:general] [+force:intensity] to use your brain
than a machine because a machine is artificial and unreliable [-val:validity] and it can never do as well as
humans [Afford –app].
Text 3 of S8
Many modern technological machines have been now invented to support [+val:benefit] us in translating
one language to another, so some claim that the youth should give up learning new languages. However, I
think this statement is not true [-val:validity]. In this essay, I will give some explanations for my position.
Firstly, machine translator is incapable of conveying the emotion of the speaker to the listener [Afford app]. While communicating, the speaker may change their voice, body movements or gestural behaviours
to express their feelings, but the device fail to [-focus:fulfilment flagging –app] deliver the speaker’s
emotional message as it cannot understand sophisticated [+comp:compl] ways of emotional expression of
human beings [Afford -app]. For example, you are really [+force:intensity] happy [+hap] when foreigners
invite you out for dinner, but machine translator cannot render the meaning of happiness [+hap] on your
face [Afford -app]. We can see clearly from this case that the machine may create an emotionless
conversation that can break your relationships [afford –app]. Therefore, being able to speak foreign
language is very [+force:intensity] necessary [+val:sig] in communication.
Secondly, technological device have difficulty [-react:quality:manageability] translating texts accurately
according to different circumstances. It is developed to render sentences with imperfect [-val:validity]
formulas so it cannot distinguish between formal and informal words, between spoken and written language
[afford –app].. Moreover, the digital gadget have problem [-val:benefit] transferring the meaning of
metaphorical phrases and idioms. Take ‘love [+hap] me love [+hap] my dog’ for example. In English, this
phrase means that if you love [+hap] someone, you love [+hap] everything that belongs to him or her.
However, the translation device may make people think that the person has a real dog and you have to love
[+hap] both of them. As a result, heavy reliance on translator machine can lead to misunderstandings
because of problematic [-val:benefit] translation texts in some situations.
In short, though computer can translate all languages, it cannot be replaced with human beings because it
is not accurate [-val:validity] enough [+force:intensity] and be unable to understand what people say in all
situations [afford –app].. Therefore, to communicate, it’s essential [+val:sig] for children to learn
languages.
Text 3 of S9
In the fourth [+force:quantity] industrial revolution [+val:sig] which is “emerging technology
breakthroughs” revolution [+val:sig] in fields such as intelligence, robotic and the Internet of things, so
many people claim that technological devices are able to replace people on translating linguistic knowledge
and the youth is unnecessary [-val:sig] to learn foreign languages. In my opinion, I do not see eye to eye
with this statement because of some following reasons.
In terms of translating written texts, translation machines are lack [-force:quantity flagging –app] of lexical
knowledge, it means that depend on kind of text: formal or informal, we use different level of words but
computers just translate word by word [counter-exprectancy flagging –app].. For example, when we write
a contract to sent to the partner if the word used in the deal seems normal, unprofessional so the companion
will have a low judge on our company, or when we ask it to render a legal text, then translating not exactly
[-val:validity] meaning and shade of word will lead to be not persuader and respectable even penalizing in
the court so distinguish formal and informal and how to translate well [+comp:balance] are out of capacity
of technological devices [Afford –app].
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In terms of translating spoken texts, digital gadget cannot express emotion. As you may know that emotion
is essential [+val:sig] in a conversation. To easy to understand this point, we will figure this instance out,
a company has prepared a presentation to show to many potential customers and a robot will be a lecturer
with a unemotional voice, it means do not raise or lower its accent, it will not emphasize important
[+val:sig] points and the result in getting an underjudge from clients, but with a presenter as a people ,
he/she will know when we need to outstanding the key [+val:sig] point and how to speak attractively
[+react:impact] then that company will get a positive [+val:benefit] result so expressing human feeling and
emotional is in restriction of machinery. Finally, inordinate dependent on translation machine which will
make learner can not develop language skills. Sadly [-hap], if everyone is bad [-cap] at foreign language,
they will have a problem [-cap] in integrating into the world. It will influence on the develop of a country.
To sum up, I contend that although computer is very [+force:intensity] smart and useful [+val:benefit],
replacing people is impossible. So we have to use it as an instrument in order to improve [+val:benefit] our
knowledge and skills, do not let it control our-self.
Text 3 of S10
Nowadays, translation machine has become an effective [+val:benefit] device for the translation of a
foreign tongue. That is the reason why it is thought that learning a new language does not have a role in the
development of child. In my opinion, children should not stop studying a foreign tongue because
technological devices have its own [+focus:valeur:specificity] defects [-val:benefit] in translation and
learning a foreign language is useful [+val:benefit] for the growth of children’s brain.
Firstly, translation machines are emotionless [Afford –app]. In a conversation, apart from using words to
communicate, the speakers also need to express their emotions such as surprise [-sec], or boredom [-sat] by
changing their tones or voices. Those emotions cannot be understood by a machine and as a result, we will
not understand exactly what speakers want [+incl] to communicate. Also, machine translators only translate
words by words because they cannot understand the context [Afford –app]. For example, when we
communicate with foreigner, it’s so [+force:intensity] inconvenient [-react:qual] that machine can’t
distinguish formal or informal language, which leads to a bad [-appreciation:general] conversation.
On the other hand, if young people abuse the use of the computers for translation purposes, this negatively
[-val:benefit] affects their thinking ability. It is sometime said that computers are their great
[+force:quantity] helper [+val:benefit] who can help [+val:benefit] them to communicate with others.
However, this is not true [-val:validity]. Only learning new languages helps [+val:benefit] us to
communicate naturally. Also, learning foreign languages help [+val:benefit] children exploit their
intelligence and open up their mind. Children learn not only the language but also the culture of a country.
For instance, in 2017, the Nature journal published an interesting [+react:impact] article about language
education, showing that children who learn foreign languages have a higher [+force:intensity flagging
+jud] brain than others who do not. Dr. Ellen Bialystok of York University in Toronto also confirmed that
children who learn foreign tongue are able [+cap] to solve complex [-react:quality:manageability]
situations faster and better [+force:intenstity flagging +jud] than children do not learn foreign languages.
This means that learning new language should become an integral [+val:sig] part in the development of
children.
In conclusion, we cannot deny the advantages [+val:benefit] the computers have brought for us but we
should continue learn English because learning foreign language can give us so much [+force:quantity]
benefits [+val:benefit].
Text 3 of S11
Language is the important [+val:sig] need for all ages. Some people point out that technological devices
are capable of translating mother tounge into another language, therefore young learners don’t need to learn
new languages. But from my point of view, learning languages is very [+force:intensity] necessary
[+val:sig] for the comprehensive development of the youth.
Computers can not read people’s emotion [Afford –app]. Although it is very [+force:intensity] useful
[+val:benefit] to help learners study languages, they don’t understand emotion [Afford –app]. Sadness [hap], happiness [+hap] or any feelings which computers don’t have and never share with us because they
are just only devices without feelings. Human and digital gadgets communicate with each other by buttons
and clicks,…but never emotional exchange. Therefore, computers can never [-force:intensity] help
[+val:benefit] humans to express their feelings.
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In addition, computers can not provide a correct [-val:validity] translating of texts. When people enter
texts, translation machines don’t have ability to convey full meaning of sentences. They just only translate
word by word without using grammar [Afford –app]. So, texts are transferred with unclear [-comp:compl]
and ambiguous [-comp:compl] meaning.
Moreover, translation machines are not likely to understand context. They can only translate words by
common meanings without depending on context [Afford –app]. Therefore, people are not able [-cap] to
understand meaning of texts and have to learn languages to transfer texts up to their context by themshelve.
If children didn’t learn languages, they would have many [+force:quantity] trouble [-cap] in communicating
with foreigners. They could be difficult [-cap] to achieve opportunities for abroad study and good
[+appreciation:general] jobs in the future. Moreover, they would not enhance language skills and broaden
knowledge which is gained from studying language process.
In conclusion, the role of studying another language is very [+force:intensity] important [+val:sig] for the
youth to learn.
Text 3 of S12
Technological devices play a critical [+val:sig] part of our life because of their useful [+val:benefit]
functions including language translations. Some people may argue that thanks to these gadgets, it is not
necessary [-val:sig] for small children to study foreign languages. However, in reality, learning foreign
languages is still essential [+val:sig] for young learners because translation tools cannot give true [+valvalidity] messages of source texts and can make learners lose their confidence [-sec].
Translation machines can create an inaccurate [-val:validity] translation which may make learners
confused [-sec]. Some people say that these devices allow young-aged students to translate from one
language to any languages without taking time to think . Neverthless, in fact, translation software cannot
transfer exactly [-val:validity] what the text means. To illustrate, take the following idiom “on rainy days”.
This phrase can be understood as on days when it is not sunny by computers. However, the true meaning
of the idiom is “the time people meet up difficulty in their lives”. In this case, if learners largely depends
on machines, they fail to [-cap] understand the correct meaning of the text and this may lead to a feeling of
confusion [-sec]. Obviously, word-by-word translation of technological devices cannot offer the right [val:validity] meanings, which makes learners feel confused [-sec] if learners use the devices as a way to
understand meanings of texts.
Technological tools can also cause small children to lose their confidence [-sec]. Some argue that learners
can use these devices comfortably [+hap] without worrying [+sec] about anything because there are few [force:intensity] drawbacks [-val:benefit] on using these. However, in reality, students can lack [force:intensity] of confidence [+sec] when they communicate with others if they take looks at their phone
or tablet’ screen to look up the meanings of words. For instance, Nam, a student at Le Hong Phong high
school said that: ‘It is too shy for me to use a translation machinery when I speak to a foreigner, so my
sollution at that time is to keep silent’. Whereas, learning foreign languages can generate students
confidence [+sec] because they can naturally and fluently [+cap] use the languages they have learned. It is
beyond any doubt that studying foreign languages is a good [+appreciation:general] way for developing
confidence [+sec] for children.
In conclusion, translation devices can provide inaccurate [-val:validity] translations and result in a decrease
in children’s confident [+sec] levels. Therefore, it is critical [+val:sig] for people to learn foreign languages
at a young age if they want [+incl] to achieve full understandings of meanings of words and advance their
confidence [+sec].
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Appendix 5 – Analysis of engagement resources
Pre-intervention texts
Text 1 of S1
Wherever I go outside, guess what I see [exp:entertain]? Chineses, Koreans, Westerners, etc, speaking their
native languages and passing by me. To be honest [contr:procl:pronounce] , thanks to those tourists
millions of Vietnameses have jobs. Sound like [contr:procl:pronounce] tourism is supporting much for us,
doesn’t it? Everything has its sides.
About the positive one, places where a huge number of tourists come suddenly become famous which help
they to be able to attract more and more visitter. When an army of people get gather into a particular place,
it looks like making-money machines which are greedy for new experiences. Doing business will
[exp:entertain] be easier than ever.
Although [contr:dis:counter] making tremendous profit, tourism has committed damaging environment.
It’s not [contr:dis:deny] strange to hear news about a waterfall has literally died because of gabage or a
forest was in flame due to camping fire but [contr:dis:counter] governments is willing to pay attention on
growing economic rather than nature.
Money can [exp:entertain] be accumulated but [contr:dis:counter] environment once lost is hard to recover.
Having much money for what where there is no [contr:dis:deny] air to breath, no [contr:dis:deny] water to
drink? And soon, there is also no [contr:dis:deny] place to visit. It’s not [contr:dis:deny] an impulsive
conclusion but [contr:dis:counter] 1-0 score for negative effect that obviously [contr:procl:pronounce]
knocks out the positive one!
Text 1 of S2
As you know [contr:procl:concur], more and more people have needs to travel all over the world nowadays.
So tourism has played an important role in our life. In my opinion [exp:entertain], the development of
tourism has had positive impacts outweigh the negatives.
Firstly, the development of tourism bring some benefits for people in local communities. It make economic
in there grow faster. Therefore, other aspects also develop quickly such as education, health, entertainment,
ect. People will [exp:entertain] get higher standard and more convenient life. Besides, they also have chance
to find out good job that help reduce a lot of unemployees. Secondly, the development of tourism will
[exp:entertain] help recommend beautiful images about this city particularly and country generally.
Because, when they want to travel another country, they will [exp:entertain] search information about
landscapes, traditional food and clothes, people, ect… in this country. Moreover they maybe [exp:entertain]
buy some souvenirs to give their family or their friends. Thanks to that, more and more people will
[exp:entertain] know about this country then perhaps [exp:entertain] want to come there.
Thirdly, when people from another country come to travel, we will [exp:entertain] have many chances to
know about their culture. Especially, this is a good way to improve our speaking skill English when we
speak with native people.
To sum up, development of tourism bring some positive effects on local communitites. However
[contr:dis:counter], we should [exp:entertain] raise awareness of people about protect environment and
make friendly so they have a good image about our country.
Text 1 of S3
In the past, the people had worked hard day by day. But [contr:dis:counter] now, everythings has changed.
Not only [contr:dis:counter] do they work but [contr:dis:counter] also they spend time relaxing and enjoying
their life. Nowadays they have many choices and tourism is one of the best. Therefore, tourism has become
one of the fastest growing industries in the world. But [contr:dis:counter] every coin has two sides. Tourism
has both positive and negative effects on local communities.
First of all, tourism brings a lot of benefits to local economy. The more visitors come, the more money local
people make. When a place becomes famous, there will [exp:entertain] appear many services in that place.
For example, recently Danang is very well-known to foreigner so in Danang more and more restaurants,
hotels, resorts, tourism companies were established. More jobs, more opportunities for youngers or anyone
who is ready to work.
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But [contr:dis:counter] there are several reasons why people argue [exp:attri] that the development of
tourism had had negative effects. Not [contr:dis:deny] all the visits have good awareness about the
environment. Some of them throw their garbages wherever they want. They don’t [contr:dis:deny] care.
Furthermore, too many visitors everyday can [exp:entertain] cause many problems such as air pollution,
water pollution… because of their transports, their rubbish…
In my point of view [exp:entertain], the negative effects are not [contr:dis:deny] the serious problem if the
local government have suitable solutions. The tourism issue can [exp:entertain] be control. The positive
impacts of tourism absolutely [contr:procl:pronounce] outweigh the negatives unless the local communities
don’t [contr:dis:deny] work. It depends on how effective the government does.
Text 1 of S4
Nowadays, tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world. Some countries attract a
million of travelers and tourists every year and this number is raising more and more through the year.
Nobody can deny [contr:procl:concur] the benefits of tourism in daily life. However [contr:dis:counter],
some people argue [exp:attri] that tourism causes negative effects on communities.
On the one hand, the development of tourism is really positive. First of all, tourism generates many jobs.
When tourism develops, people can [exp:entertain] easily find opportunities to get good jobs. Secondly,
tourism plays an important role in economy. In some countries, tourism is their dominant economy so they
have many useful policies to improve tourism effectively. One important point is that tourism is a nonsmoking industry. That means tourism doesn’t [contr:dis:deny] cause any pollution and it is absolutely
[contr:procl:pronounce] friendly environmental. Thanks to many kinds of tourism such as eco-tourism or
rural tourism, people can [exp:entertain] help to balance the ecosystem and protect the environment. In
addition, some traditional cultures can [exp:entertain] be preserved by tourism. For example, rural tourism
let people know more about cultures and history so that we can [exp:entertain] maintain these cultures.
On the other hand [contr:dis:counter], some people think [exp:attri] that the influences of tourism are
negative because of some reasons. The first of is bad awareness of some travelers and tourists, they litter
on places they visit that causes pollution. Moreover, some people take advantages of tourism to do bad
things.
In my opinion [exp:entertain], the positive impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives.
Text 1 of S5
With the development of the living conditions, people nowaday tend [exp:entertain] to spend their money
on leisure activities more than they did in the past. This leads to the dramatic increase of the number of
tourists. But, [contr:dis:counter] while the local communities receive lots of benefits from tourism, at the
same time, they suffer some serious issue.
Come with the tourists is the money. By buying souvenirs, services, products from the local people, they
play an important role in raising their income. In addition, the tourists also rent houses or rooms in the
hotels or in the communities which improve the condition of their life as well. Further more, the tourists’
attention to the location can [exp:entertain] also help the place. There is plenty of cases where money
donating by tourists had helped improve and fix run down historical attractions. Moreover, tourism makes
the local places gain more attraction than they did in the past. While people are able to admire the beauty
of the nature or have more knowledge about the past, the attractions also have the admiration it deserves.
However [contr:dis:counter], tourism has negative effects on the local communities al well. The tourists
lack of awareness for the environment lead to severe consequences. There is rubbish and trash everywhere,
eventhough [contr:dis:counter] the local people placed lots of rubbish bins. Besides, disrespect
[contr:dis:deny] towards the historical attraction is also not [contr:dis:deny] uncommon [contr:dis:deny].
Some tourists try to steal artifacts which have not [contr:dis:deny] much value but [contr:dis:counter] can
[exp:entertain] cause serious damage. Another problem is the air and noise pollution due to the raise in
transportation. Local people suffer lots of damages as well. Some people’s bad attitude towards tourist
when they are not [contr:dis:deny] interested in buying the souvenirs such as following them around,
annoying them or even [contr:dis:counter] tricking them into buying overpriced products, makes the
foreigner have bad impression on the communities. Therefore, the tourists no [contr:dis:deny] longer come
back.
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Eventhough [contr:dis:counter], there is advantages and disadvantages when it comes to tourism, I think
[exp:entertain] with precaution and attention from the tourist, the government and the local people
themselves, the positive impacts will surely [contr:procl:pronounce] outweigh the negative ones.
Text 1 of S6
Nowadays, tourism is more and more developing all around the world. Living standard is raising, therefore
people also likes to travelling abroad more. However, everything always [exp:entertain] has two sides:
positive and negatives. So there is a question that “do you think the positive impacts of tourism outweigh
the negatives?” [exp:attri]
First of all, I’d like to say about its first negatives: spending a lot of money. It can be denied
[contr:procl:concur] that people has money so they can [exp:entertain] use it. But when travelling abroad,
we can [exp:entertain] be cheated. When you buy something, you can [exp:entertain] be told a higher
price or won’t [contr:dis:deny] receive the money they have to [exp:entertain] give back. The second
thing is you have to [exp:entertain] suffer jet lag or sickness. Many people couldn’t [contr:dis:deny] adapt
to new place that they arrive. They maybe [exp:entertain] can’t [contr:dis:deny] sleep or can’t
[contr:dis:deny] stand different weather. Therefore, it’s sometimes [exp:entertain] not [contr:dis:deny]
good for your health to travel because you’ll [exp:entertain] be easy to get sick. Thirdly, differences in
cultures maybe [exp:entertain] shock you. If you don’t [contr:dis:deny] understand their culture or habits
so you do a wrong thing. You might [exp:entertain] be criticized, more bally be frightened by local
people. It’s quite dangerous so we need [exp:entertain] to learn carefully about the place you’ll visit.
But over all of them, I still [contr:dis:counter] think [exp:entertain] tourism has more positive impacts than
negatives. We can [exp:entertain] discover a lot of different countries and cultures, to get more interesting
knowledges that we haven’t [contr:dis:deny] known before. Moreover, when coming to a strange place,
we’ll [exp:entertain] completely have fun and feel relaxed, reduce stress after hard-working hours in a close
place. Furthermore, we will [exp:entertain] enjoy many beautiful and amazing sightseeings, take a lot of
pictures and save it.
After all, although [contr:dis:counter] there are a lot of negative impacts. I think [exp:entertain] tourism is
one of the best thing for people to try.
Text 1 of S8
Nowadays, many people travel to relax themselves, to enjoy their life or to explore the world. For each
place they visit to, they bring both positive effect and negative effect on it. However [contr:dis:counter], I
think [exp:entertain] the positive effect is more than the negative one.
Many countries’ economy now depends on tourism, especially ones which don’t [contr:dis:deny] have good
conditions to develop argriculture and industry. Therefore, they have to [exp:entertain] focus on service
and tourism. Most of the local people’s income comes from selling souvenir, guiding tourists. Furthermore,
tourism not only [contr:dis:counter] helps a country to advertise its images but [contr:dis:counter] also
attracts investments from other countries. It makes people know more about culture, the beauty of a country.
For example, a traditional culture is endanger of disappearing because noone [contr:dis:deny] feels it
attractive anymore. However [contr:dis:counter], a visitor sees it and tells everyone that it is very
interesting, so more and more people come to see it and the local can [exp:entertain] earn money from it.
Therefore, this culture is still [contr:dis:counter] deserved.
Besides that, tourism also brings the local communities bad effects such as throwing trash everywhere,
damaging historical places. Many countries have given a lot of solutions to solve these problems. They are
really helpful in raising the awareness of visitors.
Because of all above reasons, I think [exp:entertain] the positive effect is outweight the negatives. If we
combine developing tourism and carring on these solutions to conserve the destinations, we can
[exp:entertain] exploit more in this kind of industry.
Text 1 of S9
Everything has two faces like a coin has two faces. So is tourism. It has become one of the fastest growing
industries in the world. Some people argue [exp:attri] that the development of tourism has had negative
effects on local communities, othes think [exp:attri] that its influences are positive. In my opinion
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[exp:entertain], I suppose [exp:entertain] that the positive impact of tourism outweigh the negatives because
of the following reasons.
The first negative it brings on local communities is rubbish. During people traval, they through anything
away onto the street, the glass.. but [contr:dis:counter] when tourism has become an important part of
economic growth of a country. Processing rubbish will [exp:entertain] be handle cautiously. The action like
throw litter away on wrong place will [exp:entertain] be accused and in the future the rubbish will
[exp:entertain] be release considerly from the visiter.
The second reason is about enter some new culture. When the traveler go throughout the year, they will
[exp:entertain] bring some culture may [exp:entertain] be some interesting but [contr:dis:counter] some
strange even [contr:dis:counter] weird ones. But [contr:dis:counter] I think [exp:entertain] the local people
often [exp:entertain] imitate selectively and it lead to be a positive, not [contr:dis:deny] a negative.
In short, it still [contr:dis:counter] has negative thing but [contr:dis:counter] anyway if the local people
know how to handle, how to do, tourism will [exp:entertain] bring many increable thing for the country.
Text 1 of S10
Our life is more and more develop, so the demand of people about the quality of life rises. Therefore,
tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world.
The number of tourism in this year is really high. The development of tourism has had negative effects on
local communities. The real problem is that the local managers can’t [contr:dis:deny] manage the number
of tourism. Some tourists have bad awareness. They use water bottle, water, fast food, paper and they don’t
[contr:dis:deny] throw them in the garbage bin as well as right places. The other problem is that when the
local communities contact with tourists a lot. They will [exp:entertain] lose the national character in some
way. Which really happened in some mountain area in my country, Vietnam.
Some people think [exp:attri] that its influences are positive. They think [exp:attri] that the development of
tourism can [exp:entertain] be a good way to have good business to local communities.
To my mind [exp:entertain], the positive impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives. If we can
[exp:entertain] manage the tourists, what we have to [exp:entertain] do is to start changing our ways.
Text 1 of S11
Nowadays, the industry of each country is growing stronger and faster. One of the most popular and
important fields to enhance the development is tourism. The life of people is busy and tired. So, the need
of relaxation is risen. Millions of people today are travelling father and father throughout the year. Each
problem has two faces and tourism has made a great arguement: positive impacts and negative impacts and
whether the negative impacts of tourism outweigh the negatives or not? It’s a great question to think.
First, having to [exp:entertain] say the advantages which tourism brings to people and society. Tourism is
an opportunity for people relaxing after hard-working time. They can [exp:entertain] go to anywhere they
like and do anything they want during vocation. And they can [exp:entertain] also go with person they love
and it helps them closer. The next thing, when people travel, they can [exp:entertain] learn more about
people and culture in many different countries or lands. They will [exp:entertain] know more about the
ways local people communicate with each other and if you go to abroad, it’s a good chance to learn foreign
language and helps you in your language lesson. And a special thing, people can [exp:entertain] enjoy some
special food in each localty. In addition, tourism creates more jobs for people. The number of
unemployment is rising significantly. More and more people don’t [contr:dis:deny] have job. So, tourism
is growing that makes many chances to get jobs even [contr:dis:counter] good jobs with high salary.
Furthermore, tourism plays an important role in industry of each country. This makes too much money for
country. From that helps more poor people and decreases the poors. And some unique attractions helps our
country become famous and more and more people know about our country or hometown. For example,
when saying about HoiAn ancient town, people will know that in Quang Nam province or saying about Ha
Long Bay, people will also think about Vietnam first.
Besides these advantages of tourism, there are many disadvantages which tourism brings to us. The first
thing to say is that people have to [exp:entertain] destroy many natural places to build the other attractions.
This has a strong effective on environment. There are many trees cut down, many natural lakes covered by
another thing. The second, the land around tourism place is polluted. Because, there are many people in
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one place, so it makes noise and people feel annoyed and tired with voices. And more rubbish is released
into environment that affect the people’s health arounding. And the number of transport is rising. The traffic
jam is more and more serious and can [exp:entertain] cause more accidents that no one [contr:dis:deny]
wants.
From these advantages and disadvantages, I think [exp:entertain] the positive impacts tourism bring can
[exp:entertain] outweigh the negatives. Because, the world is growing faster and to catch this development,
each country has to [exp:entertain] do more and tourism is the thing people can’t ignore.
Text 1 of S12
These days, tourism industry plays such a significant role in people’s life. Most people think [exp:attri] that
its development has badly affected on local areas. Meanwhile [contr:dis:counter] others have idea [exp:attri]
of its positive results. In my opinions [exp:entertain], people receive much more the positive impacts than
the negatives.
Firstly, tourism is becoming an essential part of evolving the economic of residents. Annually, millions of
visitors come to countries which have a lot of beautiful landscapes and profound traditional cultures. For
this reason, the local people will [exp:entertain] earn money from business in souvenirs, restaurants, hotels,
transports… In addition, tourism majoring staffs will [exp:entertain] have more opportunities to seek their
jobs. As a result, this religions will [exp:entertain] able to have developing and flourishing economic in the
future.
Secondly, the stunning destinations offer tourists chance to enjoy views and have a nice holiday after long
hard-working days. They help people feel comfortable and get risk of stress in their life. Thus, tourism is a
necessary part mentally. Thirdly, the areas where appeal most tourists in over the world will [exp:entertain]
have ability of becoming world heritage. Because, when local people benefits from tourist economically
that make a contribution to preserve the historical relics in that areas. In contrast [contr:dis:counter], tourism
industry is having bad impacts on our life. Most of rubbish which is litted from tourists will [exp:entertain]
make environment polluted such as water sources pollution. Hence, people easily catch diseases by using
this sources.
In conclusion, everything has two sides: benefits and drawbacks, but [contr:dis:counter] I think
[exp:entertain] tourism industry brings us much more advantages than disadvantages such as reasons above.
If a nation has no [contr:dis:deny] tourism, this may [exp:entertain] not [contr:dis:deny] develop national
ecomonic, so residents will [exp:entertain] face to property forever. Environmentally, the authorities must
[exp:entertain] have right solution for it.
Mid-intervention texts
Text 2 of S1
Tourism is a crucial sector which is not only [contr:dis:counter] developing rapidly but [contr:dis:counter]
contributing large proportion to the country’s GDP as well. This subject has gathered itself a host of
opinions especially about its destruction of local cultures and the environment. Personally [exp:entertain],
although [contr:dis:counter] this industry truly fails to [contr:dis:deny] improve the environment, it seems
[exp:entertain] that significant attempts are made in cultural resurrection.
People appear to [exp:entertain] neglect tourism’s endeavor on local cultures. In spite of [contr:dis:counter]
being taken for granted, tourism play an important role in this field. To satisfy the insatiable curiosity of
visitors about the difference and aesthetics, the increasing number of tourism organizations volunteer to
devote its time to preserve and rehabilitate most of those long-standing features such as foods, practices,
ancient music. The most noticeable archetype is “Hat Tuong”. Hat Tuong is a form of Vietnamese theater
which combines dance, songs, poetry, retained by conscientious artist across the country with their angelic
performance that attract undivided attention from all kinds of foreign visitors. Millennials now are willing
to inherit and develop those precious practices their ancestors handed down. Tourism, in all fairness
[contr:procl:pronounce], is a panacea for the restoration of culture.
In contrast with the above positive impact, the environment is pleading for help due to pollution posed by
the damage of tourism. It sounds like [exp:entertain] we can [exp:entertain] capitalize on this lucrative
industry to make huge benefit and proceed to spend a small portion to compensate the consequences but
[contr:dis:counter] the situation is not [contr:dis:deny] as easy as it looks. Noise pollution is a typical
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example which is aggravating. Local residents find themselves get caught up in environment where their
places are rife with high-pitched sounds emitting from traffic vehicles, advertising speakers from malls,
etc. Having sensed red flag about the problem, the authorities proposed many roads in Hue, the city which
is famous for its historic architectures, would [exp:entertain] outlaw blowing horn from vehicles to protect
the solemnity. It is imperative [exp:entertain] to understand the problem before sealing the deal of fostering
tourism at the expense of environmental loss.
In conclusion, at the foreseenable future, tourism plays a significant part for a nation’s economy but
[contr:dis:counter] in terms of sustainable development, it is still [contr:dis:counter] in question.
Text 2 of S2
Nowadays, we can’t deny [contr:procl:concur] that developing tourism brings amount of benefits to
economies. But [contr:dis:counter] it lead to many negative impacts to local cultures and the environment.
Some people might [exp:entertain] point out [exp:attri] that this consequences do not [contr:dis:deny]
receive enough attention. However [contr:dis:counter], in my view [exp:entertain] I don’t totally accept
this [exp:attr:distance] for some reasons.
Firstly, the tourism industry and government are trying their best to deal with the damage of tourism to
local cultures. The government has increased security in the tourist areas to avoid social evils. For example,
the number of security guards are increased in order to strengthen the patrols, to ensure safety in tourism
area and to solve some complicated problems. Furthermore, during the public holidays, the police are also
increased to remained strictly secure and to eliminate theft. Thanks to these cases, the number of disorders
have been significantly reduced.
A further reason to consider is the concern of tourism industry to damage placed on environment.
Environmentally friendly is one of the top standards that tourism industry has established to create a
comprehensive development. In Vietnam, the form of green tourism has become a popular form of tourism.
This measure is applied to make a green tourist destination contributing to protection of the natural
environment. In addition, there are always [exp:entertain] promotion panels which are set out to raise
awareness of tourists about environmental protection. This is also really a useful measure to build friendly
and environmentally responsible tourism.
In short, although [contr:dis:counter] some people are indifferent to the consequences that travel cause to
local culture and the environment. However [contr:dis:counter], this problem has always [exp:entertain]
been a concern of the government and tourism industry to develop healthy tourism.
Text 2 of S3
The tourism industry is growing rapidly and has become an important part of the development of many
countries’s economy. However [contr:dis:counter], I agree with the idea [contr:procl:endorse] that
tourism can have negative effects on local cultures and the environment that are often [exp:entertain]
neglected [contr:dis:deny].
Local identities are being eclipsed by tourists assimilation. In the past, older people had always
[exp:entertain] tried to maintain and preserve the beauties of traditional culture. Now, these beauties were
gradually replaced by modern culture brought by visitors. Adolescents tend to [exp:entertain] follow “openminded” [exp:attri] cultures such as alcohol use, illegal drugs, nightclubs and unhealthy parties. They are
reeling in Western culture that forgets [contr:dis:deny] the noble values of local cultures. This results in the
step-by-step fading away of indigenous cultures and long-standing traditions.
As tourism develops in a locality, infrastructure facilities are better built. However [contr:dis:counter], the
faster facilities grow, the more damage the environment gets. The rise of so many resorts, hotels and
restaurants has put tremendous pressure on resources such as water and land. Recent media report [exp:attri]
more cases of water pollution and land degradation in areas with high tourism activities. Despite
[contr:dis:counter] all this, practical effective measures has not [contr:dis:deny] been taken to deal with
these environmental issues on a large scale.
In summary, I think [exp:entertain] that although [contr:dis:counter] tourism can [exp:entertain] promote a
great economic growth, it is clear [contr:procl:pronounce] that more work needs [exp:entertain] to be done
to limit the harm that tourism has on local cultures and the natural habitats.
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Text 2 of S4
Tourism has become an essential industry that helps to develop economies of many countries around the
world. Some may [exp:entertain] say [exp:attri] that tourism causes many huge damages to the environment
and communities but [contr:dis:counter] ignores [contr:dis:deny] these negative impacts. However
[contr:dis:counter], in reality [contr:procl:pronounce], this industry has made significant contributions to
protect the environment and maintain cultures.
The most positive contribution of tourism is protecting natural habitats. Some people may [exp:entertain]
point out [exp:attri] tourism causes pollution and destroys natural environment because of a great number
of visitors every year. In fact [contr:procl:pronounce], a great number of visitors bring considerable revenue
which is used to pay for protection and management of sensitive areas. According to a research of WTO
[exp:attri] , these income supports to conduct many conservation activities such as building national parks.
There is no doubt [contr:procl:pronounce] that natural habitats cannot [contr:dis:deny] be protected and
preserved without [contr:dis:deny] revenue from tourism.
Another effect of tourism is an increase in awareness of local communities in the preservation of culture.
This industry helps local people develop deeper insight of values in their tradition though celebrating
traditional festivals or keeping handicrafts alive. Take Hue city in Vietnam for an example, countless
cultural festivals are held annually for the purpose of promoting uniqueness in Hue culture worldwide.
Thanks to this, Hue inhabitants do not only [contr:dis:counter] become more aware of their regional culture,
but [contr:dis:counter] also positively contribute to preserve it. It is obvious [contr:procl:pronounce] that
awareness of local people have a great influence on preservation of culture.
In conclusion, tourism should [exp:entertain] be seen as positive due to significant contributions on the
environment and culture.
Text 2 of S5
Tourism is one of the fastest developing industries around the world. Some people claim [exp:attri:distance]
that the negative impacts tourism has on the local cultures and the environment have always [exp:entertain]
attracted considerable public attention. However [contr:dis:counter], I personally [exp:entertain] strongly
disagree with this statement [exp:attri:distance] and I will demonstrate my reasons in this essay.
Firstly, we must [exp:entertain] consider the ignorance towards the damage tourism has done to the local
cultures. Some people might [exp:entertain] argue [exp:attri] that tourism provide the opportunities to
preserve cultural identity of host population. But [contr:dis:counter] in fact [contr:procl:pronounce], to
please the tourists many traditional ceremonies and cultural traits were changed to satisfy tourist tastes. In
addition, the local communities try to adopt the behaviours and the habits of the tourists. However
[contr:dis:counter], since they just see themselves guests at the attractions, the tourists did not
[contr:dis:deny] put much thought in the issue. The local populations might [exp:entertain] notice the
problem but [contr:dis:counter] due to the economy aspect they tend [exp:entertain] to overlook
[contr:dis:deny] it.
Furthermore, people are not [contr:dis:deny] taking the environmental impacts seriously. Tourists often
[exp:entertain] show careless attitude to natural resources of the community. Especially in hot and dry
regions, they have the tendency [exp:entertain] to overuse water which makes the issue of water scarcity
more severe. Even though [contr:dis:counter] local people struggle with the problem, it seems
[exp:entertain] like the authorities are doing nothing [contr:dis:deny]. For example, in Cyprus,
Mediterranean sea where water supply is already a huge issue, the government makes matter worse by
giving permission to build more golf courses. While [contr:dis:counter] golf courses, swimming pools and
resorts slowly drained out the water resources, everybody is turning a blind eye.
It is not [contr:dis:deny] to say that tourism has made no [contr:dis:deny] contribution to protect and
preserve cultures and the environment but [contr:dis:counter] its damages are being disregarded
[contr:dis:deny] by the government, the industry itself and even [contr:dis:counter] the residents. If we do
not [contr:dis:deny] act right now, it might [exp:entertain] be too late.
Text 2 of S6
Tourism has become one of the key industries which stimulates the development of the world economy.
However [contr:dis:counter], few [contr:dis:deny] people concern about its serious consequences for native
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cultures and the environment. Typical is negative changes in local cultures and the destruction of
ecosystem.
Firstly, tourism forces unpleasant changes to the cultures of local people. To satisfy tourist’s demands, local
cultural practices may [exp:entertain] be altered due to local people’s copy of the lifestyles of tourists and
this can [exp:entertain] cause the loss of native customs and tradition. Most people think [exp:attri] that
tourism development can [exp:entertain] improve the quality of life by increasing the number of
employment opportunities and services for local residents. Nevertheless [contr:dis:counter], the quality of
life is questionable as a result of the presence of smugglers and crimes. Statistics from August 2017 say
[exp:attri] that there were about 10 cases of property burglaries and over 50 cases of importing unknown
origin and poor quality products for sale committed by visitors at beach areas in Danang. This evidence
[exp:attri] indicates that tourism brings about unexpected impacts on local cultures which are often
[exp:entertain] ignored [contr:dis:deny].
The second problem that needs [exp:entertain] to be wary is tourist impact on ecology and environment.
The increase of tourist flows lead to an increase in the amount of waste in many tourist destinations. For
example, in the first six months of 2016, Ly Son Island welcomed more than 70,000 tourists, tripling the
same period last year, and this leads to a huge increase of garbage dumped into water, which directly
threatens the marine environment, and the health of ocean ecosystems. Despite [contr:dis:counter] these
negative impacts tourism has on the environment, little concern has been voiced to improve quality of our
environment.
After all, we can not deny [contr:procl:concur] the benefits that tourism brings. However
[contr:dis:counter], it has some drawbacks such as its potential harms to local cultures and the
environment. Therefore, people should [exp:entertain] pay more attention to these issues and find
solutions to achieve a better and more sustainable tourism development.
Text 2 of S8
Tourism nowadays plays a significant role in financial contribution of many countries’ budgets, but
[contr:dis:counter] it still [contr:dis:counter] results in negative effects. Some claim [exp:attri:distance] that
the problems tourism cause to culture and environment are neglected [contr:dis:deny] because people only
[contr:dis:counter] care about the profits it brings to them. However [contr:dis:counter], I personally
[exp:entertain] think [exp:entertain] this statement is not [contr:dis:deny] true. In this essay, I will clarify
my opinion.
It is said [exp:attri] that tourism is one of the reasons that destroy the cultural heritages. However
[contr:dis:counter], many things have been done to preserve national historic sites. For example, at Hanoi’s
Temple of Literature in Vietnam, there are so many people touch the head of stone turtles to wish for luck
that the national precious relic would [exp:entertain] wear out step by step. To prevent this, many young
people have volunteered to guard the turtles. This shows us that the damage to culture is really cared and
many solutions have been carried out.
What is more, no one can deny [contr:procl:concur] that tourism also cause bad impacts on the environment.
Nevertheless [contr:dis:counter], to impress and attract visitors, many countries have to increase the
investment as well as enact strict laws or regulations to improve the landscapes and natural areas. For
instance, in New Delhi, the air pollution that happened when the light festival hold annually was so heavy
that people were banned from setting off firecrackers. Moreover, the government also tried to encourage
people use the public transports when the number of visitors increased dramatically. This proves that
government and residents of many countries takes a lot of notice of environmental pollution.
All in all, tourism generates both advantages and disadvantages. Many people are now joining hands to
develop and solve the problems tourism causes.
Text 2 of S9
Tourism makes a great contribution to economies which nobody can deny [contr:procl:concur] but
[contr:dis:counter] some of them object [exp:attri] that its negative impact on culture and the environment
is often [exp:entertain] unnoticed [contr:dis:deny]. Personally [exp:entertain], I think [exp:entertain] that
they are not ignored at all. I will elaborate the reasons why in this essay.
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Firstly, understanding that tourism is a vital sector which combines with economic and environment play
an important role to any country, the government is promulgating and repairing lots of laws to reduce the
damage of tourism can [exp:entertain] cause. For a considerable example, the advancement of tourism
brings about the huge demand water and leads to having a difficult in handling with the wastewater. Sadly,
many people, business have discharged it into the river, lake, beach and the sea and make our water resource
polluted. But [contr:dis:counter] because of the good organization and implementation of rules, from 2006
to now the authority have discovered and penalized more than 2229 establishments as well as carry out in
order to remake the result. So the negative influence on the environment is cared for and is getting fewer
and fewer.
Secondly, tourism brings us many advantages and disadvantages on our lifestyle, our culture but
[contr:dis:counter] I think [exp:entertain] the resident are lucid enough to receive it selectively. For an
example, formerly our country was influenced by the feudatory regime and lost the gender equality. But
[contr:dis:counter] when the tourism enters, we learn from Western culture then men and women become
more equal in duty, treatment and payment. It means that the local residents has a good notice about the
impact of tourism.
In short, the drawback of tourism is not overlooked, contrastingly [contr:dis:counter] it is paid attention
carefully. But [contr:dis:counter] we still [contr:dis:counter] must [exp:entertain] keep continuing seriously
protect our environment, our culture from the bad force of tourism.
Text 2 of S10
Tourism is one of the sectors which makes a tremendous impact on economies. However
[contr:dis:counter], the development of tourism industry has some negative impacts on local culture and
the environment. Some people may [exp:entertain] say [exp:attri] that the negative impacts of tourism
industry on local cultures and the environment are often [exp:entertain] neglected [contr:dis:deny]. I believe
[exp:entertain] that they are always [exp:entertain] attended in various forms.
Government, as well as, local government authorities try their best to save local identity. Initially, the
government use the interest from tourist industry to launch some campaigns, which raises the awareness of
host community to preserve traditional culture and values. As a result, traditional customs, handicrafts and
cultural festivals will [exp:entertain] be keep alive to spread national identity widely. Secondly, local
government authorities keep strict control on local areas in order to guarantee the balance of cultural
exchanges. As can be known [contr:procl:concur] that cultural exchanges are duality to local community
in the globalized world. Despite [contr:dis:counter] creating a good chance for local community to open
their mind and get huge knowledge, cultural exchanges are the main element that brings about losing
cultural uniqueness. More obviously [contr:procl:pronounce], gone are the unique local that carry so much
history and culture in every corner. Therefore, local authorises always [exp:entertain] manage and find out
many different solutions which contribute to increasing the preservation of the local identity.
On the other hand [contr:dis:counter], because of tourist’s ignorance and apathy, the environment is
seriously damaged in some ways. It is obvious [contr:procl:pronounce] that the negative impacts of tourism
industry on the environment are not neglected. Large-scale projects for tourist facilities which destroy
natural habitats and even [contr:dis:counter] may [exp:entertain] result in the extinction of many animals
and plants are always [exp:entertain] considered carefully by the government before starting construction.
For example, the campaigns that save Son Dong cave – the world’s largest cave in Vietnam and stop a
proposed cable car construction project were wildly supported by Vietnamese. Nearly 200,000 Vietnam
people signed their name to raise against this project, which shows that community always [exp:entertain]
care about the environment problems.
In conclusion, it is clear [contr:procl:pronounce] that local culture and environmental issues are always
[exp:entertain] noticed. What we have to [exp:entertain] do is to start changing tourist’s awareness and
recalibrating their minds. Because of being a global comunity, our micro efforts will [exp:entertain] have
macro effect to save local identity and the environment.
Text 1 of S11
Tourism is one of the economic sectors and accounts for 10% GDP of the world. Some people might
[exp:entertain] point [exp:attri] that negative changes that tourism brings to local culture and environment
are noticed. Personally [exp:entertain], I think [exp:entertain] people don’t [contr:dis:deny] care even
[contr:dis:counter] ignore [contr:dis:deny] this issue.
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The development of tourism is often [exp:entertain] accompanied by the introduction of foreign cultures
that eradicates the cultural identity of the locality. Although [contr:dis:counter] a part of people is still
[contr:dis:counter] very aware of the local culture, many people imitate foreign cultures, even
[contr:dis:counter] ignoring [contr:dis:deny] and depraving the local image. For example, many residents
wear foreign costumes, though [contr:dis:counter] they know this is not [contr:dis:deny] really suitable for
where they are living. And more, the percentage of people participating in gambling, foreign-style drinking
festivals in community is increasing significantly at tourist points. They do these acts to satisfy their
enjoyment, despite [contr:dis:counter] knowing that they are illegal activities and undermine the image of
local civilization.
Tourism causes a huge amount of rubbish. Although [contr:dis:counter] the awareness of putting garbage
in the right place has enhanced, there are also part of people littering despite [contr:dis:counter] the sign
prohibits throwing garbage. And the operation of restaurants, hotel discharged into the environment a large
amount of waste without [contr:dis:deny] pre-treatment to save costs. In addition, the air is severely polluted
by smoke from vehicles. For example, in Vietnam, the amount of CO2 from transport is quite high, the
government has been operating public transport system. However [contr:dis:counter], people use mostly
motorbikes to go quickly and to wherever they want, even [contr:dis:counter] if they know emissions
released into environment is enormous, but [contr:dis:counter] they also ignore it [contr:dis:deny].
In conclusion, the bad effect of tourism to local culture and environment need [contr:dis:counter] caring
more by everyone in community. We have to [contr:dis:counter] take more measures to reduce negative
changes instead [contr:dis:counter] of ignoring [contr:dis:deny] them to gain personal purposes.
Text 2 of S12
Tourism is becoming one of the main industries making a contribution to the economic development in the
world . Some people argue [exp:attri] that thanks to tourism, the government and authorities pays more
attention to reawakening of traditional cultural values and the issues of environmental protection. However
[contr:dis:counter], in fact [contr:procl:pronounce], little [contr:dis:deny] attention has been paid on the
maintenance of local cultures and the conservation of the environment, and I will explain the reasons for
that in this essay.
The most damaging effect of tourism development is local cultural degradation. It is sometimes
[exp:entertain] said [exp:attri] that traditional cultures is remained and revived by tourism. However
[contr:dis:deny], when holiday destinations attracting an enormous amount of tourists have resulted in more
changes in local lifestyles including dressing up tradition. For example , people living in Sa Pa , Lao Cai
nowadays prefer short and colorful hair to long black one due to negative impacts that tourism bring to
them. This change certainly [contr:procl:pronounce] makes the loss of the traditional traits of indigenous
groups.
Tourism development has negative impacts not only [contr:dis:counter] on local cultures but
[contr:dis:counter] also on natural habitats. Although [contr:dis:counter] effective measures are being taken
to protect the environment and increase sustainable development in the long run, natural habitats are still
[contr:dis:counter] facing to the risk of destrustion due to widespread construction of tourism facilities. To
fit tourists’ demand, companies makes more investments in infrastructure and facilities such as hotels,
hostels, restaurants, and theme parks. This increased construction of tourism and recreational facilities has
increased pressure on natural resources such as land, forest, and wildlife. For instance, in Son Tra peninsular
(in Da Nang city), the use of natural environment for accommodation results in damaging the habitation of
special species such as ‘chà vá chân nâu’ . As a result, this species would [exp:entertain] be in the endanger
of extinction because of their shortage of houses. The construction of new facilities is the cause of
disappearance of a variety of species , which leads to be unbalanced ecological systems.
In conclusion, tourism development nowadays is one of the main reasons for negative effects on cultures
and the environment, which are undoubtedly [contr:procl:pronounce] to lose the diversity of the fauna and
to ruin the lifestyles and customs of local residents. However [contr:dis:counter], little [contr:dis:deny] has
been done to save local cultures and the environment.
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Post-intervention texts
Text 3 of S1
Languages play an undeniably important role in terms of communication. Languages' diversity lead to the
claim [exp:attri] that technological devices are able to translate from a language to another so learning a
new language is not [contr:dis:deny] a necessity for young learners any more. Personally [exp:entertain],
the above argument [exp:attri] might [exp:entertain] be unsubstantiated [contr:dis:deny] as it show some
clashes between the limitations of computer and the inherent characters of languages if we put the lack of
emotion and the loss of brain's development into consider to illustrate how imperative [exp:entertain] to
study a new tongue for the youth.
Languages present mental states. Lingual communication between human contains the diversity of different
shades of emotion which artificial translating machine appears to [exp:entertain] be impossible
[contr:dis:deny] to obtain. A machine itself performs languages robotically due to programmed codes and
algorithms. Those algorithms process languages in a mathematical way, trigger a monotonous conversation
obstructing the resonation amid speakers. Dr. Majfud said [exp:attri] in the article Why Hasn’t AI Mastered
Language Translation: “We should be aware of the fragility of machines’ interpretation. Because to
translate is basically to interpret, not just an idea but a feeling. Humans feelings and ideas that only humans
can understand and sometimes not even we, humans, understand other humans”. Daily communication
weaves emotion into conversation, emotion results in benefits such as building trust, credibility, sympathy,
solidarity, charisma, etc., hence, we can see from the reality [contr:procl:pronounce] that in spite of
[contr:dis:counter] the increasing of automate translations, a huge number of people still [contr:dis:counter]
spend time picking up a new language.
Acquiring languages make your brain more robust. Linguistic knowledge contributes a large proportion in
children's mental development especially cognitive control which computers seem [exp:entertain] to be
exasperated in this field. Bilingual children or polyglots are proved [contr:procl:endorse] to be associated
with intelligence, they are able to retain attention to a specific phenomenon. For that reason, the young have
chances to boost the ability of logical analysis, remain the alert of memory and facilitate creativity and
imagination. A great deal of neuroscientific research shows [contr:procl:endorse] that children who spoke
more than a language have better cognitive control than monolinguals. Better cognition thus leads to greater
achievement in academic performance, healthier body and minds and bigger social circles. While
[contr:dis:counter] translation machine just [contr:dis:counter] revolts around its duty is to interpret,
nothing [contr:dis:deny] more.
It is obvious [contr:procl:pronounce] that translation machine can not [contr:dis:deny] stand a chance in the
race. Although [contr:dis:counter] advanced technology is a useful tool supporting the study of languages,
it is not [contr:dis:deny] justified to say that learning another language is not [contr:dis:deny] needed.
Text 3 of S2
Some people point out [exp:attri] that it is not [contr:dis:deny] necessary for children to learn any other
languages because of the ability of translation machines to give quick translation of texts. However
[contr:dis:counter], in my opinion [exp:entertain], I do not agree with this view [exp:attri] for some reasons.
Firstly, machine translation is not [contr:dis:deny] entirely accurate. It only [contr:dis:counter] translate
word by word and do not [contr:dis:deny] understand grammatical structures as well as words with many
meanings. Polysemous words are one of the most difficult areas that computers cannot [contr:dis:deny]
cope with. Consider the word “bank” in following text “I went to the bank and sat down there for a while.
Suddenly, I saw something big moving in the water.” [exp:attri]. This word can either mean a financial
institution or an edge of a river. In this case, only human translators can [exp:entertain] understand subtle
differences in meanings, but [contr:dis:counter] a computer cannot [contr:dis:deny]. Without
[contr:dis:counter] human translators, it is obvious [contr:procl:pronounce] that misunderstanding of the
meanings of sentences can [exp:entertain] occur.
Another reason to consider is that computers cannot [contr:dis:deny] translate texts that requires a high
level of artistry. It may [exp:entertain] be argued [exp:attri] that translation machine can [exp:entertain] be
fast device to get main information of poetic work. However [contr:dis:counter], the machine do not
[contr:dis:deny] enjoy any success in providing detail information that represents poetic spirits of author.
Therefore, texts translated by computers do not [contr:dis:deny] often [exp:entertain] carry true values of
original work.
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In summary, translation machines are a great device for children because they can [exp:entertain] support
them understanding meanings of texts but [contr:dis:counter] children should [exp:entertain] still
[contr:dis:counter] learn foreign languages and take advantages of computers for their learning.
Text 3 of S3
Thanks to the technological breakthrough, more and more intelligent translation programs have been
created to help people communicate more easily. The development of translation machines has encouraged
some people to argue [exp:attri] that it is not [contr:dis:deny] necessary for young people to learn foreign
language. Personally [exp:entertain], I disagree with this idea [exp:attri] because of major problems that
translation devices have.
The first problems with translation programs is their limited [contr:dis:deny] understanding of grammar
structures. Technically, these programs are produced to translate word by word with high accuracy.
However [contr:dis:counter], they really do not [contr:dis:deny] work effectively in practice. They do not
[contr:dis:deny] seem [exp:entertain] be able to distinguish the structural and grammatical differences of
languages as proficient bilingual speakers do. By way of illustration, translation machines cannot
[contr:dis:deny] know comparative structures between English and Vietnamese in the pair: “anh ay thi dep
va giau hon toi” [exp:attri]. Instead [contr:dis:counter] of translating into “He is more beautiful and richer
than me” [exp:attri], the word “more” before “beautiful” do not [contr:dis:deny] appear on text of
computers. The problem here is that translation devices cannot [contr:dis:deny] see the implicit comparative
structure and thus its translation outcome is not [contr:dis:deny] completely correct.
Another problem with artificial intelligence computers is it cannot [contr:dis:deny] beat the wisdom of a
human. It is true [contr:procl:concur] that computers can [exp:entertain] be good for translation work.
However [contr:dis:counter], they are not [contr:dis:deny] conscious and cognitive, so they are not
[contr:dis:deny] able to think critically and be creative with language. In other words, computers are no
[contr:dis:deny] more than an inanimate block of steel that is artificially instructed by humans and thus
any over-dependence on them can [exp:entertain] lead to serious consequences, for example the
breakdown in communication and relationship.
To sum up, I can not deny [contr:procl:concur] the usefulness of modern translation machines but
[contr:dis:counter] it is clear [contr:procl:pronounce] that it is absolutely [contr:procl:pronounce] necessary
for young leaners to study foreign language.
Text 3 of S4
Computer has played an essential role in people’s life. A computer with Internet connection brings countless
benefits, including translation. Some may [exp:entertain] say [exp:attri] that computer can [exp:entertain]
translate language, so it is not [contr:dis:deny] necessary for children to study foreign languages anymore.
However [contr:dis:counter], online translators have a number of drawbacks and thus heavy reliance should
[exp:entertain] not [contr:dis:deny] be placed on them.
The most obvious drawback of online translators is that they do not [contr:dis:deny] understand context.
Consequently, they cannot [contr:dis:deny] produce a good translation product. While [contr:dis:counter]
bilinguals exactly know which kinds of text they are translating or relationships between people in texts,
computers do not [contr:dis:deny] have abilities to understand these contextual factors. This makes the
meaning of translated text become less accurate or even [contr:dis:counter] meaningless. For instance, the
meaning of the English word “I” can be translated into Vietnamese differently according to the rapport
between the addresser and addressee by bilinguals. However [contr:dis:counter], if it is entered in a
translation app, its equivalent translation does not [contr:dis:deny] show any differences due to the inability
of computers to understand context. Clearly [contr:procl:pronounce], the inability to understand contextual
information is a huge disadvantage of translation machine.
Another shortcoming of translation machines is they cannot [contr:dis:deny] supply grammatically correct
translations. Some may [exp:entertain] argue [exp:attri] that these softwares can [exp:entertain] translate
simple sentences with perfect grammar. Admittedly [contr:procl:concur], translation softwares render the
messages of these sentences with high speed and correctness. Nevertheless [contr:dis:counter], with more
complicated grammatical constructions, they fail to [contr:dis:deny] produce precise translations. Take
the “I have just had my motorbike repaired” [exp:attri] sentence for example. Because of not
[contr:dis:deny] being able to recognize Causative form, translation softwares is unlikely [contr:dis:deny]
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to provide perfect translated text in terms of grammar. Therefore, strong reliance on translation machines
should [exp:entertain] not [contr:dis:deny] be encouraged.
In conclusion, translation machines has some drawback such as its incapability to understand context and
grammatical structures. Thus, children still [contr:dis:counter] need [exp:entertain] to learn foreign
language instead [contr:dis:counter] of depending on computers too much.
Text 3 of S5
Advances in computers have had significant impacts on our life. Some people might [exp:entertain] say
[exp:attri] that since computers have the ability to give the translation of foreign languages, it is unnecessary
[contr:dis:deny] for children to learn a new language. Personally [exp:entertain], I totally disagree with this
idea [exp:attri] and I will explain my reasons in this essay.
Firstly, since computers are programmed to analyse information rather than express human feelings, they
do not [contr:dis:deny] possess the ability to covey emotions. A text can [exp:entertain] have different
meanings if it is spoken with a certain type of intonation to express human emotional states such as
happiness and sadness. Therefore, if it were processed by technological devices, those sentiments will
[exp:entertain] be toned down or even [contr:dis:counter] lost in the translation. The lack of emotion display
in the technical devices could [exp:entertain] lead to a serious problem in daily conversation. For example,
you are teasing your foreign friend by jokingly complaining about his attitude, but [contr:dis:counter] the
machine, of course [contr:procl:pronounce], does not [contr:dis:deny] detect your intention, and thus it
might [exp:entertain] fail [contr:dis:deny] to render true messages you want to deliver, making your friend
feel upset and confused. In fact [contr:procl:pronounce], computers are not [contr:dis:deny] very effective
in portraying emotion from one language to another.
Secondly, technical devices can’t [contr:dis:deny] translate texts with accuracy. Some might [exp:entertain]
argue [exp:attri] that their work is more precise and efficient than that of human. In reality
[contr:procl:pronounce], however [contr:dis:counter], they make big mistakes when doing the translation.
Because technical devices use word – for – word translation, errors are inevitable [contr:dis:deny] when it
comes to the translation of idioms, phrasal verbs, collocations or metaphors. Consider the phrase “Walking
on eggshells” [exp:attri] in English. This phrase means being cautious about one’s actions or words but
[contr:dis:counter] when it is literally translated into Vietnamese it means that you are stepping on a thin
white outer layer of an egg. Clearly [contr:procl:pronounce], translation machines are less precise in
translation than human beings are.
It is not [contr:dis:deny] to say that computers are completely useless [contr:dis:deny] in translating
language, but [contr:dis:counter] they are not [contr:dis:deny] perfect. Technology is a tool to help children
to study new language, not [contr:dis:deny] a reason to stop learning.
Text 3 of S6
Nowadays, many people think [exp:attri] that it is not [contr:dis:deny] necessary for young generations to
learn a new language due to the fact that computers can [exp:entertain] translate. But [contr:dis:counter]
would computers become an ideal that humans can entirely depend on? Personally [exp:entertain], I think
[exp:entertain] computers still [contr:dis:counter] have some weaknesses in translation and should
[exp:entertain] be considered as a useful tool for learning another language rather than a reason for not
[contr:dis:deny] learning it.
The first problem is that a machine definitely does not [contr:dis:deny] have an ability to convey emotions.
It is only [contr:dis:counter] an inanimate object which transfers what we input; therefore it absolutely
[contr:procl:pronounce] has difficulties in expressing feelings when required. Perhaps [exp:entertain] some
people assume [exp:attri] that the importance of talking to foreigners is to make them understand our words,
not [contr:dis:deny] our feelings. However [contr:dis:counter], communication does not [contr:dis:deny]
just involve the use of language, but [contr:dis:counter] also other non-linguistic cues to express feelings.
For example, imagine that you just want to joke the listener, but [contr:dis:counter] he/she might
[exp:entertain] misunderstand your purpose and become angry due to computer misinterpretation. At this
point, it’s clearly seen [contr:procl:pronounce] that knowing and using a language by yourself is still
[contr:dis:counter] a better choice.
Another reason that makes a computer less reliable is its lack [contr:dis:deny] of ability to recognize the
suitable context. For example, when you are in a formal context such as in a business negotiation, you use
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technical and formal language to communicate with your business partners, but [contr:dis:counter]
computers may [exp:entertain] not [contr:dis:deny] recognize the communicative context and use
inappropriate language in its translation due to random uses of available programmed texts. These random
selections create unwanted outcomes for your business deal. In addition, when facing a word with multiple
meanings, computers are not [contr:dis:deny] likely [exp:entertain] to choose the right one for a particular
circumstance and thus generate an incorrect message to others.
In conclusion, despite [contr:dis:counter] of the development of translation technology, we should
[exp:entertain] not [contr:dis:deny] omit the study of foreign language. It is always [exp:entertain] better to
use your brain than a machine because a machine is artificial and unreliable and it can [exp:entertain] never
[contr:dis:deny] do as well as humans.
Text 3 of S8
Many modern technological machines have been now invented to support us in translating one language to
another, so some claim [exp:attri] that the youth should [exp:entertain] give up learning new languages.
However [contr:dis:counter], I think [exp:entertain] this statement is not [contr:dis:deny] true. In this essay,
I will give some explanations for my position.
Firstly, machine translator is incapable [contr:dis:deny] of conveying the emotion of the speaker to the
listener. While communicating, the speaker may [exp:entertain] change their voice, body movements or
gestural behaviours to express their feelings, but [contr:dis:counter] the device fail to [contr:dis:deny]
deliver the speaker’s emotional message as it cannot [contr:dis:deny] understand sophisticated ways of
emotional expression of human beings. For example, you are really happy when foreigners invite you out
for dinner, but [contr:dis:counter] machine translator cannot [contr:dis:deny] render the meaning of
happiness on your face. We can see clearly [contr:procl:pronounce] from this case that the machine may
[exp:entertain] create an emotionless conversation that can [exp:entertain] break your relationships.
Therefore, being able to speak foreign language is very necessary in communication.
Secondly, technological device have difficulty translating texts accurately according to different
circumstances. It is developed to render sentences with imperfect formulas so it cannot [contr:dis:deny]
distinguish between formal and informal words, between spoken and written language. Moreover, the
digital gadget have problem transferring the meaning of metaphorical phrases and idioms. Take ‘love me
love my dog’ [exp:attri] for example. In English, this phrase means that if you love someone, you love
everything that belongs to him or her. However [contr:dis:counter], the translation device may
[exp:entertain] make people think [exp:attri] that the person has a real dog and you have to [exp:entertain]
love both of them. As a result, heavy reliance on translator machine can [exp:entertain] lead to
misunderstandings because of problematic translation texts in some situations.
In short, though [contr:dis:counter] computer can [exp:entertain] translate all languages, it cannot
[contr:dis:deny] be replaced with human beings because it is not [contr:dis:deny] accurate enough and be
unable [contr:dis:deny] to understand what people say in all situations. Therefore, to communicate, it’s
essential for children to learn languages.
Text 3 of S9
In the fourth industrial revolution which is “emerging technology breakthroughs” [exp:attri] revolution in
fields such as intelligence, robotic and the Internet of things, so many people claim [exp:attri] that
technological devices are able to replace people on translating linguistic knowledge and the youth is
unnecessary [contr:dis:deny] to learn foreign languages. In my opinion [exp:entertain], I do not see eye to
eye with this statement [exp:attri] because of some following reasons.
In terms of translating written texts, translation machines are lack [contr:dis:deny] of lexical knowledge, it
means that depend on kind of text: formal or informal, we use different level of words but
[contr:dis:counter] computers just [contr:dis:counter] translate word by word. For example, when we write
a contract to sent to the partner if the word used in the deal seems [exp:entertain] normal, unprofessional
so the companion will [exp:entertain] have a low judge on our company, or when we ask it to render a legal
text, then translating not [contr:dis:deny] exactly meaning and shade of word will [exp:entertain] lead to be
not [contr:dis:deny] persuader and respectable even [contr:dis:counter] penalizing in the court so
distinguish formal and informal and how to translate well are out of capacity of technological devices.
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In terms of translating spoken texts, digital gadget cannot [contr:dis:deny] express emotion. As you may
know [contr:procl:concur] that emotion is essential in a conversation. To easy to understand this point, we
will figure this instance out, a company has prepared a presentation to show to many potential customers
and a robot will be a lecturer with a unemotional voice, it means do not [contr:dis:deny] raise or lower its
accent, it will not [contr:dis:deny] emphasize important points and the result in getting an underjudge from
clients, but [contr:dis:counter] with a presenter as a people , he/she will know when we need [exp:entertain]
to outstanding the key point and how to speak attractively then that company will [exp:entertain] get a
positive result so expressing human feeling and emotional is in restriction of machinery.
Finally, inordinate dependent on translation machine which will make learner can not [contr:dis:deny]
develop language skills. Sadly, if everyone is bad at foreign language , they will [exp:entertain] have a
problem in integrating into the world. It will [exp:entertain] influence on the develop of a country.
To sum up, I contend [contr:procl:pronounce] that although [contr:dis:counter] computer is very smart and
useful, replacing people is impossible [contr:dis:deny]. So we have [exp:entertain] to use it as an instrument
in order to improve our knowledge and skills, do not [contr:dis:deny] let it control our-self.
Text 3 of S10
Nowadays, translation machine has become an effective device for the translation of a foreign tongue. That
is the reason why it is thought [exp:attri] that learning a new language does not [contr:dis:deny] have a role
in the development of child. In my opinion [exp:entertain], children should [exp:entertain] not
[contr:dis:deny] stop studying a foreign tongue because technological devices have its own defects in
translation and learning a foreign language is useful for the growth of children’s brain.
Firstly, translation machines are emotionless [contr:dis:deny]. In a conversation, apart from using words to
communicate, the speakers also need [exp:entertain] to express their emotions such as surprise, or boredom
by changing their tones or voices. Those emotions cannot [contr:dis:deny] be understood by a machine and
as a result, we will not [contr:dis:deny] understand exactly what speakers want to communicate. Also,
machine translators only [contr:dis:counter] translate words by words because they cannot [contr:dis:deny]
understand the context. For example, when we communicate with foreigner, it’s so inconvenient
[contr:dis:deny] that machine can’t [contr:dis:deny] distinguish formal or informal language, which leads
to a bad conversation.
On the other hand [contr:dis:counter], if young people abuse the use of the computers for translation
purposes, this negatively affects their thinking ability. It is sometime [exp:entertain] said [exp:attri] that
computers are their great helper who can [exp:entertain] help them to communicate with others. However
[contr:dis:counter], this is not [contr:dis:deny] true. Only [contr:dis:counter] learning new languages helps
us to communicate naturally. Also, learning foreign languages help children exploit their intelligence and
open up their mind. Children learn not only [contr:dis:counter] the language but [contr:dis:counter] also the
culture of a country. For instance, in 2017, the Nature journal published an interesting article about language
education, showing [contr:procl:endorse] that children who learn foreign languages have a higher brain
than others who do not [contr:dis:deny]. Dr. Ellen Bialystok of York University in Toronto also confirmed
[contr:procl:endorse] that children who learn foreign tongue are able to solve complex situations faster and
better than children do not [contr:dis:deny] learn foreign languages. This means that learning new language
should [exp:entertain] become an integral part in the development of children.
In conclusion, we cannot deny [contr:procl:concur] the advantages the computers have brought for us but
[contr:dis:counter] we should [exp:entertain] continue learn English because learning foreign language can
[exp:entertain] give us so much benefits.
Text 3 of S11
Language is the important need for all ages. Some people point out [exp:attri] that technological devices
are capable of translating mother tounge into another language, therefore young learners don’t
[contr:dis:deny] need [exp:entertain] to learn new languages. But [contr:dis:counter] from my point of view
[exp:entertain], learning languages is very necessary for the comprehensive development of the youth.
Computers can not [contr:dis:deny] read people’s emotion. Although [contr:dis:counter] it is very useful to
help learners study languages, they don’t [contr:dis:deny] understand emotion. Sadness, happiness or any
feelings which computers don’t [contr:dis:deny] have and never [contr:dis:deny] share with us because they
are just only [contr:dis:counter] devices without [contr:dis:deny] feelings. Human and digital gadgets
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communicate with each other by buttons and clicks,…but [contr:dis:counter] never [contr:dis:deny]
emotional exchange. Therefore, computers can [exp:entertain] never [contr:dis:deny] help humans to
express their feelings.
In addition, computers can not [contr:dis:deny] provide a correct translating of texts. When people enter
texts, translation machines don’t [contr:dis:deny] have ability to convey full meaning of sentences. They
just only [contr:dis:counter] translate word by word without [contr:dis:deny] using grammar. So, texts are
transferred with unclear and ambiguous meaning. Moreover, translation machines are not [contr:dis:deny]
likely to understand context. They can [exp:entertain] only [contr:dis:counter] translate words by common
meanings without [contr:dis:deny] depending on context. Therefore, people are not [contr:dis:deny] able to
understand meaning of texts and have to [exp:entertain] learn languages to transfer texts up to their context
by themshelve.
If children didn’t [contr:dis:deny] learn languages, they would [exp:entertain] have many trouble in
communicating with foreigners. They could [exp:entertain] be difficult to achieve opportunities for abroad
study and good jobs in the future. Moreover, they would not [contr:dis:deny] enhance language skills and
broaden knowledge which is gained from studying language process. In conclusion, the role of studying
another language is very important for the youth to learn.
Text 3 of S12
Technological devices play a critical part of our life because of their useful functions including language
translations. Some people may [exp:entertain] argue [exp:attri] that thanks to these gadgets, it is not
[contr:dis:deny] necessary for small children to study foreign languages. However [contr:dis:counter] , in
reality [contr:procl:pronounce], learning foreign languages is still [contr:dis:counter] essential for young
learners because translation tools cannot [contr:dis:deny] give true messages of source texts and can
[exp:entertain] make learners lose their confidence.
Translation machines can [exp:entertain] create an inaccurate [contr:dis:deny] translation which may
[exp:entertain] make learners confused. Some people say [exp:attri] that these devices allow young-aged
students to translate from one language to any languages without [contr:dis:deny] taking time to think.
Neverthless [contr:dis:counter], in fact [contr:procl:pronounce] , translation software cannot
[contr:dis:deny] transfer exactly what the text means. To illustrate, take the following idiom “on rainy
days” [exp:attri]. This phrase can [exp:entertain] be understood as on days when it is not [contr:dis:deny]
sunny by computers. However [contr:dis:counter], the true meaning of the idiom is “the time people meet
up difficulty in their lives” [exp:attri]. In this case, if learners largely depends on machines, they fail
[contr:dis:deny] to understand the correct meaning of the text and this may [exp:entertain] lead to a feeling
of confusion. Obviously [contr:procl:pronounce], word-by-word translation of technological devices
cannot [contr:dis:deny] offer the right meanings, which makes learners feel confused if learners use the
devices as a way to understand meanings of texts.
Technological tools can [exp:entertain] also cause small children to lose their confidence. Some argue
[exp:attri] that learners can [exp:entertain] use these devices comfortably without [contr:dis:deny]
worrying about anything because there are few drawbacks on using these. However [contr:dis:counter], in
reality [contr:procl:pronounce], students can [exp:entertain] lack [contr:dis:deny] of confidence when they
communicate with others if they take looks at their phone or tablet’ screen to look up the meanings of
words. For instance, Nam, a student at Le Hong Phong high school said [exp:attri] that: ‘It is too shy for
me to use a translation machinery when I speak to a foreigner, so my sollution at that time is to keep silent’.
Whereas [contr:dis:counter], learning foreign languages can [exp:entertain] generate students confidence
because they can [exp:entertain] naturally and fluently use the languages they have learned. It is beyond
any doubt [contr:procl:concur] that studying foreign languages is a good way for developing confidence
for children.
In conclusion, translation devices can [exp:entertain] provide inaccurate [contr:dis:deny] translations and
result in a decrease in children’s confident levels. Therefore, it is critical for people to learn foreign
languages at a young age if they want to achieve full understandings of meanings of words and advance
their confidence.
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Appendix 6 – Interview data analysis
Interview data
Em có hài lòng với chương trình học không?
S5. Em hài lòng với chương trình này vì trong cái việc học academic writing em thấy nó giúp cho em viết tốt hơn cho những
cái bài viết sau này như là thi IELTS hay VSTEP.
I am satisfied with the program. I found learning academic argumentative writing useful to me as it helps me to write better
texts for IELTS or VSTEP.
How about you?
S4.Dạ em cũng thấy rất hài lòng với chương trình của thầy bởi vì bọn em cũng cần chuẩn bị cho những kì thi quan trọng và
nâng cao kĩ năng viết. Thầy chỉ dạy cho bọn em cách viết. Bài viết chúng ta học thì giống với task 2 trong bài thi IELTS. Thầy
chỉ rõ cho bọn em cách viết. Điều mới mẻ thầy dạy cho bọn em là cách viết cái counter argument và rebuttal. Em không được
học những kiến thức này ở hồi cấp 3. Nhưng bây giờ, nhờ tham dự lớp học của thầy, em biết là chúng ta cần phải viết cái
counter-argument và rebuttal như một phần quan trọng của bài văn tranh luận.
I also feel very satisfied with this program because as we need to prepare ourselves for important exams and to improve our
writing skills. You taught us how to do it. The texts we wrote are similar to Task 2 in an IELTS exam. You explicitly taught
us how to write. The new thing you gave us is writing a counter-argument and rebuttal. I did not learn these things in my
secondary school. But now, thank to your instruction, I know that we need to include counter-arguments and rebuttal as
important elements of an argumentative text.
S9. Em rất hài lòng với chương trình thầy dạy tại vì trước đây bọn em học dàn bài khá là sơ sài. Giáo viên bày triển khai ý
như thế nào thôi còn đây là đưa vào phân tích từng cái câu mà cần cho 1 bài viết.
I am very satisfied with the program. Previously, we learnt about writing in a rather sketchy way. Teachers taught us how to
develop ideas. In this program, we learnt how to analyse every sentence necessary for an essay.
Em thích nhất hoạt động học nào trong chương trình?
S5. Thưa thầy điều em thích nhất ở chương trình này là thầy dạy tụi em cách để triển khai ý và hiểu rõ hơn về bố cục của 1
bài argumentative essay
My favorite thing about this program is that the teacher taught us how to develop ideas and helped us to develop a clearer
understanding of the structures of an argumentative essay.
S12. Em thích nhất là thầy chỉ ra chi tiết mở bài triển khai như thế nào, nêu ra dẫn chứng như thế nào, cách phản bác, đưa ra
lập luận trái ngược như thế nào. Cụ thể hơn rất nhiều.
My favorite part is you explicitly taught us in detail how to write an introduction, how to provide evidence, how to include
other perspectives in texts, to write counter-arguments. Your program is very detailed.
S9. Em thì cũng như rứa nhưng mà em cảm thấy rất thích chỗ mà thầy cho bọn em viết, rồi được sửa từ đó bọn em có thể biết
được cách viết và thành công hơn trong bài viết của mình
I also feel the same way, but the most useful thing to me was when you requested us to write, and then provided feedback on
our work. From your feedback, we can know how to improve our text and produce a more successful text.
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Codes
satisfaction
usefulness

satisfaction
explicit teaching
content of learning
knowledge of text structure

satisfaction
insufficient learning from the past
detailed analysis of text

idea development
knowledge of text structure

explicit teaching of text structure
detailed program

valuable teacher feedback

Điều em không thích ở chương trình này là gì?
S5. Điều mà em không thích là dạng viết ni rất là khó yêu cầu mình cần có kiến thức và am hiểu trong nhiều lĩnh vực để mình
đưa ra nhiều cái dẫn chứng, bằng chứng xác thực có sức thuyết phục cao.
What I do not like is that writing this type of text is very difficul. It requires us to demonstrate knowledge about topics in
multiple fields so that we can provide persuasive, reliable evidence.
S9. Em cũng nghĩ vì từ năm nhất đến giờ, em cũng chưa chuyên sâu nhiều vào kĩ năng viết nên là vào đây thì thấy nó khó,
tốn rất nhiều thời gian để làm hoàn thành một bài
I also think that since my first year at university, I hadn’t engaged deeply with writing skills thus I find it difficult to write in
your class. It takes a lot of time to complete a text.
Khóa học này có mang lại cho em trải nghiệm khác so với trước đây không?
S4. Dạ có nhiều chứ ạ, hồi trước em học cấp 2 cấp 3 em cũng viết vì em đi thi phải viết luận nhiều nhưng các thầy cô chỉ cung
cấp cái mẫu, ví dụ nowadays, today trong phần mở bài, sau mình viết ra ý mình nghĩ chứ không có dẫn chứng hay phản bác
gì. Bây giờ học với thầy em có thể biết hơn nhiều. Cái điều em thích nhất ở chương trình này là thầy dạy tụi em cách phát
triển ý, và giúp hiểu rõ hơn về cấu trúc của bài viết tranh luận. Em thích cách thầy dạy viết mở bài, đưa ra dẫn chứng, lập luận
ngược và phản bác một cách chi tiết.
Yes, a lot. At secondary school, I used to write a lot of essays for exams, but my teachers provided us with a template with
something like ‘nowadays’ or ‘today’ in the introduction and then the body and conclusion, but did not touch on evidence and
counter-argument. When learning with you, I can know a lot more. The thing I like most about this program is that you taught
us how to develop ideas and helped us achieve a clearer understanding of the structure of an argumentative essay. I like the
way you showed us how to write an introduction, to provide evidence, counter-arguments and rebuttals in detail.
S12. Em nghĩ đó là chi tiết hơn cụ thể hơn và chuyên sâu hơn. Em thì đến cấp 3 thì em mới bắt đầu viết luận việc học tiếng
anh thì em chưa hề có khái niệm về cách viết bài. Khi học với thầy, thì em được học chi tiết hơn nhiều, cấp độ khác hơn hẳn
nhất là về từ ngữ hay cấu trúc phức tạp hơn nhiều so với những trải nghiệm trước của em
I think that the program is more detailed and deeper. For me, I started to learn essay writing at high school, but I didn’t have
a clear idea of how to write. When learning with you, I was taught in a more detailed way at a very different level, which is
different from my past learning experience. Language structures and vocabulary are more complex in your program.
Khóa học này có hữu ích với em không?
S5. Dạ thưa thầy là có vì thầy dạy cho cách viết làm sao cho bài văn của mình lưu loát hơn, các ý đối lập với nhau như thế
nào, triển khai ý như thế nào
Yes! Because you taught us how to produce a more fluent text, how to make a contrast between ideas, how to develop ideas.
S4. Dạ có đương nhiên là rất hữu ích rồi ạ. Kĩ năng viết của em cũng hơi yếu nên là em thấy chương trình hiệu quả giúp em
viết bài viết tốt hơn
Yes, of course. The program is very useful to me. My writing skills are rather weak. I find the progam effective in supporting
me to improve my writing skills.
Chương trình học có giúp đáp ứng nhu cầu của em không?
S9. Em nghĩ là thầy nên đưa ra thêm support cho tụi em nhiều ý tưởng hơn bởi vì tụi em không có ý tưởng về bài viết đó là
mình sẽ viết như thế nào.
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I think that you should provide us with additional support in terms of ideas because if we don’t have ideas about the topic, we
don’t know what to write.
S12. Em thấy chương trình có 1 điểm tốt là trước khi viết bài, thầy cho đọc 1 cái bài cung cấp thông tin cho bọn em từ mới,
cung cấp thông tin về chủ đề của bài viết cho bọn em trước khi viết. Khi viết, tụi em dựa trên thông tin từ bài đọc để phát triển
bài viết của mình. Đối với những chủ đề mới bọn em thường không có từ vựng và hiểu biết sâu về những chủ đề này nên khá
khó cho bọn em khi viết bài.
I feel that one of the good aspects of the program is related to the way you got us to read a new text, and provided new
vocabulary and information about the topic before writing. When writing, we drew on the information from reading to develop
our writing. When encountering a new topic, we often lack of topic-specific vocabulary and deep understanding of the topic
and thus this presents a challenge to us when writing.
S4. Em nghĩ chương trình này hay ở cái chỗ đó là thầy giúp bọn em sắp xếp các câu ví dụ là câu này đặt đâu thì nó sẽ hiệu
quả hơn, đặt ở đâu đó. Với lại là cái chi tiết về cái bài thì ví dụ 1 bài thì cần có những câu gì câu gì thì nó sẽ giúp bọn em định
hướng rõ hơn, có sườn bài để bám vào đó làm bài nó hiệu quả hơn là viết lan man lan man mà không biết là mình đang viết
cái gì.
I think that this program has one good thing. That is you helped us to organise sentences. For example, this sentence will
become more effective when it is located at a specific place in a text. Also, the detailed elements needed for an essay helped
to orient us when writing, provided us a framework on which we developed our writing more effectively and avoided rambling.
Em có tự tin hơn khi viết bài?
S9. Tự tin hơn trước kia chứ chưa tự tin lắm, về phần viết thì em nghĩ có chút tự tin. Trước khi lên đại học thì em chưa hề biết
đến IELTS hay là VSTEP nên đối với em tất cả đều mới. Khi học với thầy thì em thấy có kinh nghiệm hơn, kinh nghiệm hơn
rất nhiều
I am more, but not very, confident than before. I think I am a little bit confident in writing. Before university, I didn’t know
anything about IELTS or VSTEP so everything is new to me. When I’m studying with you, I see that I have more experience.
S5. Em nghĩ tự tin có nghĩa là biết rõ hơn về cái yêu cầu của đề bài mình cần viết những gì mình cần có những gì trong bài
viết . không tự tin đó là về vốn hiểu biết của mình đưa vào cái ý. Như em đã nói, học viết tranh luận thì rất hữu ích cho bọn
em lúc này và trong tương lại vì nó giúp tụi em chuẩn bị cho các kì thi ví dụ IELTS hoặc VSTEP. Nếu như trước đây em cảm
thấy tự tin 20% thì bây giờ có thể tăng lên 60%. Đối với em như vậy là khá thành công.
I think confidence means understanding the requirements of a writing task more clearly, knowing what we need to write in a
text, but I am inconfident about my understanding of topics. As I said, learning to write argumentative texts is very useful for
us now and in the future as it prepares us for exams such as IELTS or VSTEP. If previously I felt 20% of confidence levels,
my confidence now can increase to 60%. To me, this is rather successful.
Em đánh giá như thế nào về phản hồi bài viết của thầy?
S9. Hoàn toàn tích cực, thầy có thể lắng nghe quan điểm của tụi em và thầy có thể đưa ra gợi ý thay đổi để phù hợp mới mong
muốn của tụi em
Completely positive. You can listen to our viewpoints and provided suggestions to improve our writing, which satisfies our
expectations.
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S4. Em thấy rất là hiệu quả, thầy có thể đọc bài và thầy hiểu được lối suy nghĩ của bọn em , dựa vào lối suy nghĩ của bọn em
thầy chỉ ra điểm cần khắc phục, chỉnh sửa, bọn em cũng dễ hiểu hơn, dễ sửa hơn nhiều.
I find it very effective. You read our texts and understood our ways of thinking. Based on our thinking, you pointed out areas
of improvement, and edited. This helped us to understand and fix our texts easier.
S5. Em thấy hiệu quả bởi vì thứ nhất thầy chỉ ra rất chi tiết. Thầy không phủ nhận ý của tụi em mà chỉ cho tụi em cách viết
thay thế hiệu quả. Lúc đó mình mới vỡ ra là sao mình không viết như thế này nhìn nó cuốn hút hơn hay hơn nhưng mà nhiều
lúc nhìn thấy thế thì cũng nản vì có quá nhiều lỗi trong bài viết. Khi thầy trả bài cho tụi em, cả lớp tụi em thường cười ha hả
và than nhưng mà như vậy thì bọn em mới biết mình sai cái gì, mình đúng cái gì. Mỗi lần sai đó thì mình nhận ra, nhìn mình
mới nhớ hơn và rút kinh nghiệm cho bài viết sau này.
I find it effective. You provided very detailed feedback. You don’t deny our ideas, but offer us more effective alternatives. At
that moment, I realised why I hadn’t written like this before as it looks more interesting and better. Sometimes I felt
discouraged as there were so many mistakes in my writing. When you returned our papers, we often laughed and lamented
due to a lot of mistakes. But thanks to the feedback, we recognised the areas that need further improvement. Such feedback
helps us recognise mistakes, remember things better and draws out experience for future writing.
Em đánh giá gì về sự tương tác trong lớp học?
S12. Em nghĩ là hiệu quả bởi vì thường thì bọn em hỏi gì thì thầy cũng giúp rất là nhiều, không có kiểu mà giống như có 1 số
giáo viên hỏi nhiều quá thì họ trở nên bực mình, phiền hay là ví dụ nhiều học sinh mà hỏi 1 vấn đề, hỏi đi hỏi lại ấy mà không
hiểu thì họ cũng trở nên là không có hứng thú dạy như lúc ban đầu nữa nhưng mà thầy thì trả lời lại rất nhiều lần nhưng mà
mỗi lần thầy trả lời rất là cụ thể như thế em cảm thấy thích học hơn
I think it is effective. Often when we asked you something, you helped us a lot. Some other teachers became annoyed when
being asked too many questions or they became less interested when being asked the same question over again and again. But
you responded to the same questions many times and each time you provided more detailed answers and I feel more motivated
to learn.
S4. Em thấy sự tương tác mà nó hiệu quả nhất là thầy đến từng bàn và sửa bài cá nhân trực tiếp và chỉ cho cách viết như thế
nào hiệu quả hơn lúc đó là hiệu quả nhất.
I find the most effective form of teacher-to-student interation is one-to-one. It was when you provided individual feedback on
my writing and showed me how to write.
Đánh giá tổng quan của em về chương trình?
S12. Nhìn chung em đánh giá chương trình là tốt hiệu quả vì nó giúp em phát triển nhiều bước để làm bài viết tốt cải thiện kĩ
năng viết của em nhiều hơn
Overall, I think that the program is good and effective because it helps me to develop different strategies to complete my
writing successfully and improve my writing skills.
S4. Em cũng nghĩ là chương trình này hiệu quả với bọn em vì nó giúp bọn em nhiều trong việc viết những bài writing sau
này. Và em cảm nhận thấy sự nhiệt tình, nhiệt huyết của thầy dành cho bọn em và bọn em thực sự rất là mến
I also think that the program is effective because it helps us to prepare for our future writing. I feel your enthusiasm and we
really love you.
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Em rất là hài lòng về chương trình tại vì là sau chương trình em cảm thấy em cải thiện được rõ ràng về kĩ năng viết của em
về cách mà bắt đầu xác định dàn ý bài viết xong triển khai phát triển ý sao cho rõ ràng, logic
S3. I am very satisfied with the program because I feel that my writing skill has improved significantly in terms of identifying
text structure and logical and clear development of ideas after attending it.
S7. Em cũng hài lòng về những buổi học trải nghiệm về writing cái kĩ năng về writing của em cũng được cải thiện rõ, biết
cách tổ chức 1 bài viết cho nó logic hợp lý
I am also satisfied with the writing course. My writing skills have been improved a lot. I know how to organise a logical text.
Em nghĩ nó thú vị vì là tất cả những gì thầy dạy em thì đều là cái hoàn toàn mới so với em. So với bài viết bây giờ đối với bài
viết của em ngày trước thì em thấy đã cải thiện rất nhiều
S8. I thinks it is interesting because all knowledge you taught us is completely new. Compared to my past writing, I think that
it has now improved a lot.
Em đánh giá như thế nào về tiến bộ học tập của em?
S11. Em nghĩ là em biết cách lập dàn ý, em biết viết luận điểm em biết làm sao để miêu tả luận điểm của mình rõ hơn, trước
đây thì mọi cái ý em sắp xếp trong bài nó rất là rối loạn câu này chỗ này câu kia chỗ kia nhiều khi em đọc vô em cũng cảm
thấy rối loạn nữa nhưng giờ em thấy cải thiện hơn rất nhiều
I think that I know how to plan an outline for my writing. I know how to write my argument and explain my argument more
clearly. Before attending the course, my ideas were illogically organised with messy sentences and I felt very confused when
rereading my own writing. But now I think it has improved a lot.
S3. Em cũng giống bạn là biết sắp xếp ý của mình có tính thuyết phục hơn, không có bị lộn xộn nữa nhìn vô bài viết của mình
thì mình thấy tốt hơn nhiều so với trước đây
I also feel the same way. I know how to arrange my ideas in a persuasive or organised way. When looking at my own writing,
I feel a lot more improvements than before.
S8. Besides logical organization of ideas, I feel I have better knowledge in adjusting the volumn of words to convey my
attitudes towards the topic of writing .
Ngoài cách sắp xếp các ý ra thật logic hợp lý thì em thấy em tiến bộ nhất là cách điều chỉnh cái mức độ của từ để thể hiện
được cái thái độ của mình đối với chủ đề em đang viết
S7. Em đã biết cách làm dàn bài mới, em đã biết cách mình đã thiếu logic như thế nào từ trước đến giờ kiểu được thông não
ý. Em cảm thấy em tiến bộ hơn rất nhiều
I know how to plan an outline for my writing. I can recognise if my writing is logical or not. It is broadening my knowledge.
I feel that I have made a lot of progress.
Điều em không thích ở chương trình này là gì?
S3. Em nghĩ kiến thức thì không thể nào là thừa hết nên em nghĩ tất cả những điều mà thầy dạy là đều có ích hết
S8. I think that knowledge never become redundant, so all knowledge you taught us is useful.
Khóa học này có mang lại cho em trải nghiệm khác so với trước đây không?
S3. Trước đây khi học viết thì em chỉ học viết theo kiểu là informal ấy còn chừ học theo kiểu này là em thấy là yêu cầu vốn
từ vựng em mở rộng hơn kiểu trao chuốt hơn trong từng câu chữ nên em cảm thấy trải nghiệm này là hoàn toàn thú vị.
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In the past, I learnt about informal writing. Now we learn a new way of writing and I think my vocabulary is expanded. I
becomes more polished in every word and sentence. I feel this experience is completely interesting.
S11. Em cũng cảm thấy những trải nghiệm này là hoàn toàn mới đối với mình vì viết là cái vốn từ vựng của mình cần rất là
nhiều, đặc biệt là những từ trang trọng 1 tí. Viết bài không giống như hồi trước viết là mình nghĩ gì viết nấy, còn chừ là phải
viết sắp xếp ý tưởng cho logic.
I also feel this experience is completely new to me because writing requires a rich amount of vocabulary, especially formal
language. Previously, we tended to write what ideas come up to our mind but now we have to arrange ideas logically.
Em thấy em rất là hứng thú với trải nghiệm này vì nó mới mẻ so với em và nó khác với những gì giáo viên khác dạy. thường
thì họ sẽ rất là lơ là chuyện viết, kiểu như em muốn viết sao em viết, sau đó thầy cô sẽ chấm thôi xong rồi thầy cô chấm thầy
cô cũng chỉ lướt lướt qua thì em thấy là em khi mà em tiếp thu được cái mới em thấy rất là phấn khích.
S8. I am very interested in this learning experience because it is new to me and it is different from previous writing experience
I received from other teachers. They didn’t usually pay much attention to writing skills. It is like I could write in any way I
wanted and they provided me with undetailed and sketchy feedback. So when I acquire something new, I feel very interested
and excited.
S7. Thì qua chương trình em thấy em có cái nhìn sâu hơn về formal writing như là biết cách nhiều cái mới về viết học thuật
thì em thấy rất là thú vị.
Through this program, I have a deeper insight into formal writing. Knowing a lot more about academic writing makes me feel
interested.
Em thích nhất hoạt động học nào trong chương trình?
Em nghĩ là cái hoạt động thầy hướng dẫn các bạn thực hành phần viết theo từng câu trong đoạn văn. Giúp em kích hoạt từ
vựng mà bị động của mình kiểu như mình chưa sài được từ vựng của mình sẵn có nhưng mà mình chưa sài được
S7. I like the activity you helped us to practise writing every sentence for a paragraph. The co-writing activity helps me to use
my passive existing vocabulary in writing.
Em cũng đồng ý với bạn là thầy cho mọi người học lý thuyết sau đó thì áp dụng lý thuyết vào thực hành luôn và thầy cho bọn
em tự viết những cái câu và thầy giúp tụi em mài dũa những cái câu đó. Em thấy cái phần mà thầy cho viết phần explain xong
evidence đến link rồi xong viết rồi thầy còn chữa từng câu, viết sao cho hay viết sao cho formal các thứ em thấy phần đó giúp
em rõ ràng hơn về ý của bài văn
S3. I also agreed with him. You taught us theory and then applied it into practice. You supported us to write and hone
sentences. I like the section you guided us to write different elements such as explain, evidence and link. And then you
corrected every sentence to make it better and more formal. That activity helped me clarify the ideas of the text.
Tư tin?
S11. Tất nhiên là em cảm thấy em muốn làm bài viết hơn là so với em học kì trước, kiểu em không còn muốn trốn tránh hay
là gì nữa
Of course, I want to complete my writing now than the previous semester. It is like not avoiding doing it.
S3. Em có tự tin hơn 1 chút nhưng mà vì mình biết được nhiều hơn nên mình yêu cầu bản thân mình phải cao hơn nên là mình
lo nhiều hơn
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I have a little bit of confidence because I know a lot more. But as I know more, I have to set a higher expectation of myself
and thus this create a higher level of anxiety.
Chương trình ảnh hưởng?
S7. Ảnh hưởng lớn nhất là việc em gia tăng sử dụng formal language hơn là chỉ những ngôn ngữ bình thường trong giao tiếp
hằng ngày
The biggest impact of the program is that I increase the use of formal language in my writing than everyday language use in
everyday communicative situations.
Em cũng giống bạn thay vì sử dụng những từ đơn giản bình thường em có thể thay thế bằng những cái cụm từ khác cũng thể
hiện nghĩa đó nhưng mà nó formal hơn academic hơn quá trình mình viết nó cũng thuận lợi hơn so với trước đây vì mình biết
mình phải viết cái gì. qua quá trình thì em thấy em có nhiều từ vựng hơn về chủ đề du lịch
S8. I agree with S7. Instead of using simple, informal language, I can replace it with other phases which has similar meaning,
but more formal and academic. I find it easier to write than before because I know what and how to write. Over the course of
this program, I see that I have expanded vocabulary about tourism.
Phản hồi có hữu ích?
S11. Dạ có ví dụ như câu của em quá cụt hay câu em quá dài hay lặp từ thì thầy đều sửa cho em là em thấy sai ở đó thay vì
thầy chỉ gạch gạch em nhìn thấy lỗi sai thì em có thể sửa lại được.
Yes, for example if my sentence is too short or to long or repeated, you provided a correction instead of underlining mistakes
and leaving it to me for self-correction.
S3. Khi thầy sửa bài thì em thấy em biết mình sai chỗ nào, cái đó mình cần thay bằng những từ khác
When you correcting our writing, I can see my mistakes and you suggested alternative words to replace my own word.
S8. Nhìn vào những feedback của thầy thì em bài em sử dụng từ với các luận ý quá đơn giản. phản hồi của thầy giúp em chỉ
ra cách dùng từ cách sắp xếp các ý còn quá lủng củng
Looking at your feedback, I realise that my writing contains very simple words and sentences. Your feedback pointed to me
word choices and usage and organisations of ideas.
Tương tác ?
S7. Tất nhiên là có rồi tại vì em hứng thú với bài viết em hứng thú với những cái mới thì em sẽ tự khắc bị lôi cuốn
Yes, of course! because I am interested in new knowledge and thus I will be engaged.
S3. Đối với mọi người thì mọi người rất là thân thiện với nhau nhưng đối với em thì em rất là khó trong việc giao tiếp với
người khác nên là mỗi lần làm việc nhóm rất là tra tấn em vậy, thực chất thì đối riêng với cá nhân em thôi.
To others, they are very friendly with each other. To me, I find it difficult to interact with others and thus whenever I work in
groups, I feel tortured. Actually, it is my personal problem.
S11. Em nghĩ những lúc mà làm nhóm thì em thấy mỗi người có 1 quan điểm khác nhau nên thì lúc mà em được tiếp xúc như
vậy thì có thể cải thiện khả năng tương tác với mọi người
I think that when working in groups, each person has their own perspectives and viewpoints so sometimes having an exposure
to group work could help to improve the ability to interact with others.
S8. Khi làm việc nhóm thì em thấy rất hữu ích vì mỗi người trong 1 nhóm sẽ có ý tưởng khác nhau nên có học được ý của
bạn và chọn được những ý giúp mình cải thiện hơn tiến bộ hơn
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When working in groups, I find it very useful because each person in a group will have different ideas so we can learn from
others. This helped us to improve and make progress.
Đánh giá?
S3. Nếu mà loại trừ cái việc làm việc nhóm ra thì sẽ là 5/5 điểm
Except group work, I will give it 5/5 marks.
S7. Nhìn chung em thấy rất là hữu ích thầy giúp cho tụi em được nhiều cái hiểu biết sâu hơn sâu hơn về writing. Nói chung
em thấy chương trình này khá là ổn.
Overall, I see it very useful as you helped us to develop a deeper understanding of writing. In general, I find this program is
ok.
S11. Chương trình này rất hữu ích cho tụi e em cũng writing ielts để ra trường nên là khi học em cảm thấy khá tự tin hơn.
This program is very useful to us. I also learn to write for IELTS exams, I feel more confident after attending the course.
Em có hài lòng với chương trình học không?
S2. Em khá hài lòng với trải nghiệm học tập này vì tụi em có thể học được những kiến thức mới. Em đã học được những kĩ
năng hay về viết bài văn tranh luận
Yes I am quite satisfied with the learning experience because I can learn new knowledge. I have learnt many good skills to
write an argumentative essay.
S1. Em thực sự hài lòng với chương trình và cảm ơn thầy về sự nhiệt huyết và tử tế. Thầy đã tạo cho em cơ hội học và luyện
kĩ năng viết và em có nhận được nhiều kiến thức hữu ích.
yes I‘m really pleased with the program and thank the teacher for his kindness and enthusiasm. You gave me a good
opportunity to learn and practice writing skills and I have gained a lot of useful knowledge.
S6. Dạ đương nhiên là có rồi ạ. Em học được nhiều điều và nhiều kĩ năng bổ ích. Không chỉ thông tin liên quan đến du lịch
mà còn viết một bài luận hiệu quả.
Yes of course. I learnt a lot of useful things and skills, not only information related to tourism but also the way to write an
essay effectively.
Em thích nhất hoạt động học nào trong chương trình?
S6. Đó là lúc thầy giúp em nhận ra được lỗi của mình trong bài viết, sửa nó để có 1 bài viết xuất sắc. Em cũng thích phân
tích chi tiết bài văn mẫu vì việc đó giúp em hiểu được những phần cần thiết cho bài viết tranh luận, ví dụ như cách đưa ra
dẫn chứng, hay lập luận trái chiều và liên kết ý. Nói thật thì em thích cái nominalization nhất vì nó giúp em rất nhiều trong
việc paraphrase và tạo ra bài viết hiệu quả để thuyết phục người đọc. Trước khi tham gia khóa học này em nói chung là
không có định hình về cái writing , mình sẽ viết theo bản năng nghĩ gì viết nấy, cảm tính nhưng mà sau cái ni thì viết đặt bút
xuống thì viết nó thinking hơn, consider hơn về cái vấn đề đó
S6. That was the time when you helped me to identify mistakes in my essay and revise it to produce an excellent text. I also
liked analysing a model text in detail. This analysis helps me understand the necessary components of an argumentative
essay, such as the way a text provides evidence and counter-argument as well as links ideas. To be honest I like
norminalization best because it helps me a lot with paraphrasing and to make a better and more effective essay to persuade
the reader. Before attending this course, I have little ideas of writing. I used to write instinctively, just write what I think.
But now when I write, I start to think and consider the content of my writing more.
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S10. Em thích mọi hoạt động trong chương trình này. Em thấy tất cả các hoạt động đều cần thiết, ví dụ dịch nội dung. Nó
giúp em mở rộng vốn từ.
I like every activity in this program. I find all activities, for example translation are necessary. It helps me to expand my
vocabulary.
S2. Em thấy tất cả các hoạt động học tập đều hữu ích cho kĩ năng viết của em. Em thích nhất nhận phản hồi của thầy cho bài
viết của em bởi vì em có thể thấy được khuyết điểm của mình và chỉnh sửa bản nháp. Em nghĩ là kĩ năng của em nó cải
thiện tốt hơn.
I think that all activities are very useful for my writing skills. I find receiving feedback from the teacher on my essay is the
best because I can see my weaknesses and do revision on my draft. I think my skill is improved better.
S1. Em thấy tất cả các hoạt động đều rất hữu ích, đặc biệt là hoạt động mà thầy hướng dẫn tụi em cùng viết 1 bài mới vì nó
giúp em phát triển được tư duy logic và khi mà tụi em viết và thầy sửa và cho tụi em những nhận xét rất hữu ích.
yes I find all the activities are very useful, especially, the activity that the teacher guided us to write a new text because this
helps us to develop logical thinking. I also likes the time when the student writes the essay and the teacher corrects it. The
teacher gave us very useful feedback.
Em không nghĩ là em không thích điều gì ở chương trình này?
S1. I think I like everything.
Em nghĩ là mọi thứ rất hoàn hảo. Em cũng đồng ý với bạn là em không có ghét cái gì cả nhờ sự nhiệt huyết của thầy.
S2. I believe that everything is so perfect. I have the same idea with my classmate that I don’t have any dislike thanks to
your enthusiasm.
Different learning experience
S1. Ở cấp 3 thì giáo viên hay là mấy cái cấp khác thì giáo viên sẽ tập trung vào cái grammar hơn, cách sử dụng từ ngữ có cao
hay không có ở high level hay không nhưng mà với khóa học này nó sẽ tập trung vào mình sẽ nghĩ 1 cách logic hơn và nó
không có bị gò bó như 1 khuôn khổ nào đó nó sẽ đi ra nhưng mà phải đầy đủ thông tin ý nghĩa
At high school or other levels of education, teachers often focused on grammar and the use of high-level vocabulary. But this
program foregrounds meaning and logical thinking. This helps us view writing as not being constrained by a mould, but open
and meaningful.
S10. Chắc chắn là khác ạ. Đây là lần đầu tiên em học khóa học như vậy. Lần đầu tiên em học theo kiểu thầy cung cấp cho
tụi em ý tưởng về chủ đề, dạy từ mới và cấu trúc bài văn và em cảm thấy rất ngạc nhiên với từng bước tiếp cận bài viết.
Trước đây, em học 1 số phương pháp truyền thống từ thầy cô cũ. Thầy cô cũ chỉ quan tâm đến ngữ pháp và lỗi ngữ pháp ví
dụ sai hình thức từ mà không chú trọng đến tư duy logic.
Yes absolutely, this is the first time I have attended such a class. This is my first time I have been taught about ideas first,
new vocabulary and the structure. And I was amazed at your step-by-step guidance to the writing task. In the past I learned
from my teachers who just cared about my grammar, grammatical errors, for example wrong grammatical forms but did not
focus on logical thinking
Em nghĩ mình hiểu
S10. Em thấy bây giờ em suy nghĩ lô gic và linh hoạt hơn, có nhiều vốn từ liên quan đến chủ đề du lịch. Em biết cấu trúc 1
bài viết. Em biết nhiều thông tin về chủ đề du lịch.
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I find that I am thinking in a logical and flexible way with numerous vocabularies related to the topic of tourism. I know
how to structure an essay. I can know a lot of information about tourism.
S1. Sau khi tham gia khóa học, em biết một bài viết tranh luận là như thế nào. Bài viết phải có quan điểm, một đoạn văn
không được có hơn 1 ý chính và dùng cái ví dụ, giải thích để làm sáng tỏ ý bài văn, sự liên quan giữa các ý trong câu và tư
duy logic.
after attending the program, I know what an an argumentative essay is. The essay must have a position and a paragraph
must not have more than one point and I need to use evidence and explanation to make clear the point and make the
connection between sentences and demonstrate logical thinking throughout the essay.
S2. Nhờ vào chương trình, em có tư duy logic. Em nghĩ là em biết cấu trúc của bài viết, biết cách viết lập luận trái chiều, minh
chứng để ủng hộ quan điểm và có thể phát triển bài viết bằng thematic development. Tự tin về mở rộng ideas, từ vựng không
những chuyên ngành mà những cái khác nữa như mình có thể linh hoạt hơn trong cách dùng từ, dùng norminalisaion chẳng
hạn. cách để triển khai 1 cái topic bằng cách brainstorm theo nhiều hướng chẳng hạn.
thanks to the program, I have a logical thinking. I think that I know the structure of a text, I know how to write a counterargument and evidence to support a position and I can develop my writing using thematic development. I can expand ideas
and vocabulary related to not only the topic under focus but also other topics. I can use words with greater flexibity, such as
nominalization and know how to develop the topic by brainstorming ideas in different directions.
Em có cảm thấy tự tin hơn với kĩ năng viết của mình không.
S1. Em cảm thấy tự tin hơn trước khi tham gia chương trình. Thầy dạy cho em và em học những kĩ năng để viết bài văn tốt.
I feel more confident than before I attended the program. you teach me and I learn skills to write a good argumentative text
S2. Chương trình cải thiện kĩ năng của em rất nhiều. Em có thể viết tốt hơn trước đây nhưng để tự tin, em nghĩ em cần thêm
thời gian để luyện tập trong tương lai.
It impoves my skills a lot and I can write better than I did before but to be confident I think I need time to practice more in
the future.
S10. Em nghĩ em tự tin hơn một chút so với trước đây bởi vì em học được những kinh nghiệm từ thầy. Em thấy để viết được
1 bài viết tốt đòi hỏi nhiều yếu tố. Trước khi viết cái gì em tự nhắc bản thân về những yếu tố đó và cần tập trung vào cái
mình dang viết. Em nghĩ em tự tin hơn 1 chút. Em tự tin hơn trước đây.
I think I am a little bit more confident than before because I learn from experiences from the teacher. I find a good essay
requires a lot of factors. Before I write something I need to remind myself of these factors and need to focus on what I am
writing. I think its just a little bit but I am more confident than before.
Impact?
S1. Ảnh hưởng là khi mà viết mình suy nghĩ. Trước khi viết câu này mình suy nghĩ hơn mục đích viết câu đó là gì, liên kết
không. Rồi viết xong 1 đoạn thì xem đoạn đó có liên quan đến chủ đề khôg. Em ý thức hơn về điều em đang viết, em cẩn thận,
suy nghĩ hơn, viết cái đoạn này cái này có liên quan không, cái đoạn này có liên quan không, viết câu này là để làm gì.
S1. The impact is that I think through before writing. Before writing a sentence, I think about the purpose of writing that
sentence. After completing a paragraph, I consider if that paragraph is relevant to the topic. I am more aware about what I am
writing with more careful thoughts. I consider relevancy and purpose of a sentence.
S6. dạ em nghĩ chương trình cung cấp cho em nhiều kiến thức bổ ích và em có thể viết được bài logic hơn trước đây.
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yes of course I think the program provides a lot of useful knowledge for me and I can now write a more logical essay than
before
S10. Dạ đương nhiên là có, nó ảnh hưởng tích cực đến kĩ năng viết của em. Nhờ vào khóa học, em để ý hơn đến liên kết
giữa các đoạn và biết cách paraphrase
yes of course the program has some positive effects on my writing. Thanks to the course, I pay more attention to the links
between the paragraphs I wrote and I know how to paraphrase.
S2. Em thực sự thích khóa học này. Khóa học này rất hữu ích và giá trị. Em học được nhiều kĩ năng hay để viết bài văn
tranh luận. Nó không chỉ có ảnh hưởng đến kĩ năng viết của em mà còn kĩ năng nói nữa.
I really like this course. It is very helpful and valuable. I learned many good skills to write an argumentive essay. The course
not only has an effect on my writing but also on my speaking.
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